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RADIO
CONNECTING
'IRES

NEW
LICATIONS
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FilePROPIE
AND
\LOUDSPEAKER
\ CABLES

. . . each of importance in its own
sphere—ALL of importance to radio
and television engineers.
They contain useful technical
information on the latest developments in B.I.C.C. Radio Connecting
Wires (No. 247T), Television Downlead Cables (No. 244T), Microphone
and Loudspeaker Cables (No. 245T)
and Copper Earth Rods for Radio
(No. 243T).
Write to-day for a free copy
of the Publication you need.
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Servicing MUST be done
Use this up-to-date
SIGNAL TRACING
method . . . .
1

Inject a signal from
the " AVO " Signal Generator.
This can be R.F. into the Aerial
or I.F. circuits, or A.F. into the
Audio Circuits.
Trace
the signal
through the set with the A.C.
Voltage ranges of the " AVO "
Electronic Testmeter. (Accurate
Voltage measurement from 20c s
to 300 Mc/s.)

3

Having arrived at
the point where the signai does
not appear, then identify the
nature of the fault by tests with
the D.C. Voltage, resistance and
capacitance ranges of the " AVO "
Electronic Testmeter.
0-10,000 v. D.C.
0-1,000 megohms
100pF. — 50uF.

'AVO'
ELECTRONIC

TESTMETER — £35

Time
dependable
Fully descriptive leaflets available from the Manufacturers of" AVO " Electrical Testing Instruments-

THE

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,'LTD.

WINDER

HOUSE

•

DOUGLAS

STREET
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TELEPHONE

ViCTORIAL.404/9
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ROOM - LOUNGE - BEDROOM

— switch the radio on or off from wherever you are!

•

I
lli¡
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If you haven't yet installed a " LONG ARM, " you are
missing one of radio's most amazing developments — remote
control listening.
Remember that this Whiteley " exclusive " operates any
number of " Stentorian " speakers ( Senior, Junior or Cadet
models) from any radio receiver, and costs only 35-. (Suitable
speakers from £4.0.0.)
Other Whiteley
Units, Microphones,
and Chokes.

products include Loudspeaker Chassis
Valveholders, Switches, Transformers
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de mope outstandítq tke results
MADE IN THREE PRINCIPAL MATERIALS.
FREQUELEX. An insulating material of low Dielectric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insu lators,Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX. A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the smallest possible
dimensions.
TEMPLEX. A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a
constant capacity at all temperatures.

BULLERS

LOW LOSS

BULLERS LTD., 6, Laurence Poumney Hill. London, E.C.4.
Telegrams: " Bullera. Cannon, London."

"54feee44;6.4 ,

CERAMICS

Phone: Mansion House 9971 (3lines)

Stand No. GI6 B.I.F. OLYMPIA

COMPONENTS

LTD

7/te bette they are made

Bullers

(\

MANSFIELD

•

NOTTS
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NON- LINEARITY

Our last article began to discuss the
audio circuits of the receiver and reached the conclusion that the
frequency response of the amplifier does not give the designer any
real headache.
Distortion is a horse of a different colour. Valve characteristics
are by nature so non-linear that at first sight gross distortion would
appear quite inevitable. In inexpensive receivers there is little that
can be done, apart from ensuring that no stupid mistakes are made.
Where more money is available, tremendous improvements can be
made by the use of negative feed-back. Perhaps asimple illustration
of the way in which distortion is reduced by it will be valuable here.

Perfect
Reproduction?
*PROBLEMS REFERRED TO
IN PREVIOUS NOTES
Spatial Distribution of Sound.
Echoes in the Listening Room.
Limitations of Single Channel.
Limitations of the Human Ear.
Distortions and Faults caused by
Apparatus.
The Radio Link.
Frequency Response.

marphy radio
limited

Imagine an amplifier fed with an
input and producing an output.
If a portion of the output is fed
back to the input, one of two
things will happen, depending
upon the phase of the feed-back.
If it is in phase, the system as a
whole will tend to oscillate ; if it
is in anti-phase, the gain of the
amplifier will be reduced.
Suppose now that in its passage
through the amplifier the input
signal suffers a wave form distortion—in other words harmonics
of the input signal are developed.
When feed-back is used these
harmonics are also introduced at
the input to the amplifier, and as
these travel through the chain
they will tend to cancel out the
production of them by any nonlinear elements. There is no
theoretical limit to the harmonic
reduction which can be achieved
in this way; all that is necessary
is to build an amplifier of very
high gain, and to feed back alarge
percentage of its output. In
practice, troubles arise with high
degrees of feed-back, since it is
difficult to ensure that the phase
of the feed-back remains right
over a 'sufficiently wide frequency
band. What nearly always happens
is that the system as a whole goes
into oscillation at either a very
high or a very low frequency.
Another advantage which accrues
from negative feed-back is that it
tends to level out the frequency
response. This can be seen at
once, for if an amplifier gain tends

to fall at any frequency, so does
the negative feed-back and hence
the reduction in gain due to the
feed-back decreases, and compensates for the original fall. Nor
do the advantages of negative
feed-back end here. It can be
shown that the effective impedance of a valve can be drastically reduced if feed-back is
applied in the proper way. Now,
one of the main disadvantages of
the pentode output valve is that
its output impedance, being high,
fails to provide the resistive
component which is desirable to
damp the bass resonances of the
loudspeaker. In the presence of
feed-back, this damping can easily
be provided, and in fact the
pentode can, for the same overall
sensitivity, be made to be more
effective in this way than a triode
valve.
From all this one might be led
into thinking that under almost
any condition feed-back is a good
thing. There are, however, many
pitfalls which can beset the unwary. For example, it is only too
easy to end up with an amplifying
system which tends to be unstable,
either at a very high frequency or
a very low frequency—or both.
If the instability is obvious, there
is no great harm done, for the
amplifier is unusable and a cure
must be provided. But it may be
that the instability is not obvious,
the only effect being the introduction of distortion or spurious
frequencies into the desired output.

WELWYN GARDEN CITY•RERTS
CRC6

3
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Measurement by

Mullard

Here are sets

to deli4lit the expert
WITH

2

YEARS'

FREE

ALL-IN SERVICE IN THE HOME

Mijilard Oscillograph type E.800:1

The name of Mullard has for long been connected
with cathode ray oscillographs, and their experience
in this field is unequalled. Mullard cathode ray
tubes, Mullard valves and Mullard circuitry have
been combined to produce the accepted standard
ascillograph.

Apply any test you wish to these Sobell 5- valve
superhet table receivers. You will find that every
component is superbly engineered. Check the circuits,
the signal rectification, the I.F. selectivity, the audio
sensitivity— and any other points you like. They'll
all satisfy your critical judgment.
We'll say nothing about the obvious — the pleasing
cabinets, the simple controls, the easy- to- read 3wave
band tuning dials, the special gramophone pick-up
sockets with automatic switches, the provision for
external loudspeakers— because these are " musts "
in sets designed to the highest standards.
The two models illustrated are 5I9P and 5I9W
respectively, working on 200-250 volts A.C. only.
There's a Sobell dealer in your district— he'll be
glad to arrange a thorough demonstration.

Type E.800/1
Time base frequency 0.25-16,000 c's.
Amplifier response (2 dB loss) 0.1-40,000 c's.
Amplifier sensitivity ( Max. Gain) zmV.rms cm.
Delivery—Ex stock.

Type E.805
Time base frequency 5 c s—t5o Kc s.
Amplifier response ( 3 dB loss) 2 c s—z Mc s.
Amplifier sensitivity ( Max. Gain) 5 mV. rms cm.
Delivery—Ex stock.

Mullard
Electronic Products Ltd.
AND

Electronic Equipeent Division
ABOYNE

WORKS,

ABOYNE

ROAD,

LONDON,

S.W.I7.

TELEVISION

Advt. of Sabe!! Industries Limited, Langley Park, Nr. Slough, Bucks.
'Phone

(su . 276)

Slough 22201/5

'
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FOR ELECTRODE SUPPORTS
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FREQUENTITE - FARADEX - TEMPRADEX

STEATITE & PORCELAIN
Stourport on Severn, Worcester

PRODUCTS LTD.

Telephone: Stourport Ill

Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport
S•P•5.3
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OLYMPIA
STAND No. C.314

NSTALLED By a \\ ell known manufacturer of fractional h.p. motors,
this Airmec Ionisation Tester achieved savings in two weeks that more than
covered its initial cost. Maybe this is exceptional, but to any manufacturer of
capacitors, transformers, choke coils or similar components, or insulating
materials this equipment can be extremely valuable. Ionisation is indicated
aurally and leakage by a magic eye indicator. No damage or breakdown is
caused when testing. Please write for full information or demonstration of
this new and particularly safe instrument.

ELECTRONIC IONISATION
INSULATION TESTER

and

AIRMEC LABORATORIES LTD • HIGH WYCOMBE • BUCKS • ENGLAND
TELEPHONE :

Manufacturers

Wh
0.P

HIGH

of all types

WYCOMBE

2060

CABLES :

of Industrial

COMMLABS,

Electronic

HIGH

WYCOMBE

Equipment

arfedale OUTPUT

and

Test

Gear

TRANSFORMERS

3

Wharfedale Transformers have been in steady
demand since their introduction 14 years ago,
and

have

reliability.

built

up a high

reputation

for

Returns from all causes are less

than P/0.
LIST
..

O.P. 3, 3ratios ..

Universal, 6 ratios with C.T.

Telephone: IDLE 461.

W.I2, 3 ratios with C.T.

. 11/6
. 13/6

WHARFEDALE
BRADFORD

De Luxe, 6 ratios with C.T.

8/-

Type P, 4 ratios with C.T.
G.P. 8, 8 ratios with C.T.

PRICES

6/9

W.12—Any ratio to order

WIRELESS
ROAD,

IDLE,

WORKS

BRADFORD

Telegrams: Wharfdel, Idle, Bradford

April, 1949
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These Bates are Importantto Manufacturers, Merchants, Trade Buyers,
Salesmen and all who are concerned with
Britain's industrial

recovery

THIS is our twenty-eighth annual trade fair.

The world's greatest national assembly of

1 manufacturers and buyers, at which three thousand exhibitors will reveal their latest
products in amillion square feet of exhibits.

This vast market place is atesting ground of

the year's effort—a significant spectacle—which concerns us all since Britain's future
depends upon her productive skill.
For many months, in 33 languages, details of this display have been reaching leading
buyers overseas.

During the Fair they will land in Britain from every country in the world,

and in numbers exceeding athousand daily.
visitors of the year.
For Trade buyers from home or overseas

These are our customers, the most important
BIF' means business, and during the special

hours of public admission it offers spectacular evidence of national recovery for us all.

INFORMATION
LONDON — Earls Court and Olympia.
Catalogues, 2/6 each, obtainable only at Fair.
(May 4, 7, 11) 1/6 each building.

BIRMINGHAM -- Castle Bromwich.

Catalogues, 2/6 each, obtainable only at Fair.

Weekdays 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Buyers Badges and
Public admitted Wednesday, Saturday and Wednesday

Weekdays 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Buyers Batlgcs and
Public admitted daily from 2p.m. (all day Saturday) 2/6.

7
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QUALITY

KOLECTRIC
AUTOMATIC
WINDING
Type

COIL

MACHINE
Alti

COMPONENTS

DESIGN

CAREFUL

FURZEHILL
FINEST

THE

INSTRUMENTS

IN

ELECTRONICS

This machine is precision built and it embodies all the
latest improvements in coil winding technique.
It is suitable for winding coils up to 5' ( 127m/m) diameter and 7¡" ( 190.5mm) long. Minimum length of coil
7/32e (5.6m/m).

D.C. Oscilloscope
1684D/2

Among the many features to be found on the Type A1/1
machine are the following

e
e

A clear Wire Gauge Indicator is fitted with aglass window
in mils, or millimetres, as desired.

The

EXAMPLE

from

the

high-grade

radio and television

Furzehill

oscilloscope

applications.

range
for

of

fine

industrial,

Identical d.c.

coupled

machine can be quickly set to wind any required wire gauge

high sensitivity amplifiers are provided for both axes having

.020" (. 508m/m) and .001" (. 0251rnim)•

symmetrical inputs and a level frequency characteristic from

For setting purposes, micrometer adjustments are provided
on the trip rod. These enable the machine to be set to the
required width of coil to fine limits. The wirefeed carriage
automatically reverses its direction of travel when the trip
rod operates.

•

AN

instruments is this
and calibrated

AND

CRAFTMANSHIP

EXCLUSIVE
MAKE

April. 1949

The railstock is fully adjustable along its bed and the centre
is spring loaded to enable rapid change of the coil former.

zero

to 3 Mc/s.

Particularly

valuable

features are

the

instantaneous action of the shift controls, expansion of the
time
phase

base scan from
shift

in

the

to 5 screen diameters,
amplifiers

and

automatic

negligible
amplitude

limited synchronisation.

Please write to us for illustrated leaflets AI/1, A1/2

For full details of this, and other instruments in the Furzehili

and

range, write for our new illustrated catalogue.

RT/I, which contain a full technical specifi.

cation

on

the

machine

and

reel

stand.

KOLECTRIC
LIMITED
FURZEHILL

BEVERLEY,

EAST

YORKS.

BOREHAM

LABORATORIES

WOOD,

HERTS

Tel.

LIMITED
ELStree

1137
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UNDER CHASSIS VIEW OF THE TLi12 POWER AMPLIFIER
LEAK equipment is built to laboratory standards in materials and workmanship by experienced men.

TL/12 12W. TRIPLE LOOP
POWER AMPLIFIER

REMOTE CONTROL
PRE-AMPLIFIER RC/PA

£6 - 15- 0 list.

An original feedback tone-control circuit which will
become a standard.
No resonant circuits employed.

o Distortion: Less than 0.05%.
e Switching for Pick-up, Microphone and Radio,
with automatic alteration of tone-control characteristics.

• High sensitivities.

Will operate from any movingcoil, moving iron or crystal P.-U.; from any
moving-coil microphone; from any radio unit.

e Controls:

£25 - 15 - O list.
A Leak triple loop feedback circuit, the main loop
giving 26 db. feedback over 3 stages and the output
transformer.
Push-pull triode output stage. 400 V. on anodes
• No H.T. electrolytic smoothing or decoupling

e

condensas.

o Impregnated transformers; tropically finished
e components.
H.T. and L.T. supplies for pre-amp. and radio
units.
e Distortion: at i,000 cis and io W. output, o.i%;
at 60 cis and 10 W. output, 0.19%; at 40 cis and

Input Selector; Bass Gain and Loss;
Treble Gain and Loss; Volume.
•
Output Impedance: o-30,0oofl at 20 kc.p.s. •

The unit will mount on motor-board through acut-out
of iolfin. x en., or it can be bolted to the power
amplifier, when, with a top cover, the whole assembly
becomes portable.

10 W. output 0.21%.
Hum and Noise: —8o db. on 10 W.
Frequency response: ± o.t db.,
20
Sensitivity: z60 mV.
Damping Factor: 20.

CM-20

kc/s.

Input impedance: 1MO.
•
7-9 fl
15-20 CI ;
± I0 0 . 'Gain margin

Output impedances:
2n;
28-36 Q. Phase margin 20 °
io db ± 6db.

For use only with LEAK amplifiers.
25 W. model available at £27.zo.o.
Used with the RC/PA pre-amplifier and the best complementary equipment the TI-112 power amplifier gives to the musiclover a quality of reproduction unsurpassed by any equipment at any price. It is designed in a form so that the power
amplifier can be housed in the base of acabinet and the small pre-amplifier mounted in a position best suited to the user.
If you would like to know more about amplifiers in general, and the TLf I2 and RC/PA in particular,

WRITE FOR BOOKLET W/TL/I2.
•

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD.

BRUNEL

ROAD, WESTWAY

Phone : SHEpherds Bush 5626.

FACTORY

(
Est. 1934)

ESTATE, ACTON, W.3.

Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London.

Foreign : Sinusoidal London.

To
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Maximum sensitivity with uniform
frequency response from a more
compact
speaker,
appreciably
reduced in weight— that is what
Sola technicians have achieved
with the new G.I2.
Special
'eatures include dust-proofsuspertsion completely protecting coil
and magnet gap and the powerful
Alcomax II magnet. Write for
details and also for particulars
of Rola 3" and e P.M. models,
dust-proofed and equipped with
Alcomax II magnets.

BRITISH ROLA LTD.

FERRY WORKS • SUMMER ROAD • THAMES () MON

Telephone :

EMBERBROOK

3402

best
of the
BIG
speakers

SURREY

(5 lines,

Television
erial Downieads
_
:
7

/ recommended
types for use
with these
receivers

TYPF OF
A ERIAL PLUG

BAIRD

2- Pin Special Standard

ÇO- SOR /
r;DENCO
f
i

/

FERRANTI

341 or 339

BaC
i
C
a
l
a
n7
c'
e
a
c
;rwin

Auto Type Special

341

Coaxial

Standard Coaxial Plug

341

Coaxial

—
—
—
—

I - Yd.
1/6 Yd.
13 Yd.
6d. Yd.

3- Pin Special

/
/
/

TELEVISION AERIALS AND ECIUI
MADE

BY

ie

Iti ENT

AERIALITE

50

341

Coaxial

83

341

Coaxial

80

Standard

ULTRA
VIDOR
PYE

LIMITED

AT

386

Twin Screened

80

341

Coaxial

70

341

Coaxial

80

341

Co ax i
al

75

3- Pin Special

339 or 387

Standard Coaxial Plug
Standard Twin Plug

THEIR

CASTLE

75
80
80

Standard Coaxial Plug

SOBELL

72

Coaxial

Auto Type Special

RGD

80

Coaxial

2- Pin Screened Plug

PHILCO

80

341

Standard Coaxial Plug

PHILLID

80

341 or 386

Standard Coaxial Plug

/ MURPHY

0

387 386
" 339 Balanced Twin
or

2- Pin Special

MCMICHAEL

339
386
341
387

n ly

Octal Plug

i
G.E.C.

38 7 Balanced Twin
Coaxial

Terminals

r
FERGUSON
i

0,

TYPE OF DONNLFAD Irrpecian
RECOMMENDED
(OHMS,

341

es, RCONIPHONE

Cat.
Cat.
Cat.
Cat

339

Standard Coaxial Plug

EKCO/

0

CAT.
NO

WORKS.

Twin Unscreened

80

341

Coaxial

80

339

Balanced Twin

STALYBRIDGE, - CHESHIRE,

75)

ENGLAND.

Pril, 1949
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Construction

Materials

II

for

THERMIONIC
VALVES
MALLORY 3M GRID
SUPPORT WIRE

NICKEL COPPER
BI- METAL
FOR
RADIATOR FINS

—

SEAMLESS
CATHODE TUBES

NICKEL CLAD COPPER
GRID SUPPORT WIRE

VITREOUS ENAMEL
TRANSFERS

NICKEL COPPER
BI- METAL
FOR
ELECTRODES

MALLORY MINIATURE SPOT
WELDING ELECTRODES AND
HOLDERS FOR ASSEMBLY

NICKEL CONNECTING TAPES,
AND FILAMENT TAPES FOR
DIRECTLY HEATED
VALVES

Specialised Products of

Johnson
Matthey
JOHNSON, MATTHEY & CO., LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I
G.D. 109

Telephone: HOLborn 9277

12
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MANUFACTURERS'
ANNOUNCEMENT
TO ALL
TELEVIEWERS
In line with national policy and the lead
given by Television Receiver Manufacturers, MAGNAVISTA announce SUBSTANTIAL
REDUCTIONS
IN THE

1
.NI ' 640'

PRICES OF ALL LENSES.
These have
been made possible by anew " DIRECT
TO DEALER" MARKETING POLICY
resulting in LOWER DISTRIBUTION
COSTS : nd also by RAPIDLY GROWING
SALES
and
correspondingly
INCREASED
PRODUCTION.
The
accruing financial advantages are being
passed on to the consumer whilst the
UNSURPASSED QUALITY OF MAGNAVISTA TELEVISION LENSES remains,
of course, unchanged.

REDUCED MAGNAVISTA PRICES
TYPE

Tube £
6'

s. d.

3 3 0

A.I, A.2, A.4, A.5

r

4146

B.I, C.I

& 12'

5 5 0

D. I

15'

5 15

COMMUNICATIONS

For A.C. Operation 110/250 volts
This famous short-wave receiver has specification and
performance equalling communication receivers costing
many times the price :—
Coverage 31 to 1.7 Mc, s.
Electrical Band-spread throughout range.
Eight Valves (plus rectifier).
One R.F. and Two I.F. Stages.
Efficient Noise-limiter.
10,20,40,80 and i60 metre Amateur Bands calibrated.
Beat Frequency Oscillator.
Fly-wheel Control on Band-spread.
Vacuum mounted Crystal filter.
Adaptor for Battery Operation.
May we send you details of attractive Hire Purchase
scheme.
Deposit [5.15.0 followed by 78 weekly
payments of 6/ -.

Cash Price — £27 10s.

6

A.3 ( Univarsal)..

9'

6166

8.2 (Universal) ..

10"

7 7 0

RECEIVER

BATTERY OPERATION OF "640" by specially designed
Eddystone Vibrator Pack No. 687 for 6vo!t accumulator.
Connections by cable plugs. No. 687 Pack.... - 10 - 6.
EDDYSTONE

LOUDSPEAKERS

For matching your communication;
receiver, als o make neat extension
speakers.
No. 688-5in. P.M. unit in black diecast
housing. 7M. in dia. £2-17-6. (Also in
brown or grey.)

METRO PEX LTD
38, Gt. Portland St., London, W.I

No. 652-3}in. P.M. unit in black
grey. Overall dia. sin. £ 1-17-6.

('Phone: Museum 9024-5)

or

Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., London, W.1
Phone

GERrard 2089.

Shop Hours :9a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Sots. 9a.m.-1 p.m.

.Ipril.
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THIS NEW SIGNAL GENERATOR
COVERS

100 Kcis
TO

1601v..
This new mains operated Signal Generator has been

MODEL

65c

designed by a highly skilled team of Taylor development engineers.

It is an accurate, reliable, and com-

pact instrument which meets all the requirements of present-day practice.

Furthermore,

future developments in the television field have been met by the wider frequency ranges
which hitherto were confined to expensive instruments of the Laboratory type.
LIST PRICE £ 17.15.0
Write for details of H.P. Tams and information on other WINDSOR & TAYLOR P,o,luch

•7 ranges.

eBoth

Six covering 100 Kc s to
80 Mc s on fundamentals and the
seventh 80 Mc s to 160 Mc s on 2nd
harmonic.

• Accuracy better than

coarse and fine R.F. attenuation
available.

eUp

to 1 volt of 400 c s Audio output
available.

eDirect

on all ranges.

radiation

reduced

by

mains

filter.

eAC.

•Scale

mains operated.
ment covers 110V.
40100 cis.

calibrated in Kc s and Mc swith
total length of 30 ins.

e400 cycle internal or external modula-

Voltage adjustand 200-250V.

tion.

OTHER

PRODUCTS

GENERATORS •

INCLUDE ;

MULTIRANGE A.C.

VALVE TESTERS •

D.C.

A.C. BRIDGES

TEST

METERS

e CIRCUIT

SIGNAL

ANALYSERS

• CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS e HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS e OUTPUT METERS • INSULATION TESTERS • MOVING COIL
INSTRUMENTS

TAYLOR
419-424

ELECTRICAL

MONTROSE

AVENUE,

INSTRUMENTS
SLOUGH,

BUCKS,

LTD

ENGLAND

Telephone

SLOUGH

Grams &

Cables

21381 ( 4

TAYLINS,

lines)

SLOUGH

54
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At last a gramophone motor to
match the performance of the
famous

Connoisseur

Pick-up.

SPECIFICATION:
Voltage: zoo-25o volts A.C., so cycles.
Rim drive with speed variation. No governors and no gearing. Heavy non-ferrous
turn-table, machined to run dead true, flywheel action—no " WOW." Main turn-table
spindle hardened, ground and lapped to
mirror finish, running in special phosphorbronze bearings.
Motor runs in needlepoint, self-adjusting bearing.

Motor Board tin. plastic. Pressure on Drive-Wheel released
when not in use, to obviate forming flats and noisy action.

Retail Price, complete with Pick-up £ 15 I9s. Od. plus £6 18s. 2d. P.T.
•91

Made by

„

without Pick-up ... £ 13 55. Od. „ £ 5 149. 10d. P.T.
Coupling Transformer when required 13s. Od.

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD., BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.

PRECISION CAPACITORS
Engineers speak with no small pride when they
say that their apparatus is to " Communications
Standards."
We feel equal pride in the ever-increasing
number of Engineers who specify their requirements from our comprehensive range of high
grade " Precision" capacitors.
To Designers who must have the best we offer:—
T.M.C. Capacitors for general
use in Radio and Television,
Electronic, Telecommunications,
and Public Address equipment
are made in a wide range of
capacitances. Working voltages
up to 10,000 D.C.

PAPER DIELECTRIC TYPES
for the not so exacting conditions.

CLAMPED MICA DIELECTRIC TYPES —
for heavy current duty.

SILVERED MICA DIELECTRIC TYPES—
for use where small size and weight are important.
Special types available for the most exacting temperature conditions.

Send for Descriptive Brochures F.I003 F. & K.

TELEPHONE

MANUFACTURING

Capacitor Dept., St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent.

COMPANY

LIMITED

Telephone: Orpington 2650

April, 1949
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The Ferranti Neostron is a cold cathode tetrode filled with neon, designed for use as a
stroboscopic light source, aflashing indicator, or an electronic relay.
The discharge in the anode is started by initiating aglow discharge between the screen and grid
electrodes, the screen being at afixed positive bias, anegative impulse being applied to the grid.
Operating Characteristics

NSP1

NSPT

ASP1

Max. Anode Voltage

400

650

400

Normal Anode Voltage

300

600

300

Mean Anode Current

40-100* mA

40-100* mA

40-100* mA

Peak Anode Current

250 Amps.

250 Amps.

250 Amps.

Max. Operating Frequency

250 c.p.s.

250 c.p.s.

300 c.p.s.

Anode Connection

in base

Top cap

in base

Gas Filling

Neon

Neon

Argon

*Dependent upon frequency of operation

All types can be supplied with English 4pin or American 4pin bases.

FERRANTI LTD

ELECTRONICS DEPT. MOSTON MANCHESTER 10

16
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Visitors to our stand will be interested in the development of
Victoria instruments during the past twelve months. New,
advanced instruments and their applications will be demonstrated, and technicians will be at hand for advice on any
matters relating to our products.

PORTABLE TEST SETS
Robust moving iron Instruments.

Suitable for the Electrical

Contractor or Automobile Electrical Engineer,
Size: 3rx3rx2' overall
complete with carrying strap

1111111111

SQUARE FLANGE METERS

Thesecombinedinstrumentsaremadeinmany

eg,
1
21

standard ranges.

260V
I5A
25V
25A
Other

4" Large Open Scale. Mirror
Scale can
be supplied if
required.
RANGES:
A.C. From IV-10kV
25uA-I00 Amps.
D.C. From 5mV-I0kV
SuA-5000 Amps.

Combination examples:

A.C. or D.C.
A.C. or D.C.
A.C. or D.C.
A.C. or D.C.
Combinations to

order.

B./.E OLYMPIA • Stand No.C.52 I

VICTORIA
Proprietors :

Zetoliagoetionee

INSTRUMENTS

aim mcs.e4

V.1 C. ( Bournemouth) Ltd.

zuscomeioni9

MIDLAND TERRACE • LONDON • N.W.10
Telephone:

let

ELGar

we&

787112

"Mighty Midget"
Aectet Yowt Sated,
• 3 valve, plus rectifier, midget radio receiver; 200-230 volts A.C.
or D.C.
• Cabinet: Fully seasoned wood, fini.hed in polished walnut
• Valves: Latest British Octal and Ballast Type
• Coils: High " Q " iron cored on “ low- loss" formers
• Wave- range: 200-530 metres
• Chassis: Steel, plated for reliability & long life
• Loudspeaker: 5" dia. " Monobolt" construction, to which is
fed 3 watts of Audio Power
• Guarantee: 12 months
• Apart from Mains, the only connection is an aerial supplied
with the set

£6.

19.9

INC. P.T.

GENERAL
21-29

SHENE

Volume, Tone and Sensitivity are remarkable from a Radio
measuring fir x 7" x 4r. The advertising campaign now getting
into its stride, will be increased in volume and tempo, as space
becomes available

ELECTRICAL

STREET,

BATH

STREET,

RADIO

LONDON

E . C.1

.4 pril, 1949
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Of the many forms of capacitors available, one of
the most popular is the Tubular Paper, which fits
most conveniently into any wiring assembly. In order
to meet specific requirements, Tubular Capacitors
must be chosen with care by the designer and
engineer; Dubilier Tubular Paper Capacitors are
produced in a wide range covering all needs, for

D. "Minicap" Tubular Paper Capacitors for miniature
application combining minimum size and weight with
excellent electrical properties.
We shall be pleased to forward full technical details
of these Capacitors upon request, and our technicians
are always at your service for consultation with
regard to their use.

instance
A. Type 460 Tubular Paper Capacitors for all general
requirements.
B. Metal-cased Tubular Paper Capacitors for use in
Tropical conditions.
C. Metal-cased "Minicap" Tubular Paper Capacitors
to withstand severe tropical conditions and high
altitudes.

DUB! HER

MAKERS
DUEILIER
'Phone:

OF

CONDENSER

Acorn

THE
CO. ( 1925)

2241 (5 lines). 'Grams:

CONDENSER CO. 0925) LTD.

CAPACITORS

WORLD'S
LTD.,

Hilvoltcon,

DUCON
Phone,

FINEST

WORKS,

London.

VICTORIA

Cables:

Hilvoltcon,

CAPACITORS

ROAD,

London.

NORTH
Marconi

ACTON,

International

W.3

Code
D22

18
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The RIMINGTON JEWEL

tviA st

will bring new life to
GRAMOPHONE REPRODUCTION
* Reproduces the maximum recorded frequency range.
* Wear on records is negligible, the jewel is scientifically designed to follow the groove of the record
lightly and smoothly.
Straight for Crystal
pick-up only.

* Preserves the higherfrequencles delicately Imprinted
in the record, so easily destroyed, and reproduces
them !
* Jewel well set and angle correct.
* Contained in plastic box well packed and mounted.

RECORDING
(97/ 1;0ft/en/

* LIFE. It Is not possible to state categorically the
life of a jewel point, but in the interest of quality
it lu advisable to replace the lewd l after 1030
playings—it Is a matter of personal discretion.

Lightweight for new
miniature pick-up.

T

O that exclusive coterie—The ' Sound
Repro' Engineers, Technicians and
Recordists, the initials M.S.S. need no
introduction. Much that is today acknowledged as standard practice in Disc
Recording was conceived and developed
by M.S.S.
During the war the Company was
greatly enlarged and development was
accelerated to provide improved disc
recording equipment of all kinds for
the Service Departments. Now, however, enhanced facilities coupled with
improved material supplies are making
M.S.S. Equipment available to awider
circle of users.
The well- tried and well- proven advantages of M.S.S. technique are at the
service of all who seek the highest
possible fidelity and operating efficiency
in Disc Sound Reproducing Equipment.
Among the users of M.S.S. equipment are:—
The British Broadcasting
Corporation,
The Admiralty,
The Ministry of Supply,
The General Post Office
and
Broadcasting Authorities
& professional recordists
in all parts of the world.

* The RimIngton Jewel has had exhaustive tests by
Messrs. W. R. Prior Ltd., microscope manufacturers,
of Bishops Stortford, who have stated that the
needles are free from blemish and perfect in detail.
* The Rimington Jewel needle
in your records which you
unsuspected.

Is new beauties
have heretofore

PRICE—Most reasonable. The Rimington Jewel
is the finest sapphire on the market and It
retails at only 9/9.
Order your Rimington Jewel NOW and revolutionise
your gramophone reproduction.
Trailer type for
Heavier pick-up.

TRADE ENQUIRIES

INVITED

RIMINGTONS
RIMINGTON, VAN WYCK LTD., 42-43 Cranbourn SL, London, W.C.2
Gerrard 1171
RIMINGTON, VAN WYCK (Mail Order) LTD., 28a Devonshire St.,
Marylehone. London, W.1
Welbeck 4695

•CONSTANT VOLTAGE •
POWER

SUPPLY

UNITS

NEW SERIES 101
Our new Laboratory Power Supplies, Series 101, are
based on our well-known Model 101-A, but incorporate a number of Improvements and refinements.

The illustration shows the
Type D.S.R. Reproducing
Console as used by broadcasting stations, commercial
studios and theatres, etc.
Details of the M.S.S.
available from :—

M.S.S.

RECORDING

COMPANY

POTLE CLOSE COLNBROOK BUCKS.

Range

LIMITED

Tel: Colnbrook 115 & 87

DETAILS ON REQUEST.

ALL- POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
8a

GLADSTONE

ROAD, WIMBLEDON,
Tel.: liberty 3303.

S.W.19
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qualities make

TRUVOXspeakers famous

The

SS IOA

12 - inch

Heavy
Duty Speaker,
illustrated,
offering a
frequency response from
55 to 11,000 c.p.s. and
handling
10 watts
is
a typical example of
TRUVOX workmanship.

TRUVOX ENGINEERING CO. LTD • EXHIBITION GDS • WEMBLEY • ENGLAND
SaI

19
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Large and small Multi- Unit Rack
Assemblies for all types of installations.
The illustration shows a typical

2

channel Radio System with automatic microphone switching.

irr

i)n rst¡Iii:ii,
.l
auffieiiiie'tiiiireeir
' .

UNTINGDO.M

Telephone:.HUNTINGDON 361

3

Speaking of operations, a
delicate but highly successful
one has been carried out in
striking the balance of correctly matched voice coil and
curvilinear cone for our new
12" loud speaker. By carefully

G

suiting the weight of coil to
cone we have reduced the
peaks and secured afreedom
from break-up, while the
very high flux density of the
large Alcomax magnet
considerably increases the
sensitivity, especially in the
higher frequencies. All very
worth while as you may see,
12" SPEAKER or rather hear.
TYPE 3512/15

Overall diam. l2. Depth 6.
Weight 71b. 15 ou. Voice Coll
Impedance 15 ohms. Fundamental
resonance 60 cycles. Flux density
14,000 lines per. sq. cm. Frequency
range 50•7,000 c.p.s. Fixing holes
4 holes
diam. spaced 90 ° on
P.C.D. 121".

Inductance Meter
TYPE

This instrument has been designed to provide simple and
direct reading measurement
of inductance values between
o.o5 microbenry and zoo
millihenrys. A stable variable.
frequency
oscillator
is

Wayne

r

GRAMPIAN
Hampton

•"'

Road,

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
LIST PRICE C6-10-0
REPRODUCERS
LTD

Ha nworth,

Middx.

Phone:

Feltham

2657

"

MI48-2

used to resonate the unknown inductance with a
fixed
standard
capacitor.
Provision is made for
the measurement of
Q at resonance frequency. Price UM.

Kerr

WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LIMITED NEW MALDEN, SURREY.

Advertisements
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THE

MAGNETIC

TAPE

RECORDER

RECORDS 61. REPRODUCES

qA,

'y RADIO

0•AME
Ru-

Pe Cj

s Etc
eNO TS
Ae'

Made in England.
Protected by
British and Foreign Patents and
Patents pending.

THE " SOUNDMIRROR " IS HERE.
Made in England by the electronic designers
and engineers of Thermionic Products Ltd., the " Soundmirror " opens up enormous

Made by the Makers of the famous

RECORDING—Using reels of magnetized tape, the " Soundmirror " gives 30 mins.
of high fidelity, continuous recording. Changing of reels is quickly and simply

LOW

COST

DICTATING

UNIT

fields in the development of mobile or static recording and reproducing.

done. The hand microphone packs easily into the handsome polished cabinet.
REPRODUCTION— Life- like tonal quality of any desired volume equal to the best
radio receivers. The recordings are permanent and can be played an indefinite
number of times without loss of quality. The recorcljng tape can be cut and spliced
to join up short recordings or edit unwanted parts. Recordings can be erased
and the reels of tape used indefinitely.
The " Soundmirror " Recorder is a complete electronic unit.

Contains speaker,

amplifier, microphone and is equipped with jacks for easy hook up to radio, public
address and other electronic audio systems.

MAY 2-13

OLYMPIA &
EARLS COURT
SEE OUR EXHIBIT
STAND

No.

E66

OLYMPIA

THERMIONIC

Enquiries invited.

PRODUCTS Ltd.

Leaders in the Field of Magnetic Recording

Head Office: Morris House, Jermyn Street, Haymarket, London ,
Phone : WHItehall 6422 3,4.

S.W.I

22
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[his new Ceramic " Hi- Load" Capacitor has
been specially designed as H.T. or Heater
By- Pass and Lead- Through Capacitor.
Although very small in dimensions the capacitor
has acapacitance of 1,000 pF and it is rated at
40 KVA R.F. with a maximum R.F. current
of 20 amps. The sturdy rod forming the
lead- through connection is capable of handling

Further
technical
details
furnished
on request

UNITED

INSULATOR

CO.

LTD.,

April , 1949

all normal currents. The high rating also makes
the capacitor suitable as a tank capacitor.

OAKCROFT

RD.,

Telep. one : EIrnbr,«e 5241 ( 6 Imes)

TOLWORTH,

SURBITON,

SURREY

Telegrams : Colonel, Surbnon

ram ae range ri 0

instruments

The CONSTAC
Constant Voltage Ti -ansformer
Latest Bafflette Extension

A versatile transformer
which
provides
a fully
stabilised 6.3v. heater supply
in addition to a variety of
stabilised H.T. outputs.
Originally designed for use
in E.I.L. instruments, the
CONSTAC* is now available to manufacturers of
high grade equipment.

Speaker has new Richard Allan
6¡" p.m. chassis ( type 680).
walnut or mahogany veneer ;

Cabinet in
polished cream ends and

top. Exceptional quality reproduction— better than
many larger speakers—yet size only 81" x81" x41"

FROM

GOOD

RADIO DEALERS

49 /6
52/6

Walnut
Mahogany

*Made under licence by
The Banner Electric Co., Ltd.

Transformer 6/- extra

Uccle and Guaranteed by—

NiflifirJALK
CALEDONIA ROAD,

TYPE A

Input:

BATLEY,

RADIO
LTD.

YORKS

160

to

260V.

50

c/s.

I.T. Output: 6.3v. 2A.
H.T. Output: 35ov. 2$ mA or 700V. 55 mA
or 35ov. is mA and 17ov. z5 mA

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
17

PARADISE

LTD

ROAD • RICHMOND • SURREY

April, 1949
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MINIATURE

HIGH- GAIN

VALVE

PENTODE

It is a high-gain pentode, mounted on the B7G base
and Is suitable for use in television, wide- band
radio, amplifier and electronic instrument circuits.
INTERESTING

FEATURES

Small size and rugged construction make it an eminently
suitable valve for use In mobile and portable equipment.
Suitable for operation up to 100 megacycles per second.
Owing to smallness of size and low thermal capacity the
valve rapidly reaches a stable operating condition.
List Price 17/6.

THE

Purchase Tax 3/10 extra.

sr

.9&e

PHOTO CELLS

CATHODE RAY TUBES

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD„

MAGNET

VALVES
HOUSE,

KINGSWAY,

W.C.2.

23
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CONSISTENTLY

PULLIN SERIES

100 TEST SET

SENSITIVITY

10,000

OHMS/VOLT

•with

A.C./D.C. Voltage Multiplier
for 2,500 V. and 5,000 V.
Volts A.C. and D.C. Range.
10, 25, 100, 250, 500, 1,00U.
Milliamps D.C. only :
2.5, 10, 25, 100, 500.
Ohms: 0-10,000 and 0-1 megohm.

A.C.

Current

Transformer

Range: 0.025, 0.01, 0-5, 1.0, 50,
25.0 Amps.

We can give early deliveries—
Address all enquiries to:

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
DEPT.

J.

ELECTRIN

WORKS,

WINCHESTER

STREET,

LAMINATIONS

LONDON,

W.3.

Tel

ACOrn

4651 3 &

4995

TYPE 26 V.H.F. CONVERTER
We are pleased to be able to offer Type 26
R.F. U.H.F. Converter

Unit

as

illustrated.

FOR
All

Radio

and

Electrical

Uses.

In Silicon, Dynamo, Intermediate
and Transformer Qualities.
Permalloy, Mumetal, Radiometal.
Screens for all

Electrical

Uses.

Transformer Shrouds
for 35 and 74 Lams.
General

Precision

Engineers.

Heat Treatment.
Sheradising to the Trade.

Electrical Sound & Television Patents Ltd.
12 Pembroke Street, London, N.1.

—

TERminus 4355

2/4 Manor Way, Boreham Wood, Herts. — ELS CREE 2138

This unit covers 50-60 M,cs without modification. Can
be used with any super- het covering 7.5 M/cs ( 40
metres). Requires 6.3 v. Iamp. for heaters, 250-300 v.
30 m.A. H.T. Three tuned stages R.F., mixer and
oscillator. Fitted with Muirhead Slow Motion Drive.
All Internal parts and chassis silver-plated.
Ideal for
5- metre and Birmingham television bands.
BRAND NEW.
IN ORIGINAL
CARTONS.
Order at once
to avoid disappointment.

35 1

In addition to the above, many other bargains are available. Send
d. in stamps for our No. 8 special offers list and Raymart new
illustrated catalogue and price list.

ADIOMART

48 HOLLOWAY HEAD

BIRMINGHAM, I
Tel. .

Midland 3254

Atril , 1949
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A NEW ADDITION TO

Announcing

A TRUSTED RANGE

11711Eg
SOLVENTLESS
VARNISH

for Electrical Windings ttir Coils
Since the Introduction of HYMEG Synthetic
Insulating products, their outstanding properties
have become well-known, and the expansion of
their use in the Electrical Industry has been responsible for aconsiderable improvement in both the
finished machine and its method of production.
Now, in response to a wide demand, Berger
announces the addition of a SOLVENTLESS
VARNISH to the HYMEG range.

2. No catalysts are required before use.

HYMEG SOLVENTLESS VARNISH
these considerable advantages:

5. It is suitable for tropical service.

offers

1 It is ready for use as supplied, either for dipping or vacuum impregnation, without heating
up before use.

HMG

3. The product has the characteristic
through-drying properties.

Hymeg

4. As aresult of ( 1) and (2), the stability in the
customer's plant is even better than with standard
Hymeg, which itself represents a considerable
advance over all other insulating varnishes.

6. Coils impregnated with Hymeg Solventkss
Varnish run at lower temperatures than usual,
due to improved thermal conductivity with
resulting longer life.

SOLVENTLESS
VARNISH
I',j

A

ut

açpfu

ikt..470,

ci

for.

PRODUCT

LEWIS BERGER & SONS LIMITED 35 BERKELEY SQ., LONDON, W.1
9811
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Three typa 36EHT35 rectifiers,
each only 3' long X ,j,-" dia, will,
from apeak pulse input & approx.
2,500V obtained from the standard
line scanning output transformer,
give an output of about 6kV at
100µA, used in the tripler circuit
shown on the left.

E.H.T. may be obtained from the standard
line scanning output transformer without
any alteration whatever.
Simply add three
36EHT35 rectifiers in a tripler circuit and

you will obtain 6kV for your tube anode
supply. Simple
efficient
reliable.
Other sizes of rectifier available for lower
or higher outputs.

aWESTINGHOUSE ro)

ESTALITE
36EHT METAL RECTIFIERS
Write for data sheet No. 60, to Dept. W.W.4

Westinghouse

A

Brake & Signal

Co.,

Ltd.,

82,

York

Way,

King's Cross,

London,

N.I.

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER

NEW B.P.L. INSTRUMENT

The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Cou rse learns radio thorough ly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work. We train them
to be successful.
Write to the
requirements.

Advisory Dept. stating your
Our advice is tree.

You may use this coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd.
THE VOLTASCOPE—A combined valve-voltmeter and
oscilloscope.
VALVE-VOLTMETER—Infinite Input
Resistance for D.C. ranges 0 to 300 volts. A.C. ranges
0 to 150 volts in 5 ranges.
3 inch scale meter.
OSCILLOSCOPE-3 inch screen tube provided with
balanced amplifiers for Y and X plates giving a5 times
trace expansion.
Maximum sensitivity 150mVicm.
Response from D.C. to 100 kcs.
Limited quantity available for early delivery.

°Erg.* INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KlisGSWAY, LONJOA, W.0.2
explain fully about your instruction in the subiect marked X.
Compleze Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Advanced Short-Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics, Radar, and Radio
nd the following Radio = xaminations:13Ktish Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanic.i, R.A.P.
I.C.S.
Students
for
Examinations
are
coached
till
successful
Please

Name

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS.
Tel: Radlett 6674-5-E

Address
Meelieseems•

April, r949
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MORRIS P. CO ( RADIO) LTD

1111
1%

NEW BRANCHES AT
207, EDGWARE RD., W.2 Phone: AMBassador 4033

AND AT 152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4
All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.S.
Terms cf

&nines :

ALL WAVE RECEIVER KIT

Cash with order or C.O.D. over CI

d

Phone: CENtral 2833
' Phone

Send 2d. Starno

IThe NEW PREMIER TABLEGRAM '

27

AMHerst 4723
or ! iss

R.A.F. 1155 RECEIVERS

Used but perfect, Ulf-. Combined Output Stage and
230 V. Power Pack, 23/10/-.10M. Role Speaker in black
crackle cabinet to match, 45/..

7- Valve ( plus Metal RectIner) Einperhet: for AC/DC
Mains 200250 vo/t, 40/60 cycles. Four wavebands
13.6-52 metre. (52-3.8 me/g), 51.200 metres ( 5.9-1.5 mc/.),
500 à00 metres and 900-2,100 metrea.Zfiveitch includes
a i'l' k.up Position, Valve Hue-up 6K7 ( R.F.), 6K8
(Freq iency Changer). 6K7 ( S.F.). 6Q7 (2nd net. A.V.C.
and lit L.P. Amplifier), 617 ( Phase Inverter) lo 25A6
(Push Pull Output). Output Tram( °ruler 3 or 15 ohm..
Negative feedback.
The Complete Kit of Parts Including Valves and Complete
Instructions. £13f8/10. Inc. tax. Completely wired and
El& Recommended Loudgpeaker, Role Super
85/-•

SMOOTHING CHOKES
By famous Makers.

50 111A. 40 H., 10/6. 125 mA. 13 IL 10 6. 100 mA.
6 D..
200 mA. 20 H., 178. 500 mt. 20 H.. 25',
SLOW MOTION DIAL. With 500-1 Reduction. Calibrated 0-100. Front panel mounting. Oler. diem. Fast
and alow.
ENAMELLED WIRE
1. lb. Reels.
Ilb. Reels.
lb. Reels.
lb. Reelg.
1/8
16
2/6
1/9 .. 30 s.w.g.
3/.
1/6 .• 15 „
2,8
1/11 .. 32 „
3/8
1/6 .. 20 ,.
2/6
1/11 .. 34 „
5/3
1/8 .. 22 .. 2/9
2/2 .. 56 „
3/9
1/8 .. 21 „
2/9
2/5 .. 38 „
4/3
1/9
28
3'.. 40 „
4/9
119 .. 28 .,
3/METER KIT.
A FERRANTI 500 MICROAMP 1128 METER. with
separate High Stability, High Accuracy, Resistors to
memoir.. 15, 60, 150 and 600 volts D.C. Scale length
lain., diameter Olin. 100- the complete kit.
A.C. LC METER WITH INTERNAL RECTIFIER.
0.200 v. Scale length, 25M.
Diameter, 3jin.
Made by
Mat-Vick. 210..
TRANSMITTING VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 200 pF.
Ceramic insulation, ' 171n. spacing, 46 each.
COLLARO AUTO CHANGERS.
Mixer•Changer RimDrive.
High fidelity crygtal pick-up. Repeat Reject
mechanism.
214/6/8.
COLLAR° A.C./D.C. GRAMOPHONE MOTORS, with
turntable, but without pick-up or auto stop.
06/5/0.
COLLAR° ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR with
121n. turntable. A.C. 100/250 v. 2518/4.
E107. ONE OF TICE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS ( See " W.W.," August, 1945.)

9 valves, R.P. amp. me. Frequency Changer, 2 IF..
(465 lie.), Ind Detector, A.V.C. Al. amp. B.F.O. A.C.
mains, 100450 v. or 12 V. accum. Frequency range
17.5 to 7 mc/s. 7.35 mcie to 2.9 mete, 3.0 to 1.2 mc/s
Monitor L.B. built In. Complete. Write for full details.
816/16/ -. Carriage paid.

METAL RECTIFIERS. Half wave, output 230 v. 30 ma.
2/6. Half wave or voltage doubling 260 v. 30 Ma.,
Hall wave 300 v. 75 em..
350 400 v. 2ma. 3/6 or six
for 16/6. 15 v. la Bridge. 64.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially ' made of bright
Aluminium with four aide..
31 x21n. ....
4/6
91 x41 x21n.
5/6
10 x8 x21in.
7/12 x9 21in.
7/9
14 x9v211n. ....
8/3
16 x8x2lin.
816
vox8.2110..... 10/6
22 010 0211n.
13 6
SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
A modern Tablegram, incorporating many new features.
Coven Medium and Long Wavebands.
Operates on
200-250 v. A.C. ItLaina.
A high-fidelity pick-up and
the lateet Collazo electric gramo. motor ensure excellent
record reproduction. 819/19/... Including Purchaae Tax.
CONRAD ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTOR, 91e, turntable, 200/250 V. A.C., 52.6.
All above motors include Purchaae Tax.
C.E. TUBES. 3-Inch EMUICOPE, 4/1 ( Marconi) n. need
in W.W. Scope ( December .4a). 17/6. Complete kit of
8 valve.. £37/6. All other parts available. VC R97.
New, with Rocket 35/-. NULLARD M.W. 18-2. New,
with base, 76 6. P.C.B., 38, with 'socket, 19/6.
RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE.
APN-4 contains 7-6116,
1-61127, 18-65817, 1-5CP1 and 100 kc. cryetal, 83/19/6.
Carriage and packing 10/'.
NEW 2-VALVE ALL WAVE KIT. 16 to 2,000 meteco.
Switched Çoil Pack ready wired and ( noted. 2 Mazda
HIM Valves, ' l'heure, WT. and L.T. Batteries, Condemerg, re.sistore, diagrams and steel cave, all ready to
amemble, 23/10'. including Purchase Tax.
MINE DETECTOR PANELS, including three IT4 valves,
17-1 Midget Trans., three ceramic valveholders. 18
condensers and resistors, etc., 20,, Without Valves, 5/-.
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.
Cominte of a complete kit of parta to comtnict an H.T.
Eliminator with an output of 120 V. at 20. mA, and
provision for Trickle Charging a 2 v. Accumulator. Two
Metal Rectifiers are employed. With circuit. 35/-.
LOUDSPEAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER
51n. P.M. 2-3 ohms 10/11
10In. P.M. 2-3 ohms 23/6
Sin... ..
168
12M. „
15 „
85/81n. „ „
17/6
MOVING COIL EARPIECES
ComprIew a lain. Moving Coll Loudspeaker fitted with
noise excluding rubber cape.
Make excellent Mike.,
Phones or Speakers, 2/- each, I8/- doz.
TANK AERIALS. Seven Iii. length, of steel tube which
fit into each other, making avery efficient aerial, 306 each.
Rubber Bases to fit, 216.
PREMIER COIL PACK 4-BAND. A fully wired and calibrated Coll Pack of the latest type.
Waveband. covered 13.6-52 metre. (22-5.8 me/n). 51-200
metres ( 5.9-1.5 mc/s). 200-550 metres and 900-2,100
metres. Air Dielectric Trirarnela on all Short Wave Coils.
Unit consists of 3 ecreened methane AERIAL, R.F. and
Oscillator. Cram position on switch.
Dimensions of Pack. Sin. x41in. x21in.
Also included pair I.F. Transformer' with permeability
tuned Litz windings of high “ Q" S.gang condenser
drive spindle, drive wheel.
Price, with aircuit Matta:.
85/or complete with coloured glass dial, backplate, pointer,
dial light brackets and drilled 7-valve chaeals, with blue
prints, 8.5/10/-.

VISIT OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
at
203 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
for a hugh selection of used military
equipment

16+16 m f . 500
8+ 8 m I . 500
32 + 32 mf .. 330
32 mf.350
16 mf .. 350
16 ml. 450
8 nit . 450
4tuf . 500
16+ 8 nil . 450
GOVERNMENT

4/11

V. working, All Cans
v. „
v. „
V. ,,
v.,.
v. „
Cardboard
v. „
v. „
v. „
All CI..
SURPLUS

MAINS

4/11
5111
2/6
2/6
3/9
8/2/4/11

TRANSFORMERS

All are for use on 230 volt 50 cycle Maine.
TYPe
33 38 v. 2 a. Tapped at 32, 34, 36 a.
42 300-0-500 V. 170 mA. 4 v. 4 a.
44 10 v. 5a., 10 V. /5a., 10 v.5 a.
51 350 + 350 v.60 mA, 6.3 v.1 a., 6.0 v. 3.5 a
53 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a
54 275.11 ,275 v. 60 mA. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a
55 250-0-250 v. 100 m A. 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 3-5 a
56 330-0-330 v. 70 mA, 5 V. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a
57 300-0-300 v. 70 mA, 4 V. 2 a.. 4 V. 3-6

15/25/1
35
2//
8
15/15/17/6
17/6
17/6

E.E.T. TRANSFORMERS. For 200-230 v. 50 e. Input
Halt Wave. For u. with Valve or Metal Rectifier.
Used in Voltage Doubling Circuit, three
over double the hall wave output.
suitable rectifier..
E.H.T.1. Output 800 ti.
E.H.T.2. Output 1.000 v. and 2-0-2 v.
E.H.T.3. Output 2,000 V. and 2-0-2 v.
P.P. DRIVER TRANS.

will give slightly
We can amply
2 a.
2 a.

17/25/..
35/-

Split Sec., sniper quality. 10/-

NEW MIDGET T.R.F. RECEIVER. Completely built
and tmted T.R.F. Receivers in bakellte cmea. Medium
and Long Wavebands.
St., 12In. x Sin. x Sin.
A.
illuatration. Two model. available, A.C. and A.C./D.O.
Both for 200-250 v. mains. 27/19/6.1 2 clehn Punta."
Tax.
NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO HIT, with
Illuminated Clam Dud.
All part., including Valves
M/C Speaker and Mitructione. 4 valves plus Meta
Rectifier.
16-50 metres and 200-557 metres. 200 to
250 V. A.C. or A.0.013.C. mains. State which le required.
Size, 10In. XSin. xSin., £8 5 -. Including Purchase Tax.

BAWELITE CABINETS for above

Superhet Illta, 28/-

TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS. Butt any 51n., 61n.
or 7M. tube. Increase picture size considerably, 60/6.
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ALL- IN- ONE RADIOMETER
with internal battery and multi scale the PIFCO Allin- One Radiometer tests everything electrical, Radio
and P.A. Equipments, Household appliances of all
kinds.

Car Lighting Systems, Bell and Teleprinter

Circuits.

Write for full details and
Export terms.
Overseas
Agency enquiries invited.

PIFCO

LTD.,

PIFCO

May be used on AC or DC mains.

• CIRCUIT TEST

• L.T. TEST

Testsforopenorfaulty
circuits in all radio
and electrical apparatus
and
domestic
appliances.
Eq ually
for testi ng car lighting
and starting circuits.

0-6 volts AC or DC.

HOUSE,

• H.T

• MILLIAMPERE
TEST
O 23 m.a, scale for
testing total discharge
from battery or testing single cell.

WATLING

TEST

• VALVE TEST

0-240 volts. May
be
used
direct
On
any
mains.
AC or DC

STREET,

Made by inserting
valve
in
socket
on front of meter.

MANCHESTER,

4

and at PIFCO HOUSE, GT. EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

SUPPLIES Ltd.offer only finit clase material and glee careful and prompt attention to all onion,
small or large. All prices nett.
HIGH DUTY RECTIFIER UNITS. Operation on 200/250 volts 50 c. D.O. Output
at 122 deg. F., 36 volte, 56 ampo. ( This output can be considerably increased at
normal temperatures). Metal rectified, fitted switch and fuses, contained In oteel
housing, height 19M., width 201n., depth 211n. ( weight approx. 2 cwt.). For heavy
duty battery charging, plating and welding. Approx. cost t75. 55e have fifteen only,
new and perfect, at £21 each. These must be collected.
MAINS VOLTAGE RECTIFIER UNITS. Input 200/250 V. 50 C. Output 220 voila
D.O. ( Neininal rating at 122 deg. P., 0.5 amp—double this rating at normal ten,Peretures) Smoothed to 5 per cent ripple. Metal rectified, fitted fusel, and switch,
in steel housing, 16 by 14 by 101 beben. Very useful in labs. and for testing D.C.
aPParat us from A.C. supply. New and perfect, £701.01- ( despatch 0'.),
A.C. MAINS CONTACTORS. Coil 230 v. 50 c. Contacts 3.pole each 10 amps., supplied
with these wired in parallel for 30-amp switching. Smart action, silent In use. on
panel Olin. by 11M., with cover, 17,6.
muguyttun mentumENTs, gin. switchboard typee, first.grade jewelled incitements, calibrated at 50 cycles: 0/20 voile ( mirror scale) 321 ( des. 1,6) 0 300 volts,
37/8 ( des. 1:0). This le a good opportunity for fine A.C. inetnimente. Also very
attractive offer of insc Miniature Micro-ammeters, deflection 0;500 micro.amm
only 111n, diameter, neatly graduated in white on liack dial. with back terminale, 12 8
Also 211n. m/c Itilliammetere, 0,20 ma., 9/6. Alm 2in, square flange tole 0,150 rms.,
9/8. Bleuie note—all instruments by best makers, brand new.
FRACTIONAL MAINS MOTORS, 200/250 v. A.C. Brand new, ehaded pole. Running
torque 400 gram:ems, 1200 r.p.m., 100 per cent starting torque. Silent is operat lOil.
Shaft lin, long by ¡ in. Frame 31in. by 3tin. Shaded pole motor., being subject
to temperature rise, should be used In elip.stream, unless for j to 1 hour periods.
32 ,6.

Our Silvered Mica Capacitors reach the
limit of accuracy which can be achieved
in a mass-produced radio component.
Our recognised technical standards will
satisfy those set manufacturers who wish
their tuning scales to be " dead on line."

EXTRACTOR FANS ( Delco) Operation 200;250 volts A.C. Fitted induction motor,
silent and very efficient. With mounting frame. With tin. Impeller, 66;6. with
10M.(mPeller. 75/6 ( see. either 1 6).
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS. Special offer of brand new ex-A.M. Immersion self •
priming type. Approx. 101,5. long and 2in, diameter, with adjustable mounting
flange. A precision made motor within the tube actuates the ccnlrlfagal Impeller,
the whole assembly being completely water ( or oil) tight. These cost over 120 each
Duty approx. 300 g.p.h. Operation 12/24 v. AO/DC 29/6 each or with Mains Transformer, 200,250 v. primary, enabling the pump to be operated from standard A.c.
mains, 47/6 complete ( des. 21.).

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS 1211

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. ( 8.T.0.) Forcharg Mg up to 12 volts, ( Input 17/18 v.).
6,8amps, full- wave, 29
6. 3/4
.22ie.
amps.,
STEEL TRIPODS for P.A. Speakers,
extending to 12ft. Sturdy type, rigid under all weather condition», 55/- (de. 5/.).

14, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS,
CENTRAL STREET, LONDON, E.C.I
Te/enhone : CLErkenwell 5977,

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 200/250 V. 80 e. Fitted elfindlee
for hours, mine., and seconds hands. Single hole mount, silent running. Fitted
duet cover, 311n, dla. and 21n, deep, and flex, ready for use, 37/8. Set of three Bands
to fit suitable for 5/6 inch dial, 21... (
not sold aeparately).

SIGNAI, GENERATORS, Admiralty patin. W4999, range 6.5/12 then continuous.
In 3 ranges, to 95 mc'e, £25 ( des. 94.). Also Marconi TF144 Standard instrument,
£76 ( des. 8/6). Further details on request.
Please include sufficient for caokinedespateh.
id.

R.

SUPPLIES

Ltd.,

on,

New

Oxford

Telephone, MUSeurn

Street,

2928

London,
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The RC49 ... a new, reliable Automatic Record Changer
featuring

PERFORMANCE,

Collaro's new Model RC49

more

LIGHTNESS

and

LOW

COST

than fills a long felt need . . . . it brings you a reasonable

priced

record changer incorporating all the refinements hitherto associated only with expensive instruments
. . plus many new features not to be found in any other record changer.
The RC49 loads, unloads, selects, plays repeats or rejects 10" or 12" records

mixed in any order, by

the operation of one single control knob.
The powerful induction-type MOTOR is suitable for 100,130 and 200250 volts A.C., and incorporates
the new " Rim Drive."

Beautifully simple and completely reliable, the RC49 will give years of trouble-

free service.

The

*Write

to- day

for

trade

terms

and Interesting free leaflet which
fully describes the Collaro

égi

Automatic Record Changer.
MAKERS

OF

FINE

INCLUDING:

RC49

Automatic Record Changer
WORKS,

BY-PASS

ROAD,

DE

LUXE

PORTABLE

UNITS,

MOTORS,

MICROGRAM
ELECTRIC

GRAMOPHONES.

COLLARO LTD.,
RIPPLE

COLLARO

GRAMOPHONE
INDUCTION

Telephones : Rippleway 3333

QUALITY

GRAMOPHONE COMPONENTS,

BARKING,

ESSEX

Telegrams : " KORRLARO. BARK.NG "

29
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make

a

RECORDER

PULLING WIRE AT CONSTANT SPEED)

ICROWN"

SPOOL

ACTING AS
FEED SPOOL.

SLIPPING
SPOOL

ROCKING
BAR

.\
RUBBER
PULLEY

TYRED

CAM

GUIDE
PULLEY
RUBBER TYPED
(FREE)

(
oRiviNG)
WIRE LAYING

STUD efrire-PIVOT SCREW

MECHANISM

PULLEY

s

METAL PLATE OR PLYW000 SHEET

More thrilling than Radio—More gripping than Telvision. Complete constructional " Gen," 5,-.
All Components in stock. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT.

PARK

RADIO 676-8, Romford Road, London, E.12 •Phone

: ILFORD zo66

SOME OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES
OF THE RF E.H.T. SYSTEM
(I) Low Cost. 5.5KV E.H.T. unit at 0/15/- complete.
8 KV E.H.T. for 15in. tubes, at L5/5/-. No Purchase Tax.
(2) AC/DC Technique.
Can be used for providing
E.H.T. where no mains transformer is utilised.
(3) Neight. Total weight of 5.5 KV unit, 14 ozs. This
means lighter chassis and cabinet ( E.H.T. units ready
for mounting anywhere on chassis or in cabinet).
..eamiummimese
THE NEW S.T.7 MODEL
7-valve superhet, 4 bands, A.C.'
D.C. sso or 230/250.
Alternative wave bands :13-3o, 30-70, 70-18o, zoo- 55o
13-3o, 30-70, zoo- 55o, 800-2,000
Specify wave bands & voltage when ordering
International octal valves—high
gain R.F. stage— to" moving coil
speaker.
Radiogram input and
extension speaker connections—
all sets fully tropicalised.

PAREERRcudio

PARKER RADIO CORPORATION LTD., Paraco Works
7, Regal Lane, Regents Park, London, N.W.I.

Gulliver 1843

(4) Picture Quality.
Excellent regulation and no
line linearity distortion. Both these troubles are frequently encountered with flyback E.H.T.
(S) Independent Operation.
Adjustment of Line
Time Base controls do not affect the E.H.T. as with line
flyback method, thus facilitating adjustments.
(6) No Burnt- Out Transformers. An accidental or
permanent short of the E.H.T. to ground will not harm
circuit.
(7) Non- Lethal. Due to the high source impedance
of these supplies they are very much safer than a conventional 50 cis unit.
Consider these technical and economic advantages
and change to RF, E.H.T. now.
From all principal component stockists.
write to

In case of difficulty

HAZELHURST DESIGNS LIMITED
186,

Brompton

Road,

Knightsbridge,

S.W.3

If one hand with one hand and
one little horse can do the work
of ten hands with twenty hands
and no horses, it is obviously
handy to keep little horses
on hand and hand every hand
alittle horse when he needs it.
4`.9w ivouiciyoec
iltis sifecaét:9<-1
44seeéée
2
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SERVICE

FOR SOUND RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Mobile, static and specialised recording units
Recording amplifiers, speakers, microphones, etc
Sapphire cutting and reproducing stylii
Blank recording discs from Sin. to hin.
and Double•sided

Single

Groove locating and cueing devices
A comprehensive range of accessories to meet every requirement of the sound recording engineer
A development of special interest to users of sapphire and
delicate pick- ups-THE SIMITROL. This is acontrolled micro.
movement easily fitted for use with any type of pick-up
OUR CDR48A RECORDER UNIT complete and self-contained.
measuring only 22in. x I4in. x 13¡in., incorporating 7-valve
amplifier, recorder unit, light-weight pick-up, speaker and
microphone and with many exclusive features, is now ready
for early delivery.

Portable
Twin Channel Continuous
Recording System inco,borating
CDR48A Recorder'Amplifier
DR48A Recorder and EM48A Electronic
4Channel Mixer

OUR WELL-EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS ARE AVAILABLE
DEVELOPMENT

OF

EQUIPMENT

TO

MEET

FOR THE

SPECIAL

NEEDS.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE, Recorder House, 48/50, George St., Portman Square, London, W.1.
CABLES: Simsale, London.

TELEGRAMS : Simsale, Wesdo, London.

TELEPHONE: We/beck 2371 ( 4/
ones)

THE SCIENATRE
BRM.I4

VALVE

ee'/t,ee,i,e,:be
LAMM INNS

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTENUATION

tAs O,

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERIES
FOR HOME
& EXPORT
`..`fte,=7;" *Crelt

TRANSRADIO LTD
1384C PONIWill ROAD LONDON SW?

Tyrei

OHM

AI
A2
A34

74
74
73

8,499(
WAS.
C1
CII
C2
C22
C3
C33
C44

arrutIne

d'erZoie,

1.7 0.11 0.36
1.3 0.24 0.44
0.6 1.5 0.88
cane DMA ATTIC.
ABIBIE
.«/X 0818. SOONth OD .
7.3 150 2.5 0.36
10.2 132 3.1 0.36
6.3 173 3.2 0.36
6.3 171 2.15 0.44
5.5 184 2.8 0.44
5.4 197 1.9 0.64
4.8
20 2.4 0.64
4.1 252 2.1 1.03

NIGH POWER
FLEXIBLE

PNOTOCELL
CABLE

MADE

ewe

,
adee

April,

I,/

W orld

1949

FOR

WIDEBAND

FREQUENCY

R.F.

ti,

AMPLIFIERS

CHANGING

IN

2(

AND

TELEVISION
.47

50 000/1.

4,000 A

IvoaT

rt
ÁZ

P6/

1
'4044
9. 1
,
4
50,.05

N

SP.61 TELEVISION PENTODE
This representative circuit shows the use of the S.P.61 as amixer and the
P 61 as an oscillator, in a television receiver. The circuits are for use in a
receiver operating with avision I.F. of 13 megacycles, and asound I.F. of
9.5 megacycles. It should be realised when designing oscillators for
operation at these frequencies ( 32 megacycles) that the
constants given can only apply to one particular layout, as very small changes in the disposition or length
of the leads of the oscillator circuit will appreciably
affect its performance. Unless the valve holder tag for
the cathode pin can be soldered direct to the common
earth point it is essential to connect the . 001 uF. condenser
in the grid circuit of the SP.6I to the cathode tag of that
valve and not to chassis.
RATING
Heater Voltage ... ... ...
Heater Current (Amps.) ... ...
Maximum Anode Voltage ... ...
Maximum Screen Voltage ... ...
-Mutual Conductance ( mAIV) ... ... ...

6.3
0.6
250
250
8.5

* Taken at Va=200v; Vg 2-200v: Vg 1=-1.5

LIST PRICE 1016

JE
MAZDA
RADIO VALVES AND CATHODE RAY TUBES
THE

B

EDISON

SWAN

ELECTRIC

CO. LTD., 155 CHARING

CROSS

ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
v.1“)
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ENAMELLED RESISTO"
3

watts

for

250°C.

rise

RESISTANCE RANGE 14700

ohms.

Full rated watts over the whole resistance range.

DIMENSIONS. -

15/32"

X

13/64".

‘Agents
in
Belgium :
Monsieur
Paul
Groeninckx, 43, Avenue lean Stobbaerts,
Bruxelles.

TYPE
APPROVED

KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON.
DIRECT CURRENT to RADIO FREQUENCY

IFTs

The only oscilloscope combining . . .

112-111 Army - Bland new seta of fiv• transformeroy,

S27 ir S36

for

e

comprising IPt 1, 2 /
k 3 with variable ', electivity
1/14 diode coupling, end IPY5 dieáriminetor.

C2it-sfraceof
TIMPAMEMS

if

3
1114 ( 113)
Diode
coupling

e

2111 ( 11e)
Discriminator

•

5.2 mdt

Loot

With complete circuit.

HIGH QUALITY
ICATORS

Oil- filled paper
0.e/ condenser., with
A .»fining clipe.

Single }. holn
filing
for
panel. up to
*. thick.
r

tan
1000v 7/6
wkg.

4.6, 5/.
Poet

•
•

COMPLETE SET
of 5TRANSFORMERS

Pr 1, 2, 3.
(110, 211, 1121

6.3 volt
YBCMa
bulb•
to fit 1/-sa.

Linear Response
from Zero Frequency
(DC) to Radio Frequency (0-100 Irk.)
High
Deflection
Sensitivity on both
axes (70 mV. cm.)
Complete freedom from amplifier
drift under D.C. conditions.
Absolute i
ndependence of controls.
Perfect synchronising at all Frequencies.
True
portability
(weight only ( Bibs.)

lmfd
1500v

ea

BI & teed
AU 100, working
I Lo Car4 carton tine
amid
3/2
Etmfd
3/6
16 said
4/7
8.8
4/9
8.16
6/1
16.16
6/11
Vertical Metal Cam
ewe! 4/4 1td 5/4
ae 8/4
8,8
5/9
16.16 8/6
Poet 36 'web
12 assorted Poet /See

4

Pree.

Spiri

e

ENGLISH

ePrice £32.0.0

ti. V.
Moulded
Valve
holder.
7000.. Meld ation. Type 1352

• Six

Model 1400 B Visual
Alignment Signal Generator shone the shape and
characteristics of a tuned
circuit response curve on
the oscilloscope screen.
Perfect Alignment of 1F.
or M.F. circuits lu amity
accomplished without an
additional signal generator.

247ey.

Poet 64 each

WODEN
9sfe

Poet 81.

Traneformere and Choke.
for the E.k.. Televisor.

salai.
iransfoneer

e
Ct•Y
ok2
e

LATErr
LISTS
RUE
ON .
aregGgST

Transformer

65/.

29/. gekee' 17/.
POST FREE.

months
guarantee.

Price

£8.10.0

Write for Specifications

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
99, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1.

Tel.: HOLborn 9873/4.

Makers of Precision Instruments.
13

2
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ONDON CENTRA
RADIO STORES
Government

Surplus — Immediate
THE

Delivery

FAMOUS

EDDYSTONE

CHARGING BOARDS
Control Panels Only
24 v., 1,260 watts. Includes five
Ilin.
moving
coil
ammeters
(I,

0-40

moving
Five

a.,
coil

4,

0-15

a.).

One

voltmeter 0-40

v.

heavy duty sliding resist-

ances, etc., complete
case as shown with

in metal
fold-back

doors. Size, 18x 17 ›: 81in. Offered
at less than half the component
value.

Price, carriage

extra

NEW

MILES

H.T.

UNITS

(E ver l
ashne

A.C./D.C., with feet ..
A.C., without feet ..

57/6
52/6

EX-R.A.F.
CINE
CAMERA.
Type 0UB.
To take Di Mtn.
Mtn.
Fixed tot.. lens approx.
5 cm., f0,5,
In metal cane.
Dimension. 12 x 31a 2in,
63
With 12 v. motor iirive
Spare small 24 v. Motors for
above, BG.

120 v. 000 mA.
accumulator

Will charge from 6v

67/6

TELEPHONE
LINE

OR

UNI-

SELECTOR
SWITCHES
Brand New.
3- Bank
3- Bank,
R1155

Used
20.,

38:8.
25/,

10-VALVE COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVERS

Ex-ARMY
TEST
SET— NEW
Type Demolition Mk. 1.
For
circuit
cont inuity
and
general testing. In hard-, Ao
wood carrying case «'
NEW.
LATEST PLASTIC
COVERED
WIRE.
Red
or
Black,
by
Arm:Moil.
,
ft
100 yard coil
./.
METAL RECTIFIERS
620
at 3 to.t. Min. long • • • •

v.

8/6

CO- AXIAL CABLE,
75 ohms, per doz. yds...

0/
8./

«

FIVE-WAY RUBBER COVERED
CABLE.
Suitable
for
all purposes.
Per doz. ¡U..
yds
Ex-GOVT.
AERIALS,
insulators,

rope

10011.
COPPER
ebonite
chlaill
loft,
guy 4 3

,

SMALL SLIDING RESISTANCES
Ex-Adnuralty.
Finest quality.
Suitable for Voltage Controls,
Speed Regulators.
50 oho,
0.5 amp.
Dimensions
6
61n. e 4in. x20n. high

fhese sets are as new. Freq. range 7.5 flics,
75 kcjs in five wavebands. Complete with
I0 valves, including magic eye.
Enclosed
in metal case. Every receiver is aerial tested.
Complete with Power Pack and Loud speaker,
for A.C. mains 200-250 v.
Carr
£14
paid
FREE with each receiver ! Complete circuit,
description and modifications for civil use
fi' /I1111,1

\\

11111",

1946.

RECEIVER

Range 31 Mc sto 90 kris,
9 Plug-in coils, 7 valves

check meter. In heavy
black crackle
finished
steel cabinet with chrome
fittings. Clomplete with
200-250 v. A.C. Power
Supply eft.
Carriage
and packing 17/6
extra
£20
R.A.F.

BARGAINS

6-VALVE SUPERHET
UNIT No. 25

RECEIVING

U.S. ARMY MIDGET LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES.
200
ohms.
Suitable
for 1 5/
Deaf Aids
3-VALVE R.F.
AMPLIFIERS
V.H.F. Type 24.
40/50 tnc s.
Complete with 3 14P41 valves.
In metal case. Slightly used but
In perfect working only,.
Plus carriage e pkg. tI;

10 6

AZIMUTH RELEASE RELAY.
In glass fcadeit i•ast aluminium
case, size 12 ad ', Sin. flontains
A.C. Relay, D.C. Relay, Alarm

£2-7-6

Relay, etc.
Carr. 1/6.

ROTHERMEL CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE
This ' Torpedo " model ha, a
driver type of crystal element.
A new method of suspension
eliminates unwanted peaks and
background noise.
Sensith
level is minus 54 D.B.
Has
high impedance of 80,000 ohms.
at 1,000,.. Frequency response
in fairly gat from 30..8 to above
6,000,..Ibintena. £3.,19_6
81 e
NEW 9-VALVE
AMPLIFIER
PANELS.
With
three
ur4
valves, condensers, etc.
New
spare valves for above
15/
5 - each

Easily adapted for short-wave reception for
home use. Contains two EF36, two EF39, one
EK32, one EBC33 valves, condensers, re4istances, etc. Free circuit diagram, 9in. X 19in..
showing . L11 components, supplied with 26
each ,ct
Diagram separately, 2fr.
WESTINGHOUSE
METAL
RECTIFIERS,
Style LT42

_ A.C.

CATHODE RAY TUBES,
ExGovt. Ilin. VCR97 276 ; blini.
VCR:Ai' 22.6 ; 12in. VCR140
£7 ; 12in. VC115 II £7.
METAL RECTIFIERS.
v. 2j amp.

15 /.

volt, 11, D.C.
volts 6, D.C. amps
I.
Brand
new
condition.
Complete with mounting bracket.

12/6

PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
Type 0616
These cells are the gas- filled
type with caseium Cathode.
Made by Cintel. Minimum
7-VALVE
U.H.F.
RECEIVER
Type R1147A Range approx. 200
sensitivity
100p.Ailumen,
2- VOLT
POWER
PACES.
megacycles ( with 4Acorn valves
working volts 100 D.C. or
complete with Vibrator. Output
A Real Opportunity. Beaut tinily
approx. 200 v. 60 In A.
peak A.C.
Projected
constructed
and
lit ted
Size 9
x 30n.
el .176
nlienecondenser drive.
Valve
cathode area 16 sq. cm.
j _
type, two EF36, une ElIC33,
Suitable
for
16min.
Home
three 954, one 955.
In black
VIBRATORS.
I
v.
Input.
metal
case,
x 7 x lin.
Set
Self-ntet if ying
type.
Output
Cinema Talkie equipment,
complete
with L1 17 6
approx.
200
6,0 7/6
Safety Devices, Colour and
valve.s
mA.
Photo Matching, Burglar
N.B.—All carriage paid unless otherwise stated. We do Mantis, Automatic Countnot issue lists or catalogues.
We have hundreds of items ing, Door Opening, etc.
in stock too numerous t,, list. SO When iii ' Feu, pay us 11ra ntl
new
in
42/6

Closed Thursday 1 p.m.
3

358 COMMUNICATIONS

and
rectifier, variable
selectivity, B.F.O. standby switch, A.V.C. switch,
band-spread dial, valve

EX-GOVT. TELEPHONE HANDSETS. Self- Energising. Needs no
battery or current. Lees g /
6
Wall bracket.
Each..
MOVING COIL
HAND 51
MICROPHONE

6

Anr.t-ao„. oli.

_ _

,M.11 cartons...

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, LISLE ST.
If

Stock

Great Reduction in Price

MISCELLANEOUS
1/30th H.P. MOTORS. Conatant
apeed.
Double- ended spindles.
220-250 v.
These motors are
new, not surplus convenions
anti are suitable for 16 tom.
projectors
and
many
other
purposes.

from

(
GERrard 2969)

LONDON, W.C.2

Open all day Saturday and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

1
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Standard and Little Giants in cardboard cartons with fixing feet and 6 wire leads— all 450 volts D.C. wkg.
Introduced in response
to repeated requests from the
Trade, invaluable in servicing
older types of receivers.
Dimensions reduced considerably in a representative range
of popular types. Order without delay : details on request.

6

List
No.

0.100

8

D.104 8+16

6

Dimensions
W.
D.

L.

450

List
Price

List
No.

6/9

D.C.
Wkg. Volts

Dimensions
L.
W.
D.

8

450

8

450

4
1 lk

D.105 8+ 8

450

0.106 8+16

450

*D.102

6/3

450

Cap.
uF.

D.1 0I

3/6

450

STANDARD TYPE

2Z

1

List
Price

1

3/6

3* 2

1*-

6/9

31 2

1

7/3

3/6

No Fixing Feet *
Note: Dual Units have four separate leads for connection
os separate units. common positive or common negative.

VALLEY •

CHARLES

D.C.
Wkg. Volts

D.I03 8+ 8

Also available are types
L.28, card insulated aluminium
tubes with wire leads: and L.36,
cylindrical aluminium cases
with 6" leads and single hole
mountings.

BEN DON

LI TILE GI ANTS'

Cap.
uF.

A • H • HUNT LTD
GARRATT

LANE

•

LONDON

•

fa
r

l tU

CAPACITORS

S.W.18

AMPLIFIERS

FOR THE
UTMOST
REALISM FROM
RECORDS AND
RADIO

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
The CONCERTO Amplifier
..

acclaimed by music ; avers for its exceptionally high
fidelity, this magnificent amplifier covers all normal requirements for home or concert hall. Distortion level below 0.5
per cent. Two channels of bass boost ensure unusually
smooth balance and depth. Designed for any type of pickup. Radio input socket provided. Two year guarantee.
Price E27.10.0. Heavy perforated steel cover with bottom
plate and rubber feet, 37s. 6d. extra. Delivery by passenger
train, Carriage Paid. 10s. deposit ( returnable) for crate.
DEFERRED TERMS NOW AVAILABLE
"LIVING
MUSIC"
• . our fully illustrated 16pp
catalogue showing complete
range of amplifier:and tuning
units. Write for your copy today, enclosing 5d. in stamps.

AMPLIFIERS
LID

Manufacturers of electrical and
radio materials and components
are invited to investigate

OK,ERIN
WAXE S

AND

DI—JELLS

for insulating, waterproofing, impregnating, sealing and finishing
condensers, cables, transformers,
batteries,,esistances, etc.
For technical data and samples
please

telephone

TEMPLE

BAR

5927

Im PALACE GATE KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.8
Telephone

WEStern 3350

Sales Department

Our equipment can now be seen and heard at
UNIVERSITY

RECORDING

CO.

16

BURLEIGH PLACE,
54947

Telephone : CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE

ASTOR BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE LT.D
NOOLI.OLK

soul.

• I4011/01,«

STOIC,

•

STRAND

•

IN•C•1

Works and Laboratories: West Drayton, Middlesex

13

6

pril, 194 9
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Sensitivity The bat i.
said to derive its amazing sensitivity
in

flight

from

the

echo

pitched sound which
Weston Model
ever,

relies

a

high

emits.

The

E772 Analyser,

how-

upon the

it

of

more tangible

asset of a sensitivity rating of 20,000
ohms per volt on all D.C.

ranges and

1,000 ohms pervolt on all A.C. ranges.
This instrument is designed to assist
you in the tracing of difficult electrical faults and its quality is in accord
with

the

highest Weston standards.

,112WESTON dea4em
SANGAMO WESTON LTD. •

ENFIELD •

MIDDX.

Telephone: Enfield 3434 & 1242

18, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
Tel: MUNeuM 2453

Tel: MUSeurn: 4539
Shop hours : Monday- Friday 9--J.J0.

FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES
TELEVISOR,
Price

SHORT
6d.

each

WAVE

&

POST FREE.

GENERAL

COMPONENTS

Saturday

9- I

Please add postage

CATALOGUE

NOW

AVAILABLE

includes itemised list for Wireless World and Electronic Engineering Televisors.

The following iS a selection of items taken from our wide range of Television components
CONDENSERS.
TCC
.
500pF
„ . 001pF
, . 002pF
•
.
005pF
„ . 1pF
.5 pF
1Mfd
•
20511d
•
1651fd
•
.
1Mfd
, . 00151M
Ihibilier
8Mfd
„
16 Mfd
„
32 Mfd
„
50 Mfd

350v.d.c. wkg.

„

•,
"

350v.d.o. „
7KV .,
6KV
500,4e. wkg.
300
500
50

Mimi Ise
Mica type
5tetalmit e
Metalinite
Metal pack
Metal pack
Metal pack
Picopack
Electrolytic
Visconol
Vieconol
DrUltic
Drilitic
Drilltic
Drank

C5130
CM2ON
CP308
CP31N
CP45N
CP47N
CE31L
CE3OB
CE26L
CP68Q0
CP65Q0
8E850
CT1650
CT3250
B11505

Surplu : 2pF,10pF, 15d, 47pF, 50pF, 100pF,200pF, 300pF.600pF, 6d. eac h.
.001 MIca
. 1/500v. wkg. 104.
.00I/8KV. wkg. Tub.
2/6. .
.001/IKV ,
9.
.
51,350v.
t
irir
.01/350V „ „
8. .5/2.5KV
„ paper 3/8.
.01/500V „
1/..
8/600V , paper
fy,„
.1 350V .„
641.
POTENTIOMETERS
Co/vent wire wound
„

MO;ganite .
6arboU
&trains Carbon

137

1,000 ohme
2,000 „
2,500 „
,
„
100,000 „
250,000 „
250,000 „
500,000, IMeg,

3 Watt
3 ,

5/8 ea.
5/6 ea.
5/8....
3 ..
5/8 ea.
3 „
8/8 ea.
no » witch
4/6 ea.
with „
6/6 ea.
2 Meg, 5 Meg. price 2/- ea.

26
19
19
18
21
3 26
26
4,9
15/4/
1
3
4/11//6
3/8

RESISTORS. (
Moot preferred value, trout, deck).
Ior IWat t20% 4d.. ; 1or IWatt 10% 6d. ea ; Ior IWatt 5% 8d. ea.
TRANSFORMERS.
Scene, Eirr Transformer Pi 230V. Sec. 5KV 10mA : 4V 2ACT. Fully shrouded and
vacuum impregnated. gg.
As ahove with 4K V secondary. £2/8/..
Stewart NET Pri 2311V Sec. 1750K V 4MA ; 4V 1ACT; ( 3,500v. Me.) 4V 1ACT r hot
use with VCR97. £2.
Elstone Fri tapped and screened Sec. 500-0.500V 250,0,4 ; 6.3V 6ACT 6.3V 3ACT
3V 3A, 23,7 6.
Stewart Pri tapped. Sec. 350-0-350V 250mA ; 6.3V tiA ; 4V 8,4 : 0-24.3V 2A ; 4V 3,4
25 5'-.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Coaxial Cable Plug, Belling a Lee type L604/P 1,9
Coaxial Cable Socket, Belling .1/ Lee type L604/8 1/6
Ills reel 268WO,
enamelled
2/2
288W0
„
2/3
91n. Black CRT mask
9/8
348WO ..
29
Ois. Stone „ „
11/3
36SWG „
3,12In. Black ,. .,
18/1or. reel 341ISC
16
12M. Stone „.
21/8
Amphenol valveholdere-all types, Bd. each.
Ceramic valveholdere-Octal. MO etc., 1/6d. each.
VCR97 holder-eurplus, 2/6d,
VALVES.
MULLARD
EA50
10/6 each
plus
24
Purchase Tax.
-.
E550
1.; /
/g
.,.,
3 10
EBC33
D
..
EL33
10/8 .,
24
MAZA
T41
10/8 .,
24
Pen45
..
lea ,
24
..
U1.18
15/- ..
,,
3 3 ..
1/22
15/- ,„ ,. 5 3
Cathode Ray Tobe (15476501, MAZDA CRM91, MILLARD MW27 fib plus 48 ,10
Parchase Tax.
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keep.

G.Ü.2
The B.S.R. Gramophone Unit sets ahigh standard in design and production skill at an attractive
price.
The finish and presentation of the G.U.2 are of anew conception, departing entirely from the dowdy
colours of the past.
Two models are available for set makers and home constructors:
G.U.2 complete, Unit Plate and Pick-up
£3 17s. 6d., plus £ 13s. 2d. tax
T.U.2 Gramophone Motor and Turntable only
£2 5s. Od., plus 19s. 3d. tax

*

THE PICK-UP
High output magnetic unit. Correct Tracking Angle. Smooth even response. New Polymerised
Chloroprene damping material. No perishable or age-hardening materials. Withstands tropical
conditions. Weight at needle point, 2 oz. Reduced record wear with standard needles. Superb
tonal quality. Highly attractive tone arm.
THE MOTOR
A two-pole induction type of new design. High torque and speed constancy. Free from " wow."
Silent in operation. Vibration-free mounting by double mechanical filtering.
Re-designed,
adjustable auto-stop. Precision machined die- castings. Self- oiling Compo bearings. Turntable:
machine turned die-casting cushioned with velvet soft flock.

Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd •
Claremont Works.

Old Hill. Staffs.

Phone Cradley

Heath 6212/3.

B 8
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SINGLE- VALVE FREQUENCY- MODULATED
By K. C. Johnson

STREET

LONDON. S.E.I.
Telephone
Waterloo 3333
(60 lines).

'
rids

RANGE

Telegrams
" Ethaworld, Sedist,
London."
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2845

WARITE
111111 1E
.1•1 111
111
W
1il

COMPONENTS
Keeping abreast of fast-moving technical development calls
for anew approach to production problems. The " WEARITE"

Sides removed
for clarity of
illustration.

Pressed Circuit System represents a substantial advance in
production science to speed assembly and lower costs. The
first of these " Wearite" New Approach Components is
a Coil Pack comprising coils, switches, trimmers and
padders completely wired and ready for instant incorporation
into any standard Superhet circuit.

4à

e3 ranges •Gram switching •2- hole fixing
at
centres
•All trimmers and adjusters
conveniently placed in one surface
Manufacturers are urged to write

or full technical dew's

Prov. Pat. No
26387 47.
Owing to raw material restrictions supplies, for the
time being, are confined to Radio Receiver Manufacturers
at home and abroad.

Wright and Veaire Limited
138, SLOANE ST. • LONDON • S.W.1

TEL

SLOANE 2214 5

FACTORY

SOUTH SHIELDS,C0 DURHAM
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Valves and their applications
THE

EF 42

IN

WIDE -BAND

output stage.
When this is
carried out,
CI, can be in-

For these reasons it is convenient to arrange for the
input stage of
the amplifier
101(n
HT+
to provide as 32,u F
much gain as
possible so
0.24F
H TO OUTPUT
that the overPAIR
all sensitivity
IKft
of the oscilloshall

STAGE

OSCILLOGRAPH

The input stage ut

current conditions.

be high.
A single
valve circuit
suitable for
feeding
the
output

INPUT

an oscillograph is
generally less difficult
to design than are the
output stages as the
operating conditions
are rather less stringent. The inter-electrode capacitances
appearing on the anode of the stage are rather lower in
the former case so that a satisfactory frequency response
is more easily obtained ; in addition the fact that only
relatively small voltages are required to drive the output
stages means that the valve can be run under much lower

graph

THE

creased
500e,
giving

to

thus
full

gain at low
frequencies,

A

AMPLIFIER

dB

2
3
-4
5

5oactie mach

10 KO

-500Kr/s

mo 2Mc/a

FG. 2

and RL can

be as high as IOKS2. The complete response curve of such
apractical amplifier - C.R.T. combination is illustrated in
Fig. 2; curves 1and 2are obtained respectively without
and with the positive feedback network. The sensitivity
is such that a 15mV signal (peak to peak) gives a trace
of 1cm. on the tube, while the transient response gives
only a 5 per cent. " overshoot" to a square wave of
0.2 micro-secs rise time.
In practice, some compensation is necessary for the
phase delay introduced in the amplifier as this makes the
positive feedback network operate at low efficiency at
some frequencies but the simple correcting network
illustrated in Fig. 3is found to be quite effective.

INPUT
l
E
tpF

J

..

TOANODEÓTI „
FIRST AMPLIFIER .1Pr
VALVE

FIG.1

stages*, is illustrated in Fig. I.

OF

FROM ANODE OF
2nd RARAPHASE
VALVE
10 Kn

10 Ka

As can be seen, cathode

compensation has again been used, and the condenser
Ck can conveniently be 200-400pF. when the anode load
RLis 4.7 Kn.

FIG. 3
•See "The

E142 M the Output Stage of Wide- Band Oseillograph
Amplifier."-- Wireless World, January, 1949.

On the whole, this method of operation is rather wasteful
since so much of the amplification is thrown away at low
frequencies in order to boost the H.F. response, and a
rather better solution can be obtained if the effects of the
stray capacitances to earth at the anode of the stage can be
reduced. In the case of acomplete oscillograph• amplifier
this can be done by feeding asignal from the anode of the
appropriate output valve of the push-pull pair via avery
small capacitance (in this case about 2pF) to the anode of
t
he first valve, when, by positive feedback, the effective
capacitance to earth appearing across the anode circuit is
reduced, but only up to the frequencies amplified by the

Reprints of this report from the Millard Laboratories, together
with circuit diagram of the input stage and feedback network,
can be obtained free of charge from the address below.
MOLLARD
TECHNICAL

ELECTRONIC

PRODUCTS

PUBLICATIONS

LTD .,

DEPARTMENT,

CENTURY HOUSE , SHA FTESBURY AVE ., W .
C.2
(MV Mint

VOL. IN.

NO.

I
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Comments of the Month
PROGRAMME— COMPLETE

W

WITH

INTERFERENCE

HEN so much attention is being paid to interference in television reception, we think
that more notice should be taken of aform
of interference which is apparently being radiated
from Alexandra Palace itself along with the programme! Few viewers can have failed to notice
a pattern of vertical or near-vertical bars which
appear as abackground to the picture. Sometimes
the bars are steady, but more often they are continually varying in position and angle.
Were it not for one fact, we should hardly have
the temerity to suggest that the B.B.C. could be
to blame, but there seems to be conclusive evidence
that this is so.
The interference appears only
when aparticular camera is in use. When several
cameras are employed to give different angles of
view, as in the transmission of a play, it is most
evident that the interference occurs only with one
of them. The trouble disappears instantly whenever achange is made to one of the others.
The interference varies in intensity from time to
time, but was extremely bad during the play
"And so to Bed" on 6th March, and greatly detracted from the entertainment value of the production.
It has been noticeable now for some
eighteen months and while we do not doubt that
the B.B.C. is aware of it and has attempted to cure
it, we do feel that it is high time that some more
active measures were taken.
The pattern appears to be produced by c.w:
interference of afrequency in the neighbourhood of
1 Mc / sand this agrees with the suggestion which
we have heard that it is actually due to pick-up of
the Brookmans Park Home Service signal on the
camera circuits. Certainly the appearance of the
interference coincided, as far as we can remember,
with the bringing into service of the new aerial
system at Brookmans Park.

If this suggestion be correct, we think that the
B.B.C. should take viewers into their confidence.
Uncertainty and confusion as to the nature of this
particular form of interference should be dispelled
as quickly as possible. Until the trouble is overcome, use of the affected camera channel should
cease. At present it must be doing considerable
harm to television as in many areas it is far more
noticeable than ignition interference.
WHAT

IS

A

COMPONENT ?
°MING so soon after the impressive and highly
successful annual exhibition recently staged
by the Radio Component Manufacturers' Federation, the raising of this question is perhaps rather
ungracious. But the task of those whose duty
it is to record happenings in the world of wireless
is not being made any easier by the inclusion of
more and more complex devices under the general
classification of components.
To say that components should be defined as
"devices represented by a single symbol on a circuit diagram" is obviously an over-simplification.
According to that, a built-in loudspeaker could
properly be described as a component but, by
ordinary usage, an extension speaker certainly
could not. Such things—and valves as well, for
that matter—are commonly described as " accessories." That word, in its turn, we have heard
defined rather fancifully as " devices capable of
useful separate existence." As we understand this
definition, a normal plug-in valve would be an
accessory, while a wire-end miniature, of the kind
used in hearing aids, would be acomponent.
All this is becoming very difficult and confusing.
Clearly enough, there is so much room for differences of opinion that any classification—if indeed
we need one—must come from some body endowed
with dictatorial powers.

%Virile....

I22

World
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SINGLE- VALVE FREQUENCYNew Principle Giving Wide Coverage
By

/

N order to vary the frequency
of an oscillator it is generally
necessary to change the resonant frequency of a tuned
circuit, and there are many applications, such as " wobbulators,"
a.f.c. systems, or Lin, signal
generators, where this has to be
done electronically. Usually, for
these devices, the well - known
" reactance- valve " arrangement
has been used, in which a resist-

Fig. I. Indicates how an ideal
cathode- follower may be used to
obtain a large effective inductance
Z = L( 1
3.).
Ince capacitance phase- shift network is connected between the
anode and the grid of a variablemu pentode.
A phase-shift between the anode current and the
anode voltage is thus introduced,
so that the- anode impedance is
effectively reactive and, moreover,
the value of the reactance depends
on the slope and hence the bias of
the valve.
If this reactance is
used as part of the tuned circuit
of a conventional oscillator, it is
possible to modulate the oscillation frequency by means of the
bias voltage applied to the reactance valve.
This
arrangement,
however,
cannot be made to give a very
wide frequency coverage, for the
phase-shift network must be designed to give a shift of as nearly
as possible go° throughout the
range, so as to avoid variations in
the oscillation amplitude as well
as the frequency.
This means
that there must be heavy anemia.

K.

C. JOHNSON, B.A.

tion in the phase- shifting network,
so that the coverage can only be
small even at low frequencies,
whilst at high frequencies the
valve input capacitance becomes
serious, making the network design difficult and the coverage
extremely small. Lastly, there is
the practical consideration that
although a reactance valve must
necessarily be separate from an
oscillator, the arrangement to be
described allows the two functions
to be combined and a single valve
to be used.
Modulation Principle.—The
alternative method of " direct
reactance modulation," which can
give constant amplitude over a
wide frequency range, does not
use phase-shift networks at all,
but depends on the principle* that
the effective value of any impedance can be altered simply by
arranging
that
although
the
flows
unchanged,
the
current
voltage actually applied to the
impedance is only a definite
fraction of the whole.
Fig.
indicates how this principle can
be used to obtain a large effective
inductance, for if the valve is
considered as an ideal cathodefollower, then the voltage swing
actually applied to L is only —
I(
of the swing across the terminals,
but the whole of the current
swing in L flows in at the terminals, so that they appear as an
inductance taking less current,
that is as a larger inductance,
than L.
But valves are more suitable
for dividing currents than voltages, since the suppressor grid of
a pentode divides the cathode
current between the anode and
the screen in a ratio depending
directly on the suppressor voltage
and which can therefore be varied
electronically;
fortunately the
principle holds just as well if it is
the current which is divided
instead of the voltage.
That is
to say that the effective value of
any impedance can be altered by
• Prov, l'a t. applitql fur.

arranging that although the voltage is applied unchanged, the
current actually passing through
the impedance is only a definite
fraction of the whole.
It is not
possible to give a simple circuit
to illustrate this, but it can be
used to obtain electronic modulation of impedances over wide
ranges.
A particularly useful variation
of this current division principle
is possible with inductances, however, using the property of mutual
inductance, for if L is the inductance of acoil carrying an alternating current io sin pi, and afraction
7 of this same current flows in an

ancilliary winding with a mutual
inductance M between the two,
then the voltage across the first
coil is (
i,,p L cos pt + „p x
— cos pt)
Thus the effective inductance of
the first coil is

L

—
x ,and it is

possible to arrange that M is
negative by winding so that the
current flows round in opposite
directions,in the two coils. If the
second coil is wound with more
turns than the first and the flux
leakage kept small, it is even
possible to have M greater than L
so that the effective inductance

MODUI ATION

Fig.

2.

The effective cathode load

of this valve is ( L -F M I
.
2 -) and it
I
k
can be modulated by the suppressor
grid voltage.
can be reduced from L right down
to zero as the division fraction is increased.
Fig 2 shows how this principle
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MODULATED OSCILLATORS
Proc. I.R.E., Oct., 1935). and this
is most easily arranged by the
circuit shown in Fig. 3. Here the
resistance R develops a voltage
proportional to the current flowing
in L and C, which is phaseinverted by the second valve and
applied to the tuned circuit by
cathode-follower action in the
first valve, so as to increase the
current and excite oscillations.
But the second valve in this
circuit is merely serving to invert
the voltage, like the second valve
in the familiar Franklin oscillator,
and it can be quite satisfactorily
replaced by a phase-inverting
auto-transformer to give the circuit of Fig. 4 which is otherwise
similar to Fig. 3.
This transformer consists of a coil tuned to
the central oscillation frequency
and tapped so as to give a small
gain, but heavily damped by a
shunt resistance so that it cannot
introduce undesirable phase-shifts,
so tending to control the oscillation frequency, and reduce the
range of frequency modulation
obtainable.
Fig. 3. An oscillator in which the
tuned circuit elements are in series
The Completed Oscillator.—
with avalve.
The completed frequency- modulated
oscillator combines
the
mutual inductance of M to the
mutual inductance
modulation
first, carries only the anode current
principle shown in Fig. 2 with
l,.
But the action
of the
either of the oscillator circuits of
suppressor grid in a pentode is
Figs. 3 and 4.
The two valve
to divide the cathode current,
circuit is slightly easier to make
between the anode and the screen
up, in practice, but the more
in a ratio which depends on the
economical single-valve circuit is
suppressor voltage, but not on the
shown in Fig. 5and it \ill be seen
cathode current itself, so that the
that a mutually inductive coil in
effective cathode lead inductance
the anode of a pentode is used to
modulate
the
is (L
M 23 ), where
is the
effective value of
Ik
lk
the main tuning
fraction of the total current which
inductance withflows to the anode and so through
MODULATION
,out disturbing the
the second coil.
INPUT
oscillatory circuit
Oscillator Circuits.— In order
seriously.
to use this principle to modulate
This means that
the frequency of a practical
the amplitude of
oscillator, it is necessary to devise
oscillation can be
a circuit in which the actual
very nearly conoscillatory current flows through
stant over frea valve in series with the tuned
quency ranges at
circuit elements. Fortunately this
least as great as
is easier than it might appear,
15%, and at
since to make a " series tuned
central
frequencircuit" oscillate a voltage must
cies up to at least
be forced across it proportional to
io Mc/s, since all
the current flowing (see E. W.
the effects of cirHerold " Negative Resistance,"

can be used to obtain a cathode
load in a valve circuit whose
effective value is always inductive
but can be varied in magnitude
electronically. The first coil, with
self-inductance L, is placed in the
cathode lead and carries the whole
alternating cathode current Ik,
while the second coil, with a

cuit capacities can be tuned out
and the valve input capacitance
is unimportant.
It is hoped to

Fig. 4. The second valve in Fig. 3
can be replaced by a phase- inverting transformer.
deal with many of the more
practical features of this circuit
and in particular to give details
of single- valve scanning oscillators
for broadcast and television receiver alignment, in a second
article to be published shortly; but
it will already be clear that it has
many advantages over the more
usual reactance - valve arrangement, particularly as regards the
frequency range covered
and
the higher central frequcncies
obtainable.
Fig. 5. Completed circuit of asinglevalve frequency-modulated oscillator capable of ± 15% deviation.
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RANGE OF V.H.F.

T

HE actual range of communication between two
stations on the ground is
more difficult to estimate than the
range between a ground station
and an aircraft, owing to the
greater
number
of
obstacles
usually intervening in the line of
sight in the former case.
However, even for ground- to-ground

Part 2.— Ground Communication
By M.

V. CALLENDAR, M.A., ( E. K. Cole, Ltd.)

ably small deficiencies in the re ceiver and losses in transmission
lines, etc., can, however, be
allowed for by choosing the
appropriate column in the table.

TABLE I
RANGE IN MILES OVER LAND
Height of
Aerials

30 Mc/s
A

80 Mc/s

BCDA

_
6ft/tift ...

2.0

3.5

12ft/12it ...

2.3

4.5

7.5

12

6ft/3(Gt ...

4.5

7.5

12

6ft/100ft ...

8

13
22

6 10.

160 Skis

BCDABCD

1.8

3

5

3.0

5.0

8.5

14

19

4 6.5

10

16

4 6.5

10

13

20

30

6

10

16

25

7

11

16

24

32

45

13

20

30

44

20

30

42

13

20

28

8 1.8
3.5

3

5

6

9

8
14

6ft/600ft ...

15

30ft/30ft ...

5.5

15

25

6.5

11

18

26

100ft/100ft or ...
30ft/330ft

15

22

32

45

16

26

38

52

19

28

38

49

100ft/1000ft ...

35

50

70

90

45

60

75

90

50

60

70

80

9

transmission much useful information can be gained from propagation theory, especially with regard to comparative ranges on
different wavelengths, with different powers, or using aerials at
different heights.
The minimum field required for
intelligible reception at a fully
efficient receiver is about 3AT /m
at 16o Mc/ s and 2 µVim at 8o
Mc / s and 30 Mc / s, cosmic noise
being the limiting factor at the
latter frequency.
The distance at which the field
falls to the minimum required has
been calculated for a variety of
conditions from the available formulœ ( see Appendix) and the following tables give the range in
miles for communication between
two stations using vertical dipole
aerials at the heights stated above
ground.
They are not intended
to cover cases where a miniature
battery portable, asuper- regenerative set, or some other relatively
inefficient receiver is used; reason-

13
8

Explanation of Tables.
Use columns A, B, C, and D in
Tables as follows:—
Loss is intended to cover the
effects of : —
(a) Loss in signal due to obstructions, hills, houses, rigging on
ships, etc.
(b) External interfering noise,
other than cosmic noise.
(c) Any deficit in noise factor,
or signal/noise ratio, of the actual
receiver relative to a standard
efficient receiver of noise factor —
todB ( or signal/noise ratio of
todB for 30 per cent mod. at
1,000 c/s at 3µV from 70 ohms).
(d) Deficiencies in aerials and
feeders relative to a standard dipole.
Loss of to dB corresponds to an
average efficient equipment using
a high slope r.f. valve, etc., in
average country or open suburban areas, and represents the
maximum likely loss over sea.
Loss of 20 dB should be allowed
for in range estimates for cases

TABLE II
RANGE IN MILES OVER SEA
Frequency

30 Mc/s

80 610/s

160 Mc/s

Worst Height H,„

180 It

40 ft

141t

Aerial Heights

D •B

C

1)

B

55

75

16

25

37

7

40

55

75

15

23

35
39

Aerials Low
(<.5 H„)

40

6ft/30ft
6ft/100ft

15

I)
12

20

12

20

23

32

40

55

75

17

27

30ft/30ft

40

55

75

14

22

33

14

22

30ft/100ft

40

55

75

16

25

37

16

25

34

100ft/100ft

37

50

70

19

30

44

28

38

49

100ft/1000ft

55

75

95

55

70

85

60

70

80

8

Worst Height H,„ for transmission over sea : when the height of either aerial above
the sea is within about ± 50% of H„, range is actually less than for very low aerials;
the maximum loss in range is between 20% and 30% and occurs when both aerials
are at aheight
H„. Range figures are greater than for land when one or both
aerial heights are less than H.„.

Wireb.f...
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where low aerials are used in fully
built-up areas,
though
larger
losses may be encountered in
blind spots close to houses or behind hills, especially on the highest frequencies.
Aerials
(a) Plain vertical dipoles are
assumed for the tables above. If
horizontal aerials are used, the
range will become progressively
less if the height of either aerial is
reduced below 0.5,1 over land or
below H. over sea.
(b) If aerials must not exceed
5ft total length, range is reduced
io to 40 per cent ( depending upon
earth) on 30 Mc/s only.
(c) If optimum directors are
used at both dipoles, range is increased to that for ten times
higher power.
Simpler arrangements, e.g., reflectors at one or
both aerials, will give less increase and 3 element arrays
slightly more.
TABLE III
Power Radiated

Loss

0.1w 11.0w
OdB
10dB
20dB

A

A

10w

100w 1Kw
1)

D

(d) Aerial Height i
s that to
centre of aerial: in the case of an
aerial on a hill, in a valley, or on
a tall building, it may be measured relative to the average
height of the ground between the
stations.
The Tables should give fairly
reliable figures for average range
obtained and for the variation of
this average range with height of
aerials
and
with
transmitter
power, etc.
For example, we
find that agiven increase in power
has a much greater effect than in
the case of communication with
aircraft; under most conditions
we have here an increase of ten
times in transmitter power increasing range by about 70 per
cent.
However, when the range is
great ( much over 20 miles at
30 Mc / sor io miles at 16o Mc / s)
the rate of increase in range with
power becomes progressively less
than that given by the above rule.
Again, it is seen that doubling of
the height of both aerials is equi-
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valent to an increase of 16 times
in power in most cases over land,
but this rule does not hold for
most practical heights over sea,
nor for very low or very high
aerials over land.
It is evident that horizontal
aerials should not be used for
transmission over sea, or for

reasons and apart from the low
power available : —
(a) Noise factor is worse for
for sets using battery valves.
(b) The aerial is restricted in
length and suffers increased electrical losses if the set is carried
or worn when in use.
The following table assumes a

TABLE IV
Average Range for Portable
Aerial Length

30 Mels

Aerial Height

Land
4ft.
X/2
A/2

6ft ( worn)
6ft
30ft

mobile operation with low aerials
over land (except on 160 Mc / s),
and that the lower frequencies
should
have
preference
when
working over sea.
The two main factors which are
not under control—viz., obstructions in the line of sight, and electrical
interference—will
often
have a large effect in reducing the
range obtained in any specific
practical case.
However, they
should not greatly affect the
relative ranges except in the following respects : —
(a) Electrical
interference
is
mainly that due to car ignition
systems, and this is most serious
around 30 to 60 Mc / s.
If such
interference is serious, a " loss"
at the receiver is, of course, no
longer
of
importance
within
limits (e.g., io db loss at receiver
is no longer equivalent to a reduction of ten times in transmitter
power). This interference is less
serious when horizontal aerials are
used.
(b) Screening by houses, hills,
etc., becomes progressively more
serious as the frequency increases.
This will tend to cancel, or even
override, the effects of the reduced interference encountered at
these frequencies.
The Tables may be taken to
apply equally to amplitude or to
frequency modulation systems,
but the signal/noise ratio may be
better with the latter type of
modulation once the receiver is
within the service area.
Range for the lightweight portable type set is normally less than
that tabulated above for two

1.5
3.0
8

80 Me/s

160 MeS

Sea

Land

Sea

Land

Sea

18
30
30

1.4
1.7
7

9
10
8

0.9
1.0
4

3
3
3

set using 1.4- volt valves, with a
2-watt .d.c. input and o.2- watt
transmitter output.
Figures for
4ft-aerial refer to the case where
the set is worn when in use, while
those for the À / 2 aerial assume
the station to be temporarily on
the ground.
Theoretical range
(o db loss) is about 1.5 times that
shown, and range under poor conditions is about half that shown.
Ranges given for 160 Mc/s might
not be attainable above about 140
Mc/s owing to difficulties with
valves.
APPENDIX
As in Part ron air to ground communication, the figures here are
based upon a paper on " Range ol
Low Power Radio Communication"
by the present writer in lour
for November, 1948.
This paper
should be consulted if more complete formuke and references are desired.
The horizon distance bears no
simple relation to range 'when the
aerials are at low heights
The following well-known simple formula
is applicable to agood proportion of
cases;

E=

h, h„
P where E
AA'
is field in V/ in. P is power radiated
in watts and h, h, are aerial heights
above ground
is wavelength and
d is distance, all in metres.
To
cover the case of low aerials with
vertical polarization, we must make
the following simple correction:
Substitute o.5X (or 2.5X 2/
2 if
over sea) for h, or h, in all cases
where h, or h, is less than the
critical height of o.5). (or 2.5X 31 :)ver
sea).
For horizontal polarization the
uncorrected formula holds down to
the lowest practical heights.
However,
at
long
distances
88

Wireless World
Range of V.H.F.—
additional attenuation occurs due
to the earth's curvature,
this
extra attenuation
reaching 3db
at a distance of 13 Mis miles, and
8-rodb at double this distance. This
correction, and also smaller corrections required for very high aerials
(over about 3ooft) and for aerials

ELECTRONIC

near the critical height ( or the " worst
height" 1.8 X" over sea) have been
allowed for in the tables. Average
constants ( K = lo) are assumed for
land.
The simple law given in the text
for variation of range with power
corresponds, of course, to the simple
square law formula.

CIRCUITRY

Selections from a Designer's Notebook
By J. McG. SOWERBY (
Cinema Television Ltd.)
readers are well aware, the
AS sensitivity
of an electro-

static cathode-ray tube is inversely
proportional to the final accelerating potential. Consequently, if a
cathode-ray tube is to be more
than a rather approximate device,
Voltage
and if any serious
Stabilizer for measurements are
be taken with
C.R. Tubes to
it, this point must
be allowed for. When recording
photographically ( in particular)
some form of stabilized supply
potential for the cathode ray tube
should be provided.
The type
of circuit to be used will depend
very much on the supply potential
required, and at low voltage ( up to
750 volts, say) the conventional
series' or slitint 2 stabilizer is

Conventional series
stabilizer.

quite satisfactory.
At higher
potentials ( 75oV to 5kV) the use
of these conventional circuits is
hampered by the lack of suitable
valves among those currently
available.
The difficulty with conventional
lScmggie, M. G.
Wireless World, October,
November, December, 1948.
iSowerbv, J. McG,
Wireless World, June,
194 8.

The reference potential V, is
supplied by the drop across V2
which is supplied through a ballast
resistor from an auxiliary source—
such as a time base or amplifier
power pack.
When V,. is large
compared with the grid base of
V 1,the stabilisation ratio, S0,is
given by:
Ial
So =

I + ro

V

-10

AUXILIARY
SUPPLY

Simple E.H.T. stabilizer.

fled by Vs and applied to V,
in such a way as to tend to keep
V, constant.
As the cathodegrid potential of V, will be small
(io volts, say), the anode-cathode
potential of V s will approach
V,—taking the given figures it
will be about 24.00 volts.
Now
this is greatly in excess of the
rated anode-cathode voltage of
almost—if not quite—all small
amplifier triodes and pentodes.
Consequently, the circuit is rather
unpractical and an alternative
must be found.
A circuit which might be used
to achieve the required result
is shown in Fig. 2. Here V, is a
so-called " time-base " pentode
or tetrode rated at 10/30 watts
dissipation with a top-cap anode
rated to withstand several kilovolts peak. The EL38 is atypical
example of this class of valve.

V

o /V i.

+

I

(approx.)
Where ra , = anode resistance of
V I,la,= anode current of V 1 and
_ amplification factor of V,.

circuits is well brought out by
consideration of one of them—
as shown in Fig. 1. This represents
a simplified series degenerative
stabilizer.
The reference potential is supplied by the drop across
V3 ( Ioovolts,
say), and this
is compared with the fraction of
the output V, ( 2500 volts, say),
obtained
across the
potential
divider R 1, R 2. Any difference
between these potentials is ampli-

Fig. 2.

Fig. I.

/949

AUXILIARY
SUPPLY

Fig. 3.

Improved E.H.T. stabilizer.

If we now put in reasonable
values for the parameters in this
relation — assuming an
EL38,
= 2 mA, r„,
too kg V, _=
2,500 volts,
V,. — too volts,
and IL, = ioo), we find S, = 5.
This means that mains fluctuations
will be reduced by a factor of
5 before reaching the cathode-ray
:
tube. Although this is a step in
the right direction, the advantages
of the stabilizer are not very
marked.
An improved circuit 3 used by
the writer with some success is
shown in Fig. 3, and it will be
seen that another valve has been
added in series with V 1 of Fig. 2.
When this circuit is analysed we
find that the stabilization ratio
is :
So =

!Leta

I a3

4

PO43

r
(approx.)
If we assume that it, = 50 and
r
a, 3° kg and take the other
parameters as before ( V,. = too,
V, = 2500 volts, etc.), we find
S,
2000 approximately. This,
of course, is a very useful figure.
It will be noticed that Vs may
V

o

'Patent applied for.

VoVi r 4-
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be almost any sort of triode provided it has a reasonably high
amplification factor, and is capable
of passing the load current for the
cathode - ray tube and bleeder
network (about 2 or 3 mA altogether). The maximum anodecathode potential of V3 is roughly
V, plus the working grid bias of
V 1, and need never exceed 350
volts at the maximum.
Thus,
the potential by which Vi exceeds
Vo appears almost entirely across
V1,and this may be a valve of
the EL38 class capable of withstanding about 3kV.
The resistance looking back into
the stabilizer terminals is approxi
Vo
imately R o =— .
but this
gm ,
is not usually of much interest ;
if it is, in some particular application, then to maintain a low
Ro,V, should be a valve having
a large mutual conductance.
A further point should be
noted; provided Vi is switched
on only when V, and V3 are
"hot," V, need only withstand
the fluctuations of the supply
potential plus a margin for safety.
Thus, with ordinary receiving
valves stabilized output voltages
up to about so kV may be
obtained by the use of this circuit.
For the best results the heater
of V, should be supplied via a
"constant- voltage " transformer,
and the network R 1, R2— and
any part of it which may be
variable for adjusting Ve —should
be screened.

I

T sometimes happens in electronic control applications that
one is required to close a relay
momentarily (e.g. for 1/lo to
sec.) each time a relatively short
pulse occurs somewhere in the
circuit.
A
typical example is
A
the need to
Pulse
operate
an
Stretcher elect ro -mechanical
counter
whenever a light beam falling on
a photocell is interrupted.
The
natural choice of circuit for this
sort of service would be a timedelay trigger circuit of one kind
or another as previously discussed
in these columns. It is not always
remembered that an otherwise undesirable quality of a cathode
follower can often be utilized for
the purpose, and this sometimes
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leads to a considerable simplification with resultant economy.
The circuit of the cathodefollower pulse stretcher is shown
in Fig 4. A simple analysis of the
circuit shows that, provided the
amplitude of the input pulse is
considerably greater than the grid
base of the valve, Ck charges
(input increasing positively), with
a time constant Cklg m approximately, where gm is the mutual
conductance of the valve. When
the input pulse collapses from its
peak to zero, V, is cut off and C k
discharges through Rk, until V,
again conducts, with a time
constant of CkRk--exactly as
would be expected. Consequently,
for an input waveform as shown
in Fig 5(a), an output waveform
as at ( b) will be obtained provided

certainly be stretched too times,
or more, and the output waveform
used to operate a valve controlling
a relay or any other device.
If
pulse stretching by a greater

o
o

- ----__(b)
(a)

TIME

Fig. 5. Response ( b) of the stretcher
to a typical pulse input (a).

factor than this is needed it will
usually be desirable to revert to
the more complicated but more
flexible time- delay trigger circuit.

MANUFACTURERS'
LITERATURE

Rk
It is convenient to note that the
ratio of the rising and falling time

Leaflet
the " Bafflette
Bonnie " l'N
loudspeaker, from
Richard 'Allen, Caledonia Road, Batley, Yorkshire.
The 1949 catalogue of components
and accessories made by Belling and
Lee, Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield,
Middlesex, has now been issued and is
available to manufacturers, government and professional organizatitats.
Copies will be sent automatically to
those
who
already
have
previous
editions.

Fig. 4.

Cathode- follower pulse
stretcher.

constants is simply g„,li k,so that
for large inputs one may loosely
say that the input pulse duration
can be multiplied by the factor
g„ iRk. It will sometimes happen
that a relatively long time constant RkCk will be needed, and it
is worth remembering that it is
generally preferable to increase
Rk rather than Ck,to obtain the
desired result. The rate of rise of
cathode potential is limited by
Ck/g„,, and if the rate of rise of
grid potential is in excess of that
possible at the cathode, the valve
will run into grid current in an
attempt to charge up Ck rapidly.
A valve 'with high mutual conductance will help to reduce this trouble, and will also operate
correctly with alower input amplitude than is the case with alow gm
valve.
If we use an EF5o for V1,make
Re. — loo kS2, and choose (' e.with
due regard for the input waveform, an input pulse duration may

Data sheet of valves and cr. tubes,
from
Ferranti ( Electronics
I )c- pt.),
Moston, Manchester,
Technical publication No. 21 (" Sorb" Silica Gel for ‘vater and organic
vapour adsorption), from Joseph Crosfield
and
Sons ( Chemical
Dept.),
Warrington, Lancashire.
Data sheets for the following transmitting valves: DET18, ACTt9, 11R124.
Blii23 and TT,,, from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., Chelmsford.
Illustrated leaflet describing the new
Type " A" potentiometer, from Morgunite
Resistors,
Paulsway.
Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow, Co. Durham.
Leaflet giving technical details of the
Redifon Type G41 short-wave transmitter ( 3-7) kW), from Rediffusion,
Ltd., Broomhill Road, Wandsworth,
London, S.W.I8.
Information sheets showing the application of electronic control methods in
industry, from Sargrove Electronics,
Sir
Richard's
liridge,
Walton-onThu mes.
Examples are given of the
many uses to which the Sargrove
rectifier- photocell
and " Phasitron "
circuits can be put for counting, inspection and machine protection.
Il lii mi‘
dimensi..tis and electiit al data ol " " radio dust
cor, , , from Sallord Electtical Instruments, Silk Street, Salford, 3, Lancashire.
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HE performance of the line
time base is greatly affected
by the core material of the
line-scan transformer. Core losses
are relied upon very largely for
damping and the linearity control,
although it does provide additional damping, does not give sufficient for some grades of iron.
During flyback, the equivalent

capacitance effect of C, of the original diagram is now provided by
a shunt capacitance on the secondary.
This is represented by
CA and CB in parallel.
A variable capacitor
of
o.00r5pf maximum should meet
all requirements and CB would
then be unnecessary. Such a capacitance is readily obtained from

C'
+

,2c 12R ,2

(a)
Fig. r.

(b)

Equivalent circuit of output stage (a) and an alternative equivalent (b) which is approximately valid during the fly- back.

circuit has the form shown in Fig.
f ( a), where L is the total effective inductance, C the shunt capacitance, R the resistance simulating the core losses and R, and C,
the components of the linearity
control. The circuit must have a
natural
frequency
of
about
341fc/s. so that one-half cycle is
about equal to the fly-back time,
and be so damped that the overshoot on the half cycle is only a
few per cent.
At any single frequency R, and
C, can be replaced by a capacitance and resistance as shown in
Fig. z ( b). A variation of R, thus
varies simultaneously both the
capacitance and resistance of the
equivalent circuit. Under normal
conditions the resistance variation
predominates. However, if the
transfgrmer core losses are abnormal, the range of control given by
the circuit is inadequate, for it is
then necessary to change C, as
well as R,. This does not form a
satisfactory arrangement, however, for the optimum value of C,
is quite critical under some damping conditions.
It has been found better to modify the circuit to the form shown
in Fig. 2, SO that the damping resistance is directly in shunt with
the transformer secondary.
The

a 3-gang capacitor with its sections in parallel, but while this is
convenient experimentally, it is
rather clumsy as a permanent
feature of the set. It is practically
convenient, therefore, to make C,
of 5oopF only and to add an appropriate fixed capacitance CB in
shunt.
This must be found by
trial, but will usually be popF.
The capacitor should be rated for
750V peak. An ordinary bakelitedielectric reaction capacitor has
been used successfully for CA and
is both cheap and compact. While
the voltage is considerably above
that normally used on such a
component, one has been working
satisfactorily for some time. No
damage to other components is
likely to result from a breakdown. The capacitor must be
mounted with its shaft earthy.
As an alternative to CA and CB ,
roo-pF variable capacitor can
he connected across the transformer primary. As this component must withstand up to 3-kV
peak, it is usually easier to use
the larger capacitance on the
secondary.
The adjustment of C, is critical. Adjust the width for about a
6-in picture and examine it carefully. If the left-hand %j,cle is expanded and there is a whitish ver•

tical line or band on the right of
this expanded portion, reduce the
resistance by R,„—R.„. If the lefthand side is linear but folded over,
increase the resistance.
Adjust
the resistance until there is asmall
amount of expansion on the left.
Next increase picture width.
The expansion will be reduced and
may disappear and be replaced by
a foldover. If so, increase the resistance. A vertical white line an
inch or so from the left may now
appear. Adjust CA to minimize it.
Continue the process until the
proper width is obtained. Check
the fly-back time on the test pattern. If it is too great, CA must be
reduced and this will necessitate
reducing the width slightly and
readjusting the resistance.
It is normally possible slightly
to overscan the tube so that there
should be no difficulty in obtaining the full width.
When the
values are approximately correct,
the resistance adjustment is not
very critical, but CA needs precise
setting.
The circuit has been used successfully with transformers having
cores of Silcor II, o.or8-in, laminations, and Silcor III, 0.02- in. With
core materials of greater loss, the
original circuit is preferred.

Fig. 2. Modified damping circuit
recommended for transformer cores
having low losses. The references
are as on the original diagram
except for the new parts CA,CR.
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ELECTROMEDICAL STIMULATORS
Application of Radar Circuit Techniques
for Diagnosis and

I

N physiotherapeutic and orthopaedic practice it is desirable
to have available certain
electric currents for the purpose of
stimulating muscle and nerve
tissue.
The
reactions
enable
assessment to be made of faults
in these tissues, and the stimulation can also be used to treat
muscle and nerve fibres.
By
passing a d.c.
current
through muscle tissue, a contraction is obtained and in the past
this was supplied by a source of
d.c. passed through a mechanical
interrupter to the electrode in
contact with the body surface.
The interrupter usually took the
form of a" Metronome " having a
curved crossbar at the top of the
inverted
pendulum,
one
end
dipping into a bottle containing
mercury at each stroke and thus
gave the necessary interruptions.
The speed of the " Metronome"
controlled the length of shock and
repetition rate, the shock length
varying approximately from 0.3 to
no second.
Nerve tissue responds to comparatively short shocks which have
no effect on muscle fibre, and for
nerve stimulation damped waves
were used. These were produced
by means of a " Faradic Coil "
which consisted of a vibrator interrupting adirect current through
the primary of a double-wound
transformer, the current in the
secondary being applied to the
tissue
where
stimulation
was
required.
For diagnosis, muscle reactions
to d.c. shocks were noted and also
the effect of damped waves applied
to motor nerves controlling the
muscle.
Large variations were
encountered
due
to
varying
"Metronome "
and
vibrator
speeds, neither of which was
generally very accurately
measured; at best the results of
tests were described by different
people in varying ways.
The current generators described
above were more satisfactory in
the treatment of muscles and

Treatment

By 0. B. SNEATH, B.Sc,
and E. G. MAYER, D.Sc.
(Multitone Electric Company)
nerves by stimulating exercise,
but were extremely uncomfortable
to the patient and the constant
increase and decay of current to
contract and relax a muscle at a
natural speed in many cases
caused such pain that sufficient
output could not be tolerated.
Experiments were carried out
by Professor A. E. Ritchie, now

Ritchie-Sneath stimulator
for diagnostic work.

unit

at St. Andrews University, who
found that long pulses of approximately o.r millisecond duration
produced with electronic squarewave
generators,
stimulated
muscle tissue, whilst shorter pulses
affected motor nerves only, the
reaction falling away rapidly at
o.or
milliseconds.
Professor
Ritchie collaborating with O. B.
Sneath, then perfected a muscle
stimulator producing pulses of
rob, io, 1, o.r and o.or milliseconds which could be applied to

muscle tissue in such a manner
that the voltage necessary at each
pulse length to produce a given
stimulation could be accurately
read.
A graph could then be
drawn showing voltage against
pulse length. This makes accurate
diagnosis possible by showing the
point when response falls, and the
degree of nerve and muscle degeneration.
It was found that the square
voltage pulse output of the electronic apparatus was comfortable
compared with older forms of
mechanical generators and interrupters, and so this technique
was applied to treatment units.
These units first took the form of
multi-current generators producing long,
medium and short
duration pulses, sinusoidal and
uninterrupted direct currents, all
of which could be applied in
various modified forms with fast
and slow repetition rates, and
surged from zero to a pre-set
maximum strength.
A further
instrument has been produced to
replace the old " Faradic Coil."
The output is 0.3 millisecond
pulses repeated 50 times per
second, and this output can be
surged at five different rates with
adequate spacing between surges
for muscle relaxation.
Pulse generators have been
extensively developed in connection with radar and telecommunication, and whilst electromedical
apparatus is not generally required to give as great a stability
of pulse length and interval as
radar, it is necessary to be able
to obtain, by switching, pulses of
widely varying lengths and repetition rates.
The pulse lengths
commonly employed are zsecond,
roo, lo, I, o.r and o.or milliseconds, though the longest and
shortest of these are often dispensed with. The repetition rate
required may be 50 per second to
produce continuous nerve excitation and also one or several per
second as does the " Faradic
Coil."
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Electromedical Stimulators
In apparatus for treatment, as
distinct from diagnosis, the rapidly
repeated pulses require to be
surged or varied from zero to
maximum at a rate from 6 to
roo times per minute depending
on the treatment.
Spacing between surges should be sufficient
to allow muscle tissue to relax and
though this may be achieved
manually by moving the strength
control, it is far more convenient
and accurate for this to be done
automatically.
It will be realized that the long
pulse lengths and slow repetition
rates involved raise problems of
coupling and decoupling somewhat different from those usually
met with in radio practice.
In addition to square pulses,
sinusoidal and continuous currents
may be required, and provision
must be made for surging these;
a further requirement is to apply
alternate surges, either with reversed polarity or to different
pairs of electrodes in order to
stimulate opposing muscles in
turn.
One of the chief problems in the
design of the apparatus is to
produce this wide variety of
currents without
undue complexity in the switching, and to
avoid the use of an excessive
number of valves.
In general,
the maximum output voltage
required is approximately roo
volts at roo mA, although for
short pulses of
millisecond or
less nearly double these values
may be necessary.
The only standard valves suitable for such relatively high

current-to- voltage ratios, are output valves designed for use in
a.c./d.c. instruments as for example 33L6's or Mullard CL33's
in parallel.
By connecting the
screens to h.t. -F through suitable
resistors the drop across the anode
load, when the grid is not biased,
may be made only a fraction less
than the h.t. Supply voltage.
Applying pulses to the grids,
which are normally biased to
cut-off, causes the valves in the
output stage to resemble a highspeed relay in their action.
The best-known circuit for producing square-topped pulses is
probably the multivibrator em-

C2
TO GRID Of
OUTPUT VALVE

BIAS VOLTAGE

Fig.

2. " Miller

integrator" type of circuit using a hexode as oscillator.

ploying two triodes. The output
may be obtained from a potentiometer in the anode of one of these
triodes, but variations in output
load, and most methods of surging
the power would, in normal
circuits, vary the pulse length.

TO GRID OF
OUTPUT VALVE

7

BIAS VOLTAGE

1
+

r.
s.

To overcome this difficulty the
anode of one of the valves in the
inultivibrator may be coupled to
the grid of the output valves
which serve merely as an" on-off"
switch for the current.
A factor of importance in this
application of the multivibrator is
the limitation of the maximum
ratio
obtainable
between
the
periods of the two phases. This
depends on the fact that the valve
which is " blocked " for the long
period has to have its grid condenser recharged during the short
period, and is of the order of the
ratio of the maximum value of
grid leak employed to the anode

+I
HI
-o

6

Fig
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Modified multivibrator circuit giving variable pulse length and
spacing.

load impedance. It is not generally
satisfactory to use a grid leak of
more than ro megohms; thus if the
anode impedance is to,000 ohms
the interval-to-pulse ratio will be
limited to approximately L000/r
although by using a power valve
biased to cut-off on the shorter
pulses, a higher ratio can be
obtained.
There is no need for
the valves to be similar, and a
high-impedance
valve
with
a
higher resistor in the anode circuit
could be used in conjunction with
the power valve.
A modified form of " multivibrator " circuit devised by O. B.
Sneath enabling to or roo microseconds, or to or roo millisecond
pulses to be repeated one a
second, employs a triode and
hexode as shown in Fig. r.
It
will be seen that the triode V, is
coupled to both the inner and outer
control grids of the hexode V 2,the
condensers C2 to C6,coupling it to
the inner grid, vary the pulse
lengths. When the time factor of
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the coupling to the inner grid is
greater than that of the outer, the
circuit behaves as a normal multivibrator, the outer grid only being
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the outer grid takes the place of
the suppressor,
and the two
coupled screens that of the single
screen of the pentode.
The
behaviour of the circuit
is as follows.
Assume the inner grid
of V, to be biased, the
bias
will
gradually
decrease as C, discharges
through R„ and
both
screen and anode voltage
will fall.
The valve V,
causes the time constant of

Multi- treatment unit
oviding all
types
of
current required
in
physiotherapy.

biased when V 2 is not passing
current owing to the outer grid
being biased to cut-off;
this
condition applies for pulses of
one millisecond or longer, using
condensers say C 2 to C 4.
For short pulses the anode of V,
remains positive for a period
depending on the coupling to the
outer control
grid,
which
is
adequate to charge the condenser
C2, but the screen from which the
output is taken remains positive
for a shorter time depending on
the coupling condensers C, or C 6.
Under this condition the output
from the screen is not a true
multivibrator output, as the un biasing of the inner screen is
gradual, but allowing for steepening effect due to the gàin of the
output valve it can be made
satisfactory.
Another method of producing
square waves is to apply the output from a multivibrator, both
constants of which are longer
than the required pulse length,
through a capacitor and resistor
giving the required period to the
grid of an amplifier which serves
as or contains a limiter.
'Instead of the usual multivibrator circuit, a form of circuit
which has been previously described in Wireless World under
the titles" Miller " or " Blumlein "
oscillators may be employed, and
is the start of the circuit for producing square pulses shown in
Fig. 2.
It was, however, found
advantageous to employ a hexode
rather than a peutode valve, as
this enables the anode to be
biased off by the outer grid with
a. lower value of cathode resistor;

C, and R 10 to be multiplied by a
factor equal to one plus the
effective amplification factor of
the valve in conjunction with its
anode resistor R 2 , and hence the
circuit is very convenient where
long time intervals are required
As the current increases, a point
will be reached where this increase
continues but the anode current
falls and anode potential starts to
rise, due to the cathode resistor
R 3 increasing bias on the outer
grid; the rise in anode potential
is communicated through con-

This causes grid current to flow as
in the normal multivibrator until
the anode and inner grid drops
back and stability is reached, with
the inner grid not completely
biased to cut-off.
The resistor 12, 0 has one end
tàken to h.t. — rather than to
h.t.
as this reduces the values ot
C, and R„ for agiven pulse repeat
rate, it also reduces frequency
instability
with
varying
h.t.
supply.
The output of V, is
taken from the screen and not the
anode, as this circuit has a lower
impedance.
It is coupled to V,
through a resistance-capacitance
coupling of long time constant
compared with the pulse length,
and this triode V, has its anode
coupled to the grid of V,.
The
coupling condenser C, and resistor
R 4 between the grid of V, and
h.t. + controls the length of the
pulse.
The pulse is produced once in
each complete cycle of V,, when
the screens of V, suddenly become
positive,
causing
the
anode
potential of V2 to drop, and V, to
be biased to cut-off. The steepness of the termination of the
pulses is increased by raising the
gain of V,, so that a smaller
change in grid voltage is required
to carry it out ot the cut-off
condition
to
the
low
anode
potential position.

TO GRID OF

HT.

OUTPUT VALVE

R,

C

Fig. 3.

ABOUT
100 VOLTS
A.C.

BIAS VOLTAGE

Circuit for periodic amplitude control or surging of pulses at
mains frequency.

denser C, to the inner grid, and
the screen current suddenly rises
until the anode current is cut off
by the bias on the outer grid, and
the inner grid is driven positive.

The most obvious way to surge
a series of rapidly repeated pulses
at a slow rate would appear to be
to vary the h.t. supply to the
output valves.
This, however,
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Eleetromedical Stimulators-fairly steady at a low value for a
involves a duplication of the
part of the cycle and at a higher
Fower valves and also an increase
voltage for the remainder, but at
in the initial h.t. voltage and
the junction of R 12 and C, there
power dissipation, as there is
is a fairly steady rise followed by
bound to be a voltage drop in the
a fairly steady fall of negative
surging valve even when the
bias.
The total length of the
surge is at maximum. An altercycle is controlled by R„. The
native method is to couple the
junction of R 12 and C1 is coupled
grid of the output valve to the
through a high resistance to V 2
anode of two valves connected
which surges the pulses, these
together, one of these valves
can be produced by applying a.c.
shown as V, in Fig. 3 ceasing to
at about zoo volts, 50 cis to the
pass current during each pulse,
grid of V, through a resistance.
and the other, VS,being arranged
Approximately square pulses are
to pass minimum current at the
produced on the anode of V,,
peak of the surge.
The output
which is coupled through a convalve only passes current when
54 is " blocked" out, the amount
of , such current depending on the
state of bias on V 2. Fig. 3shows a
circuit for producing surged pulses
at a repetition rate of mains
frequency.
The circuit of the
surge-producing
valve
V,
is
capable of producing surges with
both a gradual rise and a gradual
decay, but the rise and decay
may be different, and the ratio
OUTPUT
is controlled by the value of the
VALVE
resistors R„, R„ and to a lesser
extent by the potentiometer R9.
Fig. 4. Stabilizing circuit for h.t.
The cycle of operation is as
supply when using long pulses.
follows. Assuming the suppressor
denser C 3 to the grid of V 4. This
grid of the pentode V, is at zero
condenser and a resistor R, to
potential or has only a small
h.t.
determine the pulse length.
negative bias, the anode will then
The form of surge usually
pass current, and if R, is sufficiently het, will be at fairly low
desired i; a ¡ ralual rise followed
by a rapid decay .
The surge
potential. Owing to the coupling
should be effective for about a
through th apotentiometer R,, the
quarter of the time, which in
inner grid will, however, be somegeneral means that it should be
what biased, and the total cathode
over half value for about a
current fairly low.
This will
quarter of the time. It is of little
cause the cathode potential to be
consequence how much of the
low, and the negative bias on the
remaining' time the pulses are
suppressor will gradually increase,
absent or at a low level.
It is
due to the current flowing through
R 12 charging C,. Finally a point
probably almost as effective to
have a gradual rise followed by
is reached where this bias causes
an instantaneous decay, and a
the anode voltage to rise, which
number of well-known circuits
causes a rise of the inner grid
similar to those used for television
voltage, and, provided that the
scanning can be adapted for this
screen resistor R, is low, a sudden
purpose. Many of these circuits
rise in total current through V,
can only be varied over the
and also of cathode voltage. The
required range, while retaining
suppressor grid will now gradually
their wave form, by employing
lose bias until the anode becomes
ganged controls.
relatively negative again and the
It is desirable to provide a
cycle
is completed.
Suitable
source of constant amplitude sinuvalues of resistors to obtain this
result are: — R 3, zzok;
R 1, soidal voltage and also to surge
22k0;
R 13 , i
5ka and R 9, a this voltage at varying repeat
rates. Whilst " continuous sinuIMO potentiometer. A source of
soidal" is, of course, obtainable
negative bias is required of about
from the secondary of the mains
the same voltage as the high
tension. The voltage across R, is
transformer, it is very involved
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to surge this without entirely
changing the waveform. Probably
the simplest method is to produce
surged square pulses of approximately ro milliseconds in length
at a repeat rate of 50 per second
and to connect in parallel with the
output a 50-c/s resonant circuit.
A special problem arises in
connection with the longer pulses,
and is due to the gradual fall in
voltage after the start of the pulse
owing to the discharging of the
reservoir condensers in the power
pack. This could be solved by the
use of astabilizing device normally
drawing current comparable with
that of the pulse, but this would
greatly increase the power dissipation of the apparatus, and is
therefore
undesirable.
The
arrangement shown in Fig. 4 has
been employed,* and the general
effect is that when the valve starts
to draw current, this is obtained
from the condenser C, charged to
open circuit power pack voltage,
but the voltage is dropped by the
resistor R. As the current continues, the voltage of C 2 falls, but
the effect is compensated by the
rise of current through the choke
L. Owing to the non-linear nature
of the rectifier resistance and the
complication due to the first
reservoir condenser, no simple
formula can be given for the value
of R and perfect squaring is not
achieved, but reasonably good
results were obtained with R,
600 ohms, L, 12 henrys, C1,
I6µF and C3 32µF.
• Patent has been applied for in connection
with this arrangement.
REFERENCES
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PORTABLE RECORD
PLAYER

D

ESIGNED for operation from a.c.
mains, the " Karrigam " record
player made by the V.S.E. Construction
Co., 3-7, Denman Street, London,
W.1, employs the new all-class BSA
miniature valves and the heaters are
fed in series through acapacitor. Negative feedback is employed, and the output is 2} watts to aflat-type 6#in movmg-coil loudspeaker mounted in the rld
of the rexine-covered carrying case. A
lightweight Garrard turntable unit is
used and bass-boost at 3.8db per octave
is provided in the 3-valve circuit which
works in conjunction with a highquality magnetic pick-up. The weight
of the player is 16i lb and the price is
(26 19s 8d.
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TYPE

ILA; and IL134 are small output valves used in portable
battery equipment. Two substitute valves are available: type .
3D6
which requires slightly more filament current, or type rAiGT which
necessitates a change of socket.
To keep battery consumption to a minimum, only one half of the
3D6 Filament is employed, Pins 7and 8of the. socket being joined to.
for this purpose.
For AC/DC Battery operation type
AfGT is the only
G2
GI G2
suitable substitute
as the frament
ratings of all the
valves
must be
KEY G3
iden ical in such
KL Y
TYPES 1LA4, 1LB4
TYPE IA5GT
receivers.
I

-

ILA4
ILB4

CHARACTERISTICS
TYPES

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Anode and Screen Voltages
Anode Current
Screen Current
Control Grid Voltage
Mutual Conductance
Optimum Load
Power Output
CHANGE VALVE
FROM

A4

TO

CHANGE SOCKET
TO

Loctal
NO CHANGE

IA5GT

TYPE

1.4
0.05
90

4.0
0.8
—4.5
0 85

25,000
0 12

FROM

306

1LA4. 1A5GT

Loctal

Octal

12,000
02

CHANGE CONNECTIONS
FROM OLD
SOCKET

ILB4

I.4
0.05
90
5.0
1.0
— 9.0
0.93

TO NEW
SOCKET

TYPE 306
(One Filament)
1.4
volts
1.1
amp.
90
volts
4.2
mA
0.65 mA
— 4.5
volts
1.2
mA/V

20,000
ohms
0.1135 watts

OTHER WORK PERFORMANCE
NECESSARY

Disconnect any wires to
Pin 7.
Join Pins 7and 8of socket
together
Pin No. I
„ 2

CHANGE

' INCREASED
OUTPUT

Pin No. 2

„ 3

NO CHANGE

7

IEB4

Loctal
NO CHANGE

306

As for

1LA4

NO CHANGE

bias only

_
1A5GT

Dec rease Bias
Resistor to
give 4.5 volts

Loctal

Octal

As for

DnirSiAn says..
watch our next advertisement for a special

announcement

ILA4

As above

REDUCE('
OUTPUT

RADIO VALVES

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY. SIDCUP KENT.
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"STEREOPHONIC"
AMPLIFIER
This new amplifier with triode cathode-coupled output stages
has the effect of making the reproduction more like the original
than ever before. A small proportion of this improvement
results from the reduction of the Doppler effect, which is
achieved without lowering the damping factor on the speakers,
with the consequent distortion and transient loss which would
follow.
When listening to an orchestra the low frequencies are usually
heard towards the right, and the high frequencies towards the
left.

When reproduced through the Vortexion " Stereophonic"

amplifier with low and high frequency speakers suitably spaced
according to required listening angle, the high and low
frequencies are heard in their relative positions simulating the
effect and appreciation of the original.
This speaker placing is necessary because our ears are on a
horizontal plane. The effect would be lost if our ears were
positioned one above the other, as can be proved by inclining
the head sideways.
Our efforts to achieve " Stereophonic" results by the use of
various choke and condenser cross-over networks between the
amplifier and speakers were unsuccessful, due to the large
variation of speaker impedance at various frequencies, unevenly
loading the resonant circuits.
After many months of research we finally achieved our aim
with what is basically two special low-distortion, high-damping
factor amplifiers in one, each covering a portion of the audio
spectrum with asharp cut per octave at change-over frequency.
The acoustical efficiency of the bass and treble speakers may
vary, so a balancing control is fitted to the amplifier. This
simplifies the choice of speakers, since each speaker has only a
narrow frequency coverage.
Tle " Stereophonic" amplifier is now in production, and we
invite you to hear a demonstration of what we believe to be
something new and which will add to your enjoyment of music.

Chassis complete with valves

Price 364 gns

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257.261 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19
Telephones: LIB 2814 and 6242-3

Telegrams : " Vortexion, Wimble, London"
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DEVELOPMENTS

IN COMPONENTS

R.C.M.F. Exhibition, 1949

T sories, organized by the Radio Component Manufacturers'

HIS year's annual private exhibition of radio components and accesFederation,
was held in London from March ist-3rd. The following survey of exhibits
is classified under headings of the main products, with lists of makers. A
general list of exhibitors, with their addresses, is given at the end.

CAPACITORS
With few exceptions the general
tendency in the design of capacitors,
both variable and fixed, is to reduce
size as far as practicable.
A notable development along
these lines is a new range of fabricated plate ( FP) electrolytic capaci-

the introduction of a new method of
fixing. Short lugs are formed on the
base of the cylindrical case, and
these are inserted in slots arranged
round a centre clearance hole in the
chassis. The lugs are then twisted
to anchor the component.
Plessey adopts this method 01
fixing and so also does Dubilier- for
their latest range of small-sized electrolytic capacitors in aluminium
cases.
They are called " Ear.
mounting " Drilitics. As an interim
measure small base plates with the
necessary fixing slots and centre
hole are available for eyeletting or
bolting to the chassis.
Hunts also
imploy this method of fixing.

New method of fixing used on
British Electrolytic Condenser FP
capacitors
tors in aluminium cases made by
the British Electrolytic Condenser
Company, one of the Plessey group
of companies. By using a gauze-like
material on which pure aluminium
is deposited, the effective area presented to the electrolytic is increased by as much as twelve times
compared with plain foil. A 16-µF,
35o-V
FP
type,
for
example,
measures in diameter and ¡ in high
only. Capacitors of from 2 to 50 µ

T.C.C.

miniature
1VIetalmite
capacitors

are available at up to 45o V d.c.
working in this pattern: multiple
types were also shown.
Coupled with this development is

forms. There was a tiny wafer type
measuring ¡in x ¡ in with wire ends
in 68o, i,000 and 1,5o° pF, a small
pearl- shaped model of from 0.47 pF
to 470 pF, a tiny tubular in sizes of
68o pF to o.or µF and some double
and triple types up to 2,200 pF.
Erie had a
new
post-type r
Ceramicon
smaller
than
made hitherto.
It, also, is a
silvered ceramic
and is available
as single, dual
Dubilier Drilitic capacitor
with new " Earmounting"
feature
or triple units and up to 1,800 pF.
So far as variable capacitors are
concerned the main feature noticed
was even better finish than hitherto.
Small subsidiary band-spread units
embodied in the main assemblage is
used by Wingrove and Rogers
(Polar) and Plessey.
The former
were showing an extended range of
miniature types of silvered brass

Group of United Insulators
miniature silvered ceramic
capacitors. The match box
gives a good indication of
their size.
Plastic film is now being used by
F.C.C. for the dielectric in some df
their latest types. These capacitors
are known as " Plastapacks" and
the advantages claimed are very
high insulation resistance, of the
order of 250,000 megohms/µF and
a power factor equal to the best
mica. They also have a negative
temperature co-efficient.
In small
tubular types this range is from 50
to 5,000 pF. T.C.C. have also made
some additions to their Metalmite
range, the latest models being very
small in size and covering capacitances of from zoo pF to o.or µF.
A range of sub-miniature silvered
ceramic capacitors made of a new
ceramic, Unilator K3000, was shown
by United Insulators in various

Group of Polar miniature
dielectric trimmers

air-

construction for v.h.f. use and these
included a sub-miniature air trimmer on a ¡ in xjin ceramic base and
in sizes of 1-5 and r-io pF.
Makers' s Bird (
T, V), British Electro-

lytic Condenser (B), /M. Callendera
P), British N.S.P. (P, M), Bulgin
Daly (E), Dubiller (0 E, M, P. T)
(0, T), Ferranti (B,,v ii), "
Lunt (
Ç, 1, 111,

Y, T), Jackson (T, , London Electrical

Nlanutactoring
n.
(T ,
Plessey (
r, v), Sterility Radio (M,
Standard Telephones (M, P), Static Condenser ( P). Telegraph Condenser Co. (C,
P. r Telephone Manufacturing Co.
(M. P), United Insuhstorê (0, M), Walter
Instruments (T), Wego (0, M, P), Welwyn
(T), Wingrove & Rogers (T, V).
•Abbreviatione: C, carainto; E, electrolytic; M, mica; P, paper; T, trimmers and
pre-set; V, air dielectric variables.
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RESISTORS
Negative temperature resistors are
a comparatively new development
and they are beginning to find applications in a.c./d.c. receivers to
safeguard valves and dial lamps
when first switching on. When cold
the resistance is extremely high and
it falls rapidly with a rise in tern -

DIA.

Little change has been made in
the ubiquitous re-type resistor except that Morganite now have a
new range with axial wire ends. In
watt size the range is 47 ohms to
i4.7 megoluns and the zwatt extend
from 22 ohms to so megohrns.
Makers*: Advance (A), Belling é.: Lee
(S), British Electrical Resistance (P, R,
V, W), British N.S.P. ( P, W), Bulgin ( P,
W), Colvern (P, W), Dubilier
P.
S, V, W), Erg ( HS, V, W), Erie (C, P, S).
Igranic ( W), Morganite (C, P), Mullen]
(ES, NC), Oliver Pell (R, W), Painton
(A, P, V. W), Plessey ( P), Standard Telephones (NC), Welwyn C, ES, V, W).
*Abbreviations: A, attenuators; C, composition; RS, high stability; NC, negative
coefficient type; P, potentiometers; R,
rheostats; S, suppressors; V, vitreous;
W, wire- wound, fixed and pre-set.

RESISTOR- CAPACITOR
SUB- ASSEMBLIES
The combined resistance-capacity
unit, once very popular for a.f.
couplings, has now reappeared in a
new dress. Some of the assemblies
are r.f. and i.f. diode filters, while
others are a.f. couplings and deThey were shown by
couplings.
Dubilier and Erie.

One of the new Erie combined
units: a diode filter with circuit
shown below
perature, or with increase in current
through the element. For example,
the latest
Standard
Telephones
"Brimistors " can provide a change
in resistance from 5,000 olims when
cold to 50 ohms or so at 25o°C. In
terms of current the type CZI with
o.1-A valves limits the initial surge
to o. 12 A, its resistance change being
3,000 ohms when cold to 200 Cairns
with o.r A. There are other types
for 0.15-A and o.3-A circuits as well
as for many other purposes.
Serving the same function is the
new Mullard Vante. This employs
a ceramic type of material and is
made in a variety of types to suit
the function it is required to perform. In addition to surge limiting
in a.c./d.c. sets it is being employed as an automatic picture
height control in television receivers
as well as for many other purposes.
High-stability resistors where constancy is of vital importance, such
as in attenuators and measuring
equipment, were more in evidence
this year. Welwyn Laboratories have
developed a new type especially
for usb in v.h.f. circuits and said
to be entirely reliable at zoo Mc / s
and possibly far beyond. Discs and
rods for embodying in co-axial lines
were shown. ' Mullard were showing
the high-stability type in four siz,s,
to 2-watts rating, while Dubilièr
and Erie each had a comprehensive
range, fully insulated models being
available in either make.

A twin capacitor which needs
only the addition of a resistor to
form a diode filter unit was shown
by Stability Radio. This provides
roo+ roopF and is of silvered mica
construction.
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attire transformers shown by Ferranti. Hermetically sealed and designed to withstand a shock test of
flog a transformer for 70 VA weighs
only 1.171b and measures ' lain by
'tin by 3*in. The operating frequency is raw c/ s but models for
frequencies of 800 c / s to 2,800 c / s
can be supplied.
The 50-c/s types of transformer
show little change. Impregnation is
now quite general and most firms
can supply hermetically-sealed types
for arduous conditions. Some of
these are fitted with
pressureequalizing bellows.
The range of a.f. transformers
shown by Varley includes intervalve
types.
Output transformers are
made by most transformer and loudspeaker manufacturers.
Makers: Acoustic Products, Advance
Components, Associated Electronic Engineers, Automatic Coil Winder, Bulgin,
British Electric Resistance, British Rota,
Celestion,
ElectroAcoustic
Industries,
Ferranti, Goodmans Industries, Igranic,
Oliver Pell Control ( Varley), Parma°,
l'artridge Transformers. Plessey. Reproducers Az Amplifiers, Taylor Electrical
Instruments, Teledictor, Truvox, Vitavox,
Woden, Wright ez. Weaire.

Television Coils.—Both Igranic
and Plessey showed television deflector coils of the "bent-up end"
type together with line- and frame-

COILS AND
TRANSFORMERS
Radio Frequency.—The design oi
signal and intermediate-frequency
coils for broadcast equipment has become, if not standardized, at least
stabilized and the well-tried practice of the past is still followed.
Perhaps the only change Which is
noticeable in the greater number of
miniature types.
Examples of air-core coils were
shown by Automatic Coil Winder,
and Wearite had their well-known P
range. The latter firm also had a
tuning unit on view. This has three
bands for aerial and oscillator tuning
and has dust-iron core coils adjustable for trimming.
The type 705
covers long, medium and one shortwave band whereas the 706 covers
3-23 Mc/s in two bands as well as
medium waves.
Miniature i.f. transformers usually
have adjustable dust-iron cores for
trimming and are commonly in to
sin square and abant ' tin high.
Models were shown by Plessey.
Wright and Weaire and Igranic.

Makers: Advance Components, Automatic Coil Winder, Igranic, Plessey, Teledieter, Wright & Weaire.

Mains and A.F. — The advantages
of the so-called high-frequency power
supplies for aircraft apparatus were
well brought out by a range of mini-

Igranic

television deflector- coil
assembly.

scan transformers and blockingoscillator transformers. Plessey also
had a frame yoke on view designed
for use with a self-oscillating drive
stage.
It is of the U-shaped type
with the windings on the bottom
member, the deflecting field being
produced across the sides of the U.
Maker's: Igranic, Plessey.

CHASSIS FITTINGS
One or two new switch designs
have made their first appearance.
Bulgin were showing a new toggle
switch ( S.258) with improved ter-
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minais designed to take large conductor cables, and an all- moulded
toggle switch ( S.377)
rated at
250 V, 6A with insulation greater
than 4o Mû at 250 V. This latter
type is suitable for non-earthed
apparatus and meets the requirements
of
many
Continental
countries.
A.B. Metal Products
were showing a- light-action lidoperated switch ( Type DSO for use

135

Belling- Lee
outdoor
television
aerials are now constructed of a
high-tensile
light-weight
alloy,
thereby considerably easing erection
and
lessening the
strains
and
stresses on the fixing harness or wall
brackets.
A new
type of pole cap is
employed, which,
in
conjunction

uf 9 mA/ V,
while a
triode-heptode frequency-changer, a
variable-mu pentode and a duodiode-triode are included in addition to an output tetrode.
The Osram television pentode
has the B7G base.
It is the
conductance

Z77 and has a o.3-A heater.
Mullard exhibited valves ranging from the well-known E5o
series to sub- miniature types for
hearing-aids. A series of valves
designed for series- heater operation in a.c. / d.c. television sets
was shown; the PL38, a linetime base output valve is similar to the EL38 but has a 30-V,
0.3-A heater.

in personal portable receivers and
also the prototype of a coupled
switch unit for radio- gramophonetelevision sets.
Makers*: A. B. uct:d Products ( S),
Antiference ( PS). N.,)»•iated Electronie
Engineers ( TB). ') enon: w Lce ( C. Cial.
PS. s.
VII. VT). liciti ,11 Electrical Resistance ( K). It. I.
( C),
Mechanical Production, ( C. CULL F. Ms.
(S). Bulgin ( C, F. G. J. K. 1.. ms. PS.
S. T. VIL VT). Carr Fastener ( C. VIIH. E.
F. L. MS. PS. ST. TB. VA. VP. VT).
Clarke ( P), Colvern ( TB), Edison Sw,»)
Electric ( CI». Electrothermal ( S. VI1).
Erie ( 8). Hallam, Sleigh w Che›ton ( h.
beanie (
PS), Imhof ( CH. P. R ). Jackson
(I)), Long & Hambly ( Ps. RM. TNI, VIZ).
McMurdo (K. VH). Oliver POI ( s). Painton ( K. PS, S, T). Plessey
I), Ps. S,
VH). Reliance Electrical Wirt- ( C. PS),
Reslosound ( PS), Ripaults ( C. Tr, Salford
Electrical Instruments (D), Erwin Scharf
(K). Shipton ( J, 8), Standard Telephones
Cables (
c. Ps, S), Taylor Electrical
(K, S, T), Telegraph Construction
8;
Maintenance ( C. PS. T). Telephone Mannfacturing Co. ( J). Tucker Eyelet ( E, T,
VT), J. 8: H. Walter ( CH, P, R), Walter
Instruments ( S), Wingrove & Rogers ( D),
Wright itt Weaire ( S).
..4bbreviations: C. connectors; CRH,
cathode ray tube holders; Cil, chassis; D,
iirives; E. eyelets; F. fuses and fuseholders; 0, group boards; I. instrument
mountings; J. jacks; K. knobs; L. lampholders; MS, mounting strips; P. panels;
PS, plugs and sockets; R. racks; RM,
rubber mountings; S. switches; ST. soldering tags; T. terminals; TB, terminal
blocks; TM. television masks; VE, valve
holders; VP, valve pins; VII, valve retainers; VT, valve top connectors.

VIBRATORS
has occurred
in
supplies and both
synchronous and non-synchronous
types were in evidence. Input voltages range from 2V to 24 V, but 6V
and 22V are the most usual, while
the power ratings are ro-r2o W.
Complete vibrator power units were
also shown.
Little
cha nge
vibrators for h.t.

Makers: Bute,
Wright & Weaire.

Plessey,

Wimbledon,

AERIALS
Those firms concerned with the
production of aerial equipment have
given quite a lot of thought to the
design of television aerials and
accessories.
These call for good
engineering practice since in the
main they are self-supporting structures.
For example, Antiference
have introduced a 3-element array
for " fringe areas" consisting of a
director one-eighth wavelength In
front of the aerial element and a
reflector a quarter wave behind.

Among the range of Ferranti
valves, the KID6o neon voltagestabilizer is of interest.

With a

normal drop of 63 V it will give
regulation of + 0.4 V for a current of 0.125-2.5 mA. The tube
has end caps and can be used as
a visual indicator.
Makers: Ediswan. Ferranti, O.E.C.,
Milliard,
Standard
Telephones
81
Cables.

Ferranti KD6o
stabilizer
Television aerial
outlet box feeding two receiver
points,
shown
by Antiference
(Left)
with a limited number of standard
parts,

enables

aerials

on

site

assembled

likely form

the

to

for

be

every

of mounting.
Belling
and Lee also have a range of indoor
television aerials,

the newest being

the " Doorod " model. The upper
half of this aerial is a copper rod but
the lower half is a length of 30o-ohm
twin polythene
insulated
flexible
which can be run at right angles to
vertical element, straight down,

the

below

the

carpet

or

even

coiled.

Makers*: Antiference ( Al, B. T). Bulling
it Lee ( Al. B. F, T), 11.1. Callentiers ( AI.
F), London Electric Wire t'o. lk Smiths
(W),
Reliance
Electrical
Wire ( NV).
Ripauits ( NV), Telegraph Construction 81
Maintenance ( F).
*Abbreviations:
AI.
anti- interference;
B, broadcast; F. feeders; T, television;
W, aerial wire.

VALVES
Miniature valves with the B7G,
B8A and B9A bases are far from
being new, but what is new is the
appearance of complete ranges for
all purposes from broadcast receivers to e.h.f. input stages. An example of the last is the Brimar
12AT7, a double triode with a12.6-V
heater centre- tapped for use on
6.3 V. Each section has a mutual
conductance of 6.6 mA / V and the
valve will oscillate up to 700 Mc / s.
It is suitable for use as a groundedgrid input stage.
Mazda valves include a range
with 0.1-A heaters for series operation. Among them is a high-g r.f.
pentode, the roF3, with a mutual

CONTACT RECTIFIERS
Copper-oxide and selenium

recti-

fiers now find wide application in
telecommunications.
Their use in
power supplies is well known and
there is hardly any limit to the
range of voltages and currents with
which
they
will
deal.
Compact
types for up to 2.5kV at o.5mA were
shown by Westinghouse, who also
had e.h.t. supply units on view.
These

provide

some

350-o-350V input.
In

addition,

4IcV

from

a

signal-frequency

types are made and find great application at the lower radio and audio
frequencies, especially in telephone
equipment.
Bridge
rectifiers
for
meters are also
popular and the
Salford types have a bakelite case
for the rectifier elements, the whole
being sealed under pressure in a
polythene outer case.
The r-mA
type has a frequency response extending to rookc/s.
Makers: Salford, Standard Telephones 8‘
Cables, Westinghouse.

CATHODE-RAY

TUBES

The television tubes shown were
universally for magnetic deflection
and were chiefly gin and 12in types,

although Millard had a 2410 projection tube.
This is the MW6-2.
It is intended for use with a
Schmidt optical system to give a
picture 25in by r2in with a 25 kV
h.t. supply.
The well-known 9in
and 12in types were also shown.
The Ferranti T12/46 is a min
tube with a triode gun rated for
operation at 7 kV with a peak beam
current of 150 µA, and needing 24 V
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signal input. Brimar showed a flatfaced rzin tube—the Cr2B—with an
aluminized
screen
which
draws
200 »A at r2 kV.
This firm also
had a oM type of more normal design.
Aluminizing is not only
claimed to give a brighter picture
but also to give freedom from ion
burn.
Flat-face oin tubes were displayed
on the G.E.C. stand. There are
several models, the differences being
mainly in the presence or absence of
external graphite coatings and in the
type of heater used.
Ediswan showed gin and 12in
types with triode guns.
Makers: Ediswan, Ferranti. G.E.C., MWlard, Standard Trlephoncs
Cables.

INTERFERENCE
SUPPRESSORS
The radio interference suppressors
shown at this exhibition can be
broadly divided into two classes:
those that are incorporated in, or in
some way connected to, offending
electric appliances and those that
are interposed between the radio
receiver and the mains supply point.
The function of the former is to prevent intermittent voltage or current
surges being radiated or being injected into the supply mains while
that of the latter is to prevent any
such surges on the mains reaching
the radio receiver.
Makers*: Belling dt Lee ( 4, M. R).
Dubilier ( Ap, M), Erie ( M), Runt
Morganite ( M), Static Condenser ( Ap
Telephone Manufacturing Co. ( Ap, R ,
Telegraph Condenser Co. ( Ap, R).
'Abbreviations: Ap, appliance; M, motor
,.ar; R, receiver type.

outfit includes a variable- ratio output transformer, and a three-position tone equalizer adjusted to suit
H.M.V.. Decca and the American
N.A.B.
recording
characteristics.
The new Cosmocord
type
GPT5
"Microcell"
crystat pickup is approximately ¡in dia
:neter and in deep
and has an interchangeable
stylus
.1rM.
Sapphire
points of o.0023in
radius for standard
78-r. p .
records
and o.00tin for
Goldring " Headmaster '• pickup with three
¡fl ic rogroove records
interchangeable heads having styli of different
are available and a
radii. A tone compensation unit provides
single-pivot tone arm
correction
for
the principal British and
has been designed.
American recording characteristics.
\Vhen
using
the
microgroove
point.
the pressure required is only 7gm
pickup head in their single recordand an extra weight is provided to
player unit.
bring the pressure up to the still low
Erwin Scharf (" Goldring ") have
figure of 14 gm for standard records.
produced a pickup outfit of particuThe output is 0.75 V on standard relar interest to quality enthusiasts.
cords and 0.5 V on microgroove.
It has been named " Headmaster"
In an alternative arrangement
and includes as standard three interchangeable lightweight moving-iron
(Type GPI7), in course of development, a bakelite capsule will be used
heads with sapphire styli having tip
for microgroove and a separate
radii of 2, 2i and 3 mils, the first
metal capsule for standard 78 r.p.m.
for deeply cut records, the second
records, thus automatically ensurstandard and the third for worn or
ing the correct relationship between
noisy grooves. A head can thus be
weight and tip radius.
chosen to suit any type or condition
of record, and a microgroove head
Makers:
Collaro,
Cosmocord,
Edison
Swan Electric, Garrard, Plessey, Erwin
can be added later if required. The
pressure 1oz.
Plessey can also
supply
alternatively
a crystal,
"Decca "
moving-iron,
or
a
dynamically balanced moving-coil

Scharf.

SOUND REPRODUCTIONS
Pickups.—A new B.T.H. lightweight pickup has been introduced
by Edison Swan Electric. It is of
the moving-iron type and makes use
of a special needle designed for ease
of replacement. The weight at the
needle point is o.6 oz, and the output
is of the order of 3.5 mV with an
impedance of 20 ohms.
There seems to be atrend towards
the use of high-impedance windings
in high-fidelity pickups in order to
obtain an output of the order of 0.3
to 0.3 V without the use of astep-up
transformer. Both Collaro and Gerrard fit pickups of this type in their
record changers.
Plug-in pickup heads are also the
order of the day, and Garrard can
supply three alternative heads—
" Standard " for ordinary needles,
output 0.5 V, impedance el000 ft,
needle pressure 2 oz; " Miniature"
for miniature steel needles, output
0.3 V, impedance 4,000D, needle
pressure roz; and " High Fidelity"
with natural sapphire point, output
0.35 V, impedance 6,5oo it, stylus

April, /
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Cosmocord " Microcell " crystal
pickups. ( Top to bottom) singlepivot tone arm with type GPI7
head ; tone arm for Type G1'13
head ; additional needle pressure
weight for 78 r.p.m. recordings;
and a group of Type GPis
cartridges.

Record Changers.—The Garrard
RC7o, which will play upe to ten roin or ten 12-in records with achange
cycle time of 4 seconds, is normally
supplied with an a.c. motor, but
for use in countries where mains
supplies may not be available a permanent magnet d.c. motor, with a
large-diameter horizontal governor
mechanism has been designed, for
supply voltages as low as 6V.
Ample power is developed for an
expenditure of only 12 watts.
In the Collaro RC49 a rim-drive
mechanism has been fitted in which
the idler wheel is automatically retracted when the motor is switched
off, thus preventing the formation
of " flats" on the circumference,
due to the overrun of the turntable.
Another interesting feature of this
record changer is the safety device
which prevents the tone arm from
being lowered unless there is a record on the turntable; it is impossible to " play the cloth" or damage the pickup movement.
Makers*:
Birmingham
Sound Reproducers ( DR, GM, GU). Collin* ( DR, GM,
RC), Garrard ( DR, GM, GU, RC),
Plessey (GIL RC).
'Abbreviations: DR, disc recorders; GM,
gramophone
motors; OU, gramophone
units; RO, record changers.
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Loudspeakers. — An interesting
corner-cabinet reproducer based on
the design of P. W. Klipsch was
shown by Vitavox. It makes use of
the new K15/40 i5-inch unit working into a re-entrant horn for the
lower register (30-500-c/s), and a
Type S2 pressure unit and H.F.
horn for the range 5oo-i5,i)oo c / s.
The cabinet is of excellent design
and workmanship and the instrument as a whole should appeal to
the connoisseur; the price is £ 135.
Incidentally the K15/40 unit is obtainable separately with alternative
diaphragms for horn or baffle loading.
The Goodmans 12ill range of loudspeakers is now available with dustproof construction comprising a
bakelized linen back centring diapragna and hemispherical
gauze
front cover inside the diaphragm.
A high- flux version (Type R22) of
the single- diaphragm T2 is now

cell" crystal microphone made by
Cosmocord incorporates a front diaphragm of porous sintered bronze,
which acts as an acoustic filter and
gives a smoother response than normal diaphragm crystal types.
Reslosound were showing a ribbon microphone (Type RV) of very
compact design with a ribbon area
of only 0.15 sq in and 24 microns
t
hickness.
Cor ultrasonic measurements Cosmocord have produced a " pressure
standard " (Model SU) consisting
of a probe microphone and preamplifier head. The pickup head is
a hermetically-sealed crystal unit
of small diameter, to minimize diffraction errors, and the useful frequency range is looc/s-zokcis in
air and rooc/s-ioo kc/s in water.
Makers: Birmingham Sound Reproducers.
Coquovord. Ite.10›otind, Vitavox.

Magnetic Recorders.—A console
type magnetic tape recorder
(BCS-3254) shown by Salford Electrical Instruments is
now in production and has a
playing time of i hour 50
minutes.
A total length of
i,000 yds of iron-oxide coated
tape is accommodated in the
rkin diameter reels.
•In the " Tape Deck" magnetic recorder, produced by
Wright and Weaire as a unit
for incorporation in any type
of equipment, the method of
loading the tape has been
considerably simplified and
tro threading is necessary.
The reels hold 1,25oft of
tape, giving a playing time of
70 minutes at ,3î ill/SeC, or 35
Permanent-magnet low-voltage driving
minutes at 7 in/sec. A footmotor with large-diameter governor,
age indicator is included. If
used in the Garrard RC7o record
desired, two tracks can be
changer.
recorded in the width of the
tape and played either consecutively or simultaneously.
The
available with a density of 17,500
controls are simple and operation is
gauss in the ! tin diameter gap.
virtually
foolproof.
Loudspeakers for the set manuMakers: Salford Electrical Instruments.
facturers were mostly of the lowWright and Weaire.
leakage centre- pole magnet type,
notable examples being shown by
MATERIALS •
Acoustic
Products ( Lectrona),
British Rola, Celestion,
Electro
Magnetic Alloys.—In addition to
the standard range of high- permeAcoustic Industries, Plessey and
ability
alloys
such
as
Teledictor.
Mun:etal,
Rhometal
and
The new " 7oo" series shown by
Crystalloy, the Telegraph
Reproducers and Amplifiers was
notable for the high-quality stanConstruction and Maintendard finish and included a i2-in size.
ance
Co.
were
showing
Truvox have introduced an elliptiI
I.C.R.
alloy which
has
been developed specially for
cal loudspeaker (Type BX4) meause in transducers for magsuring
4in x6in
approximately,
netic amplifiers.
which should solve many of the
problems met with by designers of
compact portables.
" Tape Deck " magnetic
Makers: Acoustic Products, British Rola,
recorder, by Wright and
Celestion, Edison Swan Electric, Electro
Weaire.
Acoustic Industries, Goodmans Industries,
Plessey, Reproducers it Amplifiers, Reslosound, Teledictor, Truvox, Vitavox.
The Permanent Magnet Association were showing for the first time
Microphones.—The new " Sinter-

two new permanent magnet alloys
containing the comparatively rare
element niobium. From the following table it will be seen that higher
coercivities have been obtained
without
sacrifice
of
energy
(BH max). Alcomax II which has
been in use for some time is included for reference.
Remanence
Alcomax II ... 12,400
Aleomax III 12,200
Alvomax IV
11,200

Blimax Coercivity
4.3 x10°
570
4.75 x10°
650
4.3 x10*
751.)

Examples of short centre-pole
magnets
for
loudspeakers
and
special pickup magnets using the
new alloys were shown.

Wires and Cables.—Instrument
wires with safe working temperatures
of
ito°C
and
dielectric
strength of 600 volts per mil. were
exhibited
under
the
name
of
'Lewmex" by London Electric
Wire Co. and Smiths. The enamel
is a synthetic compound of polyvinyl acetal modified with phenol
formaldehyde and shows improved
mechanical
and
solvent-resisting
qualities over conventional oil-based
enamels.
A range of special microphone and
loudspeaker cables has been developed by British Insulated Callender's Cables for the public address
industry. Type T3io8 contains twin
screened-core microphone cables and
two additional conductors for relay
or signalling circuits in a p.v.c.
outer sheath only o.i3in in diameter. The cables for loudspeake"
surface wiring ( Rockor and R0002)
are twin flat cables with o.o36in and
o.o5oin conductors insulated with
polythene and sheathed with p.v.c.
The range of connecting wires made
by this firm includes silicone rubber
and p.c.p. ( polychloroprene).
Insulants.—The outstanding development since last year has been
the introduction of polytetrafluorethylene, a substance similar in appearance to polythene but with
improved electrical properties and
greater thermal stability. Examples
of the application of this material
in the construction of valveholders,
connectors, etc., were shown by
British
Mechanical
Productions
"('lix ").

Solders.—A new shape of core
with a fluted cross-section has been
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Sons, who state that the reduction
in the thickness of the solder wall
gives better dispersion of the flux
on fusion. A similar development is
announced by the Du Bois Cornpan
ItYlicore

solders have introduced

a new two-core solder with " Arax,"

a non-resin, extra-active, acid-free
flux for difficult soldering problems.
It is not intended to replace
"Ersin " three-core solder, which is
more suitable for radio and electrical
work.
Makers*: Antiference (C,W), Associated
Technical Manufacturers (CO, IM,
PVC , W). Bray (CB), B. I. Callender's
(C, CO, PVC, 8, W), British Rola
(L), Boilers' (CE), Clarke (IM, MI),
De La Rue ( IM, IS, W), Du Bois ( 8),
Duratube & Wire ( B, IM, IS, PVC, W),
Enthoven (
8), Hellermann ( IM, IS), London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths ( IS, W).
Long & Hambly (IM), Magnetic & Electrical Alloys ( DC, L, M), 3Iullard Electronic Products (0, M), Multicore ( S),
Murex (M, MO, T), Permanent Magnet
Association ( M), Plessey ( DC), Reliance
Electrical Wire ( B, C, CO, PVC, W),
Ripaults (B, C, CO, IS, . PVC, W), Salford
Electrical Instruments ( DC), G. L. Scott
(L), Spicers ( IM, IS), Standard Telephones
& Cables (C, CO, M. PVC, W), Steatite &
Porcelain (0E), Suffex ( B, CO, IS, PVC.
W), Symons ( IM, IS, PVC, V), Taylor,
Tunnicliffe (CE), Telegraph Construction
& Maintenance ( C, CO, IM, IS, L, M, PVC,
Telephone
Manufacturing ( DC),
W),
United Insulator (CE).
*Abbreviations: B, Braiding; C, cables;
l'E, ceramics; CO, cords; DC, dust cores;
IM, insulating materials; IS, insulating
sleeving; L, laminations; M, magnetic
alloys; MO, molybdenum; MI, mica proucts; PVC, polyvinyl chloride tapes.
wires, etc.; S, solder; T, tungsten; V,
varnished materials; W, covered wires.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS
A.B. Metal Products, Ltd., Hatton Works.
Feltham,
Acoustic Products, Ltd., 50-58. Britannia
Walk, City Road, London, N.1.
Advance Components, Ltd., Back Road,
Shernhall Street, London, E.17.
Antiference, Ltd., 87, Bryauston Street,
London, W.1.
Associated
Electronic
Engineers,
Ltd.,
Dalston Gardens, Stanmore, Mddx.
Associated Technical Manufacturers, Ltd.,
Vincent Works. New Islington, Maticheater 4, Lanes.
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., Winder House, Douglas
Street, London, S.W.1.
Belling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Mddx.
Bird, Sydney S., & Sons, Ltd., Cambridge
Arterial Road, Enfield. Mddx.
Birmingham
Sound
Reproducers,
Ltd.,
Claremont Works, Old Hill, Staffs.
Bray, Geo.. & Co., Ltd., Leicester Place,
Blackmans Lane, Leeds 2, Yorks.
British
Electric Resistance Co., Ltd.,
Queensway, Ponders End, Mddx.
British Electrolytic Condenser Co., Ltd.,
52, Vicarage Lane, Ilford, Essex.
British Insulated Callender's Cables, Ltd.,
Surrey House, Embankment, London,
W.C.2.
British Mechanleal Productions, Ltd., 21,
Bruton Street, tendon, W.1.
British Molded Plastics, Ltd., Avenue
Works, Walthamstow Avenue, London.

EA.

British N.S.F. Co., Ltd., Ingrow
Works. Keighley. Yorks.

Bridge

British gola, Ltd., Ferry Works. Summer
Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey.
Bulgin, A. F., at Co., Ltd., Bye-Pass Road,
Barking, Essex.
Bullera, Ltd., 8, Laurence Pountney Hill,
Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.
Carr Fastener Co., Ltd., Brantwuod Works,
Tariff Road, London, N.17.
Celestion, Ltd., Ferry Works, Summer
Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey.
Clarke, H., & Co. ( Manchester), Ltd.,
Atlas Works, Patricroit, Manchester,
Lanes.
Collaro, Ltd., Ripple Works, Bye-Pass
Road, Barking, Essex.
Colvern, Ltd., Mawneys Road, Romford,
Essex.
Cosmocord, Ltd., 700, Great Cambridge
Road, Enfield, Mddx.
Daly (
Condensers), Ltd., West Lodge
Works, The Green, Ealing, London, W.5.
Dawe Instruments, Ltd., 130, Uxbridge
Road, llanwell, London, W.7.
De La Rue Insulation; Ltd., Imperial
House, 84, Regent Street, London, W.1.
Dubilier Condenser Co. ( 1925), Ltd., Ducon
Works, Victoria Road North, Acton,
London, W.3.
Du Bois Co., Ltd., 15, Britannia Street,
King's Cross, London, W.C.1.
Duratube & Wire, Ltd., Faggs Road,
Feltham, Mddx.
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., 155,
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Electro Acoustic Industries, Ltd.. Stamford Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham,
London, N.15.
Electrothermal
Engineering,
Ltd.,
270,
Neville Road, London, E.7.
Enthoven, H. J., & Sons, Ltd.. Croydon
Works, 250. Thornton Road, West Croydon. Surrey.
Erg Industrial Corp., Ltd., 10, Portman
Square, London, W.I.
Erie Resistor, Ltd., Carlisle Road, The
Hyde, Hendon, London, N.W.9.
Ferranti,

Ltd.,

Hollinwood,

Lanes.

Garrard Engineering & Mtg. Co., Ltd.,
Newcastle Street, Swindon. Wilts,
General Electric Co., Ltd.. Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Goodman's
Industries,
Ltd.,
Lancelot
Road, Wembley, Mddx.
Hallam, Sleigh & cneston, Ltd., Widney
Works, Begot Street, Birmingham, 4.
Warwick.
Hellermann Electric, I.td., Tinsley Lane,
Crawley, Sussex.
hunt,
A.
H.,
Ltd..
Bendon
Valley,
Garrott Lane, London, S.W.18.
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Elstow Road,
Bedford.
Imhof, Alfred, Ltd., 112-116, New Oxford
Street, London, W.C.1.
Jackson Bros. (London),
Vl'addon, Surie.

Ltd.,

Kingsway,

London Electric Wire Co., & Smiths, Ltd.,
24, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W.1.
London Electrical Mfg. Co., Ltd., 459,
Fulham Road, London, S.W.6.
Long & liambly. Ltd.. Empire Works,
Slater Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.
Magnetic & Electrical Alloys, Ltd., 101103, Baker Street, London, W.I.
McMurdo Instrument Co., Ltd., Asittead,
Surrey.
Measuring
Instruments ( Pullin),
Ltd.,
Electrin
Works.
Winchester
Street.
Acton. London, W.3.
Metro Pex, Ltd.. 71, Queen's Road, Peckham, London. 8.E.15.
Morganite Resistors, Ltd., Bede Trading
Estate, Jarrow, Co. Durham.
Mollard Electronic Products, Ltd., Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London.
W.0 2
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31ultteore Solders, Ltd., Mettler House.
Albemarle Street, London, W.I.
Murex, Ltd., Rainham, Essex,
Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Cambridge Row,
London, S.E.18.
Painton & Co., Ltd., Kingsthorpe, Northampton.
Parmelee', Ltd., Percy Road, Aylestone
Park, Leicester.
Partridge Transformers, Ltd., Roebuck
Road, Tolworth, Surrey.
Permanent
Magnet
Association,
301,
Glossop Road, Sheffield, 10, Yorks.
Plessey Co., Ltd., Vicarage Lane, Ilford,
Essex,
Plessey
International,
Ltd.,
Vicarage
Lane, Ilford, Essex.
Reliance Electrical Wire Co., Ltd., Staffa
Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Reproducers & Amplifiers, Ltd., Frederick
Street, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
Reslosound, Ltd., 359, City Road, London,
E.C.1.
Ripaults, Ltd., Southbury Road, Enfield,
Mddx.
Salford Electrical Instruments, Ltd., Peel
Works, Silk Street, Salford, Lancs.
Scharf, Erwin, 49-51, De Beauvoir Road,
London, N.1.
Scott, Geo. L., & Co., Ltd., Cromwell Road,
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.
Shipton, E., & Co., Ltd., Ferndown, Northwood Hills, Mddx.
Spicers, Ltd., 19, New Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.
Stability Radio Components, Ltd., 14,
Norman's
Buildings,
Central
Street,
London, E.C.1.
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Static Condenser Co., Ltd., Toutley Works,
Wokingham, Berks.
Steatite &
Porcelain
Products, Ltd.,
Stourport-on-Severn, Worcs.
Sullex.
Ltd.,
Aintree
Road,
Perivale,
Greenford, Mddx.
Symons, H. D., & Co., Ltd., Park Works,
Kingston Hill, Surrey.
Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 419424. Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.
Taylor
Tunnicliff
(Refractors),
Ltd.,
Albion Works, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs.
Teledictor, Ltd., 214, Birmingham Road,
Dudley, Warwicks.
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales
Farm Road, North Acton, London, W.3.
Telegraph Construction 4: Maintenance
Co., Ltd., 22, Old Broad Street, London,
E.C.2.
Telephone Mfg. Co., Ltd., Hollingsworth
Works, Martell Road, West Dulwich,
London, 8.E.21.
Truvox Engineering Co., Ltd., Truvox
House, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley,
Tucker, G., Eyelet Co., Ltd., Walsall Road,
Birmingham, 22, Warwick.
United Insulator Co., Ltd., Oakcroft Road,
Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey.
Vitavox, Ltd., Westmoreland Road, London, N.W.9.
Walter Instruments, Ltd., Garth Road,
Lower 31orden, Surrey.
Walter, J. & H., Ltd., Farm Lane, Fulham,
London, S.W.8.
Wego
Condenser Co..
Ltd.,
Bideford
Avenue, Perivale,
Welwyn
Electrical
Laboratories,
Ltd.,
Links Road, Blyth, Northumberland.
Westinghouse Brake & , Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Way, King's Cross, London,
N.J.
Wimbledon Engineering Co., Ltd., Garth
Road, Lower Morden. Surrey.
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.. Polar Works.
Old Swan, Liverpool, Lancs.
Woden Transformer Co., Ltd., Itoxley
Rood, Bilston, Staffs.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd., 138, Sloane Street,
London. fi.W.1.
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THE " BELLING-LEE" PAGE
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference
Distant Television Reception

A
There are many cases on record of
viewers getting a consistently poor
television picture, while others. miles
further away from the television
transmitter obtain results beyond
expectation.
The reason generally
given for this inconsistency may be
illustrated as above.
The dipole
" A" may be considered to be
fifty miles from the transmitter. The
waves close to the ground at this
point have been attenuated considerably, but those higher up are still
strong, they pass over the hill and
the ( un attenuated) waves bend
down and meet the dipole" B"
which may enable the viewer to
enjoy a much stronger signal. Close
in under the shadow of the hill, at
" C" there would probably be a
" dead " spot where little or no signal
would be received.
*1. " Doorod " Television Aerial.
We have been somewhat alarmed
at the results reported from this new
fully dimensioned indoor dipole.
Reports come in that they are being
used, with considerable satisfaction,
in places as far from Alexandra
Palace, as Southend and St. Albans,
i.e. 30 and 18 miles respectively
Whereas, we first claimed five or six
miles and later eight to ten miles.
We have made calculations based
on known field strengths and find
that the results are less surprising
than was first thought
The only condition against which
one must guard is the presence of
concealed pipes, girders or other
conductors in the walls (outside
drain pipes), etc, which happen to
be a functional distance from any
proposed indoor dipole.
A Need for Caution.
It should not be overlooked that a
new Television receiver is in its first
flash of high gain, the valves are
giving full emission, everything is
just right. Such a receiver may give
satisfactory results with an indoor
aerial at exceptional distances, but,

it is quite possible that after a few
months use, the gain of the receiver
drops, you can no longer hold synchronisation,
and
disappointment
sets in. Everything is normal, and
an outside aerial is necessary.
Use
of " Doorod "* 1.
" Veerod "* 2.

as

a

The" Doorod "* may be used as a
" Veerod" either inverted or " V "
style thus endowing it with directional properties at the expense of
slight loss in pick-up. The" Doorod"
may be so arranged on the wall of the
hall of a house as indicated in the
diagram.
On the ground floor,
upstairs landing, or for maximum
results in the loft. In certain positions
an extension length of coaxial cable
will be necessary.

TO SET

In locating a " " shaped dipole
to take advantage of its directional
properties, start with one element
pointing in the direction of the transmitter. It may be useful to bear in
mind that the " Veerod " has a
very marked minima at right angles.
This feature may be used to reduce
interference.
The Why and Wherefore of the
" Veerod."
It is all a question of polarisation.
In a house it is difficult to be certain
what you are dealing with—vertical
or horizontal. The signal leaves the

A
transmitter vertically polarised. Refer now to sketch. • .
•It is picked up on a gaspipe A-B
which has currents induced in it.
The pipe goes round the corner and
conforms to B-C. with the same
currents as A- B. But now they are
horizontally polarised.
Which has most influence on ans
indoor aerial ?
At a guess there is

New addition of " Belling-Lee"
main catalogue.
This 84-page publication is now
off the press, it is however not
for general distribution but
been

prepared

for

the use

has
of

designers of electronic equipment,
electrical engineers etc.
about a fifty-fifty chance and it
does not really
matter if
the
" Veerod " is upright or inverted.
Undoubtedly the most efficient
position in which to use it as an
indoor aerial is in the loft, as high up
as possible, with its apex tucked right
up out of the way of water-pipes etc.,
which, in the loft, mostly run in a
horizontal plane. But if a " Doorod "
is being used as a " Veerod " it is
generally more logical to use it as a
" V" as illustrated, as this will
allow a shorter run to the receiver,
but aladder will have to be used so as
to fix the free end of the flexible
element. A real practical advantage
in using the " Doorod" with the
apex uppermost i.e. as an inverted
" V," is the fact that the rigid element can be fixed with the apex out
of reach while you are comfortable
with both feet on the floor. The
flexible element can then be held in
position and fixed with tacks or
drawing pins.
In this case the
lead must drop from the apex.
Combined
Aerials.

Broadcast

and

T.V.

We have had a number of letters
from readers asking if it is a fact that
anti-interference systems can
be
applied to television. The answer is
yes and no. We have never claimed
to offer an interference free television aerial but " Belling Lee"
were the first to take advantage of
the fact that the mast of a television
aerial could be used as a collector of
broadcast programmes, and could be
used to feed an anti-interference
•
system.
It is easy to see how the
misunderstanding occurred.
*1. " Doorod" ( Reg. app.
door T.V. aerial 30/-.

for) in-

* 2.
" Veerod " (Reg.
app. for)
Attic Model 52/6. Chimne'r model
90 - .

BELLING & LEE LTlil

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD. ENFIELD. MIDDX

ENGLAND
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"Caronia" passengers telephone by 4Stare

Direct

inter- continental

telephone con ....ations, either
from public booths or private

R.M.S."CARONIA" IS FITTED WITH THE FOLLOWING
STANDARD ' EQUIPMENT.... The D.S.9 Single-sideband
Telephony Transmitter, having an output of 300 watts on 4-22 Mc/s.
The R.X.9 Independent-sideband Receiver. Capable
of receiving either or both channels of a double-channel
circuit.
Whilst one channel is busy with ' subscriber calls.
the other can be used as an ' order wire'. Buitable for reception of high-fidelity double-sideband telephony.
Automatic
frequency control.
The E.S.4-B dual purpose transmitter providing telegraphy at IkW or double-sideband telephone at 300 watts on
24 pre-set channels grouped in the marine h.f. bands

graidard
7ilephotres mid Cables Limited
.....
Of / MIS

OAKLEIGH

CO0 té•u ÇI41

ROAD,

HOU SI

• lOWYCM.

NEW

LON CON

IN Ca

SOUTHGATE.

staterooms, are enjoyed by

O

passengers in the new Cunard
White Star liner" Caronia"

O

The first passenger

Ito

be fitted for transmission and
reception of single-sideband

o
o

telephony sets a new standard
in ship- to-shore communication.
Equipment by 'Standard'
of course

o
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LONDON.

o

o
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New Servicing Certificate • Extending
Television • Exhibition Plans
Television Servicing
A SCHEME has been drawn up
hi jointly by the City and Guilds
of London Institute and the Radio
Trades' Examination Board to provide a recognized qualification in the
servicing
of television
receivers
similar to the Radio Servicing Certificate.
Candidates must have passed one
of
six
approved
examinations
in radio servicing in order to
enter for the examination,
the
first of which will be held next
year. It is proposed that from 1955
candidates must possess the City
and Guilds and R.T.E.B. Radio
Servicing Certificate in order to be
eligible for entry.
Application forms for the Television Receiver Certificate Examination, which will comprise two written papers each of three hours' duration and a three-hour practical test,
are obtainable from the R.T.E.B.,
9, Bedford Square, London, W.C.r.
The
examination
fee
is
three
guineas.
The syllabus covers light and
vision; production of the picture
signal, including principles of scanning; reproduction of the picture
from a signal, including principles of
c.r.t.; t.r.f. and superhet. receivers;
sync separation; aerial and feeder
systems; and the cause and correction of picture defects.

House, the P.M.G. has stated that
the estimated capital cost, at present-day prices, of the proposed five
stations—Birmingham,
S.
Lancs,
Scotland, S.W. England and N.E.
England—is about £ 1.75 million.
This figure does not include the cost
of providing the necessary links.

The World's Journals
A

FEATURE of our sister journal,
Li Wireless Engineer, is its 20page Abstracts and References Section in which is included abstracts
from and references to articles in
the world's technical journals. An
index to the year's abstracts is published separately and that for 1948
will be available shortly, price zs 8d
including postage.
In addition to the usual subject
and author indexes it includes a list
of most of the 200 or more journals
regularly scanned for abstracting.
This list includes the addresses of
the publishers or editorial offices
and the abbreviated titles used in
references in both II'. IV. and W.E.

E.H.F. Cost
PXPENDITURE by the B.B.C.
1.-;e
during the past twelve months
on e.h.f. transmitting equipment
was stated by the P.M.G. to be
£85,000. This equipment is for the
new Wrotham, Kent, station, which
will initially transmit both frequency modulation and amplitude
modulation on e.h.f.

Television Topics
AS

work proceeds apace on the
ri erection of the Sutton Coldfield
station speculation continues on the
date it is likely to start transmitting,
which officially remains as " in the
autumn." In order to enable servicemen in the area to benefit by
the knowledge and experience gained
in the London television area,
B.R E.NI.A. has organized a conference covering such subjects as servicing and interference suppression
for dealers in the Midland service
area.
In reply to a question in the

RUSSIAN
TELEVISION.
Internal and external views of the
"Moskvitch" television
receiver
which is being mass
produced in Moscow.
The set, which incorporates a comparatively
small
tube, gives apicture
of 135 x zoo mm.
5.4 Y 4in•

Radiolympia
s is

A

to be expected, television
will be a feature of the t6th
National Radio Exhibition which,
as already announced, will be held
at Olympia from September 28th to
October 8th.
A new television
aerial is to be erected on the roof of
Olympia and improved arrangements are being made for visitors to
view television.
For the first time since the war,
exhibits by the Navy, the Army and
the R.A.F. will be included. The
D.S.I.R., G.P.O. and Ministry of
Supply will also be exhibiting.
The section of the show devoted
to
communications
equipment,
radio navigational aids and industrial electronics will be considerably
enlarged.
PERSONALITIES
A.V-M. E. B. Addison has been appointed Director-General of Signals,
Air Ministry. During the war he was
engaged on the development of radio
counter-measures.
D. A. Bell, M.A., B.Sc., who contributes to both Wireless World and
our sister journal Wireless Engineet,
has been appointed a lecturer in electrical engineering at Birmingham University. Since 1946 he has been with
British Telecommunications Research,
Ltd., prior to which he was with A. C.
Cossor, Ltd.
C. H. Davis, of the Reliance Electrical Wire Company, has been invited
by the President of the Board of Trade
to become a member of the Exhibition›
Advisory Committee which advises the
B.o.T, on exhibitions at home and
overseas.
M. M. Macqueen (
G.E.C.) has been
elected chairman of B.R.E.M.A. for
1949 in succession to H. Slater ( Philips).
The new vice-chairman is P. H. Spagnoletti (
Kolster-Brandes).
T. R. Porter, M.B.E., has been
appointed superintendent of the Control
and Radio Department of Metropolitan
\Tickers.
He joined the company il'
1920, was appointed senior production
engineer in 1934, took charge of radar
production in 1938 and since 1944 has
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been assistant superintendent of the
Transmitter Department.
C. L Orr-Ewing, B.A., who until
recently was in charge of B.B.C. television outside broadcasts, has been
appointed technical commercial advisor
to A. C. Cossor Ltd., and a director of
Cossor Radar.
Prior to joining the
B.B.C. in 1938 he was with H.M.V.
During the war he held a number of
radar administrative positions in the
R.A.F.
W. G. Richards ( Marconi's W/T Co.)
is representing the Radio Industry
Council on the B.I.F. Council of
Exhibitors.
IN BRIEF
A Record Increase of 19,050 television
receiving licences has been announced
by the Post Office for January, making
the total 111,85o.
The increase in
"sound" licences was 84,05o.
The
total receiving licences in force in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland at the
end of January was 11,559,900.
Radio Relays.— ln reply to a question
in the House of Commons, the P.M.G.
stated that, as radio relays were closely
linked with the general question of
broadcasting in this country, they
would be considered by the Committee
of Enquiry on the B.B.C. ' sCharter. The
licences granted to operators of relay
exchanges have been extended to the
end of 1951.
R.G.D. is providing the 15o portable
radio-telephone transmitter-receivers required by the harbour authorities at
Liverpool to be used in conjunction with
the recently installed Sperry harbour.
supervision radar. The sets will be used
by the pilots to enable them to communicate with the radar supervisor whilst
bringing vessels into port in poor visibility. They will presumably operate on
156.8 Mc / s, the frequency allocated at
Atlantic City for harbour control communications.
"Television Receiver Construction."—
A further quantity of reprints of the
series of ten articles describing the construction of a television receiver, which
appeared in Wireless World in 1947, is
now available. The straight set described
is designed for reception of the London
transmissions and is not, therefore,
suitable for receiving the asymmetric
sideband transmissions from Birmingham. Copies of the forty-eight page
booklet can be obtained by post from
our Publisher, price 2s 9d or from booksellers and newsagents price 2s 6d.
Telecommunications.—A new quarterly journal is being issued by the
Post Office. The primary object of the
Post Office Telecommunications Journal, as it is called, is to give wider
publicity to the papers on telecommunications delivered to local groups
of Post Office workers and to provide
a forum for the discussion of problems
associated with the P.O. services. In
the first issue Sir Archibald Gill,
Engineer-in-Chief, contributes an article
on engineering developments.
Marconi radio, radar and d.f. equipment has been installed in the new
11,500 ton Port Line motor-vessel Port
Brisbane.

Wirele%s World
Aerial Classification.—The Panel of
the R.C.M.F. which prepared the
classification of broadcast receiving
aerials to which reference was made
last month ( page 113) is now considering the classification of television
aerials.
Five-metre Band.—The P.M.G. announces that amateurs will not be permitted to use the frequency band 58.5
to 60 Mc / s after March 31st.
It will
be recalled that this band, which was
not allocated to amateurs in the
Atlantic City Agreement, has been
used temporarily by British amateurs
since January 1st.
G.C.A.—Ground Controlled Approach
equipment has been installed and is
now in operation at Belfast ( Nutts
Corner) aerodrome. This is the sixth
aerodrome in the United Kingdom to
be equipped with G.C.A.
The other
five are London, Prestwick, Liverpool,
Northolt and Hum.
Revised " Q" Code.—Applicants for
the Civil Aircraft Radio Operators'
exam, for certificates of competency
are reminded by the Ministry of Civil
Aviation that the " Q " Code as
amended at Atlantic City will be used.
The amended code is given in the
Ministry's
publication
DOC.6roo,
COM/5o4, which will soon be obtainable from H.M.S.O., price 2s.
I.S.W.C.—To mark the twentieth
anniversary of the formation of the
International Short-wave Club a DX
contest is being organized. Particulars
of the contest, which covers reception
of both s.w. broadcasting and amateur
stations,
are obtainable from the
I.S.W.C., Too, Adams Gardens Estate,
London, S.E.r6.
S.T.C.—A wall chart showing the
Atlantic City frequency allocations has
been issued by Standard Telephones
and Cables. To facilitate identification,
the various services are arranged in
separate columns; these are subdivided
into the three Regions which are
coloured to correspond with a regional
map of the world included on the chart.
Frequencies allocated to each service
are over-printed in black on the colours.
The chart, size 40 x25in, is obtainable
from Standard Telephones and Cables,
Connaught House, Aldwych, London,
W.C.2, price 3s 9d, including postage.
E.M.I. Reprints.—Our note on the
E.M.I. reprints of papers - on quality
recording and reproduction last month
was a little ambiguous.
Each paper
is reprinted separately and costs 2S 6d.
The next one to be issued will be on
magnetic tam recording.
Cintel.—In the description of the
Cintel metal detector on page 86 of the
March issue, it should have been stated
that the equipment was designed and
niade by and not for Cinema Television,
Ltd. We regret the use of the wrong
preposition.
Waste Papen— The Waste Paper Recovery Association states that the fact
that more paper is generally available
and, too, that some manufacturers have
announced that their cartons and packing need no longer be returned, must
not be taken as an indication that there
is now no need to salvage waste paper.
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FROM ABROAD
U.S.S.R. Television.—Acoording to
the Bulletin of the International Broadcasting Organization regular transmissions have been radiated from the Soviet
television station in Leningrad since last
August. The 6.5-kW vision transmitter
operates on 32.5 Mc / s. Scanning rate
is 441 lines with 25 frames interlaced.
The sound transmitter is frequency
modulated. Another transmitter, is in
operation in Moscow and two new stations are being erected at Kiev and
Sverdlovsk.
Canadian Television.—In view of the
fact that some 1,200,060 Canadians àre
within the service area of American
television stations, the Radio Manufacturers' Association of Canada has
decided to start producing television
receivers.
The estimated output for
this year is given as 12,700.
Citizen's Radio.—Approval has been
given by the F.C.C. for the production
of miniature transmitter-receivers fur
civilian use in the 465-Mc / s band allocated in the U.S. for citizen's radio.
The sets measure only 6in x2¡in xrlin
and weigh II ounces including the folding aerial which extends from one end
of the case. The total weight, including earpiece and battery, is 2k lb.
Pakistan.—The
first
short - wave
broadcasting station in Pakistan has
been opened at Dacca, East Bengal.
The 7.5-kW transmitter operates on
11.89 Mc/ s.
A new high-speed radiotelegraphic service was recently opened
between east and west Pakistan.
Belgian Amateurs are now permitted
to operate on the following frequencies :
7.02-7.28, 14.0514.35, 28-3o, 144-146, 420-460, 1,213-4300,
2,300-2400, 5,650-5,850 and ro,000-r0,500•
Facsimile equipment has been installed at the United States Federal
Weather Bureau and Chicago Airport
for the transmission and reception of
weather reports.
EXPORT
"Tropic Proofing" is the title of a
pamphlet issued by H.M. Stationery
Office, which gives some of the results
of the research being undertaken at
the Ministry of Supply Establishment
in Nigeria to combat the ravages of
weather, insects and fungi on, among
other things, radio equipment.
Exports.—The export target for the
radio industry in general for 1949 has now
been set by the Government.
The
monthly target at the end of last year
was £ 1.2 million which has been increased to e.32 million for 1949.
Exporting Television.—The BelgoDutch television delegation which recently came to this country at the
invitation of the Government, visited the
Marconi Works at .Chelmsford to see
a demonstration of the company's 625.
line television equipment.
It will be
recalled that this was the standard
agreed upon by three of the main British
manufacturers of transmitting equipment
and the Dutch firm of Philips. The
High Commissioner for Australia also
visited the works recently and inspected
625-line equipment in which the Austin-
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lian Government is known to be interested for its projected television service.
Decca Navigator Co. is to erect achain
of three stations in the Bahrein area of
the Persian Gulf for the American Bahrein Petroleum Company to enable its
surveyors to fix their position when
undertaking surveys for oil beneath the
sea bed.
Pye e.h.f. mobile radio-telephone
equipment to the value of £ io,000 has
been supplied to the Netherlands
Government.
G.E.C. two-channel frequency-modulated e.h.f, gear, costing L25,000, is to
be supplied to the Hong Kong police to
provide a communication system between mobile units and headquarters.
South Africa.-Tenders for the supply
of a variety of test equipment, including
signal generators, field-strength measuring seis and precision condensers, is
called for by the South African Railways' Stores Department, Johannesburg.
The specification, No. 8622, can be obtained from the B.o.T. Commercial
Relations and Exports Department,
Room 1076, Thames House, North,
Milbank, London, S.W.s., quoting
reference C.R.E.(IB)556 / 49.
Closing
date is May 5th.
Portugal.-The Lisbon firm of Viuva
de Eduardo A. Fernandes and Cia. are
anxious to secure the agencies for
British radio components in Portugal.
Quotations and literature should be
sent direct to the company at Rua da
Alandega tx8, a° D., Lisbon.
INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Festival of Britain.-In preparation for
the 1951 " Festival of Britain" the
Council of Industrial Design is compiling a " Stock List" which is a photographic card index of products for submission to the panel of selectors. Manufacturers are asked to send photographs
of representative equipment for inclusion in the list. The exhibitions will
largely consist of " end products" to
illustrate scientific development in various fields.
In selecting the products
design will be considered from the
aesthetic, engineering and functional
aspects.
R.C.E.E.A. Council.-The names of
Pye and Standard Telephones Cables
should have been included among the
firms listed last month as members of
the R.C.E.E.A. Council for 1949.
Marconi's have established a Main
Air Service Depot at Croydon Airport
where aircraft fitted with the company's gear can have it tested and
repaired.
In addition to the repair
and maintenance section there is a
demonstration room where instruction
can be received in operating the latest
aircraft radio equipment.
Preventing Corrosion.-Although only
remotely connected with radio, manufacturers may be interested to learn
of a recent book, " Prevention of Iron
and Steel Corrosion; Processes and
Published Specifications," issued by the
Louis Cassier Co., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.r, priced 5s.
Telcon.-The telephone number of
the Telcon Works of the Telegraph
Construction and Maintenance Company is now Greenwich 329z.
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Industrial Finishes.-The first exhibition in this country of industrial finishes will be held at Earls Court,
London, from August 31st to September 13th.
Sir Edward Appleton is
serving on the honorary advisory
council.
I.M.R.C.-The administrative, technical and stores departments of the
International Marine Radio Company
have been transferred from Leicester
Street, Southport, Lance, to the company's new offices and factory at 21,
Progress Way, Purley Way, Croydon,
Surrey.

Scottish Centre.-Faraday lecture on
"Television" at 7.0 on April 5th at
the Central Hall, Tollcross, Edinburgh.
South Midland Rath() Group.-Informal lecture on " Television Developments," by K. R. Sturley, Ph.D., at
6.o on March 28th at the James Watt
Memorial
Institute,
Great
Charles
Street, Birmingham.
North
Staffordshire
Sub-Centre."Scientific Work of the Post Office,"
by L. E. Ryall, Ph.D., at 7.0 on April
6th at Duncan Hall, Stone. (Joint
meeting with the Institute of Post
Office Electrical Engineers.)

A.B. Metal Products, Ltd., have
opened a London office at Ludgate
House, 107, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (Tel.:
Central 5667/8),
Raymond Electric, Ltd., are now at
Brent Crescent, North Circular Road,
London, N.W.to (Tel.: Elgar 6687/8).

British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section. - Discussion on
"Frequency Modulation and Amplitude Modulation," at 6.o on April nst
at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, W.C.1,
South
Midlands
Section.-" Electronic Voltmeters," by R. A. Lampitt,
at 7.0 on April 28th at the Technical
College, The Butte, Coventry.
West Midlands Section.-" Broadcast
Reception for Rediffusion Systems," by
M. Exwood, at 7.0 on April 27th, at
the Wolverhampton and Staffordshire
Technical College, Wulfruna Street,
Wolverhampton.
Merseyside Section.-" Modern Technique in
Radio Telecommunication
Systems," by M. M. Levy at 7.0 on
April 6th at the Incorporated Accountants' Hall, Derby Square, Liverpool, 2.
N.W. Section,-" The Measurement
of F.M. Transmitter Performance," by
D. R. Willis at 6.45 on April 8th at
the College of Technology, Sackville
Street, Manchester, s.
Scottish Section.-" Pulse Testing,"
by Prof. M. G. Say, Ph.D., M.Sc.. at
6.3o on April tath at the HerriotWatt
College, Edinburgh, s.
N. Eastern Section.-" R.F. Coil Design and Tracking Methods in Superheterodyne Receivers,' by A. E. Coghlast. at 6.o on April 13th at the Neville
Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle-onTyne.

ElectroAcoustic Developments have
moved to 18, Broad Road, Lower
Willingdon, Nr. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Clix.-British
Mechanical
Productions, Ltd., are now centring their production at their No. zfactory at Barton
Hill Works, Bristol, 5 (Tel.; 57823/4),
to which all correspondence should be
sent.
MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
The fortieth
Kelvin Lecture on
"Semi-Conductors and Rectifiers," by
Prof. N. F. Mott, M.A., F.R.S., at 5.30
on April mt.
Discussion on " The Scheme for the
Interchange of Information on Electrical Engineering Laboratory Practice," opened by E. Bradshaw M.Sc.
Tech., Ph.D., and on " Transient
Display Apparatus," opened by A. C.
Normington, B.Sc. (
Eng.) at 6.o on
April tith.
Radio Section.-" Hot-Cathode Thyratrons: Practical Studies of Characteristics," by H. de B. Knight, M.Sc.,
at 5.30 on April 6th.
Informal
lecture on " Radio-Frequency Heating" by R. H. Barfield,
D.Sc., at 5.30 on April 12th.
All the above meetings will be held
at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London,
W .C.2.
Cambridge Radio Group.-Informal
lecture on " Printed Circuits, including
Miniature Components and Sub-miniature Valves," by J. E. RhysJones,
M.B.E., and G. W. A. Dummer,
M.B.E., at 6.o on March 29th, at the
Cambridge Technical College.
" Meteors," by A. C. B. Lovell,
0.B.E., Ph.D., at 8.15 on April 26th
at the Cavendish Laboratory.
North-Eastern Centre.-Faraday lecture on " Television " at 7.0 on March
29th at the City Hall, Newcastle-onTyne.
Sheffield Sub-Centre.-" Speech Communication under Conditions of Deafness or Loud Noise," by W. G. Radley, C.B.E., Ph.D. (Eng.), at 7.0 on
March 30th at the Scunthorpe Technical School.
North-Western Radio Group .- Disenssion on " Audio Reproduction,"
opened by G. J. Scoles, B.Sc. (Eng.),
A. G. F. Smith and G. I. Thomas,
B.Sc., at 6.30 on April 27th at the Engineers' Club, Albert Square, Manchester.

British Sound Recording Association
" Developments in Magnetic Soundon-Film," by Dr. O. K. Kolb, at 7.15
on April 6th at the G.B. Theatre, Film
House, Wardour Street, London, W.r.
(Joint
meeting
with
the
British
Kinematograph Society.)
Television Society
Midlands Centre.-" Electronic Testing Instruments," by A. E. Crawford,
at 7.0 on April 8th at the Chamber of
Commerce, New Street, Birmingham.
Radio Society of Great Britain
"Some
Aspects
of
High-Quality
Sound Recording and Reproduction,"
by R. W. Lowden, at 6.30 on April 29th
at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, London,
W.C..
Institute of Navigation
"The Influence of Echo Sounding,"
by A. J. Hughes, 0.B.E., at 5.o on
April 15th at the Royal United Services
Institution, Whitehall, London, S.W.t.
Junior Institution of Engineers
Informal
meeting,
including two
films, " Kelvin-Master of Measurement" and " Kelvin-Hughes Marine
Radar," introduced by R. Bajtot and
E. F. Alldritt, at 6.30 on April 1st at
39, Victoria Street, London, 3.W.r.
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TELEVISION INTERFERENCE

I

T is exceptional for the short
waves used for television
broadcasting to be reflected
from the ionosphere to any point
within the service area of the
transmitter, so that normal fading
is almost unknown in television.
An effect which is exactly similar
does, however, occur when an aircraft takes the place of an element
of the ionosphere; waves reflected
from the aircraft interfere with the
direct waves from the transmitter
and produce changes in the received signal like natural fading.
In the television case there is
one essential difference which
arises from the importance in television reception of the " fine
structure" of the received signal.
The indirect wave reflected from
the ionosphere or from an aircraft
will have travelled by a longer

FILLF -L, r

Its Nature and How to Reduce It
By A. H. COOPER,

simplified signal (simply a white
bar down the middle of agrey picture) is shown in the top line, and
below it is a similar signal,
attenuated four to one.
This
second signal, which typifies the
indirect wave, is shown in units of
two picture-lines, each pair ..)f
lines being progressively delayed
by an eighth of a line. These
attenuated and delayed signals are
then combined with the " direct signal shown immediately above
them; the first picture-line is
assumed to be arriving so that the
two carriers are in phase, so that
they add; the second picture-line
in each pair is assumed to repre-

s

- LFILLt - L

Fig. s. This diagram illustrates how fading and ghost images occur. The
directly- received signal is shown at the top, with various forms of reflected,
and so delayed, signal below. Their combination is given in the bottom row.
path than the direct wave, and
will arrive correspondingly later
at the receiver. In sound broadcasting there is no means available to the ordinary listener of
knowing that the reflected wave is
arriving some milliseconds later
than the direct wave; one merges
with the other and cannot be
aurally disentangled. But in a
television picture, each element of
the received signal has a separate
significance and does not merge
with other elements in anything
like the same manner.
Fig. zshows what happens to a
television signal, idealized for simplicity, when a weaker and delayed signal combines with it. A
MS received by the Editor October, 1948.

B.S .

(E.M.I. Engineering Deve.opment)

sent the state of affairs when the
aircraft has moved so that the
difference between the direct and
indirect path-lengths has changed
by half a wavelength; the carriers
are now in anti-phase and combine subtractively.
The eight
combined waveforms in the
bottom row therefore represent
eight " snapshots" of the signal
as received while the aircraft
moves and changes the difference
between the lengths of the direct
and indirect paths.
In each case it will be seen that
the first of each pair of waveforms is larger than the second;
this is the equivalent of the
straightforward amplitude fade in
sound reception. But, in addition, the fine structure of the in-

direct signal is apparent in the
combined signal, even in the
presence of the much greater
direct signal; in the " in-phase"
cases there is a weak echo of the
main white-line signal in the
middle of the picture, which
moves progressively across the
frame as the path-difference increases, as is shown at x in the
bottom row. This implies that
the white line will be accompanied
by a weaker white ghost, spaced
away from it. But between each
in-phase state and the next there
will be an anti-phase state, and
here the signals subtract; the
ghost of the white line is black, as
seen at y in the bottom row.
We can now add the second ingredient to our fading phenomenon; the picture is accompanied
by a ghost which moves across the
frame, but which alternates between
positive
and
negative
according as the picture has at the
moment faded up or down. If the
reflected wave is not very intense
and if the picture is not one which
will show strong echoes, the effect
may not be noticed except for one
part of the picture-line which is
always present and always likely
to produce a good echo, namely,
the sync pulse. The converse is
also true; elements of the picture
may be echoed into the sync pulse
interval so that this pulse will lose
either its sharp edges or its depth,
or both; when this happens the
fading of the picture is accompanied by a break in synchronizing, usually happening once every
fading cycle.
The frequency of the fading
cycle will depend on the position
and velocity of the aircraft with
respect to the transmitter and receiver. Three sets of cases have
been computed, which by symmetry cover eight courses separated by 45 0;these are reproduced
in Fig. 2. On each course it is
assumed that the aircraft flies
uniformly on a straight course,
passing at a stated distance from
the receiver at its nearest point;
this distance is the direct separa-
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BY AIRCRAFT
tion and may be horizontal, vertical or oblique, and various
values have been taken varying
from 200 feet (a near approach)
to 5,000 feet. The aircraft is
assumed to be flying at 250 feet
per second, a reasonable average
speed, and the signal frequency is
taken as 45 Mc / s.
These curves show a frequency
range from about 25 c/s down to
zero, the changes in frequency
taking place most rapidly around
the time of nearest approach.
The more complex case of curved
courses will give rise to frequencies of the same order, but
the actual values and the rate of
change will be more complicated.
An aid to visualizing the complex
cases is the family of ellipses in
Fig. 3, which represents a plan of
the neighbourhood of the receiver,
each line representing a crest in
the fading pattern. (The lines
have been drawn much farther
apart than they would be on any
reasonable
scale,
simply
for
clarity.) If the aircraft flies along
one of these ellipses, it produces
no variation in the signal, which is
either permanently increased or
decreased, with any echoes retaining their position; in fact, such
accuracy of flight is almost impossible, a sideways movement of
only a few feet taking the aircraft
from the crest to an adjacent
trough. Any other course will, in
general, give a flutter of varying
frequency which can be estimated
by laying off the course on the
plan and noting the intersections
of the course and the ellipses.
The amplitude of the fade will
depend on many factors ( such as
the shape and attitude of the aircraft and its position relative to
the transmitter and receiver)
which are not amenable to calculation. The writer has the mixed
fortune to live very close to two
airfields, namely London Airport
(Heathrow) and Langley, which
provide opportunities for observing the effect every few minutes,
so that it is possible to substitute
a mass of individual results, in a
wide variety of circumstances, for
the alternative difficult (and possibly over-simplified) calculations.
Taking the sum total of all observations, it is clear that there is

from case to ease.
A complete
picture of the whole range of
observations would be virtually
impossible to reproduce and if
there is any preferred direction
which gives the maximum reflected signal, it varies from one
occasion to another.
The fading trouble will be worst
(indeed it may be said only to be
seriously apparent) in locations
which are near or beyond the horizon of the transmitter. In such

no significant difference between
the various directions in which
the aircraft may be; taking the
observations singly, it is clear that
there is usually a distinct position or positions of the aircraft for
maximum reflected signal at the
receiver in each case, but that the
direction of this maximum varies
SO
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Television Interference by Aircraft—
locations, from which the transmitter can hardly be " seen," if
at all, the direct wave is attenuated, but the reflected wave from
the aircraft (which being higher
can " see " the transmitter without
obstruction)
is relatively
much more powerful.
Reciprocity would suggest that
a similar effect should be experienced with a receiver near the
horizon when an aircraft flies near
the transmitter; but no evidence
can be offered of actual observations. It would, however, be expected that exact
symmetry
would not occur in the two cases
between ( t) when the aircraft is
near the receiver and ( 2) when it
is near the transmitter, since the
geometry of the two ,aerial locations, and their polar diagrams,
will, in general, be different.

Wireless World
the gain during the downward
fades it increases the severity of
the negative ghosts.
Nor does
a.g.c. have any effect upon the
intrusion of ghosts into the sync
pulses; with a.g.c. the picture
loses hold as easily as before.
Directional aerials are another
popular remedy, but they do not
contribute much. The dipole-plusreflector, which is most people's
idea of a directional aerial, does
no more than reduce to some extent the reception from the direction away from the transmitter;
this is not a particularly serious
source of reflected interference and
this kind of directivity would
probably produce no noticeable
effect. Directivity of a far higher
order, such as can be had from a
three- or four-element array, or a
long-wire aerial, can be areal help
by reducing the interference to

TO TRANSMITTER

Fig. 3. Family of ellipses representing aircraft courses along which the
direct and indirect rays combine to give aconstant signal at the receiver.
The first method that comes to
mind as a cure for fading is automatic gain control, but this is not
nearly as useful as in sound reception. There is the practical difficulty of obtaining the a.g.c. voltage, particularly with positive
modulation as used in this country; although, even with negative modulation, there are difficulties as is shown by the fact that
a.g.c. is being omitted from this
year's American receivers.
But
more important is the fact that
a.g.c. only evens out the variations in picture brightness; it does
not affect the extent of the ghost
images and, indeed, by increasing

the time when the aircraft is
between the receiver and the
transmitter; at this time the interference will be as bad as ever
but, in cases where the trouble is
often present, it is a relief to be
able to reduce the time of its incidence even if it cannot be eliminated or reduced in amplitude.
Reference must be made to two
articles,* from which it would
appear that the worst trouble is
to be expected when the aircraft
•D. I. Lawson. " Multipatb Interference in
Television Transmiss.on, ' J. Insta Etna.
Sages, 1945. Vol. 92, Part II, p. 125; D. A.
Bell, " Approximate Method of CalculatiT
Reflections in Television Transmiss.on," .
Insta Elect. Engrs, 1946, Vol. 93, Part II .
P. 352.
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is " behind " the receiver, so that
directional aerials of almost any
sort would be worth while. The
difference between the results
attained in these articles and in
practice, lies in the simplifying
assumptions on which the articles
depend; assumptions which reduce the mathematics from being
impossible to being merely extremely difficult.
Their results
are true for substantially vertical
reflecting surfaces ( e.g., an aircraft) ; they are not true when
the reflecting surface is horizontal,
nor when it lies between the transmitter and receiver, in which case
it sometimes acts as though it
were an element of the ionosphere.
One powerful cure is to reduce
the relative intensity of the reflected signal by, raising that of
the direct signal ; this can, in most
cases, be done by raising the
height of the receiving aerial. An
additional effect results from the
distortion of the plane of polarization in the neighbourhood of
roofs of houses, so that a low vertical aerial may not be optimum
for the direct signal but will, on
occasion, be in the right direction
for the rotated polarization of the
reflected signal ; raising the aerial
into a region where the polarization of the wanted signal is more
truly vertical has therefore a
double effect in reducing the relative intensity of the reflected
wave. It is the writer's experience
that this is the most powerful
single cure for this trouble and
the amount of civil engineering
required to raise the aerial is
usually less than that required to
make even the simplest form of
directional aerial.
It has been noticed that certain
receivers are less disturbed by aircraft; in these receivers, the
designers t have deliberately degraded the d.c. component of the
signal to less than too per cent in
order to avoid the ill effects of too
great contrast or gamma variations which may occur, for example, in News Reel transmissions. Conversely, there are many
receivers in which all the ill effects
of aircraft reflections are exceptionally bad because the d.c. component is over too per cent.
This leads to a modification of
the receiver with an effect comparable with that of a.g.c. but
C. L. Faudell and N. Atkinson. British
Patent S05,899.
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which is far easier to apply; i.e.,
the removal of the d.c. component
from the signal. Figs. 3, 4 and
5 show that the fading frequency
cannot rise so high as 50 c/s and
it therefore appears to be an advantage also to attenuate the
lower frequencies.
The position
is, in fact, not so simple as this;
the fading trouble is not merely
the addition of a low- frequency
component to the received signal ;
it is a modulation of the received
signal at the fading frequency.

syne pulsee from the previous
level, here shown chain-dotted.
The last column shows the signal
as reproduced on the cathode ray
tube; i.e., with all parts of the
wave-forms lying below the preset black level suppressed. The
dotted lines indicate the signal as
it would be in the absence of
fading and make it clear that a
considerable advantage is gained
by making the brightness swell
and shrink around its mean level
rather than with respect to the
"blacker - than black " level of the
bottom of the sync
177.1r D.C. COUPLED:
-Ls;
UPWARD FADE
pulses.
Removal of the
d.c. component is
attended by the
D.C. COUPLED:
well-known disadDOWNWARD FADE
vantages;
the
mean
picture
7
brightness is made
constant so that
JA A.C. COUPLED:
"high-key " and
UPWARD FADE
"low-key "
pic tures, which the
rl
producer may seek
JAALI, A.C. COUPLED:
to exploit in order

sr'

DOWNWARD FADE

ORIGINAL

WITH t 25% FADE

AS REPRODUCED
(UNFADED PICTURE
SHOWN DOTTED).

As a result, the signal amplitude
swells and shrinks about the zero
axis, giving an exaggeration of the
depth of fading; by removing the
d.c. component we cause the signal amplitude to swell and erink
about its mean brightness level,
so that the mean picture brightness does not fluctuate.
This improvement is demonstrated in Fig. 4, which takes a
signal similar to the one previously used to demonstrate the
"echo " effects, and subjects it to
afade of ± 25%. In the left-hand
column, the signal is in its
original form; in the second, it is
combined, either in or out of
phase, with a " reflected" signal
of a quarter of its amplitude to
simulate the fade (although in
practice the matter would be
complicated by the presence of
echoes, here omitted). The first
two examples (reading downwards) are for plain d.c. coupling;
the third and fourth are for d.c.
suppression,
which results in
variations of the absolute level
of the signal, as is shown by the
departure of the bottom of the

Fig. 4. These diagrams illustrate the effects of interference
with d.c. and a.c. coupling to the
cathode-ray tube.

to attain a dramatic effect, will
all be reproduced as though they
were normally illuminated and
the automatic suppression of the
scanning return-lines, which is a
feature
of constant-black-level
working, does not take place.
Some other method must therefore be provided to prevent these
undesirable effects.
The most satisfactory
solution
to this aspect of
the problem is
56kfl
inherent in the
observed
fact
that the disturbance
becomes
much less objectionable if the
frequency of the
disturbance
can
be reduced below
one cydle in I or
Fig. 5. Circuit of
the v.f. stage of a
commercial receiver
modified to reduce
the effects of air-daft interference.

e seconds. It remains, therefore,
to design a filter* which will attenuate frequencies between
and 25 c/s. In practice, this filter
is incorporated in the network
comprising the previously mentioned a.c. coupling. The addition of a suitably delayed d.c.
component helps to provide freedom from aeroplane disturbance.
The actual circuit modification
is normally associated with the
video amplifier which usually has
circuit elements which can be
readily adapted to a filter network. By way of example, the
modified circuit of a commercial
receiver is shown in Fig. 5, where
the a.c. coupling comprises the
capacitance C, and the resistance
and where the d.c. path
through the resistances R, and R,
is delayed by the time constant
C, R„ whose value may be controlled by the choice of a suitable
value for C,. This arrangement
gives an attenuation of the order
of 20 db at 3c / s. Suitable values
of components are indicated on
the diagram.
This discussion has so far been
confined to the effect on the
received picture; sound reception
suffers similarly though, generally, to a much less extent. The
eye is very worried by a flutter
producing a Io% change in brightness, but the corresponding i-db
change in sound level would pass
unnoticed except perhaps on a
constant tone. It could, of course,
be made negligible by a.g.c., but,
if conditions are such as to warrant
a.g.c. on sound, the picture would
be quite intolerable.
*C.
D.
20726 / 47.

Fandell,

British

Patent

App.
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AMERICAN MICROGROOVE
Some Details of New

I

T has long been the aim of the
gramophone record industry
to produce apracticable longplaying high-quality disc of the
customary join or rzin diameter.
Many attempts have been made to
introduce records with increased
playing-time into the commercial
record field, e.g., by making use
of the constant linear speed
method, but they were not a
technical success.
It is also of interest to recall
the Pathé discs, II and 2oin in
diameter, of the early 19oos,

a-

By DONALD
grade vinylite, with a rotational
speed of 334 r.p.m., providing
about 51-51, 15 and 22i minutes
per side respectively. These long
playing times are made possible
largely by the combination of reduced rotational speed and increased grooves per inch from the
conventional 96roo to 224 up to
300.
As it was found necessary to
reduce the groove width to about

10

o
10

20g

8
ct
FREQUENCY (e/s)

Fig. r.

Columbia LP " Microgroove" recording characteristic.

which can be regarded as attempts
to tackle the running-time problem. Outside the domestic record
field one can instance the first
r6in slow-speed " talkie" discs
and, of course, to-day lacquer
discs up to 171in diameter are
regularly employed by the B.B.C.
and other organizations for specific applications requiring extended
playing time.
The impact on the record industry of " wrapped up" magnetic wire and tape systems, providing playing time limited only
by the length of the carrier or
medium used, has stimulated
developments, and the " recOrd
conscious" American public has
recently been offered long-playing
"microgroove" records, presumably as the answer to the belief of
some enthusiasts, chiefly record
collectors, that the disc system is
obsolescent.
What is a " microgroove" record? It is a name given to the
7-, ro- or rz-in pressings in high-

RECORDS

Commercial Developments

20

$.•
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one-third the size of normal record
grooves,
the
name " Microgroove " was coined originally by
Columbia Records, Inc., for their
331 r.p.m. records, but it would
now appear to be used in America
as a generic term for all such finepitch records.
Before discussing the recording
characteristic adopted for these
records and the exacting technical
requirements in processing and
reproducing equipment that have
to be met to ensure optimum
quality, a few notes on the early
research will not be amiss.
Dr. Peter Goldmark, Director
of Engineering Research and
Development of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, which owns
Columbia Records, Inc., initiated
the experiments in 1945, and this
research project was later transferred to the laboratories of
Columbia Records, to adapt it to
commercial recording and manufacturing conditions.
The final
"Microgroove " record marketed

W. ALDOUS
was the result of the combined
efforts of Dr. Goldmark, William
S. Bachman, Director of Engineering Research and Development
for Columbia Records, and their
associates.
It is appropriate to mention
that, in 1939, when Columbia Records, Inc., were taken over by
C.B.S., the possibility of longplaying records was envisaged
and, consequently, in all sessions
from that year onwards Columbia
masters were cut on r6in lacquer
discs at 334 r.p.m., as well as on
the standard 78 r.p.m. masters.
The frequency response claimed
for these masters was from 50 to
above ro,000 c/s. Thus a considerable repertoire of recorded
material was available to launch
these new " Microgroove " records.
We come now to an outline of
the technical problems that had
to be solved before a satisfactory
"microgroove" record could be
produced.
The two significant
contributions were the development of a first-class lightweight
pickup that would trace a waveform accurately with very low
forces at the needle tip, and the
manufacture of a satisfactory inexpensive slow-speed rim-driven
turntable motor to provide constant speed free from rumble.
For Columbia " Microgroove "
discs a o.00rin tip radius needle,
operating with atotal force of 4oz,
has been achieved in the Phiko
"phonocombination," using a
crystal cartridge, the first recordplayer for these records to be put
on sale ( at 29.95 dollars) in the
U.S.A.
The " Microgroove " bottom
radius is less than o.000zin and
the groove shape has an included
angle of 87 ° ± 3°. The change in
rotational speed from 78 to 331
r.p.m. decreases the linear speed
and the recorded wavelength by a
factor of about 2.35, but as the
playback tip radius has been reduced by a factor of 2.5 to 3, the
high-frequency loss with changing
diameters is less than with ordin-
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ary records. In fact, ail improvement in useful frequency response
of 1.28 times, with reduced intermodulation distortion at small
diameters near the centre of the
record, is claimed.
The actual recording characteristic employed for Columbia
"Microgroove " recording is very
similar to the N.A.B. ( National
Association
of
Broadcasters)
standard for lateral transcriptions,
except at the low- frequency end,
below too c/s, where the characteristic is approximately 3 db.
higher.
With this characteristic
the treble response is pre- emphasized, reaching some 16 (
lb. at
io,000 c/s, relative to the goo
c/s level. ( See Figs. i and 2.)
The absolute level recorded is
only about 4 to 6 (lb lower than
that on normal records. The recording characteristic has gradually changing slopes, so that precise equalization can be obtained
with simple RC networks.
The salient technical features of
Columbia " Microgroove " records
are shown in the table.*

the entire Dvorak " New World"
Symphony on one ¡2m disc, price
4.85 dollars, and the Mozart
Symphony in G Minor, K.550 on
a double- sided loin record, price
3.85 dollars. Items of less than
one side in length are recorded in
sections, so that any one can be
selected as desired. Six or more
popular dance tunes can be recorded on one " Microgroove"
disc. The in Columbia " Microgroove " disc is called LP Junior,
and gives a playing-time comparable with an ordinary nin 78
r.p.m. record, at less cost.
The conception of fine-pitch records is not new, but to summarize the technical considerations of " Microgroove" recording
that have made commercial applications practicable, one may
add to the lightweight pick-up.
miniature stylus, rumble-free and
wow- free motor, the recent refinements of processing technique and
the use of suitable plastics providing a lower noise level, consequently an adequate dynamic
range.

The purchaser, too, must handle
and store the records carefully to
prevent any surface scratches.
What are the reactions so far of
LI

R,

Fig. 2. The curve, shown in Fig.
r, is identical in shape to the
impedance/frequency characteristic of the network shown here.

the American public and record
dealers to this innovation?
Enthusiasts claim that " ' Microgroove' records are the greatest
single step forward in the history
of phonograph records," but the
record shops in New York do not
DIMENSIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS.
COLUMBIA "MICROGROOVE '
share their enthusiasm.
The situation at the moment is,
12in records
to say the least, confusing. The
10in records
RCA-Victor organization has just
11Zin . in
9¡in
introduced a new
in fine- pitch
Diameter... •••
0.286in + 0.001in
0.286in± 0.001in
record known as " Victorgroove,"
Centre hole diameter ...
--- 0.002in
—0.002in
rotating at a new speed of 45
0.073in ± 0.010in
0.075M ± 0.010in
Thickness ( to be measured
r.p.m. These records have a 2in
at lin from the edge at
centre hole, surrounded by athick
four points
'apart).
ring from which the disc proper
'I',. start at ', liter edge of the music grooves and to
Lead- M spiral ...
extends as a thinner fin.
The
emisist oi at least, one elll plete turn before reaching
purpose of this ring is to prevent
recording pitch.
mue indicated run-olit of the music gotoves relative
Ihe record surfaces f
Tom coining
',incept rici I
y
to centre hole shall not exceed 0.0litin.
into con ta ct in st orage or when
Win
0.02in
Hint ' o.te2in
stacked on the new RCA- Victor
Diameter of first groove
auto-change player, which has a
at recording pitch.
Minimum inside diameter
2- second cycle when handling
of recording.
eight
Victorgroove"
7iii
reGroove shape :—
cords, providing a total playing87° E 3°
87° E3'
Included angle
time of about 42 minutes.
Under it.0002in
Under O.0002iii
Bottom radius ...
Radiogramophone and record0.0027 to 0.003in
0.0027 to 0.003in
Width of groove
334 r.p.m.
player manufacturers in America
334 r.p.m.
Rotational speed
4-kin
have got to decide whether to
4 ,7„in
Eccentric run- out groove
make units that will play 331, 45
diameter.
0.250 j 0.015in
0.250 -! 0.013in
and 78 r.p.m. records, or, say, any
Run- out relative to
centre hole.
two of these speeds, and the
Contour
approximately
same
as
music
grooves;
scramble to get apparatus on the
Groove shape ...
min. depth 0.003in.
market has started. For instance,
Webster-Chicago has a new Model
133 " Microgroove "
changer
available; the Crosley and AdThe importance of extreme care
As examples of the recorded
miral firms are producing twoand skill in manufacture to avoid
material available Columbia offers
speed
auto-changers.
Special
even the slightest blemish arising
* The author acknowledges with
needles have been developed, with
in any process, cannot be overthanks information received front
either sapphire or osmium- alloy
stated, and it is reported that each
Mr. C. If . Lebel, Vice- President,
tips.
individual pressing is checked.
Audio Devices, Inc., U.S.A.
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American Microgroove Records
The manufacturers of recording
equipment, too, are very active,
and such well-known companies as
Presto and Fairchild are already
producing special disc recorders
able to meet the rigid require-

ments of the new " microgroove "
technique.
The battle of the r.p.m. has begun.
It need hardly be added
that British record manufacturers
are following the conflict very
closely.

SHORT- WAVE CONDITIONS
February in Retrospect

: Forecast for April

By T. W. BENNINGTON and L. f. PRECHNER

D

RING February, the average
1--/ maximum usable frequencies for
these latitudes increased very considerably, both by day and night.
The daytime increase—mentioned
in this column for February—was
(lue to the normal seasonal trend
after the " Midwinter Effect," while
the night-time increase was also in
accordance with the usual trend towards the midsummer maximum.
The much increased sunspot activity
in February probably accentuated
these increases.
As the month was much less disturbed than January, long-distance
communication on higher shortwave frequencies was good to most
parts of the world.
The rise in
m.u.fs
after
the
lidwinter
Effect" was very noticeable, particularly in the middle of the
month.
Frequencies as high as
5o Mc/s
were
practically
never
usable, although reception of transtnissions from the United States on
47 Mc/s has been reported. Transmissions on 28 Mc/s from New Zealand, travelling via the long path,
have been received in the evening
very much earlier than is usually
the case for this time of the year.
Reception conditions were, on the
whole, quite good, and some of the
short-lived
storms,
which
were
usually associated with large sunspots, affected frequencies of the
order of r4Mc/s much more than
the higher frequencies. During the
night, frequencies as low as 7Mc/s
continued to be workable, although
the corresponding January value
was 3.5 Mc/s.
Again an abnormally high rate of
incidence of Sporadic E for this
time of the year was recorded, the
value being much higher than in
January, and more than three times
the corresponding value for February, 1948.
Sunspot activity in February was
much greater than in January. No
fewer than eight fairly large groups
were observed, which crossed the
central meridian of the sun on and,
sth (two groups). ifith, 19 4h, nth ,

(Engineering Division, 8.8.C.)

and 28th.
The first three
groups could be clearly seen with
the naked eye in many localities,
owing to the sun's glare being
dimmed .by fog.
February was a much less disturbed month than January. Ionosphere storms were observed on 7th.
22nd and 27th, those occurring on
the first two days being fairly
violent.
"Dellinger" fadeouts were recorded in February on a number of
occasions, those occurring on 1st
and Irth being very severe.
Long-range tropospheric propagation was observed on a few occasions at irregular intervals.
Forecast.—During April, the daytime m.u.fs in the Northern Hemisphere should begin to decrease towards the midsummer minimum,
while the night-time m.u.fs should
continue their increase towards the
midsummer maximum. The effects
of these variations will be modified
on most transmission paths by
longer duration of daylight, and
moderately high frequencies will remain in use for considerably longer
periods.
Consequently while, during April, working frequencies for
most transmission paths will be
somewhat lower than in March during the full daylight period, they
will be somewhat higher during the
morning and evening periods, and
considerably higher during the full
darkness period.
Daytime communication on high
frequencies (like the 28-Mc/s band)
should be still frequently possible,
but is likely to be somewhat less
than of late. Over many circuits,
frequencies as high as 15 Mc/s—and
even higher in some cases—should
remain usable till well after midnight.
Frequencies
lower
than
9Mc/s will be seldom required at
any time during the night.
For transmission distances between about 600 and r,000 miles
the E layer will often control transmissions during the daytime, so
that higher working frequencies may
be called for at such times than
27th

April,
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would otherwise have been the case.
Sporadic E may begin to increase, although the real increase
usually occurs in May. As, during
this year so far, the incidence of
sporadic E has been abnormally
high, it may be that it will be more
prevalent in April than is usually
the case.
Below are given,- in terms of the
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which should be regularly
usable during April for four longdistance
circuits. ( All
times
(;.M.T.)
In addition, a figure in
brackets indicates the highest frequency likely to be usable for about
25 per cent of the time during the
month for communication by way
of the regular layers:—
Montreal :

0000
0200
0)100
1000
1200
2200
231H1

Buenos Aires :

0000
0200
0700
0816)
0900
1101)
1800
2100
2200

1551(..'•
II „
15 „
17 „
21 „
26 „
21 „
17 „
15 ,.

Cape Town:

0000
0300
0500
0600
0700
0800
18(6)
2000

155k •
11 „
15 „
17 „

woo

951e,s
II „
15 „
17 „

Chungking :

0301)
0500
0600
0801)
1400
1600
1900

(165Icls)
(14 „ 1
(16 „ )
120 „
(23 „ )
(19 „ )
116 „
(1951c,,,,1
(17 „ I
121 „ )
(24 „ )
(28 „
(34 „ )
126 „ )
(22 „ )
(20 )

20
17 „

17
15
11

11251c.s
116 „
(20 „
123 „
128 „
123 „
(19 „
(14 „

April is usually a moderately disturbed month. At the time of writing it would appear that ionosphere
storms are more likely to occur during the periods 1st/2nd, loth/nth,
r3th/r4th, r6th/r8th, 29th / 3oth,
than on the other days of the
month.

AIR v. WATER COOLING
FOR VALVES

AT

a discussion meeting of the
Radio Section of the I.E.E. on
February 35th. 1949, it was pointed
out that air cooling, which was at
present suitable for powers up to
about 5kW, might be expected to
show still further improvement, but
hail to contend with strong competition, so far as higher powers were
concerned, from modern closedcircuit water-cooling systems in
which comparatively small volumes
of water with a supernatant atmosphere of nitrogen were used with
induced- draught coolers.

1949
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A sure way' to far better reproduction-far less record wear
Type 14. Complete Pick-up
transformer, screened lead
in " Record Player" or
radio receiver.
Price complete £3.15.0 plus

unit with rest, matching
and plugs for insertion
" Pick-up" sockets of
£ 1.1.8 (Purchase Tax).

Type 14A. Pick-up (identical with type 14 described
above) and rest only.
Price, including rest, £2.10.0 plus £ 1.1.8 (Purchase
Tax).

eci‘‘ AIP
transformer supplied, which incorporates a tone
compensation circuit, the pick-up provides more than
sufficient volume with almost any radio receiver to
• Minimum Record and Needle Wear. This Marconiphone Pick-up is designed to provide the highest
quality reproduction with the absolute minimum of
record and needle wear. To those whose record
library contains specimens that are irreplaceable
this is a most important advantage.

• Extended

Frequency Response.

which it may be connected.

used without this transformer in conjunction with
record reproducing equipment of individual design.

• Pick-up-output for average record, 6 mV.
Output
is

The

The pick-up may be

at

secondary of

matching

transformer

1.5V.

• Needles.

Needle changing is simple (no needle

frequency response has been greatly extended and by

screw to operate) and up to 100 playings with steel

the elimination of any spurious resonances a perfect

needles and 2,000 play ings with all-sapphire needles

balance of tone is obtained over the musical range.

are possible.

It is sensibly linear over the section 50 — 8,0()0 cs.

Ordinary needles must not be used

with these instruments.

Recommended types are

the Columbia 99, Columbia Permanent sapphire
• Adaptability.

By means of the special matching

or Columbia Miniature Thorn.

.MARCONIPHONE--/h-REAL

Tlie . 1 rap/

Compit,,y Limited, Huy,. lltd.tleees

61.100
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S.R.E. for all purposes
Philips have supplied through traders
and others throughout the world S.R.E.
for almost every conceivable application.
While specialized equipment is produced
whenever necessary, avery wide range of
standard apparatus units minimizes the
need for this, and simplifies installation
and maintenance.

As it can be shown to be much better
engineering practice to use one large
amplifier instead of a lot of little ones
to feed one load, the standard range
includes three large rack amplifiers.
Features include triode valves throughout, four push-pull stages, no electrolytics,
and three separate anode supplies.

£2SS

250 watt
Ye What expression should
7N be used to refer generally
to amplifiers, and related
apparatus ? " Public
Address ? "
This hardly
applies to gear that may
well be used in private for
purposes other than addressing. " Sound Equipment?"
This can also mean tomtoms, or brewery apparatus
in sound condition!
We have adopted the
Navy's term " S.R.E." or
"Sound Reproducing
Equipment", as in our submission there is no other so
accurate or so generally
applicable.

500
1,000

£325

ef

£425

99
S.R.E. available through the trade
on hire purchase or rental terms.

PHILIPS

If%

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED

Amplifier

Dept.,

Century

House,

Shaftesbury

Avenue,

London,

W.C.s.
(a4111)

TABLE FREQUENCY GENERATION

Low

temperature

co- efficient — less

Patented nodal suspension

Mounted in vacu

independent of climatic conditions.
High

stability.

standard

Small

miniature

size,

deaf

3- z r

aid

valve

Exceptionally high Q va
overall

excluding

pins.

Fits

socket.

FOR FREQUENCY SUB- STANDARDS
Type

JCF/200.

0'01%.

100

Higher

KC/S.

Available

accuracies

supplied

from
to

stock
special

adjusted

to

order.
PRICE

The type JCFI200 unit illustrated is representative of the wide range
of vacuum type unit available for low and medium frequencies

SALFORD

ELECTRICAL

REEL WORKS. SALFORD 3 LANCS
r op,

etor,

THE

INSTRUMENTS

Telephone BLAckinars 6688 ( 6 lines)

GENERAL

£2-15-0

ELECTRIC

LTD.

Telegrams & Cables SPA RKLESS Manchester
CO.,

LTD.,

OF

ENGLAND
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INTERFERENCE

HE subject of radio interference is of such public
importance nowadays that
even Members of Parliament are
expected to know something about
it.
What some of them did or
didn't know, came to light during
the debate on the Wireless Telegraphy Bill.
There may be a few things
about it that even Wireless World
By " CATHODE RAY"
readers do not know. For instance
could they all give a satisfactory
answer to the question, " Why
by its very nature it stops and
does switching things on and
starts ioo times a second—much
off cause radio interference ?"
more frequently than any handTo the technically ignorant outoperated switching.
sider the whole of radio is so
The
older
readers,
with
mysterious that there is nothing
memories of spark transmitters,
about this interference business
will be quick to point out that
that is likely to strike him as
the silent alternations of a.c.
more than usually difficult to
occur sparklessly, whereas switches
explain.
But
every
Wireless
(or any of the other appliances
World reader knows that a rethat cause noises to come out of
ceiver is tuned to one particular
the loudspeaker) are unintentional
radio frequency (or, more acspark transmitters
The reason
curately, a narrow band of frequencies), and that it generally
succeeds quite well in rejecting
(a )
all other frequencies.
The frequency at which an electric
light or other appliance is switched
may be only once in several hours
or days, so in comparison with
(b)
radio frequencies is almost infinitely low.
How then, does
varying an electric current at a
Fig.
power having a
very low frequency indeed prolow-frequency sine waveform (b)
is confined to one frequency, but
duce something that can force its
if it has a steep-sided waveform
way in past the selectivity of the
(a) it is distributed over a wide
set ?
range of frequencies.
Admittedly, the
interference
resulting from switching consists
why spark
transmitters
were
only of isolated clicks, so is not
abolished—one of the reasons,
\ery annoying.
It is a different
anyway — was that they intermatter with certain types of
fered badly by coming in over a
motor-driven appliances, which
wide band of receiver tuning.
cause an apparently continuous
If we retort that spark transrattling or buzzing.
The chief
mitters did at least have recogoffender is the " uriversal" motor
nizable frequencies or wavelengths
with its commutator, which is
at which they could be tuned in,
just a name for a special type
whereas the unintentional sparkers
of self- operated switch making
come in almost everywhere, the
and breaking connections several
old hands may explain that a
times per revolution of the motor.
spark transmitter sparked into
But even in the fastest motor
properly designed tuned circuits,
this frequency of switching is
still too low to be classed as a whereas the circuits affected by
the noise- making appliances are
radio frequency; so the perplexity
likely to be anything but sharply
remains.
By contrast, current
tuned.
coming from the 50 c/s supply
Well, that explanation is all
causes no radio interference, yet

How It Is Caused
by Switching D. C.
or Low- frequency
Circuits

right so far as it goes, but it
doesn't go 'cry far towards
making it clear . to the readers
who are too young to take spark
transmitting for -granted just why
interrupting a direct or lowfrequency
current " sparkily"
generates radio frequencies. And
it completely fails to explain the
fact that certain low-frequency
generators cause radio interference
without any sparks at all.
For
instance, about ten years ago*
Wireless World published a description of a 400 c/s oscillator
that could be heard over all the
wavebands in a receiver, even up
to 20 Mc/s. There was no deception—its signal was picked up as
a genuine radio frequency by the
r.f. tuning circuits, not by lowfrequency induction or any such
backstairs method.
And there we have the key to
the mystery, if it is a mystery.
Since your copy of this key (if
you ever had it) may have been
lost in the blitz or sacrificed to
the paper-saving campaign,
I
will explain that the oscillator in
question generated a square wave
with very steep—almost instantaneous—sides, as in Fig. (a).
(An actual multivibrator waveform is slightly more complicated,
but the steep sides are the essential
features.) If the 400-c/s oscillator
had a smooth sine wave as in
Fig. (b) it certainly wouldn't
cause radio interference. But, as
is well known, distortion of this
fundamental waveform inevitably
generates higher frequencies—harmonics—which are multiples of
the fundamental frequency. With
the small amount of distortion
that is considered tolerable in
reproduction of programmes, the
2nd and 3rd harmonics are • the
only ones that are likely to
amount to more than one per cent
of the fundamental (though in
fact much of the audible unpleasantness may be due to
minute traces of harmonics as
high as the 9th or nth).
But
with the aforementioned waveform, harmonics can be detected
up to at least the 5o,000th I
The frequency of the 59,000th
•" Monarch Multivibrator," April 13th, x939,
p. 349.

relr.o.
Radio Interference—
harmonic is 50,0013
400 c/s
jo Mc/s, so there is no further
question about where the radio
frequencies come from.
Mathematicians can calculate
the relative amplitudes of all the
harmonics necessary to build up
any given periodic waveform.
(" Periodic" means a waveform
that exactly repeats again and
again, so has a definite fundamental frequency.)
They show
that
a perfect
square
wave
wouldn't have a 5o,000th harmonic—or any even harmonic—
but it would have a 5o,00 ith,
which is

times the ampli 50,001
tude of the fundamental.
And
similarly for the other harmonics,
up to infinity.
A good way of showing the
ingrediehts of a waveform is by
means of a spectrum.
Fig. 2 is
part of the spectrum of a 4430-c/s

o-

amplitudes of
the harmonics.
If you find it as difficult as I
did to believe that combining a
sufficient number of sine waves
will form a perfect square wave,
you may he interested in Fig. 3,
reproduced from p. 359 of the
December, 1945, issue of this
journal.
Here, in the left-hand
half-cycle, are drawn all the odd
harmonics up to the 15th, in
proportionately decreasing amplitude, and all starting off in phase.
The heavy line is the result of
adding them all together.
It is
not by any means aperfect square
wave, but it is so obviously
tending that way that it is not too
difficult to believe that if the odd
harmonics up to (say) 50,001 were
added it would approximate very
closely indeed. The fact that so
many ( 25,00t) sine waves were
made to start in step would mean
that the combination of them all
would have a slope 25,001 times

—

0•6

e

0'2

1.1 J

2 3 •
400 ch

5 6 7 6

9 10

FREQUENCY ( kcis)

The mathematical analysis of a
400-c/s square wave is borne out
in practice by the fact that a
radio receiver picks up a continuous succession of oscillations
that become gradually weaker as
the frequency arises. One migl
expect them to come in at 800 c/s
intervals,
but since a mull
vibrator does not generate a
Fig. 3. The heavy line shows Um
waveform produced by addiru
up the odd harmonics ( z to z5
drawn on the left-hand side, gives
that they start in phase and theil
amplitudes are inversely propor
tional to their frequency.

HARMONIC

(FUNDAMENTAL)

rd

7tli

o
AMPLITUDE

Fig. 2. Spectrum of a
perfect 400- cis square
wave, showing the
relative strengths at
different frequencies.
The spectrum continues to infinity on
the right.
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o
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the end of half a fundamental
cycle, forming an equally precipitous descent.
In between,
their ups and downs tend to
cancel out, forming the " flats."

o
i

World
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i
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SUM OF HARMONICS

Ilo IS

o

-

o

so'

ao°

90 0

20°

square wave.
Each harmonic is
represented by a vertical line at
the appropriate point on the
frequency scale, and the heights
of the lines indicate the relative

1
80 0

150 °
PHASE

OF

FUNDAMENTAL

210 °

240 °

270 °

SOO °

130 0

WAVE

as steep as that of one of them,
so would be practically vertical.
And because they are all odd
harmonics they next come into
step (in the opposite direction) at

perfect square wave the even
harmonics are not quite zero,
and signals are generally detectable every 400 c/s.
'many case, the lower the fre-
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quency of the fundamental,
closer the harmonics are spa the
A r-c/s square wave could ced.
generated by switching dc
be
DII
and off once each way every
second, the switching operations
being spaced at exact half-second
intervals. Harmonics would occur
at
2-c/s intervals from
tc/s
upwards and would extend theoretically to infinity.
But unless
the amount of current interrupted
was goo times greater than in the
400-c/s multivibrator, the interference at any given frequency
would be less. Just over tMc/s,
for example, we would have the
2,5orth harmonic of the multivibrator,
but the
r,000,00 th
harmonic of the switch.
Reducing the frequency of the
switching still more, finally to one

(a)
Fig. 4. Example
of pulse waveform (a), the
fundamental frequency being
4 0e SEC
/
1
400 c/s.
The
spacing of the
lines in the spectrum is determined by this
frequency, as in
Fig. 2, but the
falling
off in
amplitude
is
slower the nar0.4
rower the pulses,
as at (c), (
where
the lines are too
0-2
close together for
all of them to be
shown). If the
oo
pulses
were
2
pushed together
to make positive
and negative half- cycles equal, their
frequency (5Mc/s) would mark the
place in the spectrum at which amplitude had fallen 36 per cent.

isolated operation, the spectrum
resolves itself into lines so close
together as to be a continuous
mass, so that they cover all
frequencies; but they would be
very weak. It is a fact of experience that a good clean make or
break of current causes very little
audible
interference,
probably
none at all when the sensitivity
of the receiver is reduced by a
local station's carrier wave and
unless the aerial is closely coupled
to the circuit being switched.
Most switches, however, cause a
rapid series of current variations

'ST
when they are operated, and these
set up much stronger interference,
as one would expect from theory
ere is one other sort of wave
that can be analysed fairly easily,
and to which some sorts of interference approximate.
It is the
sharp narrow pulse, Fig. 4(a). As
before, the spectrum consists of
separate harmonic
frequencies,
but instead of their amplitudes
falling off in proportion to the
number of the harmonic, they are
almost equal to the fundamental
until the frequency is not much
less than that of the pulses if they
were close enough together to
have equal positive and negative
half-cycles. That sounds terribly
involved, but should be quite
clear if we take an example.
Suppose pulses occur at 400 c/s,

0.1/4 SEC.
0•2# SEC.

4

5

6

7

FREQUENCY ( Mc/s)

8

PORTABLE MODEL—B6S
A completely selfconta ined low
Power P.A. system. Battery Operated.
This exceptionally compact equipment
incorporates the amplifier complete with
loudspeaker, rotary transformer, 6 volt
unspillable accumulator, and microphone
with cable, all self-contained in an easily
portable case.
Independent switches
allow valve filaments to be kept warm in
the non-operating condition at about
ii3rd normal battery consumption.
Power output is approximately 5 watts,
and for outdoor use the addition of a
separate projection type speaker substantially increases the range.
A most useful outfit for motor coaches,
buses, police, auctioneers, and numerous
other applications where no electric supply
mains are available.
Send for details.

(c)

3

SOUND E UPMENT

9

10

II

and each pulse lasts for o.r microsecond (one ten-millionth of a
second). Then if these pulses were
square waves, Fig. 4(b), each cycle
would last 0.2 µsec, and their
frequency would be 5Mc/s.
All
harmonics up to about 5Mc/s
would be nearly as strong as the
fundamental. The actual relationship is shown in Fig 4(c). Ampli- !
tudes above the first zero ( so Mc s
in this case) are relatively small.
So one would expect brief
pulses of current like this to be
TRIX
RIBBON MICROPHONE
more serious interferers. And so
is designed for high quality reproduction
they may be unless carefully
Frequency response substantially linear
screened, as aircraft radio enginfrom 6o-ro,000 c.p.s.
Minimum feedback. Send for full details.
eers know well enough. The pulses
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD
of engine ignition current, and
1-5 Maple Place. Tottenham Court Road
London, W.I.
'
Phone: AIUSeurn 5817
radar pulses if any, could cause
Grams& Cables : " Trieadio, Wesdo, London."
much trouble if unshielded.
MICROF`iinNFS •
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Radio Interference—
We can sum up the findings so
far by saying that sharp corners
or spikes in a waveform must
have high- frequency ingredients,
just as a mosaic with fine detail
mrst include small pieces and
couldn't be made exclusively of
unhewn mountain boulders. Therefore the act of causing d.c. to stop
or start suddenly, as in Fig 5(a),
brings into temporary existence
a wide range of frequency, theoretically infinite. The same applies
to 50 cis a.c. Even if you happen
to catch it at the moment when it
is zero, the sharp corner at the
start causes some disturbance,
(Fig. 5(b).
According to theory, then, d.c.
and a.c. transients such as these
might be - expected to create
interference over a wide band of
frequency, but falling in strength
with rising frequency.
It is a
fact that most interference is
worst on long waves, less on
medium waves, and often inaudible on short waves. But not
always.
One has only to think
of ignition interference with television.
That is because the waveform
theory is only part of the story.
In real life, current can never
spring instantly from one value
to another,
because there is
always some inductance in any

infinitely large current would be
necessary to change it in zero
time. One effect of the inevitable
L and C, then, is to round off the
sharp corners and ease the precipitous gradients, cutting down

(a)
•
......

------------. - -

(c)

FREQUENCY

(d)

F
f

Fig. 6. When the current in aresistive circuit is switched off the waveform is a " step " ( b) and the spectrum like (
a) (i.e. similar to Fig. 2
but no separate lines). But if the inductance and capacitance are sufficient, the interference at some frequencies will be accentuated by
oscillation, spectrum (c) and waveform (
d).
the spectrum at the high- frequency
end.
Another feature of L and C is

SWITCH
OFF

(b)

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

Fig. 5. " Waveforms " of switching d.c. ia) and a.c. 13) on and off. With
a.c., the steepness of wavefront depends somewhat on the phase at
which switching takes place.
circuit, and if the current in it
were to change at an infinitely
rapid rate it would develop an
infinitely large back e.m.f. Voltage
can't change infinitely fast either,
because there is always some
capacitance in a circuit, and an

(b)

FREQUENCY

(a)

IC
N

another way of saying it has inductance), and a magnetic field
contains energy. When the current
is cut off, the energy expresses
itself as an e.m.f. that tends to
keep the current flowing, and

that they store energy.
If there
were such a thing as a purely
resistive circuit, when the current
in it was switched off it would
just cease.
But no real circuit
can carry current without setting
up a magnetic field (that is

sparks angrily if it is thwarted.
Similarly the voltage across a
capacitance cannot be brought to
zero without the stored electrical
energy manifesting itself as a
discharge current.
A sudden
release of energy in either case
spreads over a wide band of
frequencies.
More important still, often.
inductance and capacitance in
combination considerably modify
the distribution of frequency.
In Fig. 6, ( a) shows the spectrum
of the perfect switch-on or - off,
waveform ( b).
The amplitude
is inversely proportional to frequency. But if L and C resonate
together at any frequency in
this range, say F in Fig. 6 (c),
then interference in that region
of frequency may be enormously
increased. The waveform, instead
of being a plain " step," will be
obviously oscillatory ( d).
A good example is the interference caused by the ignition
systems of cars. The dimensions
of the sparking-plug circuits cause
them to resonate at the very-high
frequencies, so that instead of
the pulses of current in these
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circuits setting up interference
almost equally at all frequencies,
it is much the most troublesome
on television and other v.h.
frequencies.
Putting resistances
of the order of I5,00cen in series
with the ignition leads into these
circuits damps down the resonances, to the great benefit of the
viewing public.
One might ask why, if capacitance may make matters worse,
it is the chief ingredient in many
of the " interference suppressors"
on the market.
One answer is
that their capacitance is generally
made so large that any resonance
due to it is below radio frequency.
Another is that its purpose is to
short - circuit
radio - frequency
currents, preventing them from
wandering through lengths of
circuit which radiate them or
NEWS
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Birmingham.— Commencing on April
tith the general meetings of the Birmingham
and
District
Short-Wave
Society will be held on the second
Monday of each month at the Colmore
Hotel, Church Street, Birmingham, r.
The club room at 220, Moseley Road,
Birmingham, 12, will be open on the
third and fourth Mondays.
Sec.: N.
Shirley, 14, Manor Road, Stechford,
Birmingham, 9, Warwicks.
Chester.—Fortnightly meetings of the
Chester and District Amateur Radio
Society are held at the United Services
Club, Watergate Street, Chester. Next
meeting, April 5th at 7.30.
Sec.: H.
Morris, G3ATZ, 24, Kingsley Road,
Boughton Heath, Chester.
Dorking.—Meetings of the Dorking
and District _Radio Society are held
each Tuesday at 7.30 at the club's
headquarters, 5, London Road, Dorking. The society's transmitter, G3CZU,
is operating on $o and 160 metres on
both ' phone and c.w. Srr.: I. Green-

P.V.C. WIRE STRIPPER

This electrically heated tool (" Stanelco:
Standard Telephones and
Cables) is for stripping P.V.C. insulation from connecting wires ; it is
designed to prevent nicking or breaking of solid or stranded conductors.

couple them to receptive aerials.
As a tailpiece I offer a hint on
how to become a radio expert in
a single one-minute lesson. When
people complain about their sets
it is generally because of interference or weak reception or
both. You ask " Are you using
an outdoor aerial ?" If they say
" Yes" you are stuck. But nine
times out of ten their reply will
be " No."
Thereupon, assuming
an appearance of infinite wisdom,
you advise them to install a good
outdoor aerial. The number of
times this prescription brings
about a sensational improvement
will quite overwhelm the awkward
experiences when the trouble
happens to be due to adud output
valve or grit in the loudspeaker,
and your local prestige will be
immense.
THE

NEW!
This

fine

new

streamlined

junction

Unit is now a part of every Antiference
Television Aerial for outdoor mounting.
Engineered

in

robust

plastic

it

has

been designed to embody every practical
refinement
the

by the firm consistently in

forefront

of

Television

Aerial

development.

CLUBS

(;3.\EZ, 7, Sondes Place Drive,
1)orking, Sum v.
Edinburgh.—At the next meeting of
the Lothian's Radio Society at 7.3o on
March 31St in the Chamber of Commerce Rooms, 25, Charolette Square,
Edinburgh, D. T. N. ‘Villiamson—designer of the Williamson Amplifier—
will give a lecture on sound reproduction.
The society meets on the last
Thursday of each month.
Sec.: I.
Mackenzie, 41, Easter Drylaw Drive,
Edinburgh, 4.
Leicester.—The Leicester Ham Radio
Society's permanent headquarters is
now at the Holly Bush Hotel, Belgrave Road, Leicester, where meetings
are held at 7.30 on the first Friday of
each month.
Sec.: L. Milnthorpe, 3,
Minster Drive, Thurniaston, Leicester.
Portsmouth.—The
South
Hants
Radio Transmitting Society continues
to meet on the last Thursday of each
month at 7.30 at the Civic Centre,
Crisham, Hants, but is endeavouring to
secure permanent headquarters where a
t
ransmitter can le installed.
Sec. :
IL G. Martin, G3ACM, 184, Nirby
Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants.
Southall.—The annual general meeting
of the West Middlesex Amateur Radio
Club, attendance at which is restricted
to members, will be held at 7.30 on
April 13th at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge Road, Southall, where the club
meets on
the second
and
fourth
Wednesday of each month.
Sec.: C.
Alabaster, 34, Lothian Avenue, Hayes,
Middlesex.
Southend.—A committee has been
set up by the Southend and District
Radio Society to organize a Field Week
at
the
Boy
Scouts'
International
Jamboree to be held at Rochford in
August.
The vice-chairman of the
society, J. E. Nickless, G2KT, will lecture at the next meeting on April 1st
at ni
7.15 Municipal
in the
College.
thend
Sec.:
F. Il. Barrante,
(G3BUJ), 49, Sivanage Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

THERE IS NO INCREASE IN
PRICE in the Antiference range
of television aerials incorporating
this new unit.
When ordering
specify Series 5 ( e.g. WD5, LDS,
WD5R, PD5R, LD5R, PD5R/M).

NTIFERENCE
LIMITED
67 BRYANSTON ST., 4.0NDOM, WI
‘1.1
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Unbiased
Peccavi?
of you who resisted the
THOSE
undoubted attraction of playing

noughts and crosses in school when
you ought to have been studying
European history may recollect that
Catherine the Great, of Russia.
although a lady of remarkable
achievements who certainly left her
mark on the map of Europe, once
expressed her great sorrow that she
had no appreciation of music whatsoever. To her it was just nothing
but noise.
There are, of course,
many like her in this modern world.
personally, know of one eminent
ligure in the realm of radio who has
said unashamedly that he is so far
lacking in musical appreciation that
he only recognizes the difference between the National Anthem and the
sound of a pneumatic drill by the
fact that men remove their hats and
women stop talking when they hear
the former.
As for myself, Iam, Isuppose, in
a sort of halfway house in the matter of musical appreciation, for Ido
recognize that, in the words of the
popular song, " some sort of music
makes me sick and,you sick, while
some sort is noble and grand." But
the music which really does annoy
me is the sort that is interpolated in
the midst of a programme of dialogue, or more usually comic polylogue, in order to give a breathing
space to actors and some necessary
relaxation of attention to listeners.

Competitive Polylogue.
My objection is that after carefully adjusting the set to give adequate volume for the dialogue so
that none of a comedian's gags be
lost, the musical interlude suddenly
crashes out with a volume that
rattles all the ornaments on the old
Victorian chiffonier and sends one
flying to the volume control, which
must, of course, be turned up
again as soon as the dialogue is
resumed.

Now Idon't want to get myself
bogged down in the quagmire of
scale distortion and suchlike things,
and I do realize that, no matter
with what Agagian delicacy I walk
along this thorny path, Iam laying
myself open to a devastating flank
attack by both the musical and technical sections of my readers. What I
ask is that the B.B.C. boost up the
volume of the dialogue or, alternatively, that set designers provide us
with a special kind of audio a.v.c.
which
will
distinguish
between
speech and music and so do the job
at the listener's end.
Let me make it quite clear that
t am complaining of programmes
which contain a mixture of music
and dialogue; I fully realize that I
must expect to readjust my volume
control
when
the
programme
changes from the peaceful quietude
of a " twilight hour" programme
to a nerve- shattering brass band
performance

Sheer Ignorance

O

NE not infrequently finds abysmal ignorance flourishing like
a weed in places where one would
expect to find only the fair flower
of learning. A classic example is provided by the late Lord Curzon,
whom a contemporary so aptly described as " a very superior purzon." He once astonished the Upper
Chamber by pronouncing the cockney word " beano" as if it were of
Italian origin, as indeed he thought
it was. It did not altogether inspire
me, therefore, one Sunday afternoon a little while back, when the
erudite members of the two teams
in the B.B.C. Round Britain Quiz
programme floundered hopelessly
concerning the question of the international distress signal used by
ships and aircraft.
They were asked what was the
radio-telegraphic equivalent of the
radio-telephonic distress call " Mayday." It was obviously meant as a
trap for those who take the B.B.C.
or the popular press as their sole
source of learning and information,
and accord to their pronouncements
an aura of ex- cathedra infallibility.
In saying this Iam not in any way
seeking to belittle the efforts of these
two very worthy public institutions.
They are, like the pianist, doing
their best; and it is their misfortune
rather than their fault that they
have not been brought up to observe
the same strict standards of accur-
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acy as Wireless World and myself.
Icorrectly anticipated that the quiz
savants would wrongly reply SOS,
but I certainly didn't expect the
question master to pass the answer
as correct. I was a little surprised,
also, that these scions of, figuratively speaking, the Cam and Isis

"... sole source of learning . . ."
should be so hesitant over the
"M'aidez " origin of " Mayday."
The SOS heresy became established in the public mind as the international radio distress call at the
time of the loss of the ill-fated
Titanic in April, 1912. Some enterprising journalist, who badly needed
a course at a theological college to
enable him to distinguish between
body and soul, even told us that
SOS meant " Save Our Souls." The
same enterprising gentleman, disregarding grammar,
further informed us that the CQD call, also
sent out by the Titanic ( vide official
report of enquiry) meant " Come
Quick, Danger."
The so-called SOS signal had, at
the time of the disaster, only recently come into force to replace
the CQD call, which was merely the
still-current CQ call followed by D—
the prefix to an urgent message. But
the international distress call, which
took the place of CQD, was not SOS
at all but simply • • . •••• • • u.
It is no more SOS than it is VMS
or a host of other literal combinations ( not necessarily three- letter
ones) which an imaginative mind
could construct if spacing were as
meaningless as punctuation is to
most women. The B.B.C. is, of
course, largely to blame for perpetuating this error by using the expression " SOS messages" for urgent
appeals which, since they are telephonically transmitted, could very
aptly and alliteratively be called
Mayday messages.
But possibly the B.B.C. has nevei
heard of Mayday, and thinks that
the Mayday Hospital at Croydon
was founded by the Labour Party.
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Land- water Signal Paths • Television Aspect
Ratio: Test Card for Interlacing + " Piped"
Television + " S" Meter Functions
" Propagation Over
Coastlines"

B

y way of a footnote to the abstract in your March issue
(p. 117) of my letter to Nature, it
should perhaps be stressed that the
extent of the phenomenon depends
upon the wavelength used and upon
the earth constants of the land. The
figure of 12 db. was given for the
specific conditions of the experiment
and is not, as your abstract implies,
a constant associated
with the
general phenomenon.
It was difficult within the space of a short letter
to make this clear, though I suggested in my introductory remarks
that it varied with conditions. The
phenomenon is essentially a groundwave one, and would be difficult to detect and of little practical
significance with horizontal polarization.
G. MILLINGTON.
Baddow Research Laboratories,
Marconi's W.T. Company.

" Television Goodness
Factor"
briefly with one or
ivrAytwoI deal
points concerning my

article in last month's Wireless
World which have been raised by
readers?
Some readers (and the
writers of some books) do not agree
with my assumption that the aspect
ratio of a television image is that
of the long ( horizontal) to the short
(vertical) sides of the visible portion
of the transmitted pattern.
They
maintain that it is, in fact, the ratio
of these sides of the entire theoretical
image transmitted: that is, that it
inclines initial and final blacks as
well as " blacker than black" sync
Pulses.
I have it on the best
authority that for the B.B.C. service
the aspect ratio is—and that for all
services it should be—that of the
visible part of the whole image. It
is, in fact, the area covered by the
active portions of the active scanning lines. For B.B.C. transmissions
the aspect ratio of the whole transmitted pattern is 5X99/83.5 : 4x
4o5/377=approx. 5.9 : 4.3.
1. 2an
'r ime equation
appear2

ing in some books must be a relic
trout the old scanning disc days
which has somehow escaped revision.
In the article in question I was
careful to stress the fact that i
n., 1
„

Relay Circuit

is the minimum modulation bandwidth for anything like equality in
horizontal and vertical definition.
The optimum bandwith is probably
about 1.5 xf„,, in . It follows that the
most desirable definition ratio is not
unity. It is attained when

f
mod

= /. 5

finiu

Hence Doe = r.5.
Defective interlacing is a not uncommon fault in television receivers.
Would it not be a great help to
designers, manufacturers and servicemen if a test card containing
184 black and 184 white lines were
used from time to time?
The card
would, of course, have to be drawn
with extreme accuracy and to be
positioned exactly in the field of the
transmitting Emitron camera. Very
careful monitoring at the transmitting end would also be necessary.
R. W. HALLOWS.

" Television Distribution"
T READ with interest this article

in your January issue.
I think it is pertinent to point
out that a television distribution
system was developed and installed
in a number of blocks of fiats prior
to the war by the company to
which I was chief engineer.
I am
not clear in what essentials the system described by your contributor
differs from that to which I refer.
Can it be that some of the installations mentioned by Mr. Adorian
were in fact made by my colleagues?
In view of this I find it surprising that no acknowledgment has
been made to those, whom so far as
Iam aware, were the only engineers
concerned with the original scheme.
\V B. J. HACKNEY.
London, S.E.5.

Value of an " S" Meter

G

2MC's letter in your January
issue has raised several points
which need clarifying when discussing S meters.
A clear understanding ot the true
function ol an S meter, its advantages and its disadvantages, sum up
to it being a necessary addition to
an
amateur
receiver,
providing
always, readings are interpreted in
conjunction
with
several
other
known
factors,
including
aerial
characteristics, etc.
First and foremost an S meter is
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usually an indication of a.v.c. and
a.g.c. characteristic, and as such will
give an indication only of the r.f.
conditions as applied across the input of the receiver. And as the a.v.c.
characteristic of the average amateur receiver is not linear with fie,
quency, the same input at different
frequencies will not give the same S
meter readings unless the receiver
has been developed to have a constant gain over the frequency range
in which it is used. I am pleased to
hear that one manufacturer claims
to have arranged the radio frequency section of his receiver to
have a flat response over the
amateur bands and that a similar
S meter reading is indicated over the
whole band for a constant level input.
Two other points that are very
necessary in S meter circuits are:
(a) The determination of what input level shall represent Si, in terms
of microvolts per meter input, and
this again will be governed to some
extent by the signal-to-noise ratio of
the receiver or its " goodness factor." ( b) What ratio of input increase will represent an increase of
one S point?
The popular school of thought in
the industry seems to be_ that a
change of 6 (lb input will raise the
S meter reading by s point, so that
using a scale of o to 9 an S9 signal
signifies an input of carrier to the
receiver of 54 db above the receiver
threshold level. G2MC's suggestion
that a report of " loud and clear"
would be more useful than an S
meter report does not hold water in
view of the various ideas that most
amateurs have of what constitutes

OUR

a full ioo per cent modulation level.
" Loud and clear" reports would
be based on aural judgments made
on loudspeaker or headphone outputs and so give no indication of
carrier level, but only an indication
of modulation fullness,
Hence Station A, with a low-level
carrier modulated in the neighbourhood of 120 per cent could be given
a " loud and clear" report, whereas
Station B, with a higher carrier level
modulated to an average depth ot
30 per cent would, by the same
standard, be given a lower assessment of output.
In conclusion, Iwould say that an
S meter reading from a reporting
receiving station is definitely useful
if given together with: a statement
of aerial conditions, i.e., height
above ground, type of array, and
feeder system used; the receiver
performance in terms of signal-tonoise ratio for a detector current reference; a statement of modulation
depth as indicated on an oscilloscope
or its equivalent; and a statement of
distortion factor or content including 50- or ioo-c is hum level.
In the case of a r.w, report. one
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Towers, 130 feet high, have now been erected by the G.E.C. on the sites
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Regis—for the G.P.O. London- Birmingham television link.
These masts,
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the G.E.C. Laboratories at Wembley during tests, thus avoiding routeing
transmissions via the terminal station in London.
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should remember to correct S meter
readings for the displacement due to
the local b.f.o., which does affect
the a.v.c. characteristic of most receivers, however well designed they
may be.
Instead of a modulation report, a
e. w. operator might welcome a few
words on his keying characteristic
by a nearby reporting station.
In testing with a receiving station if the first S meter reading is
taken as an arbitrary level, then immediate subsequent readings are of
a definite value to a transmitter
making test adjustments and assessing their effect on the radiated
signal.
H. HARDY, G4GB.
Ruislip, Middx.

Long-delay Relay Circuit
THIS circuit, described in your
February issue, works well in
practice, and I have used it for a
year or more. The best results are
obtained by using a high- slope triode
having a short grid base, and 1have
recently found that an EC91 (miniature triode) used with C=2 mfd.
and R=3.3 megohms will easily enable a 5- minute time delay to be
attained.
A similar result can be obtained
by connecting Re in the anode instead of the cathode circuit of the
valve, and C from anode to grid,
instead of grid to ht. negative.
Whichever circuit arrangement be
used, the time constant CR becomes
effectively multiplied by the amplification factor.
If any of your
readers are seeking more information
they might be interested in an article
by the writer published in The Engineer of 29th October, 1948, in
which these circuits are described
and analyzed.
J. H. LUCAS.
Milliard Electronic Research
Labora tory,

"Simple Tone Control
Circuit"
TSHOULD like to draw your atten-

tion to the fact that a tone-control circuit exactly similar to that
described by . E. J. James in your
February issue, except for the slight
differences in values of elements,
was
designed
by
our
engineer
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Michael Volkoji t
i
k as July.
1939, when the lit t dul ojfi er em .
Iodying this circuit was built. We
have used this circuit ever since
then, and there are now over one

thousand amplifiers in Belgium wit 't
this tone control built in.
WILLY L'HOEST.
Rocke International, Ltd.
lirussels.

ALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES
408,

SENSITIVE

ELECTRONIC

RELAY

R.F. Oscillator Controlled by External Capacitance
RANGE oi
A signed
for

electionic units deindustrial use and
functioning on the principle that the
proximity of a substance, whether
solid, liquid or a gas, trips a relay
has been introduced by Fielden
(Electronics)
Ltd.,
Holt
Town
Yorks, Manchester, to.
The tripping of the relay can be
utilized to perform a variety of
functions, for example, counting the
number of items passing a given,
point, giving warning when the level

the circuit is set up to be in an
oscillating state, the proximity of a
body, liquid or gas to the remote
electrode will stop oscillation. Conversely, it can be made to start
oscillation.
The behaviour of the oscillator is
easily utilized for any number of
functions, mechanical or electrical,
bv rectifying the radio frequency or
even using the change in anode current between the oscillating an‘l
non- oscillating state.

Fielden Tektor proximity switch attached to athermometer and arranged to
give remote warning when a liquid reaches a pre-determined temperature.
of a liquid has reached or fallen
below a certain level, or, alternatively, to operate mechanism to
stop or start the flow of liquid.
Many other applications will suggest
themselves.
In the case of objects, it is not
necessary that they be conductors,
and the devices will be actuated by
any body of a reasonable size, be it
jam-jars, biscuits,
bricks,
motor
cars or people.
The apparatus is known as the
" Tektor" and consists of a valve
oscillator with a capacitance bridge
in the feedback circuit and arranged
so that a change of capacitance at
the end of a cable joined to the
bridge reverses the phase of the
oscillator eeedback voltage. Thus if

At present the Tektor is available
in four different forms, a proximity
switch, a proximity counter, a
double Tektor for recording movement in two directions such as high
and low levels of liquid in a container, and a meter relay which is
actuated by current or voltage readings on an indicating meter. This
unit has an additional pointer on
the meter which can be moved to
any part of the scale and when the
normal indicating pointer comes
opposite the fixed pointer the electronic relay is actuated and can be
made to sound an alarm.
The apparatus operates from the
a.c. supply mains and consumes between 2o and 25 watts according to
the functions required.

HIGH

ST.,

LEWISHAM,
5.5.13

LONDON,

Telephone Lee Green 0309. Near Lewisham Hospital.
TERMS tCASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200-250 v.
50 cys.. in steps of 10 v.
Output 450/0/450 v.
250 in/a., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v., 8 a.,
62/6. Ditto 45010/450 v., 250 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a.,
5 v. 4 a., 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 8 a., 60/-. Another
500/350/01350,500 v., 250 mia., 6.3 v. 8 a., 0, 4,
5 v. 4 a. twice, 6.3 v. tapped at 2 v. 2 a., 67/6.
Another 350/0/350 v., 300 mia., 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a..
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. tapped 2 v. 2 a., 57/6. Another
500/0/500 v., 300 m/a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
6.3 v. 4 a., 4.4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 67/7.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 200 250 v.
50 cys.. 1 phase, input, output, 700 0 700 v.,
70 m/a., 4 v. 24 a., 12 v. Ia., 30/- each. Another
525/525 v. 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., 37/- each.
Another 2,350 v. at 500 m/a., 8S/- each. Mains
Smoothing Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 m/a.,6/- ; 150 m/a.,
8/6; 350 m/a., 15/- ; 5 Hy. 250 m/a., 17/6.
EX-GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.)
ELECTRIC
FANS.
12 v. a.c./d.c. laminated field, complete
with 54in. impeller.
New, boxed, 20/- each,
post 1/,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto Wound).
Voltage changers tapped 10, 20, 25, 90, 130, 150,
190, 210 and 230 v., all at 1,000 watts, acombination of 24 voltages can be obtained from this
transformer, new ex-Government stock, [5/10/each, carriage 5/-.
Mains Booster Transformer,
tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200. 220, 225, 240 and
250 v. at 1,500 watts ( new, ex-Government),
OM- each, carriage 5/-. Another Auto Wound,
tapped 0, 110, 150, 190, 210 and 230 v. at 1,500
watts, [6/10/- each, carriage 5'-.
Ditto, 2,000
watts, OW- each, carriage 5/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS ( Watt
Hour).
A.C. 50 cys. 200/150 v. 5 amp. load,
13/6, post 2/.. 10 amp., 21/-, post 2/- ; 20 amp.,
25/-, post 2/- ; also a few only Pre-Payment I/slot type, 20 amp. load, less coin box, complete
with synchronous motor, 35/- each, carriage 3/6.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new, boxed.
Moving Coil, first grade instruments, 0 to 20 v.,
10. each, or 3 for 25/- ; O to 40 v., 12/6 each ;
0 to 10 amps., IS/. each, all lin, scale. 0 to 23 v.
A.C. calibrated 50 cycles, 25/- each ; 0to 40 amps.,
thermo-coupled, 25/- each.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size 174m. x
164in. x8in., containing 5 circuits, 5 Moving
Coil 0 to 15 Ammeters, 10 to 50 V/Meters.
4 I-ohm 12 amp. Resistances, I I4-ohm 1-4 amp.
Resistance, all variable, also Switches, Fuses, etc.,
condition as new, E4/10,/- each, carriage I0/-.
EX-R.A.F. CRYSTAL MONITORS, type 2,
complete in wooden carrying case, the frequency
depending on crystal used, 5/- each. Short Wave
Aerial Coupling Units ( Wavemeters), 5/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Input 230 v.
50 cys., output 42 to 50 v. at 100 a.. LIS each,
carriage 10/-.
Another input. 200/250 in steps
of 10 v.
Output tapped 6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at
10/12 a., 45/- each, carriage 2/- ; another 230 v.
input, output 12 v. at 84• a., 23/- each, carriage 2/. ;
another 220 v, input, output tapped 124, 25,
374, 50, 60, 75, 874, 100, 110 v. at 1,100 watts,
E4/15/- each, carriage 7/6. (These Transformers are
all double wound.)
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES (slider
type), new, ex-Govt., 14 ohms, carry- 1to 4amps.,
graduated, useful as dimmers, etc., 17/6 each ;
another 0.4 ohms, carry 25 amps., 17/6 each,
post 1/6.
Ex-Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers,
3-0-3 v. ( new), IS/. each.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS ( new).
These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450 m/amp.
24m, scale meter shunted to 1 m/a incorporated
Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in
polished teak case, calibrated at present 0to 10 v.,
2S/- each.
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS, 12 v.
D.C., input 230 v. A.C. 50 cys. Iphase at 100 w.
output, 851- each, carriage 3/6.
Ditto, 24 v.
input, 65/- each, carriage 3/6. 10 amp. load, 42/6
each, carriage 3/6.
PRE-PAYMENT
SLOT ELECTRIC LIGHT
CHECK METERS, 200/250 volts, 50 cys. 1 ph.,
2.} amp. load, 30- each, carriage 3/6 ; 5 amp.
load, 35/-, carriage 3/6.
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HADIAIIONS
By " DIALLIST

A Clever Gadget
I
T is OFTEN a whole lot easier to
explain the principle underlying an
electrical or electronic process if you
can think out a mechanical analogy,
or, better still, make a working
model to demonstrate the analogy.
As neat a working model of this kind
as I have seen for a long time
was in use on the Westinghouse
stand at the R.C.M.F. Exhibition
to explain the operation of the
Cockcroft and Walton type of
"ladder" voltage multiplier, which
is used in the " Westeht" e.h.t.
unit. It's not easy to describe without the aid of drawings. but I'll do
my best. Take in imagination a fourfoot length of metal trough of semicircular section, half an inch in diameter. Bend it into a series of Vshaped zigzags, each zig and each
zag being six inches long.
Done
that? Very well; you now have four
zigs from, say, left to right and four
zags from right to left. Next, solder
or spot-weld
the whole zig-zag
track to a metal rod about three feet
long. At either end of a base-board,
t,ome three feet long by one foot
wide, fix a bearing for the rod,
arranging matters so that the bearing at the end of the rod nearest
you is roughly two inches higher
than that at the far end. Make a
motor-driven device that will, at
intervals of about ten seconds, turn
the
rod (and
the
zig-zaggery
mounted upon it) thirty degrees to
the right and then thirty degrees to
the left. Starting from the end of
the semicircular channel nearest
you, fix up a simple one-way gate
an inch from the apex of each V.
A gate consists of a small metal arm,
lightly spring-loaded, hinged to one
wall of the semicircular trough and
provided with a stop which makes
it possible for it to open only in the
direction away from the end of the
channel nearest you.
Now introduce a polished steel ball half an
inch in diameter into the near end
of the channel and set the motor
to work.

How It Works
At the first swing the ball travels
up the first zig, passes the gate and
(owing to the downward inclination

of the rod carrying the channels)
reaches a point a little beyond the
apex of the first V.
Whatever
happens, it cannot run back because
of the one-way gate behind it. The
next swing takes the ball along the
first zag and through the second
gate.
Each apex reached represents one stage of voltage magnification.
Eventually the ball reaches
the far end (point of highest voltage) of the ladder.
At the next
swing of the rod it drops through a
hole and is returned to its starting
point for the whole cycle to begin
anew.
Actually, the number of
balls in use is equal to that of the
zigs.
At any moment each zig or
each zag contains a ball on its way
up to a higher level. The analogy
by no means perfect—few analogies ever are; but it does provide'
a graphic illustration of the way in
which
voltage
multiplication
is
carried out by ladder methods. The
one-way gates represent the rectifiers, whilst the " storing" of the
balls now in the apices on the left
and now in those on the right simulates the charging of the capacitors
and their subsequent discharges.

Television Bandwidth
ONE OF THE greatest needs at the
present day is a method of transmitting television images of high definiUlm by means of a band of modulation frequencies a good deal smaller
than that required by any system
now known. Unless and until something of the kind is discovered it is
difficult to see how any such thing as
i,000-line television can ever become a vehicle of ordinary home
entertainment. Increase the number
of scanning lines and the width of
the modulation band of frequencies
goes up at an alarming rate. Alarming?
Yes, because it is impossible
by any means now in our power to
keep pace with it in the kind of
televisor that the ordinary man or
woman can afford to buy. At present it's about as much as we can
do to turn out at popular prices television
receivers responding adequately to the 2.7-Mc/ s bandwidth
of the B..e.C.'s 405-line service. If
the carrier and both sidebands are
dealt with in the s.f. and i.f. stages,
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this means a total bandwidth of 5.4
Mc / s.
Even with singlesideband
working there must be a good response to approximately 2.7 + I=3.7 Mc/ s.
Receivers able to deal
with the bandwidths three or four
times as great required by television
of much higher definition can no
doubt be produced; but their cost
must, so far as one can see, be so
high that they can find a place only
in the homes of the wealthy, or,
used in conjunction with big-screen
projection systems, in the cine
theatre.
At the recent Paris Television Conference one inventor read
a paper on an attempt to reduce by
the use of a " Knight's-move"
system of scanning. I have not yet
been able to get hold of a copy of
this paper; but I can't see how,
according to our present lights, any
juggling with the movements of the
scanning spot can get over the fact
that each and every change from
white to black, or vice-versa, needs
one half-cycle of the modulating
voltage.
And it's those half-cycles
that add up to the almost astronomical requirements of high-definition
television.

Ups and Downs
W RUING
FROM
CHICAGO,
an
American
friend
gives me two
interesting bits of news about television in his country.
The first is
that the link- up with New York is
now completed and that a vast improvement
in
programmes
has
occurred in consequence. No mean
achievement, that linking, by the
way.
It is over 700 miles as the
crow flies ( if you can imagine even
an American crow flying 7oo miles)
and a good deal more as the link
system is laid out.
The second
pieces of news is that at the
moment considerable over- production of television receivers appears
to have taken place in America.
particularly in those high-priced
console models which cover " sound"
broadcasting as well as television.
My friend tells me that he sees sets
of this kind offered in the sin ) p. at
not much over half price. He does
not believe that there is anything
more than a temporary slump, or
that it will affect any but the more
expensive sets. Some of these sets
are too large and—dare one say it?
—too ugly to be; welcome in the
modern American home.
Again,
people in several parts of the States
may grow tired of local programmes
of mediocre quality and little in-
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toi-est.
The rapid extension of the
New York service to the East Coast
town and to the Middle West should
make a vast difference there.

Future Policy
One only hopes that neither
American manufacturers nor our
own will jump to the hasty conclusion that the prices of televisors
must be cut at all costs; and that
the real money-maker is the cheap
instrument, giving an indifferent
picture accompanied by poorly reproduced sound.
I've always held
that a big mistake was made here
in educating the public down instead

Push-pull
operation.

of up in the matter of broadcast
reception. A similar process could
take place in television. Both eye
and ear are accommodating and
fairly readily accept poorish reproduction, if nothing better is available. It would therefore be possible.
by cutting out all refinements and
sacrificing accuracy in both vision
and sound reproduction, to go on
producing cheaper and cheaper tele visors.
Even that wouldn't enormously matter so long as the publi(
was told plainly: " The performanc(
of these sets isn't too bad; it's th(
best that can be had for the money.
but if you go for a better set, costing a hit more, you will get far
superior results."
The fatal thing
is to lead people to believe by sheei
weight of publicity that the cheap
radio or television receiver puts up
the finest possible performance and
that it's foolish to pay more for
home
entertainment
equipment.
There's plenty of room for both
high-grade and cheap televisors, as
is the case with motor cars, cameras,
musical instruments and many othet
things. The worst thing that could
happen would be for the mediocre
receiver to become the standard
type and the good set the rare exception.

cefixt

Push ( Biased)
eration.

An4ee
c,eitate'e6

This new range of Jack type switches covers single- and doublepole switching, on-off, off-on, change-over,for push-pull or push
(momentary-contact, biased plunger) operation.
Fixing by one hole, iro to panels of 20 swg. —
thickness.
Rear of panel depth, 2r. Max. " panel area", r X r.
Fitted with pure Ag. contacts, for 0.001-250v to switch
loads of 25W. max., with 3A. max. current limit,

Believe It or Not

Plunger displacement,
approx. Bulgin switches are typetested @ 15c/znin for 25,000ops., ---= S EVENTY TIMES A DAY
FOR A YEAR!

IloNEsTrv, see that wet, see that
dry, I did overhear this conversational gem between two charming
elderly ladies.

Retailers, have you obtained the new TRADE catalogue yet ?

First Lady: " You know, I think
there's something funny about this
National electricity we're getting
now.
My wireless sounds quite
different."
Second Lady: " Yes, Iknow, and
have you noticed how . an electric
fire dries your throat up non-a- A
(Inys? "

LGIN
HESS SWITCHES

îed'oece
F.

BULGIN

&

CO.,

LTD., -

BARKING

- ESSEX

`1% torld
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RECEN1
Bandspread Tuning
DELATES to the tuning control of a
superhet receiver, particularly of
the bandspread type, covering at least
two alternative wavebands. The object
of the invention is to reduce the cost
of the circuit components, and to apply
a single-point method of trimming or
lining them up.
Two inductances L, Lo, of the semifixed type, in parallel with variable condensers C, Co, are used to tune the r.f.
and local oscillator circuits respectively.
When the short-wave button Br is depressed, to bring the L-shaped contacts
of the switches Sr, Sic, into the full-line
positions shown, trimming condensers
Ki and Kin are inserted in parallel with
the variable tuning condensers. Alternatively, the long-wave button B operates switches S and So to replace the
condensers Ni, Km by condensers K,
Ko of the fixed type.
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A Selection of the More Interesting Radio Developments
voltage rises created by short, impulsive disturbances, which are therefore
prevented from passing through the
diode. Preferably two diodes are used,
one to suppress positive-going and the
other negative-going disturbances.
D. Weighton and Pye, Ltd. Application dale, October 24th, 1945.
No.
605206.

Onlaid Circuits

T

HE component parts of a radio set
are connected together by conductors which have been etched out from
a metallic coating laid over a panel of
thermoplastic
material
forming the
chassis.
A sheet of tin-plated copper foil is
hot- pressed on to a sheet of bakelite
which has first been coated with a

the other hand, pervades a given frequency band, without showing any
sN mmetrical characteristic. Advantage
is taken of this essential difference to
design a receiver in which impulsive
types of interference are automatically
balanced out.
Preceding the second detector in a
superhet, three separate signal channels are provided, the first and second
of which are identical and include the
usual r.f. and if, stages.
The third
includes a local oscillator, carefully
tuned to the carrier frequency, and also
a modulator and phase inverter.
All
the three channels are in parallel. The
output from the third channel includes
the signal sidebands, and also sidebands
produced as the result of modulating
the impulsive disturbances. These are
all in phase-opposition with the incoming signals and disturbances, and so can
be used to neutralize the contents eif the.
second channel, leaving a residual set
of " interference " sidebands to eliminate those in the first or primary signal
channel, which alone feeds the loudspeaker.
I. M. Jones.
Application dale, July
3ist, 1945. No. 602488 .

F. M.-A. M. Reception

T

Bandspread switching circuit.
For lining- up, the button B is first
depressed, and the he luctance L is adjusted for tset,- t ,•, sited frequency. and
then locked in petsition.
The Initton
Be is next operated to : diem the condenser Ni to be trimmed. Tip, local
oscillator circuits are similarly set, but
so as to produce the required beat frequency.
A. C. Cossor. Ltd.. and A. II. A.
Wynn.
Application date, December
20th, 1945. No. 605377.

Suppressing Interference

D

ISTURBANCES due to meter ignition systems and other sources of
impulsive interference, are eliminated
by taking advantage of the fact that
their slope, or rate of rise of potential,
is steeper than that uf an ordinary
amplitude-modulated signal.
The rectified signal is fed to a diode
valve, the anode of which is coupled
to a direct-current source through a
resistance shunted by a capacity, the
last two having a time constant of predetermined value. This is designed to
cope with voltage variations corresponding to the maximum frequency
and amplitude of the signal to be received, but not with the more rapid

liquid adhesive.
A stencil is used to
mark out the circuit pattern in acidresisting paint, and , rpeattot , t
o r con tact tags, valveholders and t
he like ál
made by drilling or punt hing. "fire
unprotected parts of the metal foil are
them dissolved in te
ri II j, Hi
of f
err i
c
chloride, and the acid-r,skting paint is
removed from the circuit that is left,
together with the adhesive originally
used to secure it. If necessary, the conductors so formed can be strengthened
by electrodeposition.
Alternatively, the metal foil is coated
with a photo-sensitive solution and exposed to light through a " positive"
stencil, so as to leave an insoluble circuit pattern under subsequent develop- •
ment.
Sir E. T. Fisk and II'. Seby. Application dales, August 23rd. 1945, and
March 30th, 1046. No. 602492.

Eli mutating Interference

T

HE ordinary type of signal is
radiated as a carrier wave with
sidebands.
These are formed as sum
and difference frequencies in the process of modulation, in symmetrical
pairs on each side of the centre or mean
frequency.
Impulsive interference, on

HE invention is based on the fact
that the mutual conductance of a
four-electrode valve depends upon the
transit time of the electrons passing
between the auxiliary grid and the
anode.
Accordingly,
if amplitudemodulated signals are applied to the
control grid, anode detection will occur
automatically, the hest results being
obtained when the spacing between the
auxiliary grid and the anode, and the
applied biasing potentials, are such as
to make the electron transit toile equal
to tht• periodic time of the carrier wave
to be detected, or a whole multiple
it.
The mutual conductance of the valve
is also found to vary w it), frequency,
so that the saute circuit can be used
to convert a frequency- me ululated carrier, applied to the control grid, into
an amplitude-modulated carrier in the
anode circuit, from which the signal
can be rectified in any known way. In
this case, the best results are secured
when the spacing of the electrons, and
their operating potentials, are such as
to make the electron transit time equal
to two-thirds of the periodic time of
the unmodulated carrier.
Philips Lamps, Ltd. Convention date
(Netherlands), January 15th, mu. No.
6°5%8.
I
" The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
2 - each.
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Take a look inside the

ERIE Insulated
High Stability RESISTOR
Ceramic Case with Insulation Resistance
of more than 1000 megohms at 500 volts

Sp ecial resistor element consisting of
carbon deposit on ceramic tube ,spiral
cut to required value and toler ance
Colour coding bands
(to R.C.S.C. standard)
which retain their true
colour when applied to

Time - proven
ceramic end seal

the white ceramic

case
1

FULLY PROTECTED
AGAINST SOLDERING
AND MECHANICAL

Type 100,11'x 11,22 -

DAMAGE

Wire leads ( 1 }"
0.032) and spring
caps securely connected to resistor
body thus eliminating open circuits

DURING

ASSEMBLY

QUALITY IS BUILT INTO EVERY DETAIL
ERIE High Stability Resistors, besides displaying

100,

watt, illustrated above, is the first to be

characteristics well within the limits laid down in

released and will be followed in due course by Type

the current R.C.S.C. Specification, are fully insulated,

108,

fully tropical and extremely robust; and are, therefore, eminently suitable for operation in restricted
spaces and under the severest of conditions. Type

watt; and Type 109,

tolerances down to ± 1%. Manufacturers and Research
Establishments are invited to write for full details.

ERIE TedZfee

CARLISLE

ROAD,

THE

HYDE,

•

LONDON,

N.W.9,

Telephone: COLindale 8011
Factories:

London

watt. All standard

ENGLAND

Cables : Resistor, London
and

Gt.

Yarmouth;

Toronto,

Canada;

Erie,

Pa.,

U.S.A.
2756
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COMPLETE RANGE USING P.X.4's,
P.X.25's AVAILABLE FROM

AS

PARTRIDGE

GOODSELL

D.

AND

LTD.,

N.

IN

W.W.

BY

WILLIAMSON
MAY

1947

Illustrated Brochure
now available

£6 6 0

TRANSFORMERS

DESCRIBED

T.

K.T.66's OR
£17 17 0

TONE CONTROL AS ILLUSTRATED GIVING SEPARATE CONTROL OF BASS AND TREBLE WITH
L.63's
£6 0 0
WITH E.F.37's FOR HIGH GAIN

1949

15 WATT
HI- FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER

AS ILLUSTRATED WITH TWO SEPARATE
H.T. SUPPLIES
£27 6 0

MANUFACTURED
BY

April,
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40,

VALVES

AS

STANDARD

GARDNER

ST.,

BRIGHTON

TELEPHONE BRIGHTON 6735

Easy

Terms

from

LONDON

RADIO

At

nrco

THE
May

solve

, ...

SUPPLY

CO.,

BALCOMBE,

SUSSEX

t •,..«)

INSULATOR

Insulation

your
with

the

Problems

following

UNIQUE COMBINATION OF PROPERTIES
• HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

• NON-TRACKING

• LOW- LOSS FACTOR

• RESISTANT

TO

FUNGUS GROWTH

• HEAT RESISTING

• WILL NOT SHRINK OR WARP

• MANUFACTURED TO CLOSE TOLERANCES

• LOW EXPANSION CO- EFFICIENT

MACHINED TO CUSTOMER'S REQUIREMENTS OR AVAILABLE
IN SHEETS, RODS AND MOULDINGS
Also makers of INGRAM MYCALEX Capacitors utilising MYCALEX
as

a dielectric

with

'Phone:

plates

moulded

CIRENCESTER

400

or

in,

to

send

form
enquiries

MYCALEX COMPANY LTD " ASHCROFT ROAD

a sealed

unit

to

CIRENCESTER CLOS
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. . . but there is a difference in

eTtex
see

The BP 28 Beam Projector
sound equipment
Loudspeaker, especially suitable for outdoor and marine installations and for
overcoming high noise levels in factories, is an example
of the high quality of VITAVOX products

VITAVO X

LTD.,

WESTMORLAND

RD.,

51

LONDON,

Retail Price :
£16

Os.

Od.

N . W.9.

Tel.

COLindale

8671

MASTERPIECE IN
MINIATURE
WIDTH
HEIGHT

I6 4

DEPTH

74

C.R.T. DIAMETER

lr

NETT WEIGHT

7lbs

Miniscope
MINIATURE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE BY

Full specification from:

THE GENERAL

ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MAGNET HOUSE,

KINGSWAY,

.9«e.

LONDON, W.C.2
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MICROutELL
PICK-UP

CARTRIDGE
the
ESTABLISHES
PICK-UP

LSD3

E
LECTRONICALLY,
is

an

extremely

efficient light source device. Photograph-

NEW

STANDARDS

Mullard

ically, it is the ideal tube for lightweight

IN

portable equipments because of its com-

DESIGN

pact dimensions, stable triggering and
low trigger voltage, and very long life.
Some data is given here, and if you

The G.P.i 5 Microcell represents agreat
advance in the technique of sound reproduction.
This new

would like full details, including recently
published

articles

on

flash

circuits,

please write to the address below.

pick-up element can be
used with equal facility on both standard 78 rpm.
and microgroove recordings—the stylus pressure
is only 7 grammes for long-playing records.
The G.P. is unit is non-hygroscopic, and the
crystal and stylus are afforded complete protection

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF LSD3
Max. Energy of Discharge
Operating Voltage
Trigger *Voltage
Approx. Flash Duration ...
Peak Light Output ...
Integrated Light Output

... 100 joules
... 2,000-2,700V
... 3,000-3,500V
... 150 micro-secs
40 mega-lumens
4,000 lumen-sees

Light Quality ... Closely resembling daylight

from mechanical damage.

Basic circuit for portable battery-operated flash equ pment

AN ACHIEVEMENT BY - 19Zn•
FAMOUS
ON

FOR

RESEARCH

PIEZO-ELECTRIC
DEVICES

GP.I5
ACTUAL
SIZE

Mullard
Thermionic Valves & Electron Tubes

COSMOCORD LTD - ENFIELD - MIDDX.
'Phone: ENField 4022

Mullard Electronic Products Ltd., Transmitting & Industrial
Valve Dept., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
MVT 50

4pril, 1940
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GOODMAN'S ' AXIOM

53

TWELVE' I
S a high fidelity

Loudspeaker that brings within reach of all the
means of achieving a degree of fidelity usually obtained only from the most expensive and elaborate
equipment. From the rich pulsation of
the organ's pedal register to the delicate
whisper of the E- string of the violin, the
whole complement of the orchestra is
strikingly recreated, and all the varied inflections of the human voice are so
naturally rendered that this may truly be
called" Living Reproduction." Send for
fully descriptive leaflet D.49.

Twin•co
assemb
brings

With the'Axiom—Twelve' it is essential to use
equipment specifically designed for High Fidelity
reproduction.

iuicitsci

new- realien
dilletiONI GOO
AXIOM-TWELVE
12"P.M.LOUDSPEAKER

él& 234,e.47eutoe
1200.

For use with ' Axiom Twelve' Goodmans High
Fidelity Output Transformer Type H.4 is recommended. Supplied wound to individual specification.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES. LTD:, LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

'
Phone:

Wembley,

Cables: " Goodaxiom, Wembley."

Me.:MM

uxe

0
200 2302.50
2.5V 10A

WHEN ORDERING

TRANSFORMERS
Specify

e,

WODEN
Pot ci
Ttl Pe

FOR

RELIABILITY

TYPES AVAILABLE FOR:—

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT ,
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS ,
TRANSMITTERS , ETC .
send for

Illustrated Catalogue

and Price List of full

range.

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO LTD
MOXLEY ROAD • BILSTON • STAFFS

TEL:

BILSTON 41959.
s. r.L.
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OUTSTANDING OFFERS

BRIERLEY MICROARMATURE PICKUP
Type JB/P/A/1

for the discerning Amateur

Frequency range, 30 to 20,000 c/s.
Permanent Point 6 times longer wearing than sapphire.
Average point pressure,
oz.
Floating Element design prevents arm torsional resonance.
Output voltage: Model ( a) Ii 12th v. Model ( b) 1/50th v.
Price: Model ( a) complete with mumetal screened coupling transformer and including Purchase Tax, £8/19/6. Model ( b) ( no transformer required). £7,17 8, including Purchase Tax.
Point replacement, El.

BC454B. (The Famous" Command"
Communications Receiver)
Fitted 6 valves, types as follows : 3 12SK7's,
I I2K8. I12SR7. I I2A6. Frequency Range
3-6mc's ( 50m-I00m) IF value I415kc's.
BC455B. Exactly the same specification but
Frequency Range 6-9.1 mc's ( 30m-50m) IF
value 2830kc's.
Brand new in sealed cartons.
Unbeatable
Value.
each

30/-

Post 113

Full Curcuit Diagram II-.
Either set convertible to Medium Waves with
our Special Coil Assembly, Price 10/- including
Diagram of Connections.
Special Press- in Tuning Spindle and Knob, 2/6.

45'm
post bard

Wired and Tested. Fitted 6x5
Rectifier. Just
Clip On. No
Alterations to
Wiring. Mains
Cord fittedready
for instant use.
These units are
msnufactured by
us exclusively to
highest standard.

A few brand new BC348 Receivers, modified to 230 v. A.C. E19/10/..
R107 famous Army 9 valve Communication Receiver, perfect condition.
£16/10/0.
Receiver BCI066B.
3 Valves ID8GT and two acorns VT277. 2
Toggle switches, jack socket panel light, 2 precision dials. Frequency
150-225 mcs. Cabinet 14 x 8 x 8 matt black finish. Canvas carrying
case. Chassis size 6in. square. Circuit supplied.
Easily converted
for 2 metre band. All parts specially designed for very high frequencies.
Perspex mounted coils and tuning condensers etc. BRAND NEW.
2I/- post paid.,
RI I32a, IIvalves, 100-126 Mc/s, good condition E3/2/6.
RI355 Receivers. 10 valves, brand new in original crates. 49/6 carriage
paid.
RF25 and 26 units, brand new in original cartons.
RF25 19/6 ; RF26
30/- ; postage 1/3.
Wavemeters, class " C " No. I, 3 ranges, 1360/7510 kc/s., excellent
condition, ridiculous price to clear, 25 only, El each, carriage paid.
BC3S7 Marker Beacon Receiver, 62-80 Mcis., fitted super relay, with
I
2C8 and I
2SQ7. 9/-, less valves 3/6.
Milliammeters, brand new in sealed cartons, 0-1.5 mA. 5/-, postage
6d.
Transmitter Tuning Units, brand new. TUSB 22/6, TU6B and TUBB
19/6 carriage paid.
BC966A Geared Motor Generator, 13 valves, 7 6SH7, 3 6H6, 3 7193.
AR88 Owners should get one of these for the valves alone (6SH7
replaces 6SG7). 30/. each, carriage 5/..
456B Modulator Units, 1625, 1215, UR150, brand new in sealed cartons.
19/6 carriage paid, or less valves 7/6.
I.F. Transformers for BC454 or BC455. 10/. per set of 3.
Amplifier Vibrator Packs, 12 volt, OZ4 and 6K6, new. 25/-.
Mains Transformers, half shrouded, brand new, 350-0-350, 60 mA.,
universal L.T.'s. I9/- post paid.
Upright type 28 v. L.T., 220-0-220, 80 mA., 25/- post paid.

H.
P.RADIO SERVICES L
TD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House
55 COUNTY RD . , WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 4
Established 1935
STAFF

Telephone :Aintree 1445
CALL SIGNS GDGL G3DLV

The illustration shows :
A. Standard Armature
and Needle.
B. Miniature Needle to which is
normally
attached
an
armature or coil. C. The
Brierley Microarmature
complete with point.
Wide frequency range
'
necessitates small size,
particularly if one rejects
the possibility of working
within and above the
resonance band.
Small
size also permits the use
of low point pressure
with corresponding increased point life and
lower record wear, but it also inevitably results in lower output.
The Brierley Microarmature Pickup will not work with most domestic
wireless sets but the output is high enough for most amplifiers and
above the level below which the inexperienced are troubled with
amplifier problems. The movement is robust and suitable for adult
family use.
Point life—on the basis that a sapphire tip will play 150
records with
oz.—is about 2,000 records.
Details of this pickup, together with information on our new specialised
.111/P/R /2 Ribbon Pickup— now provided with feedback ribbon and
available with either standard or diamond point—will be sent on
request.

Mmin11111

230v. A.C.
COMMAND
POWER PACK
FOR B6453,
BC454, BC455

DELIVERY PER RETURN GUARANTEED

April. 1949

A

J. H. BRIERLEY ( GRAMOPHONES
46, TITHEBARN

B C

& RECORDINGS), LTD.,

STREET,

LIVERPOOL

TELE RADIO (1943) LTD.
Components
Amplifier."

suitable

for

the " Williamson

Quality

Chassis finished in attractive colour punched suitably for
all components
27 6
TRANSFORMER AND CHOKES.
Mains transformer ( Partridge) T425, I
SOA
60 0
Output transformer ( to specification)
WW0F/1.7
100 0
Partridge choke C13/200
31 6
Partridge choke C25,60
16 0
VALVES.
Matched Pair KT66, per pair
Osram L63 Triode each
Osram U52 Rectifier each

36 6
9 2
18 3

CONDENSERS.
T.C.C. 8-8 mfd. 450 v. wkg. 505 v. surge CE27P
each
7 6
8 mfd. 500 v. 600 v. surge CE I
OP, each
6 6
15 0
8mfd. 600 v. 700 v. surge type 922, each
.25 mfd. 500 v. metalpack CP47S, each
2 10
„ . 05 mfd. 350 v. metalmite CP35N, each
2 0
Covern Potentiometer 100 ohms w/w, each
6
Bulgin Mains input plug and socket, each
3
Belling & Lee Panel mounting fuseholders, each
3
Belling & Lee 7- pin plug and socket, each
2
All specified resistances at list prices. Please include
sufficient for postage and packing.
le

Pt

o
4
O

177,

EDGWARE RD., PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2
'Phone : AMB 5393. PAD 6116, 5606.

April, 1949
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It's got to be good
The heart of a Vibrator Power Unit ( which
supplies II.T. Current &con low power D.C.)
is the vibrator itself. Unless that gives a
NoN-s

first class performance and goes on giving
it for many, many hours, yo e have a heap

viBRA
6VoLTS

of trouble on your hands. Hence the

TYPE

among many well known radio and electronic

popularity of the " Wimbledon " ‘' ibrator

N$

engineers. We have done a great deal of

NIFG BY

work on this Vibrator and

WIMBLEDON Em6
moR DEN Smetty

we

think it is just

a little better than any other you can get.
We are producing both synchronous and

MADE IN Enicuitb
,

non- synchronous Vibrators and a complete
range of Vibrator Power Units. Write for
full details and judge them for yourself.

WUMBIEDOIN
ENGINEERING
GARTH ROAD •

COMPANY

LOWER MORDEN •

SURREY •

TEL.:

• LTD
DERWENT 4814, 5010
CRC3

CELESTION
SPEAKERS

The new and special

magnets used in the construction of the

Celestion Sin, and fr¡in. speakers detailed below, provide adegree of
efficiency hitherto unobtainable with permanent magnets.

They

represent the very latest method of speaker design and construction.
Chassis Model P6Q is also available as aCabinet Speaker (
size 9m. x 8m.
x 44- in.).

The attractive cabinet is fitted with volume control.

Cabinet

finish in Green, Cream or Brown. Ask for Cabinet Model CTI IS. Price
E21171- (
without transformer), suitable for outputs 1-5 ohms; or, price
£,3 '- (
with universal transformer).

Chassis
Diameter

MODEL

5'
S'
64'
64"

PSQ
PST
P6Q
P6T

Voice Coil
Impedance
(ohms)
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Suitable for all receivers.

Pole
Diameter

r
r
r

Flux
Density
(Gauss)

Total
Gap Flux
(Maxwells)

8,500
10,500
8,500
10.500

26,000
32,000
21,000
32.000

Write for Brochure " W.W." It gives details of all Celestion
chassis and Cabinet Speakers.

CELESTION LTD.,

P5Q
WHERE TO BUY CELESTION
SPEAKERS

Peak Power
Handling
Capacity
2W
2W
3W
3W

The Public are requested to order
from
their
local
Radio
Dealer.
Wholesalers are supplied by the
sole Distributors: CYRIL FRENCH
LTD., High Street, Hampton Wick,
Middlesex.
Phone: KINgston 2240.
Manufacturers should please cornmunicate direct with CELESTION

LTD.

SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON, SURREY

Te/.phone:
EMBERBROOK

3402.5
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Headphones which uphold British Prestige
S. G. BROWN, Type
Moving Coil Headphones,
supply that High Fidelity
Reproduction demanded for
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS.
D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.

BROWN—E.R.D. 13 inch Portable Disc Recorder
An Important S. G. Brown product

IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000
c.p.s.
-ENSITIVITY,

1.2 z 10-" Watts
at lke.—.0002 Dyne ens*.

Descriptive Literature on
PRICE

DISC

RECORDER

TYPE " K."

Incorporating the latest advances
in Sound-on-Disc Recording
Write for interesting brochures presenting full
technical details of this latest development in
Sound-on-Disc recording. Also 17 inch models for
the Professional user.

S. G. BROWN LTD., Shakespeare St., WATFORD
Established in Electro Acoustics and high precision
Engineering for over 40 years. Manufacturers of
the world-famous ' BROWN' Gyro Compass.

Telephone : Watford 7241

Smallest — Best — Inexpensive!

OSMOR "Q" COILPACKS
One- Hole Fixing—only 5connections
HICH " Q"

ALIGNED
IN ACTUAL
RECEIVER

LOW-LOSS
FORMERS

MAKES A
FACTORY
JOB OF A
HOMEBUILT SET

ADJUSTABLECORES
NO
WHISTLES
SIZE
4)(210(11

6 SEPARATE COILS
-FULL
CIRCUITS
SUPPLIED.

GIVES 20°„
IMPROVEMENT.

S'HET (465 kic) L.M.S., 33 -. M.S.S. anu L.Ii. SHIFFiNG,
35/.. T.R.F. ( L. & MW.), 30'-. BATTERY MODEL, and
other types available ; also ATTRACTIVE GLASS DIAL
ASSEMBLY in 3 colours, 7" 7, calibrated for L.M.S. and
L.M. SHIPPING.
INDIVIDUAL MIDGET COILS, ONLY 1" HIGH.
HIGH
IRON DUST CORED, S'HET and T.R.F., 3,'. each.
PROGRESSIVELY
WAVE- WOUND,
PERMEABILITYTUNED COILS, T.R.F.

"Q,"

MATCHED

RADIO ana i
-LLEvisioN
COMPONENTS
AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
Write for particulars and bargain list
(Trade enquiries invited).

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.

BRIDGE VIEW

WORKS,

BOROUGH HILL,
Tel. CRO. 1220.

CROYDON,

SURREY

request.

£5.5.0 PER PAIR

your Local Dealer can supply

For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (
prices
from 30/- to 63/-) write for illustrated Brochure " W.W."
HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE
Telephone :
Watford 7241.

SHAKESPEARE

STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS.

7iehnieal reedieseecombines with beauty and
soundness of DESIGN in the

"OXLEY"
DIFFERENTIAL AIR
DIELECTRIC TRIMMER
OX LEY DEVELOPMENTS CO., LTD.,
IILVERSTON,N.LANCS. Tel. Ulventon3303

Width: 18.5 mini length: 26 nt/m
Height:
1.5 to 8pP-8 nim
1.8 to 20pP-10.5 roim
to 265F-11.5 rota
2 to 32pP-12.5 rolas
Law: Stra ght line capacity
Power P‘ctor: Les, than . 001
In•ulation: Over 2,000 megohms
Volt., 500 D.C.

JOSEPH ENOCK LTD.
Manufacturers and suppliers of the Enock
Diamond Pick-up, the Enock Amplifier and
the Mordaunt Loud Speaker, all built to the
exacting specification which has made the
Enock Instrument the finest music reproducer in the world.
JOSEPH ENOCK LTD., 273a HIGH ST. BRENTFORD,
ENGLAND.
EAL ng

8103

April, 1949
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Success through constant research- can we help you?

by
TAYLOR

TUNNICLIFF

TAYLOR TUNNICLIFF

(
REFRACTORIES)

LTD.,

Albion [Forks,
Long/on, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs.
London Office: 12y High Holborn, W.C.s.
'Phone:: Stoke-on-Trent f272 e9° Holborn 1971/2.
I . S./T t. ,1

COULPHONE
MAINS

RADIO
PRODUCTS
TRANSFORMERS
0.
156

l'arA;ng 11Coulphone Mains Transformers ar e m ade to the highest
electrical standards and are fully guaranteed.
We supply
them to the Ministry of Supply Atomic Research

SELECTED Ex- GOVT. SURPLUS

In reeponee to numerous requests from client.
in all parte of the ILK., Ihave decided to stock
oarefully 'elected ex-Govt. Radio Surplus-only
equipment in «nod condition being considered.
If interested kindly mend an extra 2(d. stamp for
separate 16 page illustrated catalogue-the prices
are the lowest in the country- it will save you
C. Coulborn, G3A.111
EXAMPLES.
ROTHERMEL TORPEDO CRYSTAL MICROPHONES. {
Brand
new in Maker', cartons
Current Liet Price le 318/18/'.
My price, post
paid, • 43/1843.
BATTERY RUMINATORS. A Super R.T.
Eliminator for 200480 v. A.C. Mains. Output
120 y. 30 mA. voltage etabllised with VR150.
Brand new Lo Maker's wrapping.. Grey enamel
care. Poet paid for 21/17/6.
T.I154 TUNING PANELS. A real gulp. Two
single gang and one 2-gang tuning condensers
with geared reduction drives, click stop mechan Wm and three 2iin, coloured knobs.
Don't
think I've made a mistake in the price
Port
paid for 316.

Stations, so they will no doubt meet your requirements.
Speelal ouOtations for quantities and types to order.
Standard Replacement Types. Drop-through chassis
type with top «rood. Impregnated and interleaved.
Screened Primariesi tapped for 200/2301250 volts.
(a)250-0-250 v. 60 mA. 6.3 v. 3A., 5v.2 A
15 6
(b) 2304450 v.60 mA. 4v.4 A.,4 v. 2A
15 6
(0) 250-0.250 e. 80 mAe. 0/4/6.3 o. 4 A. C.T ,
0/4/5 v. 2A
18 0
(d) 300-0-300 y. 80 mA. 0/4/6.8 o. 4 A. cm ,
0/4/5 v.2 A.
18 0
(e) 350-0450 e. 80 mA. 0/4/6.3 o. 4 A. C.T.,
0/4/5 v.2 A
18 0
(I) 250-0-250 v. 100 mA. 0/4/6.3 o. 4A. 0.T ,
0/4/5 v. 2A
21 0
(g) 300-0400 y.100 mA. 0/4/6.0 v. 4A. C.T ,
0/4/5 v.2 A
21 0
(h) 330-0-380 w. 100 mA. 0/4/6.3 y. 4A. C.T ,
0/4/5 v.2 A.
21 0
(I) 850-0-960 o. 180 mA. 0/4/4.8 y. 6 A. 0.T.,
0/4/4 e.8 A
38 0
0) 425-0-426..180 mA .6.3 y.4 A. C.T., 6.8 y
4.A. C.T..6 v. aA
436
(k)425-0-4213 e. 180 nut. 4y. aA. O.T. , 4o. 4A
C.T., 4e. 4A.
43 6
(1) 425-0425 v. 180 11U. 6.3 y. 4 A. C.T. 4 o
2A.O.T.,4w.2 A.O.T.,5 v.3A.
400
TYPee (a) (b)(c) (d) (e) ( f ) (
10 lb (
k) illustrated on left.
Types (1) CD ( I) upright shrouded type.

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

WILLIAMSON OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
A sup« Job exactly to authoesepecilication.
Upright mounting 23 12/8

r

A

FEEDER

UNITS

NEW

ONLY

MODEL B DE LIMB (
illuetrated above).
High
gain R.F. otage operative on all nine wavebands.
45/145 M..1110/550 M..900/2000 M. Phu eft rang«
of Banderpread, 13.5-14.8, 16-17.4, 19-20.5, 24.3-26,
30-32, 41-49.5 meteee. Large colour printed due
dial, 10in. x Bin. aperture. Horisontal drive. Waverange Indicator and magic eye. Switched pick.up
sockets. Volume and Tone Controls. Completely
aligned ready for connection to audio amplifier.
Price le» valves 212/7/6.
Valves required, EF50, 61c817, 6K713, 0Q70, Y83.
Pri cef
or se to ffive valves. 23/11/5.
MODEL A. A fir« chum, feeder unit with R.P. stage
operative on all wavebands. 16/50. 190/650, 900/2000
metres. Switched pickup sockets. Volume control.
Glass dial 81n. X Sin. in «lours. Completely aligned
ready for connection to audio amplifier. Price less
valves. 8108/6.
Valves required, 6K7G, 6K8G, 8K7G, 4Q70. Price
for set of four valves. 82/11(3.
A.F. AMPLIFIER POWER trIfIT. Speciality amine,'
for nee with above units. Employe 6V60 ou tpu t
(4 watts) and 5Z4G rectifier.
Price lees valves £410/,
Two Valves I
frequired. 81/13110.

Send .lid. Stamp for New 32- page Catalogue.

COULF'FIONE RADIO
,i The

Return

of

Post

Mail

Order

-.."...
---....':_•••••.....a

GOODS

53 BURSCOUG1-1 ST.
ORIVISKIRK, LANCS.

Service"

Tel. : Ormolcirk496
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SIGNAL GENERATOR Model 1
Frequency Range
110 to 50 Megacycles.
With calibrated extension covering London, & Midland Television frequencies, at
over 60 Megacycles.

Attenuator
5-step ladder,
fine control.

p

MONTHLY

11£1eDaSEST

with

10 monthly
oaymentso>f

Output
Switched via single
test- lead. RF. and AF.
1volt Max.
Ex
IRadiation
Less than I micro- v.
For
A.C.
mains
operation. Complete
with Standard Dummy Aerial.

SpHER, LIST 121A
)
MENTS

INQUIRIES INVITED:

SPHERE

GNS.
SUBJECT.

voeee- ; et m.t.int 01,1ering beat
head your deposit. to-day for this ultra-rapid electric
soldering gun.
Invaluable for radio servicemen, engineers
and home moiled.. Simply plug In, press the button, and in 'seven
second. the iron's hot I Absolutely safe, the bit cools instantly button
18 released and lies clear of bench when not In nee.
Complete with two
-mare bite and four yards of iles. Suitable Mr LC. 200-230 . or 100-130 V.
State model required. Limited stock. No interest charge. Leaflet on request.
Cash price £ 3 19a. Ga. complete

BURGOYNE

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE
LOW PRICE
HIGH EFFICIENCY

RADIO

April, 1949

--:-.
-----Ji--7
YOURS FOR ONLY

Modulation
400 C.o.s. sinusoidal.

s TR

orld

ee4WISkydeett4

THE NEW "75"

r

Wirelt.%%

LIMITED

HEATH LANE, WEST BROMWICH, ENGLAND

NII

9ndetaett /feat

SOLDERING
SEAID YOUR
DEPOSIT
7éde, TO'

GUN

Ring Lamp Co.,
81, City Road, London, E.C.I.
Telephone: CLE. 7103

'e

Hest Buy at Britain's
LATEST RELEASES FROM THE MINISTRY AND
All absolutely Brand New in Makers' original packing.
Rest
assured that we have selected only those which were stored under
perfect conditions, thus ensuring that no deterioration has taken place.
FIRSTLY :—R3084. A 200 Mc/a Receiver employing 13 valves and
ideal for conversion to a vision Receiver, containing as it does a 30
megacycle I.F. Strip and low consumotion EF50 valves. Valve line up
2 EF54. 1EC52, 7 EF50, 1VU39A, 1HVR2, 1EA50 together with hosts
of small components. Circuit diagram and full instructions for modification are supplied with each Receiver. COMPLETE IN WOODEN
CRATE.
Price E3/15/- plus 10/- carriage and packing. Order early.
AND :—R1132A. Primarily for the UHF enthusiast
Covers
124-110 Mcis and incorporates 10 valves, S meter, all in handsome
metal case with slow motion dial. Power supply required is 200 v.
H.T. 6v. L.T. READILY CONVERTED TO THE NEW 144 Mic HAM
BAND I Priced at E4119/6 plus 10/- carriage and packing. BRAND NEW
IN WOODEN CRATE.
ALSO :—RI224. This 5-valve battery superhet contains 2 VP23.
FC2A, HL2 and KT2. Frequency coverage is 30-300 metres. Batteries required are H.T. 120 v., G.B. 9 v., L.T. 2 v. A communications
receiver of sterling quality and outstanding performance, the R1224
is particularly suited for operation aboard trawlers and similar vessels.
SUPPLIED BRAND NEW IN MAKERS' PACKING, and most reasonably
priced at f419/6 plus 7/6 carriage and packing.
E.H.T. Transformers for the VCR97 Tube.
Specifications :
Primary 230 v. 50 cycles ; Secondary 2,500 v. at 5 m/a., 4 v. at 1.1 amps
(for CRT heater), and 4 v. (centre tapped) at 1.5 amps, thereby allowing either 4 v. or 2 v. high voltage rectifiers to be used. BRAND
NEW AND GUARANTEED. ONLY 35/- POST FREE.
Postscript for all prospective TV constructors : Do not be alarmed
into paying exorbitant prices for the RFIS Unit. We have available
the RF24 at 10/6 which, with our concise instructions accompanying
every Unit, is modified in a matter of minutes to suit the 45 M/cs band.
A limited number of brand new RF24 Units also available. at 16/6 post
free.
OUR STOCKS ARE HUGE AND VARIED. WHY NOT VISIT US AT
OUR EASILY ACCESSIBLE LONDON PREMISES. A FULLY COMPETENT TECHNICAL STAFF ALWAYS IN ATTENDANCE. SEND
FOR LIST " WW " NOW.

(
B
R

CHARLES

BRITAIN ( RADIO)

SYDNEY SBIRD efcm".4ci
(AMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD. MIDDLESEX
hone

Lnbeld 1071-3

QuaZiy

Gum. ••Cepaciry.

ad/de o/

MAINS TRANSFORMERS-A. F. TRANSFORMERS
THERMAL DELAY SWITCHES
SMOOTHING CHOFSES
POWER RESISTANCES
eMide h

LTD.

11, UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.2
Shop hours 9-6, half- day Thursday. Open all day Saturday

lolepl...•

cAmowlosi,

WOOLWICH

/ 422 -/ 426

Rom, wool.wICu • S•E•I8
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Potwbonic Cone°le

Wave range, 5-2,000 metres including Television
Sound band
Circuit: R.F., Oscillator, two
Detection, Magic Eye indicator,
our latest paraphase coupled
back, driving aPhase Inverter

I.F. with Variable Selectivity, Diode
two Tone Control Valves, terminated by
push-pull amplifier with negative feedDual Suspension Auditorium Speaker.

A combination that not only covers the Television Sound band, but provides
the best possible reproduction, compatible with transmission.

£6 5, purchase tax ?
£79, purchase tax ?

CONSOLE

AUTO- RADIOGRAM

AGENTS: Barnes& Avis, Reading
Bowers & Wilkins, Worthing ; Binns
Ltd., Newcastle; Dalton & Sons Ltd. Derby ; Clark /6 Sons, Isle of Wight;
Hickie & Hickie Ltd., Reading ( and branches) ; Holley's Radio Stores, London.
S.E.5 ; Jewkes & Co., Birmingham ; Thomas Lynn & Sons. Andover; Merriotts
Ltd., Bristol ; G. McCartney & Co., Belfast: Pank's Radio, Norw!ch;
Sound Ltd., Cardiff ; Bernhard Smith, Barnstaple ; Sound Services. Jersey.
C.I. ; Precision Services, Edinburgh ; Seals Ltd., Southsea ; G. E. Samways,
Hazel Grove ; Weybridge Radio Electric, Weybridge ; West End Radio,
Farnham ; Valiance & Davison Ltd., Leeds ( and branches).
Overseas Stockists in Canada. South Africa, Channe! Islands. etc.

%ounb

ILtb.

WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY
Telephone : Farnham 6461 2 3.
Telephone : Temple Bar 4284.

London Office : 57, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2.

University

Radio. Limited

OFFER GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES
Ayo Model 7 AC/D.C. Test Meter
As new at
£l3 10
Ayo D.C. Minor. As new
£2 12
Ayo Signal Generators. As new
EIO
Ayo Minors. As new. A.C./D.C
ES 10
Ayo Cap. Res. Bridge.

As new

£8

Ayo Model 40 Test Meter. As new Ell
Ayo Valve Testers. As new
£l2

o
o
0 o
10 o
o o

Evershed Vignoles 500 V. Bridge
Meggers
£20
Wee Meggers, 500 V., with case
£8 10
Taylor Circuit Analyzer. As new
Taylor 20,000 O.P.V. Test Meter
As new

O
6

EIO 10

o
o
o

£14

o

0

Hambander, complete with
speaker. As new
Eddystone 358X, with coils,
speaker and power pack
AR. 88, model D.

£14 10

O

Latest model
Player in case.

£18 10

0

Collaro Motor and
rim drive

Perfect condition £ 37 10

O

Hallicrafter, 5.27.
tion

Perfect condi-

Advance Signal Generators.
Model B.C.3. As new

CIS

0 O

B.S.R. 10-watt portable Amplifier,
with record player
£25

O 0

B.S.R. P.A.20 Amplifier, portable
Rothermel, 4¡ watt, quality Amplifiers. New
Meico 30- watt Amplifier.

As new

£0

Unit,

Collaro Unit with Pick-up, not rim
drive

a

0 0

£4 10

0

CiS 10

0

Garrard Mixer Type Record
Changer, R.C.65/DI6C. New
£18 0 0
Decca Light-weight Pick-up Head,
latest model. As new
£2 10 o
Ditto, with arm. As new
£4 0 o
Lexington Senior Pick-up
transformer. As new

£16 10

Lexington Plug-in Heads, Garrard
type

a

EIO 10

0

Senior
Crystal
Pick-ups
volume control. New

f1 17

6

II

o

o

Hunts Cap. and Res. Bridge, latest
model. As new
[ II 10

o

Emor Globe type all-wave
Sets. New

Precision Instruments, Valve and
Test Meter, portable
£ l7

0

Crystaltone Record Player in case
As new

Weston 20,000 O.P.V. Model E772
As new. A.C., D.C. meter
£ l9 10

O

Collar., Record Player in case.
new

special

Pick-up

O
0

Trix 30-watt Amplifier, in oak case,
with gram unit and
I2in. P.M
Speaker, Trix Mike and Stand
£45

o

Gray 30-watt Amplifier,
offer, with valves

Record

O

£8 10

Taylor Oscilloscope, Model 30. As
new
£0
Taylor Valve Testers.
As new
Model 45AS
£ l3 10
Taylor Combined Valve Tester and
A.C. D.C. Test Meter
£20

0

o

£5

Columbia
As new

O 0

Radio
17

As

4

O 0
10

0

with
a

with

Ditto, without volume control
New
Rotary Convertors of all types,
D.C. to A.C.
from
Goodmand hin. P.M. Speakers.
As new
Goodman's Axiom I2in. Speaker
As new
B.T.H. I2in. Speaker, P.M.

As new

10
0

IS

o
o

£8 0
£4 0

o

a

6

17

£4 0

o

Hundreds of other items too numerous to list at Bargain Prices. Please state requirements.
No lists and no C.O.D. cash or cheque with order. All items listed are CARRIAGE PAID.
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LISLE

STREET,

LEICESTER

Phone GERrard 4447 & 8582.

SQUARE,

Hours 9 to 6

LONDON,

Thursdays 9 to I

W.C.2
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Why you should use...

TELEVISION
AERIALS
SIX

TYPES INCLUDING

TRIPLE REFLECTOR ARRAY
Specially designed for areas on the fringe of or
beyond normal limits of transmission. Many reports
have been received of very satisfactory results
obtained with the Wolsey T11/711 Aerial in South
and South West coast areas, also East Coast up to
Gt. Yarmouth.

1 Maximum"Wetting"Capacity.

Brief Specification : Half Wavelength Dipole with
Three Reflectors spaced at one-eighth wavelength.
Reflector elements positioned at one-sixteenth
wavelength from one another. Constructed of
steel tubing, zinc plated. Duralumin Rods with
Polythene V.H.F. Insulators and P.V.C. waterproof bushes. Weight only Silbo. AERIAL ONLY

£6

15

1 Moderate soldering bit temperatures.

0

5 Minimum amount
used per ¡oint.

Tele.
Aerials
Installed

now
available
from
stock. Send for details.

over a radius of 40
miles from our works

*

TELEVISION

of

50 Even distribution of activator
in core.

solder

10 Approved by Air Ministry and
General Post Office,

Supplied M o wide range of Gauges and Alloys on Ilb and 7lb reels, works
coils, or as required.

Prices on application.

Sole Manufacturers:

H. J. Enthoven & Sons, Ltd., 15-18 Lime Street, London, E.C.3.

Send For Illus. Brochures

WOLSEY

7 No harmful fume deposits.
8 Continuous, unvarying core.

4 Mechanical bonding and perfect
Electrical conductivity ensured.

Lashings and 16t. Pole 67/6 extra.

New Models for
BIRMINGHAM

6 Residue sets hard, is noncorrosive, and of high dielectric
strength.

2 Accelerated Fluidity.

Phone: MANsion House 4533. Works: Rotherhithe, Croydon, Derbyshire,

LTD,

25, GRESHAM RD., BRIXTON, LONDON, S.W.9
Phone : BRIxton 6651/2
Established 1914

WILKINSON'S OF CROYDON

ELleCTROLYTICS. 8MFD 500 v. 1111850, 3'. each, 34/. doz.
GOODMAN SPEAKERS, 8Iu. with transformer, in wall case, (Government Surplus)
21 -.
POWER UNIT, employing a5Z40 and • high voltage rectifier SU2150A, together
with a.1 tat. condenser, 2.5 kV. and other component., 17/6, post free.
TELEVISION Unit, 211F stagee, 1detector and 1 video amplifier, complete with
4valves, adjustable iron cored coils, ate., brand new, only 45 ,-.
CATHODE RAY tube Unit, type 97, with 14 valve+, C.R. TuLe and various condensers, resistor., etc. Our price, only 66/-, carriage paid,
CATHODE RAT Receiver Indicator Unit. Brand new IEs-U.S. Navy. Employing
40 useful vulves, 2Cathode Ray tubes, power pack, motor blower. Milliammetem,
etc. The following are the valven: 1:1 68N713T, S6A07, 26L6, 6fiL60, 3VRI60-30,
12X2, 35U40, 16X50, 26116.
SPECIAL PRICE 216/10/-.
MOIRE 'AD SLOW MOTION DRIVES, 7/6 EACH.
VOLTMETERS, 0-300 volts A.C., moving iron, Silo, dial, flush type, 17 ,6 EACH.
ABE SPARES HIT, Including 32 valves individually boxed, 18 60117, 86116, 87193,
also many useful relay., Relators, Condenser., and a Dynamotor with extended
Spindle which will work aa apower( ul motor on 200/250 A.C. mains without alteration.
145 items In all, brand new, properly packed, 70/- complete.
CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER UNIT, 2to 8.67 Mc/s in 3-switch steps, 807 Oscillator and
tuning control. Brand new with two 807 valve., instruction books, etc. gbi- EACH.
RP AMPLIFIER, 100/124 Mel. for 2VT62 Triode, in push, pull, standard 19in. rack
mounting, easily modified for 144 Mc/e. Binnd new 75 ,-,
List 2¡d.
ONAN" PETROL GENERATING SETS, 12/16 Volte D.O. 30 amp., £35.
L WILKINSON, 204, Lower Addiscombe Road, CROYDON.

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT

SPECIALISTS

SINCE

MORSE

1925

ALL NEW AND UNUSED LIST VALUE
OVER £5, Offered for El only, Carr. Paid.

Do not miss this opportunity to stock
your workshop ( only 500 parcels)

RADIO
•

MOVING- COIL

THE

CANDLER

EXPERT

MICROPHONES

WITH THE WONDERFUL PATENTED DIAPHRAGM SUSPENSION

LUSTRAPHONE LTD.

For recording, broadcasting and
quality P.A. work, the Lustra phone models cannot be
bettered. Send for details.

CODE

SYSTEM

84 BELSIZE LANE, N.W. 3.
HAMpstead 5515 and 5389

CRYSTAL OVENS
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
(Admiralty Pattern 3190)

There are Cand.er
Morse Code Courses
for
BEGINNERS AND
OPERATORS
Send for this Free
"BOOK OF FACTS'
It gives full details concerning al. Courses.

Parcel of components, contains 50 Resistors,
SO Condensers, 24 Valve Holders, a good
selection of Tag Panels, Screws, Knobs, Lamp.
holders, Sleeving and useful components.

COVENTRY

THE

TRAINING

SPECIAL OFFER

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS

FOR

CO,

(Room 55W), 121 K1ngsway, London, W.C.';
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

These ovens which are mains operated from
230 v. 50 cycle supplies, are ideal for quartz
crystal standards and will give a stability
with suitable crystals of better than two
parts in a million.
They are fitted with
precision thermostat and external thermometer.
Operating temperature, 50° Cent.
Dimensions, Box. 6in. x 5m, x 10*in. deep.
Panel 6Iin. x 6}in. Weight, 14 lb.
PRICE £4 Ile. 6d. each.
Send for list of test gear

PIKE
86 MILL

LANE,

BROS.
LONDON,

N.W.6

Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 4219

•
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• Rate 6/- for 2 lines or less and 3 -for every additional
lino or part thereof, aver«, lines 6 words. Boa Numbers,
2 words plus
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OR
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A.C.S. Radio, 44, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent.

2

Mew:3

INDIVIDUALLY WOUND

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
flNEW
.R.0.-MX receiver, 9 coils, cabin t p k
2 power packs, a.c.. and 6v battery; £ 75.s

ADVERTISEMENTS

ALL COMPONENTS

Readers are warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'
guarantee. Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored.
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.

e

CLASSIFIED

partriboe

,
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Products. 92. Leathwalte Rd., S.W.11.
Bat.
4889.
NE only Marconi VRC5A television (2a4n7d2
radio Console, brand new
1949,
price
£110; buyer collects.-595, Christchurch Rd.
Boscombe. liants,
(31 32
with RiP
e. .11
31
F3e
ci
49 n
1
I ndw
"
illuestrat:à 13 .
5-2.000 me tres;
stamp nine
Radio, Ormskirk. Lancs.
MIELICITY 5watt amplifier, now only £ 14/129
52
/98.
response flat 40-15,000, distortion under 1%;
extended range 8watt amplifier, £27/10.-FSR.
Ltd.. 87a, Upper Richmond Rd., London, 8.W.15.
A MPLIFIERS. new 60watt heavy duty pa.
21 models, built for continuous rating and
rack m.unting, £40; early delivery, send for
spec.-Broadcast 8, Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd..
Tombland, Norwich.
[2
'up, . A.F. model 1155 new, complete with valves,
.LL 8/10. plus carriage; converted models, power
packs, quality amplifiers. speakers, auto changers
and cabinets reduced prices; send for list.Broadcast 8s Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd.
Tombland. Norwich.
>THE AC/2 pre- amplifier is now available,[219.0d
J.
power supply unit. complete In case for
direct connection to the vision receiver's cower
supply unit via plug and socket; price E4/16
complete ( Tyne A2); available soon a long-distance
six- element
aerial.-Particulars
from
Spencer West. Quay Works. Gt. Yarmouth. [ 3094
rpUNING units.-Full range of Denco, Lowther
J.
and Eddystone goods available, 5 to 10
wave- band gram chassis covering 3 to 60 Mc/s.
150 to 1,500 Kc/s. amplifiers for every use, television kits, radio kits. sae. for leaflet of single
items or Illustrated catalogue. price 9d. to
Mason's ( W.W.). Wivenhoe. nr. Colchester, 13093
ONNOISSEUR'S receiver-world-wide results
on highly sensitive 10-valve communication
receiver or. by change of switch, very high
quality reception of local stations on non-superhet high fidelity receiver; basis rebuilt R1155.
9-1.500 metres; bass and treble controls ( boost
to cut), gram input. PX4 push pull output, and
all refinements.
FEEDER units as above, for use with external
high
quality
ampilfiers;
write
for details,
or call for demonstration,' R1155 specialists ,
receivers repaired and re- aligned, also modified
as above, or to your requirements; R1155
circuit and valves, 2/- post free.-R.T.S.,
Ltd.. 5, Uladstone Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
Tel. Lib. 3303.
[ 1266

SEALED

CONSTRUCTION

O
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.R.
ELECTRICAL
de
ELECTRONIC
Ltd., Hubert St., BirC .J DEVELOPMENT
mingham. 6 ( Aston Cross 2440). the Midlands
specialist manufacturera of high fidelity equipment. for ' W.W. Williamson. " Electronola.'
and other quality amplifiers built strictly to
specification with finest components available;
also tone control stages, loudspeaker cross-over
units, contrast expanders and radio feeders:
send 21
/ d stamp for full details and prices. [
2
2233
HE Mighty Midget radio with the monster
voice! a.c./d.c. 200-250v, 3- valve plus rec.,
highly polished walnut cabinet. high "
coils,
200-500 metres. 510 speaker, 3- watts output ,
sent by return, £ 6/19/9. plus 9/6 can.. 12
months' guarantee. c.w.o. or cod,; also 4- watt
audio amplifiers, pick-up and tuner
inputs.
volume. tone and neg. feedback controls fitted
output trans.. 2-3 ohms, 100-250v a.c.,
-14.R.S.,
102, Parkhill Rd.. London, . W.3.
Gulliver 1453.
13162
"UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36 ,
Marylebone High St.. W.I. Welbeck 4058.
V
Specialists in the design and manufacture of
high grade fidelity gramophone reproducers and
radio units. If you are interested in obtaining
the finest possible reproduction from recorded
music we invite you to hear our equipment
demonstrated in con.unction with the Wilkins
and Wr•ght coil pick-up_ and the Wharfedale
corner cabinet speaker. We will gladly give you
a quotation for the conversion of your existing
radio gramophone into a first-class reproducing
instrument, or for the design and construction
of equipment to your own special requirements.
Write for descriptive leaflet, of our range of
fidelity amplifiers and radio tuning units.

T

Q "

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

O
11.P. stage quality radio feeder unit. M.
Fso and L. wavebands, 8gns; local station
feeder unit. 5gns; 6- watt Push-pull high fidelity amplifier. 20-20,000 cycles response triode
output. 12gns; complete with valves and guaranteed 12 months; technical data sheets on
request; demonstrations at our cilices any time
appointment.- Electro-Acoustic
Developby
ments. 18, Broad Rd.. Lower Willingdon, Sussex. Tel. Polegate 534.
[ 3111
"MESSRS. JACKSONS ( Hammersmith), Ltd.,
Ill of 171. King St.. W.6, have been appointed
agents for the sale of the R.T.M.C. Williamson amplifier; as quality specialists Messrs.
Jacksons
can
thoroughly
recommend
the
R.T.M.C. version of this now famous amplifier
as being the finest reproducer so far made: built
of finest components. first-class workmanship
and offered at the right price, every quality fan
should possess one of these amplifiers; 7- valve
model. £ 27/10; 9- valve model with pre- amplifier.
£32,10.-Call for demonstration or write for
lull details.
43025
wILLiamsoN
amplifier,
now
universally
vv
recognised
throughout the world ( vide
large export orders) as the best quality reproducer manufactured to- day; the model made by
R.T.M.C. ( Ealing). Ltd.. has been acclaimed as
the best radio product on the market as no expense has been spared in producing a real
quality Job; we doubt whether any other amplifier even at 3 times the price has a better allround performance; all seekers after quality reproduction should send for details; built of
superb quality parta on extra heavy chassis
with special cover: price £27/10,• for use in the
home or factory you should be the proud owner
of a " Williamson "; gram motors, speakers,
tuners, etc.. also supplied; also sets of transformers and chokes; stamp for full details from
pioneer makers.-R.T.M.C., Ltd., Laurel House,
141. Little Ealing Lane. W.5. Ealing 6962
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS-SECOND-HAND
AM 25watt amplifier and lOwatt speaker ,bo th
as new; £20.-Box 4758.13044
RO. 4 coils, 30 mc/s, bandspread, Xta l.
meter; £25, offer.-Box 4296. [2966
Cll. W. SMITH at Co. ( RADIO), Ltd., offers
'..X the following sound and perfect:TELEVISION receivers, ex W.D.
X.R. 3585,
containing a complete 45m/a uni t
.which comprises 5 TRF stages ( EF50s), 1 diode Stage
(EA50) and Video stage ( EF50), together with
18 other valves and many very useful component parts, brand new, £5/10; receiver type
R3084A, brand new in sealed boxes, using EF50
valves, supplied complete with modification
sheet, a cheaper but very good t/v unit, 75/-;
R.4709 " Responder Unit.
10- valve television
receiver, with a reception range up to 150
miles; this sounds silly, but we have a client
using one at this distance and getting good
results, a modification circuit is supplied, price
52/6. limited number only; type 26 UHF.
units for the Birmingham Vv. brand new and
boxed. 35/- each ' spare dials for sam e. 5/each: type 1355 for use with the 26 unit or
25 for the London area. 29/6 each; have you
got the " Inexpensive Televisor " booklet, post
free at 1/67; this gives you all the information on the R1355; chokes. 250ma. 7 henry,
8/6; 200ma. 5 henry, 3/8 each' 100ma. 7 henry,
6/6 each; 10 henry. 400ma. '9/6 each: transformers, 230 input, 1 .
2 50X1.250- volt,
300ma,
with L.T. winding. 27/6 each; 380X380-volt.
300ma, no L.T. winding, tapped primary. 9/6
each; 5-amp L.T. chokes. 5/- each, nice large
core suitable for rewinds; 2.000mfd, 25- volt
condensers, 3/6 each: 001 5,000-volt test condensers. 1/3 each; 002 ditto, 1/3 each; Imfd.
2 000- volt working, 4kv test, 1/6 each; 4mfd.
1.000- volt working, 3/- each; 15pf. 2- gang.
1/- each; 15pf single gang. 6d each: meters,
thermo coupled, 0-.5amp. 0-3amp, 0-4amp. 0- 6amp, 2/9 each; 0-5ma m/c. 4/9 each; 0-20amp
a.c., 7/6 each; wound television coils, 6d each.
5/6 dozen: Polystrene, with dust cores. ihin
formers only, with cores. 6d each, 4/9 doz:
No. 18 receivers, brand new less valves. 12/6
each; callers only bargains. ex-R.A.F. E.H.T.
power packs. typ- 280, complete with valves.
19/6 each: S.T.C. 30-watt a.c , mains amplifiers, less valves. 45/- each; ex- Admiralty a.c.
mains amplifiers. 60-watt output. Push-pull.
95/- each: 12- volt cutouts. 3/6 each; 12-volt
starter relays, 3/6 each;
mains suppressor
units. 3/6 each; E.H.T. sleeving, extra heavy.
3d lengths; 2-volt vib packs, 5/6 each; 24volt vib packs, 2 /6 each.
G. W. SMITH as Co. ARAM), Ltd. 3, Lisle
St., London. W.C.2. Tel. Gerrard 82,04. Open
all day Saturday.
(3156
AR88. 5401cc/5-32mc/s, 14 valve, perAIL feat condition; offers near £65.-Box 4903.
WAY- 8watt Q amp., gram. pre-amp and
v1 tuner unit, new Dec., spare valves; £ 35.Box 4301.
[2972
A . R.88 receiver, frequency range, 540 kc/s to
21. 32 mgs, 7 spare valves; £60 or near offer.
-Box 4748.
[3010
Senior, 8 'coils ( B.C. and Ham), s.
meter. Xtal. a.c. pack, speaker. realigned
perfect; offers.-Box 4762.
1.3064
O only, as new Ferranti I2v car radio, surplus
e)
to requirements; to clear. £ 18. list price
£36/19.-Enilelds. 77, High St., Midsomer Norton.
[ 2607
R.88. slight damage, elect. 0.8.. £ 33; RII16 .
perfect
tune, and cons. meter, £ 16/10:
R1155N power pack and
E18; Scotland.Box 4300.
[2971

P
H

5 VA TO 25 KVA
*
SPECIAL
TO

*
TYPES
ORDER

*
WOUND
IN

28 DAYS

IMMEDIATE
OVER

100

DELIVERY

OF

DIFFERENT

ITEMS FROM STOCK

(Price- list on request)
ELMBRIDGE
TELEPHONE

6737-8

.
EDGE
TRANSFORZIERS LTD
Roebuck Road, Tolworth, Surrey
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P.A.20 amplifier. as new. £28;
3
Rothermel Senior p.u.s, £ 1 each.-du Bois.
47, York Place, Edinburgh, 1.
[,2924
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AMAZING BARGAIN

115
5 ceyoneeré.i:"-cia:
Bayswater 13007
1. St.AIRD
Stephens Gardens, W.2.
T5 televisor, reconstructed for direct
Ex. M.O.S.
B viewing.
new 15in cr tube: £ 60.-Levy. 6.
Amberden Ave., N.3. Fin. 2440. [ 3008
FORreceiver.
sale, Hallicrafters S27 communi ti n
FM/AM 27-145 me/n, in excellent
ca

condition;

o

s

what offers7-Box 4897.

Swavebands,
COTT Imperial
3 speakers;
auto- radiogram,
£ 95.-A.C.S.
23 valves
Radio.
Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [2978
TWO
only Murphy V114 televisi n superhe,
1948. price £55 each; buyer colleats.--695
Christchurch Rd., Boscombe, Hants. [3133
BAIRD
console television 15 / in tube. s n
working. £45; also electro dynamic con44.

o

4
1

ee

NEW &
UNUSED

ELECTRIC

MOTORS

A.C. single phase, approx. one,ixtli
200/250 volts, 50 cycles. They're
worth L's. Dimension 111in. long

tor

verter It needed.-2, Albert Gdns., El.
[
3125
ID 1155 receiver with power pack for 220v Lc,
_Lk built-in one-stage amplifier, 6F6, 8in Rota
x 5in. Weight 181b., shaft
speaker, comp. modified; £ 10.-Box 4298.
tin. z lin. Keyed ready for pulPlus .5/'
ALLICRAFTER Super Skyrider SX17. crystal S- meter amplifier, recently overhauled.
for can«.
ley. Vee Die Cast Pulley nin.
-5. Station Rd., Benton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
fér.
TELEVISION.-Cossor
1210
console, 15in 0.d ia. Supplied at 7/6 extra.
J.
C.R.T.,
plus A.W. radio, good
order:
Post Free.
g59/10-, delivery arranged.-223. Fleet Rd.. Fleet.
D . C.A. AR88D 535 kcis to 32 mcis, world's
MOVING COIL
1 IL, best communication rec-elver, new condition, perfect performance, complete with instruction manual; £ 60 or offer.-Box 4749.
.0.348 communication receivers, ten valves.
crystal gate, B.F.O. super dial 200ko/s to
18mc/s,
with booklet. carr. paid; '£ 18/10.-G.
\
Lawrence 86 Co. ' 3, Slater Place, Liverpool.
.C.A. AR77, complete with speaker, in pernew /
feet
condition, £35;
also
brand
new
Made
by
the
same
Murphy A.104 baffle receiver. £23.-Thrift
famous maker, these
Co.. Penn Fields Terminus, Wolverhampton.
T_T.R.O. high- frequency communication reunits must have cost
l.". ceiver, in excellent condition, complete with
the
Government
power pack, loudspeaker and set of 6 coils;
many pounds.
offers.- 2112, Wm. Porteous 8: Co. Glasgow.
ENDIX R.A.1.B. 8- valve romniunication recenar, first-class condition, with power
Our Bargain Price
pack, speaker, service manual and spare valves;
£25.--22, Eastgate. Sleaford, Lincs. Tel. 546.
Send stomped addressXTATIONAL H.R.O. Senior, power pack, coils.
ed envelope for illusII £27/10;
Hallicrafters
Super
Skyrider,
SXI6, £ 20; many other items; sae. list.trated list.
Cross,
Skerries,
Grange,
West
Kirby,
BARGAIN
Cheshire.
[ 3203
MPLIFIER
B.S.R.
11.8watts
undistorted
WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS ( LEEDS) LTD.
radio connections; heavy duty energised
54-56, THE HEADROW, LEEDS 1.
speaker, all complete. £20; Phillips radio, walnut cabinet, mono control, £ 10.-363. Clayhall
Tel 22262,
Ave. Ilford.
[ 2902
A ft88D. in cream and chrome table, cabi21 net, fitted with 100kc Xtal calibrator,
matched speaker and phones, used only 1 month,
guaranteed perfect; £ 60 or offer.- 107. Tower
Hill. Birmingham. 22a.
MUST sell.--BC348 receiver, excellent co
13
n
0
cri0.i.V1 tion. 150w. 14/28 mc/s, Tx. rack mounted,
25w. 3.5 me/s. Tx rack mounted, both complete;
no reasonable offer refused.-Button, 81. Woodbridge Rd., Guildford. Surrey.
13076

25'-

ROUND THE WORLD
H
IN ? DAYS.

Phileas Fogg, if you remember who he
was, took eighty. An American bomber
recently did it in four. In our case we
admit, with some reluctance, that it
has taken us longer.
The first 215
speaker was sold late in 1946. Now,
two and half years later, its performance
and reputation span the earth, or circumnavigate, or sound round it-anyway,
you know what we mean.
Why a small firm like us, with very
little advertising, should be known and
respected from Hollywood to New
York, from Dublin to Durban, from Sydney to Singapore ( not to mention
Auckland to the Arctic) is just one of
those things.
Obviously we cannot prove to a man
10,000 miles away, and before he has
heard it, that the Hartley-Turner 215
is the one and only speaker he has
really been looking for.
He either
takes our word for it, which displays
a quite exceptional trust in human
nature, or he likes our sane outlook
on the weighty problems of high fidelity
reproduction. But he buys it, and then H meter, etc.,
r..
0.5 receiver
mcs to 46
typmcs:
SX24,
a lsoXta
cosser
3
he tells his friends to buy it too.
D.B. model 339 oscilloscope, both absolutely as
new: consider camera ( miniature) in exchange,
Our speaker is our ambassador, but or offers about £50 for both.-Apply Box 4926.
it is not trained to tell lies politely.
t
y rack
iron
It tells the truth, whether you like it cored components; 2. PX 25 in pp with valves,
£6/15:
less
valves
E4/10,
plus
carriage.-Broador not. But in a world tormented with
cast & Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tombland
political dogmas of all colours people Norwich.
[ 2907
Scott Imperial receiver (
chassis).
are beginning to find that the truth is A MERICAN
full range. hi- fidelity, 27 valves, 35 watts
the one thing that matters.
output, volume expander, 3 speakers, spare
valves, splendid instrument recently overhauled
In musical reproduction the Hartley- by Alfred Imhoff, Ltd.; £ 65 or nearest offer.[ 3035
Turner speaker states the facts plainly Box 4756.
1124 receivers, six universal valves. wor ks
and without distortion. All the other
on mains or batteries, conversion diagram
gen for television sound channel adaptproblems can be solved by reading with
ability; bargain, 18/6, carriage paid; 1155s and
" New Notes in Radio," now a " best- AR88 for sale.--J. Rae, 39, Penn Rd., Wolverhampton.
[3176
seller" in the U.S.A. as well as in
C342
receivers,
complete,
for
200-230v
50 cycles a.c., 1.5-18mcs, in six ranges,
Britain.
Xtal Gate. etc., guaranteed O.K.; £ 18/10; carr.
The speaker costs £9 (
3s. part cost of extra.-Metropolitan Radio 86 Tele -Rentals. Ltd.,
67. Lavender Hill, S.W.11. Battersea 4761. Bus
carriage and
packing
in
Britain) ; 77
and 77a, tram 34, 26.
1,09,
" New Notes in Radio " is half-a-crown,
receiving
ventAe: v,et portable
and our descriptive literature is free mains receiver-transmitter.
41nX8in X 10 1 in, 2
2 to 8 mc. 5 valves; 17/6. Duplex
for the asking. And, if you want sure wavebands.
hand generator 6, 3v 2amps, 350v 60ma. izornm;
guidance in the buying of records the 15/-, control unit for T1154/R1155.-B.E.R.. 39,
Rd., Birmingham. [ 3095
Hartley-Turner Selected Record Cata- Brighton
.W." quid, amp., phase splitter circuit.
PP Kt66's, Williamson output trans.,
logue at 7.5s. will save its cost many
sound sales DX plus 1, radio feeder and phase
times over.
Inverter speaker, tone control unit, G.E.C. de-

B
R

HEAD &
MICROPHONE
SETS ¡Brand

B
-

A

15 wa tgram, twt"PcU,e.

TELEVISION
Manufactured to "Electronic Engineering" Televisor Specification,
NEW Improved
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

•

R

B

19/6à
W

H. A. HARTLEY
CO.

152,

LTD.

HAMMERSMITH

LONDON, W.6.

RD.,

RiVerside 7387

sign, H.M.V. playing desk with Hyper-sen pickup; £ 55.-R. T. North, " The Nags Head,"
Sunningdale. Berks. Tel, Ascot 70'7.
13012
LEAR ont bargains offered subject to being
unsold; National 1-10 receivers, complete
power pack and all coils. £ 13/10; BC348, fully
converted, with speaker (black crackle) to match,
£25; Peter Pan 4- valve, 2 wave kits, at £ 9/10:
RCA 807s, boxed, 9/-; 1124 receivers, £ 1/10;
sets by famous makers at less than cost' don't
delay.--Bnquirles with 22,4d stamp to Radio Constructors. 28, Spital Hill, Sheeted, 4. [3161

C

SET

NEW Improved
OF GANTRIES COMPLETE

•
NEW Improved FOCUS COILS

•
All Steel CADMIUM PLATED
POWER
AND
TIME
BASE
CHASSIS valve- holders, 3point and
siin; le socket and all necessary cu tou ts.
SOUND
PANEL
CHASSIS
ASSEMBLY, fitted with screens .
valve.holders,formers and dust cores.
VISION
PANEL
CHASSIS
ASSEMBLY, fitted with screens
valve-holders, formers and dust cores
C.R. TUBE SUPPORT for
mounting on top of Gantry Assembly.
9* CREAM MASKS.
5, SHAKESPEARE RD., FINCHLEY, N.3
'Phone: FINchley 2188

e
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Presponse,
Another selection of skating
rink,
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ARMEKO 25watt alto bass, excellent bass
twin speakers in one cabinet, suit
dance hall, fairground. etc.. £35;
Trix A 20. 20watt unit in cabinet. £13/1f); B.S.R.
12watt unit, in walnut de luxe cabinet. £9115;
TriaA 12. 12watt unit. in cabinet. £ 9 ;Acoustical
RELAY
AND
RECTIFIER
ASSEMBLY. 15watt reflex cabinet. £13; two Vitas= Shone.
Ex W.D. stock S.P.C.O. Relay D.C. and metal grey finish, £14 each; one Vitavox Shone. walnut
finish. £25. in good condition; Celestion 20watt.
rectifier, 5/6.
VARIABLE
SLIDER
RESISTANCES.
6 energised with rectifier, £3; Standard telephones.
6watt L.S. unit with twin horn adaptor. £3.-T,•
ohms 6amps, 17/6, 3ohms 10 amp. 17/6, 1.2 ohms Holiday & Hemmerdinger. Ltd.. Holmer Works.
15 amps 12/6, other sizes quoted for. Dimmer 74-78. Hardman St., Deansgate. Manchester, 3.
Resistances for stage lighting 103-5,000 watts. Deansgate 0121-2.
«
[
3046
VAL VES
enclosed, for dimming from full light to blackout.
ITALVES.-524, 5U4, EF39, EF36. EF50.. 12A6,
Send us your enquiries.
V 6X5. 5X4. 210VPT, and many more, 210LF ds
DIMMER RESISTANCES.
Small enclosed EL32.
etc., new and at list prices; please enquire
panel type 100 ohms 1- amp. 2/6. SO ohms f amp. for any type not listed.-Duke & Co., 219, Ilford
Lane,
Ilford. Essex. Trade enquiries invited.
2/6.
DYNAMOS. MOTORS, ETC.
SWITCHES. Dewar
sex.
A UTOSYN motors, remote indicate or control
sex.
amplifier. Bryan Savage , 9-vta
31
0
v
29
e.
Key panel type 7-way
21 any size rotating beam; 4inX2 1/sin dia. lin
30watt, complete on 6ft rack with autoCO. with top plate
shaft, 32vac. £2 a pair.-Box 4832.
Énes
changer, press button radio. 12 10in p.m. flush fitting, 5/-, or
VOR sale. 2 E.D.C. rotary converters in
speakers, remote control microphone, £100. cost 50/- per dozen. Tax1
cabinets, both 100v d.c. input. 230v a.c.
over doUble; Bryan Savage 30watt 9-valve chassis
180 watt output; £9each.-MacRae & Dick. Ltd..
ley
switches
3- pole
model for remote control. ilvitla desk microphone.
Inverness.
13118
£35; Pye television model 815, completely over- 3-way 2/6, I pole 8-way 2/6. Toggle switches
111-0TORS a.c./d.c. 24v. enclosed gears, final
hauled by makers. £35; 815 chassis only, less 250 v. I amp. S.P.C.O. 2/-, D.P.C.O. 3/-. Pane
1V1 speed approx. 80 r.p.m. ( similar in aptube. £22/10; Marconi 907 televisMn, all-wave Push Switch, make and break, 2/6.
pearance to car wind screen wipers). 9/6 each or
radio, overhauled by makers, £65; 2 HOG autoSWITCHBOARDS. 500 watt, in metal case 3 for 25/-.-Leach. 92. Toiler Lane, Bradford.
radiograms, 5-valve all-wave models, £65.[2983
15in. x 15in., with doors. S mov. coil meters, Yorks.
Courtney Davis, Harpenden. [2964
floATTERY chargers, 4 models, 2-6-12v. 1-2-4
4 variable slider resistances, 3 enclosed cutouts,
CIR100 (B28) receivers, 60kc-30mc, 6 wave_17 amps D.C.; any mains voltage; also larger
switches, terminals, etc., £4, ex-Battersea Stores. types, special transformers. chokes, test gear. ins..., bands, 12 valves, Xtal gate, new crackle
DYNAMOS.
C.A.V. -Wind Dynamo 12 v. terior car heaters, etc.-The Banner Electric Co..
finish, 200-250v a.c. mains, 4watts output, 2 r.f.
and 3 II. stages, checked throughout. Marconi.
10 amp. 600/1,000 r.p.m. ball bearings, carbon Ltd.. Hoddesdon. Herts.
[ 2212
equiv. to AR88, excellent value; £29, carr. forMILECTRIC motors.-Our famous range of
brushes, shunt wound, shaft extension at both
ward; demonstrations to callers; money refunded
12 motors again available from stock; example.
Car type
if not fully satisfied.-Mail orders and callers to ends for prop. weight 24 lbs.. &I.
',hp
single-phan.
200-250v.
1.400
rpm,
from
The Amateur's Den, 181, Lane Rd., Portsmouth. dynamo 12 volts 10 amp. 1,400 r.p.m., as new £6/16/6: send for lists.-John Steel. Bingley,
Callers only to The Amateur's Den. 118, Shirley 30/-, 24 volts 30 amps 2,000 r.p.m. 40/-, 12 volts Yorks. Tel. 1066 ( 4 lines). [ 9968
Rd.. Southampton.
We apologise for recent 30 amps 2,000 r.p.m. 25!-. Carriage extra.
'JEW rotary converters with special smoothing
short delays in posting parcels due to unusually
MOTOR BLOWERS.
Keith Blackman 24 11 equipment for television, radiograms. etc.,
large numbers of orders and staff illness. [ 3197
303 watts output. £23/10; 500 watts, £30; other
volts D.C. Sin. inlet Sin. outlet, £3110/-.
TPRIXEITE portable a.c. gram amplifier, with
converters, various voltages, from E4/10; also
J.
auto-changer. £25; Vortexion 15watt a.c. MOTOR PUMPS. 230 volt A.C. for garden new electric motors, a.c. and d.c., B.T.H.. Metand battery amplifier, £24; Trix model T 633B. fountains, 50 g.p.h.. new, E6/61-, 12 volt D.C. vick at list prices; trade supplied; list available.
30watt high gain amplifier, Inputs for mic, gram model for Caravan or boat, 120 g.p.h. 0/10/..
-Johnson Engineering. 319, Kennington Rd.
or radio. £30; Woden 50watt Classic amplifier.
Reliance 1412-3. [ 3108
D.C. FANS. 24 volts G.E.C. 6m. blade and London, S.E.11.
inputs mic and gram, very good condition. £34;
'MEW Onan pet. generators. 12-15v 600 watts.
guard
for
table
or
wall
fixing,
35/each.
Ardente pre-amplifier. feeding 3 Ardente 40watt
1.1 self-start air-cooled 4-stroke. volt, reg.
New 110 volts with
and 2 100watt amplifiers, all mounted in 2 racks, SOLDERING IRONS.
auto cut-out, ammeter, complete with tools.
in working order; bargain. £65 the lot; record- flex and cord.
spares and instruction book. £24 plus carr.;
ing amplifier ( PX4s). 2 trite and 1 gram inputs, THE DEM. CONTINUITY-TESTER. A self- Alco-Lyon 12-16v 360 watts, air-cooled 4-stroke,
matched to M.S.S. cutter head and 15ohm LS., contained portable circuit tester for all electrical new or hardly used, ammeter, cut-out. etc.,
£20: amplifier. 20watt. with D.A.30s £18; am- circuits, almost pocket size, 15f x 2f x 2}in., a £16/10. carr free, full descriptive lists free on
plifier. 15watt mic and gram, £16; all amplifiers beautifully made Govt. instrument, new, totally req. D.C. from ac.? Units in steel case. input
in cabinets and guaranteed in good working
115/230 a.c. 1-ph.. output 100-120v 2.5a d.c.
order, surplus to requirements.-Holiday ds Hem- enclosed Polish wood case with carrying strap with
S.T.C.
rectification, £10.
plus carr.
merdinger. Ltd.. Holmer Works. 74-78. Hard- and contact switch.
The experimenter's best Chargers: H.D. 50v 50a 3-circuit with control
man St.. Deansgate, Manchester, 3. Deansgate friend. Worth 2 guineas. A limited number are panel. M.C. meter, etc.. input 200/250/1/50 ea
4121-2.
[3045
440/3/50. £20 plus carr.; 200/250/1/50 input
offered at 12/6 post free.
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
n steel case with control panel.
TERMINAL BOXES.
Bake- 24v 25a out, I
M.C. meters, rheos., fuses, etc., £12/10. plus
HARFEDALE speakers, valves, at list prices.
lite power terminal boxes 3* x21 carr.; another, 6/24v 12a in vent, steel case.
Elstone transformers and spares; requirex
21m
, highly polished black with
fully metered and fused. £10 plus carr; high
ments to Albert Tones. Ltd., 10. Wells Rd.. Ilkley
fin, centre fillet and screwed output 1 and 3 phase rectifiers for plating. etc.:
NEW Tridem corner speaker, model 12/8.
incorporates 12M and 8M with crossover,
cover 2-pole 5/I6in. connection quotations by return.-Pearce, 66, Cit. Percy St.,
response 40-12.000 cps.; price £26.-FSR. Ltd..
studs and
nuts.
Admirable London, W.C.1. See also under Components.
s
w
ai
t
t
t
c
s
hbotrilts
.,
, 12
.m
v-3 s
2v, 500
87a Upper Richmond Rd.. London. s.w.15.
terminal or branch top on large 9 I'/6. charging w
cutRITE
for details of the new Flexicone con transformer, 2-pole light power outs, fuses, resistances, etc., 4 take-Me:superb
version which considerably improves reproduction of speech and music to existing speakers. or charging circuits I0/50 amps. Wall or ceiling unit, in case, or send £5 carriage paid; 76/,
-Looker's Quality Radio, 106, Davidson Rd.. fixing. 2/6 each, 20/- per dozen. Special quotations dynamos. 24 volts. 1,000 watts. 9inX7in. h'ain
spindle, or send 80/- carriage paid; 75/-. 230v/
East Croydon.
[1923 for large quantities.
ROADCAST. new model pm/12.12in die cast BELLS. Large ironclad Tangent alarm bells 6in. 1/50, lAihp electric motors, incorporating 1.260
frames. Ticonal magnets. 15ohm. 12watts.
cyme converter, or send 80/- carriage paid;
gong
2301250
volts
A.C.,
421,
G.P.O.
magneto
58/-, mains transformer switchboards, 230v ac
detachable cones. 12.500 lines. standard £5115:
to 12v. 5 separate take-offs, complete distribuHi FI twin cone £6110.-Broadcast ds Acoustic bells, 2 coils and gong 2/6 each. Post If..
Foss'n , snt co
Lid.. Tomb`and. Norwich. [ 2909 TELEPHONES.
1-louse and office.
Con- tion panel, all switches, fuses, amps. etc., brand
B
wakes Onle Sta 12/6. !Pen 14/6. Sin structors' parts for your own set up.
Ex- new, or send 60/- carriage paid; 55/, electric
motors, 12v and 24v, lishp, 4InX4in, with Shin
16/8 10in 26/-; standard output trans. 5/G.P.O. wall type comprising bracket mike,
extra; Wharfedale Golden 10n. 3 or 15 ohms.
spindle for drive, beautiful job, or send 60/transformer and condenser, magneto bell in carriage paid; 45/-. dynamotor units, containing
75/-; Celestion 12in ( P44). 75 ,-; R & A enerwalnut case Din. x 6in. x 3fin., fitted terminals 12v. 24v. 130v and 300v de dynamo or suitable
gised, 1,400 ohms field. 61,41n. w. trans.. El;
and connections, switch hook and contacts, hand as 6v, 12v or 24v motor. approx. 14hp. llinX
sent by return. c.w.o. or c.o.d.-N.R.S.. 102.
Parkhill Rd.. London, N.W.3. [3163
magneto generators and single receivers, 35/- 5in, with spindle to take small grindstone. moD.
LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND-HAND
per pair, with wiring diagram ; carriage and etc. also contain adjustable 24v cut -out auto matic voltage control, smoothing condenser, re1TOIGT straight Tractrix horn, 4ft, good con- packing 5/- extra.
sistances. and many other extremely useful fit✓ dition; nearest £8.-Box 4236. [2925
MORSE PRACTICE KIT.
Comprising A.M.
beautifully made, or send 50/- carriage
OODMAN'S Axiom 12; £6, carr. paid. - West - Key on polished wood base with battery holder tings.
paid; 313/-, radio wavemeters. adjustment dial.
wood, Glenesk, Edinburgh Rd., Dumfries.
350-370 Mc/a, beautiful instrument in case. or
ELESTICIF 12M. post-war model P64, as and adjustable note buzzer ; plated terminals, send 40/- carriage paid; host other valuable
new. £5.-7. Tudor Drive. Watford. Tel. 5/6.
equipment; lists tree.-Benmotors. Summerley
7323.
[ 3130 MAGNETS.
New Swift Levick instrument St.. Earlstleid, S.W.18. Wim. 3833. ( 100 yds
.A.E.O ,
corner battle with Hi-fl speaker. £10;
perm. magnets, circular Ilin. dia., fin, thick, S. Rly, Electric Line; 10 minutes Waterloo.)
Hartley Turner 215. £6.-Haskell, 8, Ash
pole gap tin., drilled poles, lift 3 lbs. 3/6 each or
TEST EQUIPMENT
Grove. Guildford.
(3078
10!. for four. Alni disc magnets lin. dia., fin.
A VO all-wave oscillator, mains model; £ 10.OODMAN'S Axiom 12, £6; 2 U.S. Magnavox
1 Courtenay Davis, Harpenden. [2965
lain, 8000 fields, £2 each; Melco m.c. thick, with 3116M. centre hole, very powerful 1microphone, floor stand, new, £5; offers.-Box midgets, 3/6 each. Electro magnets 10 oz. 2-6 -1Dpi .C.A. Volt-Ohnnst Electronic test meter, as
.L1, new; £ 15.-22. Eastgate, Sleaford, Lincs,
4750.
[3013 volts D.C. will lift If to 4 lbs., new surplus 7/6,
[ 3128
xrcnar energised speaker. twin-cone, with IIC powerful electro magnets 6-24 volts D.C. Tel. 546.
VO valve tester. complete with panel and
• t.w. power pack. £16/10; Rogers reflector- screw in solenoid core, I lb. 10 oz. will lift 7/28
instruction and valve booklets, as new: £ 12.
type corner cabinet. walnut. £22/10.--Seymour.
( 3137
Horseshoe magnets 2/6 to 5/- each. -Box 4929.
1.9. Parkhurst Court. N.7.
[2975 lbs., 4/...
OSSOR Oscillograph, model 339A. in excelITOIGT light coil twin unit, mounted in I3.C.
Send for magnet leaflet.
lent condition; offers.-Address 2113. Wm.
Y
horn, finished in oak, complete with PARCELS. 10 lb. useful oddments for the junk
[ 2941
power pack, £42/10; Vitavox K12/20. mounted box. All clean, dismantled from Government and Porteous di CO. Glasgow.
V portable bridge Messer by Evershed
on 13/
4Lo baffle
4ft square, baffle finished in other surplus apparatus, 7/6 post free. (Not for
& Vignoles, good condition, in leather
seaxed oak, £18/10.
case.-2114.
Wm.
Porteous
as
Co..
Glasgow.
ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS Co., 106.
Heath Overseas buyers.
ESTON model E.772 (type 4), analyser. In
St.. Hampstead. N.W.3. Tel. Ham 6901. [ 3123
Please include postage for mail orders
good condition; £ 19. carriage paid.ITOIGT corner born, light oak veneer, light
T. G. R. Dowsett. 48, Grove Rd., Eastbourne.
✓ twin diaphragm, protected type unit, out-GIREQ. meter, BC221. 125kc/s-20mc/s, as new,
put transformer, power supply. £40; Rola J90
j.
complete with cal, book, plus spare crystal
2000ohm field, £1; Hivac XL 1.5, XII 1.5. 7/6
Queenstown
Road,
London, S.W.8 and valves; £ 14.-Bellrn., 6, Sandford Rd., Bromeach,' ICY 1.5. 10/-; all unused; 13TH senior 214,
ley, Kent.
[2910
needle
armature
pickup, £1.-29,
RooleY
Telephone :
MACoulay
2159.
Crescent. Bradford.
[2694

TrELEVISION receiver, experimenters model.
J.
12M tube, compl. except cabinet, £18;
R1155. with power ,output. £5; R11240 with 6
valves and diagram, 17/-; powertul radiogram.
£7; numerous components cheap for quick sale;
amateur giving up.-Box 4035.
PHILIPS 24watt amplifier, 110-245v a.c.1311.2n1Puts for radio, mike, gram, volume and
1.
tone control, variable impedance output, complete with 2 duo cone 15 watt p.m. speakers and
Xtal hand mike, all unused; £25.-6). S. Nixon.
88, Woodberry Avenue, Harrow. [2989
RoPire 6 Communication receiver , as ne w,
£1 or offer; Trix amplifier, turntable and
2 horn speakers; home cabinet. £20. offer;
Midget radio seta; 2 Sylmar. £8 each. £13 the
two; 2 built kits, £8 and £5, working, new, lot
£20; Televisor ex-W.D. parts assembled , less
loudspeaker, £ 15.-Caine Radio. Petworth, Sus-
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OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book!
"ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES"
reveals

how

you

can

become technically- quadtied at home for ahighlypaid key- appointment in
the vast Radio and Television Industry.

In ro8

pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
full details of our up-tothe-minute home study
courses in all branches of
TELEVISION
RADIO,

and

A. M.

Brit.

I.R.E.,A.M.I.E.E.,City
& Guilds, Special Television,
Film
Wave,

Servicing,

Sound

Projection,

Short

High Frequency, and

General Wireless Courses.
We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS—NO FEE
If you're earning less than ,Cso a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today.
It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
17 19,

388b, Shakespeare House,
Stratford Place, London,

I

W.I.

3 AMPLIFIERS

that

meet

all

needs

3 WATT .. .. 11 Gns.
P.14.—A highly portable amplifier— it weighs
only 10 lbs. and is suitable for outdoor use.
Works from a low power supply of 2 amps.
at 6 volts.

Built into case I3in. x 61 in. x 4iw

with controls and sockets at one end.

15 WATT.. .. 66 Gns.
P.10.—A quality amplifier in which the HT
supply is carefully filtered and all components
conservatively rated.
No electrolytic condensers are used in any part of the circuit.
Switch correction is provided for Decca and
HMV

recordings.

Mounted

on

polished

chromium plated chassis.

20 WATT.. .. 26 Gns.
P.16.—Designed for universal

mains supply,

its output of 20 watts is exceptionally high.
Total harmonic distortion at full output is
only 4 per cent, and hum level is unusually
low.

Weight, 17 lbs.

Overall size 151in. a

Write for leaflets giving full details.

111c1VIURDO
INSTRUMENT

Victoria

Works,

CO.

Ashreact

LTD.

Surrey

.C. 221 ac power packs, 203-250v input.
stabilised output, to at into battery compartment; £ 2.—M. A. Weston, Harman's Cross.
Corte Castle, Dorset
[3031
CIRYSTAL microphone inserts ( Cosmocord).
MIC-6, bakelised diaphragm, brand new.
15/6
each, post free.—Radio- Aid, Ltd..
29.
Market St., Watford.
( 3098
WILLIAMSON high- 11. amplifier. 15 watts
VT output, sectionalised output trans., complete valves, as new; E10.—Dumville, 102, Parkhill Rd., London, N.W.3.
[3165
TELEVISION magnifying lenses of
famous
.11make, to fit any and every make of receiver, just in; our price from E5/19/6.—Duke
82 Co.. 219. Ilford Lane. Ilford. Essex. (2479
high voltage Jones plugs and sockets,
8 -WAY
with crackle covers. 1/6 pair. complete. 12 ,dozen pairs. E3/10 per 100 pairs: carriage paid.
—Jack Porter Ltd.. College St.. Worcester.
TELEVISION scanning coils, 30/-; frame outJ.
transformers. 17/6: line output transformers. 25/-•, also mains transformers, chokes
etc —The Banner Electric Co., Ltd. Floddesdon.
ITTLEWOODS.—Electronic Engineering Tele
Book. 2/8 post free; all components available; stamp for list: line flyback e.h.t. saves you
over E3; write for circuit and details; s.a.e.;
demonstrations daily.
O. HENSON LITTLEWOOD dr Co., 27, Ballard,
Lane, Pinchley, NO. Fin. 3060.
[3155
EAVY duty mains transformer 350-0-350 at
120ma, 2. 4 volt windings at Samos each
21/-•' Midget 100k volume controls less switch.
1/6 ea.—Uncle Tom's Radio Cabin, 5, Seven
Stars Court, Manchester, 4.
[ 3210
'X7OU'LL probably get it at Smith's, Edgware
1. Rd.! '
Everything for the constructor. from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram
cabinet; lowest prices, biggest variety.—Near
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891. [ 8005
.H.T. transformers , mains transformers and
chokes for cathode-ray oscilloscope as per
W
World," Dec., 1948; delivery ex-stock.—
Metropolitan Radio Service Company,
1021,
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Tel. Speedwell 3000,
VERRANTI 7.51rva moving coil voltage regulators. input 200-250v-1-8% to — 12%, 45
to 66 cps, output 200-250v ± V2%. frequency compensated, as new and unused, with handbook.
offered at a fraction of cost price to clear.
(Herts).—Box 4299.
[ 2970
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ea.; IFF.T.s, 46/5kcetroti coed standard, 6/- 'DaiV
0.0005mfd twin gangs, ceramic ins.. 6/- each;
send for list.—T. G. Howell 8z Co., 29. McWilHam Rd., Woodingdean, Brighton. [2973
A NEW face and brain? No, we are not plastic
el. surgeons, but we can offer a really attractive 3-wave 3- colour glass dial assembly, and the
super-ealcient Q Collpack which has earned us
so much praise from our customers. An invaluable pair, for the rejuvenation of an old set or
the construction of a new one.
The dial is
unique, fitting anywhere, in any position, Price
22/6 complete. Send for full details of these, and
other radio and telvision components, also our
latest bargain list. (Trade enquiries invited.)—
Osmor Radio Products, Ltd., Borough Hill, Croydon. Surrey. ( Tel. Cro. 1220.) [ 3193
'WSW
S.T.C.
Selenium
rectifiers,
largest
.1.1 range of L.T. metal rectifiers in the country, all makers current products, not surp.us:
selections from our stock: H4/200 ENT for
" W.W." Televisor. 28/- ea p.t.: half- wave
16v
6/8, la 13/_- , 2a 9/8, 3a 16/6. all P.
6d.; 16v 4a 18/-, 5a 21/6, 6a 22/6 , 10a 24/6 ,
all p. 108; 30v la 12/-, 2a 14/-, 4a 26/-. Sa
35/-, 6a 36/6, 8a 38/6; 48v 2a 21/-, 4a 35/6,
5a 41/-, 8a 54/-; 100v 2a 34/6, 4a 65/, all p.
1/-; full walla bridge-corm. ' 17v 1.5a 12/1,
2a 15/6, 2.5a '10/6, 3a 21/6 , 4a 26/-, 5a 27/- ,
all pl.; 33v da 18/6. la 21/3. 1.5a 28/6, 2a
29/6, 3a 35/-, 4a 42/-, 5a 43/6. all p. 10d;
54v 2a 47/6. 4a 65/-, 100v 1.5a 72/136v
4.5a 168/-, all p. 1/-; heavy duty type, 7in
sq. cooling fins, 17v 6e 34/1, 10a 43/8, 12a
72/, 20a 80/-, 33v 6a 64/-, 10a 71/-, 12a
124/-, 20a 140/-, 54v 6a 90/-, 10e 100/-; 72v
10a 130/-; 100v 10a 190/-, all p. 1/4. Industrial
rectifiers, funnel cooled: 17v 12a 76/-. 20e 87/-,
30a 122/-, 50e 188/-'. 33v 6e 69/-; 30v 10a
8O/-• 33v 12a 124/-, 20e 144/-; 54v 6e 92/-,
10a 108/-.• 72v 6e 114/-, 10a 136/-: 100v 10a
192/-, all p. 1/6. Also large selection of pushpull types for replacement of valve chargers.
Philips 328 and 367. Tungar 68504, 68530. II600,
etc., easily fitted In 5 mina without wiring
alteration. Kits: Trans., rect. and rheo., 33v
6a £7/10 ( Incl. tap. switch); 16v 10a, £ 6/12/6;
17v 6e. £4/1216, both tapped 10v, with fused
voltage adjuster for 2-6-12v batts., 16v 5a,
23/10 ( vent, steel case 7/6 extra)' 16v 4a, £3.
case 7/6; 16v 2a, 38/6, case 7/6; transformers:
200/250 In. 18v 10a, 65/-, P. 1/4; 18v 6e. 47/6,
p. 1/4; 17v 5a, 41/6. p. 1/-; 16v 4a , 36/- , P.
1/-; 16v 2a 25/6. p. 10d; slider resistances, all
values, from 24/6. P. 1/-; ammeters, 0-6a.
MI., 12/6. 0-5a 51.C., 15/-. both p. 6c1; 0-14a.
Sin dial. 32/6. P. 1/4; S.T.C. _portable charger.
charges 6-12v batts at 3/5a, fully automatic and
guaranteed 1 yr.. input 200/250 a.c.; illus,
leaflet on req.; chargers. 6-12v at 5-6a. from
200/250 a.c.„ with rim, and ammeter in vent.
steel case, £611816, carr. 3/6; see others under
Dynamos; terms cod. post gcods only; others
c.w.o. or pro-forma; wholesale and retail.—
Pearce. 66, Gt. Percy St.. London, W.C.1. 017
Pentonville Rd., between King's X and Angel.
Est. 17 yrs.
13157
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HENRY'S...
Have 3.1 purchased you, copy of " Inexpensive
Television " I Price only I/O. Contains all necessary
detalle for the conetruction of a Televisor, from Fo.
Govt. equipment.
All necessary units, Tramfonnere, etc. are available
from stock.
A Televisor constructed to epecification contained
therein, may Le seen working at our premises.
64,5. BLACK RUBBER MASK. Suitable for VCR 27
Tube, brand new, only 3/8.
R.?. UNIT TYPE 25. For 26-30 m/ce. Pieeet, switched
tuning. incorporating 3 salves 13P61. Brand new in
original carton, 12/6.
R.?, UNIT TYPE 26. Ideal for tuoGot t. Television,
Birmingham Station. 50-65 mice., with condenser
lining, inuminated Muirhead Drive, utilising 2valves
EF54, and I11052. Brand new in original carton, 35,'-.
R.P. UNIT TYPE 27. As for R.F. 26, but 65-85 m/cs.,
264.
SPECIAL OFFER P.M. SPEAKERS.
By leading
manufacturers. Sin. Imo transformer. 10/- ; Sin. uit I.
tram., 12/6 ; Siln, less trans., 1216 ; 611n, with trans..
16/-; Shi. lee. trans., 15/-; 8ln, with trans., 21/- ;
etc., etc
SUPERIDIT RECEIVERS TYPE 25 AND 78. Ex-Clovt
The receiver portion of the T111196. Containing 1pr.
460 1race.
plus 2 vale« EF36, 2 E1,39, ne.
EK32, and one EBC33. EaMly converted to home
Outstanding value, only 25/- ea. Plus carriage 1,
R.1,328 V.H.F. RECEIVER, Ex-AM. Comprising
valves EF50, I EB34. 24 volt Rotary tienenttor,
relays, and hundreds of condensers and resistor,.
Complete in grey metal case. Abeolutely brand new.
75/- oz/y.
"OSMOR" MIDGET COIL PACKS.
Three Wave
Superhet, for . 0005 tuning, Iron cored coils, low lose
polystrene formers, witch, padders, and trimmers.
Ready for sae. Supplied with imitable 5valve euperbet
circuit. Measure, only 311n. x21n. 1 ¡ in. Price only,
33/-. Ales as above but for T.R.F. operation, Medium
-sud Long waves only, at 39/.„
is addition to the above we have probably the most
comprehensive range of Radio and Television Coml.nente in the Trade. A stamp will bring our Con-vet
List.

HENRY'S
5, HARROW ROAD, W.2
PADdington 1008,/9

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
BRAND NEW GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK
ELECTRIC PUMPS, centrifugal self-priming immersible
type, delivery 70-g.p.m., bit 2.51t., 24 V. A.0./D.O.
25/, poet 1/4. AIR COMPRESSORS TYPE D. 371C/6.
eplined shaft, in wood cases, 115 -. poet 1/4. CUTOUTS, accumulator Type D, 60 amp., in bakelite
cases, two types 12 or 24 v., 7/8, poet Pd. WALK=
TALKIE AERIALS, copper collapsible, 9-sections,
tot al 7f t., 3/161n. die, tapers to un. ,makes good
fishing rod. 2/6, post 6d., 3far 61. Pont 9,1. BURGESS
MICRO SWITCHES, make said break. 1/6, post 3.1
boxes of 10, 1216, post fkl. TOGGLE SWITCHES,
email ¡ in, hole, panel mtg., mains 2-amp., e.p.c.o., 1
post 3d., 10/. doz., 96/- grane. Oser, extra. ARTIFICIAL HORIZON', contains " Sperry " gyroscope,
5/.., post I>, TELEPHONE SEW, candela of two
combined mikes and phones, 25f t, twin connecting
flex, provides perfect two-way speech communication,
self-energised, no battery required, flex can be extended up to 300ft. without impairing their Pertormance, 711, poet 9d. MOTORS fitted overload
clutch and 42in, flexible drive, 24 V. A.o./D.C..
exceptional value, 20 -, post 1/4.
BERKSHIRE
MOTORS, fitted reduction gearbox, final drive 100r. p.m., 24 v. A-O./D.0..1.7 amp., 10/-. Poet 1/.. MAINS
MOTORS. 200/250.v. A.C./D.O., approx.
fitted lin, shaft, ball-bearing, exceptional fine motor,
10/-, post 1/4. HEADPHONE >, balanced armature
high resietance, 1800-oluns, for maximum sensitivity
7/6, poet iki. HEADPHONE LEADS, fitted high
low resistance matching traneformer, in bakellte case
with switch, 2/6, poet tid. DUAL COIL l•IITS RU-19,
low range L and high range N, five coil unite, with
switches (ganged) trimmers, etc., in metal containers,
8 6, post il'. TOOL SETS, consists of one " Terrys "
b.a, spanner set ( 8different sizes), one - Elliot Lucae"
61n, fiat nose pliers, one " Apollo " 9m, box spanner,
one end 4-bia., the other 13-b.a., one ditto 41n.,
only. 3 3 not, post 9d. BULGRI Q.M.B. TYPE 5-255
rotary switches, 4-pole on/off, Mi. poet 3d.. 18 ,-, doz.
144/- groan, caer, extra. PLUGS, etandard telephone
type, with jacks to ft. 2-way,
Poet 4.1. CONNECTOR BLOCKS, type 5c/430. bakelIte 2.. ay, 2/6
doz., boxed in 50e, 7/6, post 1/, VOLTAGE REGULATORS, also includes 160-v. 100-m/A. 11.T. rectifier,
300-olun w/w reeistor, midget vol. control, terminal
block. 2 6, peat 1/'. Also thousands of other inter.
eating items, send for our current Sete, 2d, stamp
with ea.e. Orders over 30 , limited to a1151b. parcel
sent poet-paid. Carriage orders extra In all came. Our
C.O.D. ¡service le cancelled for the time being..

MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17
Tel. HARborne 1308 or 2664

April, 1949

ew ex-Oovt. bargains. Hewlett-Packard
model 205 A.G. audio signal generators.
.N
mains suppressor units. 4/6 ea; rotary switches.

tyw W134. 3/6 ea; potentiometers, 1000 4-watt.
1, WM„
I Mil, 1/6 ea; send s.a.e. for lists.Law. 20, Jennings Rd., Totton. Hants. [ 2990
ANUFACTI3RERS.-Enamel. copper wires.
all gauges. laminations, all types, huge
suma radio components. s/m, m/m. p/t and
condensers, close tolerance and high
asseusal resistors to 1%; all goods guaranteed.L. E.
mmonds, 10. Valencia Rd., Stanmore.
Middx. Grimsdyke 608.
[2515
QTRANGE but true; brand new ex-Govt.
manufacturers' surplus equipment at prices
lowest ever offered to the public; example: moving coil microphone with recessed switch. 5/6;
60-ohm headphones, 3/6; long range signal lamps,
7/_6: motor generators, easily convert to approx .
%to
hp mors, 20/-; smaller type approx.
P.
17/6; 5-. 8-. 10-, 12- inch P.M. 'speakers. 1 /6.
12/6. 22/6 and 85/- respectively; many other
lines. s.a.e.-Radio Unlimited. 16, Carnarvon
Rd., _Leyton. E.10.
[ 2252
rrELEVISION.-Focus
coils
and
shrouds.
-S.
frame and line deflector coils, line output transformers, blocking oscillator transformers; complete locus and deflector assemblies also available, supplied correct to designer's specification for ** Wireless World"
television receiver. Television components of
all types, valves, condensers, resistors, tube
masks, mains transformers and chokes. etc.,
etc.. in stock at current prices.-For particulars write or ' phone. " Handy Parts," 226, 228.
Merton
Rd..
W•mbledon.
S.W.19.
Liberty
7461. Trade enquiries invited.
11420
risELEVISION.-'The leading Midland depot for
1
all your requirements; complete kits of
parts to " W.W." inexpensive, and " E.E.." etc..
and all other popular receivers; all goods post
free to any address in Great Britain. We specialise in all high-grade ex- Service equipment and
invite your enquiries; send s.a.e. to- day for our
latest bargain list.
Special:. A limited number of television aerial masts, Ilft long, in two
sections. approx. 2in dia., the ideal chimney
mast for your di-pole. 12/6 each; 24ft co-axial
cable. 80ohms, complete with Pye Plug. only
4/6; midget output transformer, to match 6V6
etc.. 3/6; 9- pin EF50 valve holders. 4/- dozen;
standard 2- point or 3- point jack plugs. 1/- each.
8/- dozers; sockets. 64 each: 9- point 3- position
Yaxley type switches. all new in boxes. 1/6
each; mine detectors, complete with search coils,
volume controls. etc.. only 7/6.-Mail orders
to Walton's Wireless Stores 203. Staveley Rd.,
Wolverhampton. Callers only: 48. Stafford ht..
Wolverhampton.
13195
UPREME RADIO. 7461). Romford Rd.. Manor
Park, London. E.12. Tel. Ilf. 1260. Est.
15 years. Radio and television component part
specialists, at the right price. E.H.T. 4 k/v or 5
k/v, 2v fil, listed at 20 k/v. 55/- each; 2 k/v
E.II.T., 4v fil, tapped at 2v, 26/- each; line
and frame scanning coils. 25/6 each; line trans,
21/- each, both items matched; focus coils, 30/
each; ht. transformer, 350-0-350v. 6.3v 6amp,
4v 8amp. 4v &imp. 0-2v 6.3v 2amp. 250ma,
with screen. 70/- each; 5hy choke, 250ma, 18/6
each; 10hy 80ma choke, 8/6 each; valve holders for EF50 valves, ceramic type. 84 each:
retaining rings for same, ad each; EA50 valveholders, bakelite type
64 each; anode clips
for EA50 valves, 2d each,
anti- Corona caps,
84 each; co- axial cable or twin balanced feeder,
80ohm. 1/- yd. 11/- dos yds only; special offer.
balanced feeder. 54 yd, 4/6 doz yds; co-axial
plug and socket, 1/- complete; above items
together with all values of resistances, variable
controls and condensers in stock for the E.E.
televisor at the keenest prices; also revised
edition of E.E, Home-built Televisor Handbook/6 copy; layout plan and wiring diagram
for EE.E. televisor, 3/6 copy; V.twatt resistances,
Ion. 220. 270. 47fi, 82 0. 12011. 1800 3900.
8200. 2.2KfL 11Kil, 39102, 470K0 10102. 1/9
dos, 18/6 gross only or assorted; 1
/ watt resist2
ances. 1000. 1500 200f/, 4000. 5000
2Kil,
2.2KfL 10KO. 16K11. 18KO. 20K.0
1501fil.
500Kfl. 1.5M0. and 51140, these in dos or assorted, 2/- doz. 21/- gross only; also most other
values at 3/- dog, 30/- gross only; 1 watt resistances, 4700, 1KO. 3.3KfL 8.2Kfl, 18101 33101.
56101. 75K0. 68KIL 1 meg. 4/- doz. 45/gross only;
2watt resistances, 2101. 18Kii,
1Mfl, 5/6 doz. 60/- gross only; 0.1mfd 2.5kv
metal tubular condensers. 2/6 each; tubular
condensers, 25mfd 25v, midget, metal tag end,
1/2 each, 13/- dos; 50mfd 50v can type and
50mfd 12v condensers, 1/- each
11/- dos;
0.01mfd 1.000v, 0.02mfd 750v. 0.135mfd 500v,
and 0.1mfd 350v. 5/6 dos; 0.1mfd 500v. 6/6
doe ' midget mica condensers. 0.001mtd. 0.0003
mfd and 0.0005mfd. 5/6 dos; can type condensers, 8mfd 450v. 2/11 each: 16-1-32mfd 350v.
4/9 each; 16+8mfd 450v, 4/3 each: 30-1-30mfd
350v, 425v surge. 8/6 each; 16+24mfd 450v.
5/6 each; 32mtd 350v. 3/- each; 32mfd 500v
cardboard drylytic condensers. 6/6 each; 16mfd
metal can drylytIc 350v condensers, 1/9 each:
midget can condensers, 16+8mfd and 8+8mfd
450v, 4/9 each; 16+16mfd 450v, 5/6 each; 8mfd
450v, 2/6 each: 32mfd 350v. 4/9 each; fixed
mica condensers, 3ppf. 3Oppf 60paf. 65ppf.
7Oppf, leOpp/. 303ppi. 307ppf 500 ppf, 570ppf,
5Wppf. MOpp/. 4.550ppf. all at 2/8 dos or
assorted dos. 28/- gross or assorted gross;
0.01.mfd mica 3 R/v and 0.005mfd mica. 3/dos; terms. c.w.o.. no c.o.d.; send 6d. extra
for postage orders under 2.5; 21/sd. as.e. all
enquiries and lists.
[ 319
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Come to
THE RADIO CENTRE
Now open-the best display of radio and
electrical
equipment
gathered
together
under one roof.
Here is a selection of some of the gear on
view at our showrooms-our stocks are vast,
you are bound to find something you want.
5- VALVE CRYSTAL CALIBRATED
RECEIVERS.
For only
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These BRAND NEW receivers are complete
with 5 valves, 100 kcb plug in Crystal and Desynn
trimmer.
Each one is packed in a transit case
and weighs 10} lb.
Size 6}in. x 13}in. x 104in.
Frequency coverage on 2 bands-2.4-13 mcis.,
with illuminated dial.
Valve line-up: EF39,
ECH35, EF50, EA50, 615G. Add St- for carriage
and packing.
MOTOR GENERATORS
LUCAS manufacture.
Brand new in original
containers.
12 v. D.C. input, 480 v. 40 mia
2.000 r.p.m. output; 6 v. D.C. input. 250 v. 50 m/a
output. For the first time-A THREE MONTHS'
GUARANTEE with a surplus equipment 1
27/6 Post free-including guarantee I
4 h.p. A.C. MOTORS
A complete A.C. Motor ready for use without
adaptation. é h.p., 2,500 r.p.m. For use on 220-250
volts A.C. mains.
Spindle fitted with 2in, dia.
pulley ready for use with small belt drive. Fitted
with 3ft. 3 way mains lead.
37/6 post free.
M OTOR ALTERNATORS
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A super Admiralty equipment in grey steel
cdbinet. With a D.C. input of 24 v., a fully regulated output of 230 v. 50 c/s A.C. is obtened.
The equipment incorporates a starter switch,
and the output is metered by means of an A.C.
Voltmeter. A control switch and fuses in both
A.C. and D.C. circuits are also incorporated.
Rating 80 watts. BRAND NEW. £6. (Carriage
and packing, íI ).
OSCILLATOR TYPE 37
A complete VFO made by RGD, inclusive of
A.C. power pack.
Frequency coverage 2270 Mc/s. Six Valves supplied: P6I, SP42, EL32,
DD4I, 807 and VU39A.
10 watts. Circuits and
calibration chart supplied. As new Ele.
ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER TO THE
FAMOUS
MOS
NEWSLETTER /
THE
MOSRAG, as it is affectionately known to its
readers, caters for every taste. Subscription fee
is 5/- per annum. Send 64. for a specimen copy.
Terms : C.W.O. Remittances payable to E. and G.
Distributing Corporation Limited.

Mall Order Supply Co.
MAI

THE RADIO CENTRE
13 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.I.
Tel. MUSeum6667/8/9

té7

MAINS transformers,
output transformers
J.V.1. and chokes for d.t.n. Williamson 8111131.111er
as per " W. World," May. 1947, and for the
economical 50watt amplifier. " W. World." Dec.
1948;
delivery ex- stock.-Metropolitan Radio
Service Company. 1021, Fincliley Rd., N.W.11
Tel Speedwell 3000.
( 2511
ET of four coils, long, medium and short.
4- pole 4- way switch, pair 465kc standard
iron cored, ifs, twin gang condenser and circuit, 13/6; Rola 5- inch energised 1.000ohm
field with tiansformer. require recentring. 7/6;
mains transformer. 280-0-280volts 80mills, 6.3volt
3amp, 5volt 2amp screened pri. drop thru chassis
type. primary input 220 and 240 volts. 13/6;
write for lists.-Cohen, 67, Raleigh Ave., Hayes.
Middx.
[ 2478
K/8 only!-Increased demand means inLP creased production and consequent lowering of costs and, therefore. as saws of the
famous Model 40 Coil Pack have increased SO
tremendously during recent months we are now
enabled to offer this pack to the public at the
new reduced price of only 55/8; this Coil Pack
is the 3- waveband superhet model with provision for R.F. Stage. it incorporates 9 high
Q iron- cored coils, high stability close tolerance
trimmers and padders, and is sturdily, constructed and adequately screened, can be supplied completely aligned and sealed at an additional cost of 5/-; the Model 40 Coil Pack is
used in the construction of the Model 40
Feeder Unit; a really high sensitivity, high
selectivity, high fidelity piece of equipment now
supplied with the latest J.B. horizontal dial
and drive assembly with spin wheel tuning at
12gos; also in stock, I.F. transformers at 10/pair; 3- waveband superhet coil packs, from
28/9; mains transformers, chokes, television
components, small components, etc., all at very
competitive prices; fuller information on these,
together with many circuit diagrams of complete sets and units, colour codes, radio constructional and servicing information and a
comprehensive catalogue is available in the
Home Constructor's Handbook now on sale at
1/- only; call, write or ' phone Ley. 4380.
THE LONDON TELEVISION Co., Ltd.. 694.
Lea Bridge Rd.. London, E.10. [ 3159
TilIADIOLECTRON, 22, Frances St..
brunL% thorpe. Lincs.-New gocds only, no W.D.
surplus goods; condensers, electrolytic. 500v.
2mfd 3/3, 4rafd 3/6, 8mfd 3/6, 16mfd 4/7,
8-8mfd 4/9, 16-8mfd 6/1, 16-16mfd 6/11, 25mfd
25v 2/4; 50mfd 50v, 3/9; 25mfd 50v,
3/41
tubulars, up to 0.0005, 7d; up to 0.005. ea;
up to 0.1. 11d; lmfd, 2/2; tuning conch. 0.0005.
1- gang 4/3, 2- gang 11/-. 2- gang with trs, 12/-;
drum or epicyclic drives, 3/-* volume controb 1g. sp.s. Lis 3/3, W/s e; wire wound
Vs. 5/-; resistances, carbon,
watt 4d. lwatt
7d, wire wound tenwatt 1/-. 5watt 1/6. 20watt
3/-; mains droppers. 0.2A.
1.000ohm. 4/4;
0.3A 800 ohm, 4/11.; transformers, output, pow/
pen. 5/6; Multiratio, 7/3; Intervalve, Pamfeed.
5/-: &T. feed, 3/- or 5/1 ratio, 6/-; Class B
driver, 7-: Q.P.P. driver. 8/6; mains. 250-0-250
or 350-0-350 6.3v and 5v or 4v heaters. 29/6;
loudspeakers p.m.. Sin 14/-. Whin 15/6, 8in
17/-, 10in 2É-; valve holders, _end 5- 7- pin. 64;
Oct. 74; U... 4- 5-6- 7- pin, 6d; Mas Oct. 64;
side cont, 1,-; toggle switches. ¡Male- hole fixing sp. on-off, d.p. on-off. s.p./d_.t ., 3/6 each;
d.p./d.t., 4/6; Pita, radiometers. 15/-; Wearite
P coils, all types. 2/9 each,' condensers, mica,
up_ to 0.0005. 94; up to 0.005. 1/-: up to 0.0 1,
1/3: terms, cash with order; orders over 10/sci stamp
post free, under add 44; c.o.d. extra; 21/
will bring you copy of our list.
[ 2520
FRANKS, 58, New Oxford St., London.
fl .W.C.1. Tel. Museum 9594.-Type 24 R.F.
units, new. In makers* cartons, price 13/6 each.
Post Paid: 15amp mercury switches, fitted with
saddle and clip. 4/- each, postage paid; car
heaters, made by Smith, Cricklewood, fitted 12volt tan and hot water radiator, dimensions
overall 8X7X71
/ In, khaki finish, ex-Oovt., new,
2
in maker's cartons, price 35/- each, post paid;
Crater rotary switches. 250 volts 10 amps a.c.,
single pole 3-way, series, parallel, ideal for photo
floods, etc.„ price 4/- each or 40/- per dos, post
paid; It. transformers, input lliD/250v a.c.,
output 15 and 30 volts. 5 amps, price 37/6 each,
post paid; G.E.O. electric fans. 24 volts d.c. or
50 volts a.c.. 7in blade and protection cradle,
in maker's cartons, price 30/- each, post paid;
extractor motors, complete with fan, 12v 3%
amps do., 16 volts a.c., new, in original packing. price 17/6, postage 1/6; synchronous clock
units, self-starting, 200-250v at., 50 cycle. fitted
Bangs= motors, consumption 21
/ watts, size
2
2Y,in diam., 2In deep,. geared 1 rev. 60 min.,
can be reset to mero by friction drive from front
or back, to run clockwisp. ideal movements for
making electric clocks, time switches, etc., nickel
plated finish, complete with 12 to 1 dial train
and 5in hands, price 22/6, post paid; Sangamo
as above. final speed one rev, per min. less dial
train, ideal for dark room, process time, etc..
price 20/- each, post paid; hour meters, fitted
Sangamo synchronous motor. with gear train,
one rev. 1/10 hours to 10.000 hours recording.
In bakellte cases, ideal for process timing, etc..
price 35/- each. postage 1/-; rotary rheostats,
25 ohms, 13
/ amp, ideal for charging, model
4
control, voltage regulators, dimmers.
Photographic work. etc., ditto 12 ohms. 214 amps, price
10/- each. postage 9t1; we have • large assortment of various ex-W.D. radar and radio equipment, relays, power packs, oxillograph units.
gears photographic apparatus available; s.a.e.
for lists.
[3202
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A BsoLuTELY complete kit of parts, with
21. instructions, for building all-dry battery
3-waveband superhet. incl. valves ( IA?, 1N5,
IH5. 105) and 6'/,ln Celestion speaker £ 6/10,

ETA
FOUR- STATION PRESET TUNER
TYPE TS41
A complete preset tuning unit for use in
superhet circuits to sel ect any three MW
and any one LW station.
Each coil tunes over the whole relevant
band by adjustment of its dust iron core.
Supplied with full instructions and a
complete receiver circuit.

Price 33'- plus 7/2 Pur. Tax.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
SERIES IT1
A midget high efficiency IFT for 465 kc,s.
Both sections permeability trimmed at
side of can.
Size : I dia. by
high.
ITt 1 critically coupled with top grid lead.
1112 is overcoupled for diode circuits
with all connections at base.

2e

Price 7/- each
PRESET TUNING COILS
TYPE V
These coils are exactly as used in the TS41
(with the addition of soldering tags) and
are now available for TRF and superhet
use. Coverage by permeability trimmer.
MW 195-530 metres, LW 850-2000 metres.
e% •
AE & Osc
3 6 e ach
H.F.
4 - each

rrice

Obtainable

ELECTRO
Well

Hill,

from

your

dealer

or

TECHNICAL
St.

direct

from

ASSEMBLIES

Leonards - on • Sea,

Susses

TELEVISION CONSTRUCTORS!
E.D.

Televisor Demonstrated Daily
All Components Stocked

DECCA, CONNOISSEUR PICKUPS, ETC.
PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS, FIDELITY
SPEAKERS. QUALITY COMPONENTS.

J. T. FILMER

MAYPOLE ESTATE,
BEXLEY, KENT.
Tel. Eicx/eyhe/th 7267

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNITS
For—

AIRCRAFT,

COMMERCIAL

USE

MARINE
are

AND

available in

the complete range from
cycles to 15 megacycles.

35 kilo-

Alternative mountings in standard
two- pin A.M. pattern 10X, International
octal, and miniature type F1243, can be
supplied for most frequencies.
Prices are fully competitive, and
we specialise in prompt deliveries for
urgent requirements.
WE WELCOME

YOUR

ENQUIRIES.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone
MA/den 0334

carr. 1/6; kit alone. 90/-1 Osmor " IQ " coil
packs, 3- wave, 33/-, c.w.o. or c.o.d.: bargain
list of kits, amplifiers, components. bluepr nts.
etc.. 21401.—N.R.S., 102. Parkhill Rd., London.
N.W.3.
[ 3164

CIONDENSERS. screakers.-16+16mfd at 500v
d.c.. at 3/6; 8+16mfd at 450v d.c., at 3/6:
16mtd, at 3/-; 0.5. 0.25, 0.1. 0.0031mfd, at 6d;
0.0035 ( variable). at 2/-; 0.0005 twin and triple
gangs, at 6/6; speakers: 5m, less transformer,
9/6; 51n, with transformer, 12/6; 610, less
transformer, 13/-; 6in, with transformers, 15/-:
8in, less transformers, 16/6; 81n, with transformers. 18/6: 10in, less transformers. 22/,—
Duke de Co., 219, Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex. [ 2670
UK- GOVERNMENT bargains.—Hand micro-2U plaones with rubber mouthpiece, press onoff swith. 3/9; 14ft extending aerials, collapse
to 2f t, 5/9; 140ft bare copper aerial wound on
spool, 2 chain insulators, rubber covered lead
in, complete, 4/9; Ilex connectors, non-revers.ble
male and female parts, complete, 1/2; Morse
tapper and double coil buzzer, mounted on board,
compartment for 44,v batt., 3/9; all post paid.
—S. & K., 15a, Kilburn Lane. London, W.I0
ONDENSEFLS, ceramics, most capacities, 29f
to 350pf, silver and standard micas to
6,000pf, all at 2/3 doz.; metal cased tubulars.
0.1/750-1,000;_ waxed tubu.ars, 0.011,500. 0.15-450, all at 3/samp.e parcel 6
each of above, 8/-,• silvered double contact wafer
switches, 2P/4W/4B, 2/6; metal cased electrolytic'. 200P 50v, 105F 25v, 7/6 doz.; all first
claim clean goods; please add postage.—J. E. L.
Postal Supplies, 133, St. James Rd., Blackburn.
OVERNMENT surplus.—Transformers, 230v
to 20v 21/
2A, 3/-; condensers, 0.1, 0.02. 0.01.
0.001, at 3/- doz.; resistors, 50 asstd. up to 5w
inc., many h.s., close tolerance, exceptional value
at 10/-; relays 1/-; wafer switches. S.P.11 way
and off, 4P3W, 2P6W, etc.; 1/-; 15watt high
quality amplifiers ( 6L65 triode connected, 811/10;
Bendix 4- band receivers, 2.4; coil pack with r.f.
stage ( 9 coils), inc. A.V.C. wiring and ht. supply to R.P. stage. 45/-; 3- gang 0.0005 to match.
8/6; 4in drum and reverse vernier drive, 2/9.—
Mail orders to Hoyle, 320, Dewsbury Rd., Wakefield.
A LLEN
85
GOULD,
5,
Obelisk
Parade,
11 Lewisham,
S.E.13,
Lee
Green
4038.—
Moving coil microphone with switch, beautiful
lob, new and boxed, 3/6, post 1/-: moving coil
headphones and mike, new and boxed, complete
with switch and leads, 6/6, post 1/3; mike transformer. 1/9, post 4d; 465 KC pre- turned I.F.
filters, 1/3, post 3d, I2/- doz, post 1/-; 5- pole
3-way switches. 1/, post 4d. 10/- doz, post 1/-:
miniature tubular condensers. . 1mf 150v, . 01m1
250v. 2/6 doz. post 3d, 24/- gross, post 1/-; 32-F
16m 350v can, 4/-, post 6d. 45/- doz. post
1/3; push-pull input transformer with split
secondary. 11/6, post
po1/-; filament transformer,
6.3v 1.5amp, '7/6,
st 6d: 60ma choke, 5/,
post 6d; 10in Pie speaker, 22/6, _post 1/3;
speaker transformers. 33/1 or 45.1. 5/-; multi
ratio, 6/9, post 64; order with confidence: all
goods are new and guaranteed; no second-hand
Govt. surplus.—Allen it Gould. 5, Obelisk
Parade. Lewisham, S.E.13.
Opposite Gaumont
Cinema.
[ 2953
Q ELENIUM
rectifiers, charger kits, trans›.7
formers, chokes.
New gozds not surplus
material. Add 7d postage up to 12/6, 1/4 above.
Latest type selenium rectifiers for L.T. packs.
etc.. with informative data sheet, S.T.C. Sen tercel 12-15v 3amp 21/-, 4amp 25/, Sarno 27/6.
5amp ha:f wave 22/, 12-15v 6amp giant finned
type 32/6, 6v 10amp ditto 25/-. 12-15v 10amp
ditto 39/6, 6v 4amp 23/6; smaller type. 24v
2.5amp 32/10. 24v 5amp 45/-, 12v 2amp 12/6,
12-15v 1.5amp 9/6, 6v 2amp 9/-. 2v '
manna
4/11. 12-15v 0.5amp 7/-; H.T. reets., small space
selenium type. 120v 20ma elm. type 7/-, 250v
60ma for i.e.-d.c. seta 7/- 110- 60ma
midgets 7/-, 250v 100ma bridge full wave 13/6,
350-0-350v 8Orna full wave for a.c. sets. 13/6:
ditto with transformer with L.T. windings, 4v or
6.3v to choice, 33/6; eliminator kit. 22 watt
trans., ht. rect., two 8mfds condensers, trickle
charge rect. for 120v 20ma eliminator with
trickle charge, 39/6; charger kits, standard kit,
S.T.C. 12-15v 3amp rectifier with 50 watt Interleaved. impregnated transformer, ballast bulb
for 2v to I2v charger, no rheo, or ammeter
needed. 45/-; ditto (lamp rect. and 75 watt trans.
with ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger. 62/-;
ditto but 2amp rectifier, 45 watt trans., ballast
bulb, 36/6; also 6v kits for 2v, 6v only, 2amp,
32/6; 3amp 42/6, 4amp 52/6, Sarno 75,-; heavy
duty kit, 140 watt trans. ( 91bs). giant 6amp
rectifier, slider res, and flush mtg.. 0-6 ammeter
for 6v, 12v charger, 2.5; or transformer and
rectifier only. E3/15; specially manufactured
crackled black, louvred cases for standard kits
only with terminals. grommets, screws, for 2a kit.
17/6 for 3amp. 4amp 20/-; crystal diodes, 3,9.
80 WATT fluorescent ballast units. complete.
C3/5; Rola Sin P.M. speakers, less trans. 15 -;
0-6amp high grade ammeters, flush, bakelite.
12/6,• 0.5ohm sliders. 10 amp 12/6, Aerovox
2mfd. 1.000v oil filled cond.. 3/6; L.T. trans.,
230v MD.. sec. 18v tapped, 14v and 5v. 22/-:

C

G

CHAMPION, m/c
Lustmphone
43, mikes.
Uplands
55/-.•
W ay.
trans.
London.
12/6 extra.
N.21.
Tel Lab 4457
[ 2986
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for anumber of very good reasons which have
been explained many times in these columns ;
they are dealt with in detail in a new leaflet
just off the press. Mr. Barker's dual drive is
famous, and many speakers made under his
licence before 1939 are yet cherished by their
enthusiastic owners.
This drive is now retained exclusively for Barker Concert Speakers
in which it isallied with an equally distinguished
new patented cone and agood magnet system.
Barker's I48a is rapidly establishing itself as
the most NATURAL reproducer for use with
high quality amplifiers ; more, the virtues of
its inherent feed-back are becoming evident
to owners of commercial receivers and radiograms with pentode output valves.
As an
extension speaker, or placed in the original
cabinet when room exists for the I
lin.
frame, it produces a marked improvement
in general quality. Ask your dealer for information or write to,
BCM/AADU, LONDON, W.C.I

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED, SILK, D.C.C., etc., most sizes
MOTORS up to IH.P. aspeciality.
STOCKIST of all RADIO COMPONENTS.
Send S.A.E. for lists to

STAN.

HOLT,

349, HIGH ST., SPIETHWICK, STAFFS.
Telephone WOODGATE 3789

RECEIVERS

for

WEST COUNTRY
AMATEURS
EDDYSTONE (140. £27/10/- cash ex stock, or test.
2.15 ,15 - down phis
for 78 weeks.
EDDYSTONE 870. The personal Receiver for marine
use. 10-61 and 110-176 metre.. 4 banda a.c./.1.,.
110-230 v. Internal epeaker. 648/0/7 inc. tax. Now
available for home use.
EDDYSTONE 880. The new super comm. Receiver
for commercial use and for discriminating amateurs.
13 valves 10-612 metres, £881-/- tax free.
0.E.C. BET400. A high quality 14 valve Receiver
11.1-2,000 metres. A refined design with a high performance.
£180 cash. No tax.
Early delivery.

G. N. PILL 8( PARTNERS
49 COBOURG STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone: 2239

April, 1949
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'PELEAD ELECTRONICS, 70. Church Rd..
Upper Norwood,
London,
S.E.19.-Condensers lOpf to 5009f, 58 ea. 6/- dos: 0.0005mfd
to 0.001mfd, 9d ea., 7/6 doz; 0.01mfd 2500vw,
1/3 ea., 12/- doz; 25mtd 25vw. 1/3 ea.. 4mfd
2/6 ea. 13infd 3/- ea., 16mfd 4/- ea.. 32mfd 5/9
ea. all 450v working', latest J.B. dials, 3 W/B.
24/- ea.. with spin wheel drive 25/- ea.; Denco.
Weante coils and components; new from stock
at keenest prices, all specified components for
W.W. and E.E. televisors; state your requirements.- Write, call or ' phone Liv. 4879. ( 3209
ELEBOOSTER for long range
television,
type R.F.2, slug and variable tuned. Input 448m/cs. 2 valve, 3 stage, co-axial plugs
and sockets, size 51/
21n
long, 21
/ in wide. 2mn
2
deep; to be inserted in series with aerial wire.
h.t. and IL. from receiver chassis,
V.R.91
valves ( EQ. to EF50), gain approx. 30; constructed in steel and sprayed blue or grey;
price £3/12/13,• R.F.1 as above but single valve.
2 tuned circuits, price £211216; power units can
be supplied, same size as chassis. price E4;
s.a.e. for leaflet.-Boscombe Flad.o. 595. Christchurch Rd.. Boscombe, Hants.
[ 3134
EMOTE position indicators, accuracy 1 de gree, comprising Magslip transmitter and
receiver, as well as auto- transformer for operation direct from 200-240 volt mains, few only
at 57/6 per set, complete with instructions. send
also for list with data on other = erns and
seLsyns. complete range available from 0.050z to
451b per inch torque; also 10 watt linear wirewound Berco M10 potentometers, 1R 4/9, 50K
5/-; 2- gang carbon pots, 1 meg-1 met'. 3/6; all
goods ex-Govt., but fully_ guaranteed and post
free.-11.teten Radio. 1, Hopton Parade. Streatham High Rd.. London. S.W.16. Streatham 6165.
nEE ELECTRIC for reliable lines at competitive prices; satisfaction guaranteed;
61n
C.R.T. mask for V.O.R.97, etc., blk_. . 3/6,• 6in
C.R.T. enlarger. 27/6+p.p. 1/6,• ex- Goy. photoelectric cells, type C.M.G.25, 100v.w., 7/6 each;
12in p.m. speakers by famous makers, 3 ohms.
75/-; new ex- Gov. 24v d.c. input, 230v a.c. output. 50v 100 watt rotary converters. only 55/-;
centre zero 5-0-5 ma. meter, 21/
2 dia., new. 8/6
each: 10- pin large octal plug and socket. exA.M., 2/- pr; 7- pin ditto, 1/9 pr; ' phone plug
and socket. P.40. 3/- pr; ex-58 set high resistance headphones and mic., 10/6 set; 50mfd
50v.w. electrolytic condensers, metal tubular,
2/- each; flexible screened and insulated mic.
cable, 9d_yd,. 8/6 dozen; 5 meg carbon pots. Min

yodie San" to qet it at

T

R

plu -in

standard 2- pin
g
available of same); postage extra; bulk inquiries
Invited.
GEE ELECTRIC. 15, Little Newport St., London.
W.C.2. Ger. 6794.
[ 3154
VLECTROLYTICS, Cans 8-16mfd, 450v. 3/11
19 ea., 38/- doz; 16-32mfd. 350v, 3/11 ea..
36/- doz; 32mfd. 350v, 2/6 ea.. 27/- doz:
500mfd. 12v, 1/9 ea.; P.M.
speakers,
best
makes. Sin L/T 10/6, 5in with transformer
12/11, 81n L/T 12/11. with trans. 16/9. 10in
with trans. 23/9; chassis ( receiver) 16 s.w.g..
alumirrum, 10-5 1
/ -2in 3/-, 11-6-2 1
2
/ in 3/9, 12-82
21,4in 4/3. 1691 -2 4in 5/3. 20-8-2 1
/ in 6/6: Mid2
get chassis -4 - 11
/ in.punched
2
fully punch for 4v
T.R.P. 3/6; selenium rectifiers, small size. 600v
40m5 !LW. 3/- ea., 30/- doz; 250v 550ma H W.
or V.D., 2/9 ea. 30/- doz: 250v 65ma H.W.,
3/6 ea.. 36/- doz; 250v 93ma H.W., 4/9 ea.,
48/- doz; 120-0-120v P.W. 100ma. 3/- ea.. 30/dos; 120-0-,Nov F.W. 40ma. 2/9 ea.. 27/- dos;
12v 1
/ a. 1/6 ea.. 12/9 dos: R.A.P. test buzzers
2
with Morse key and battery. 3/9 ea.; Morse keys.
super quality, 9/- dos; ex-Govt. dry batteries.
brand new, 22 1
/ v. 1/6 ea.. 15/- doz: ex-Govt.
2
block electrolytics. 32mfd 450v. 1/9 ea, 16/6
doz; c.w.o. or c.o.d. post 1/- extra. All goods
new and unused. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
21/
a 1stamp for full list.
Trade supplied-Redo
Supply
y Co., 15, Qun
Queen Square, Leeds, 2. [ 3208
/- only brings you one of the famous
model 30 coil packs; this pack has
gained
universal
renown
among
amateur
and professional radio engineers for its high
quality workmanship and performance; brief
specification:
3-waveband ( L.M.S.)
superhet
pack for 465 kc/x Iy, single hole fixing, 6
Individual high ' Q'
iron- cored coils, high
stability close tolerance padders and trimmers;
can be supplied completely aligned at an additional cost of 3/-•, 5- valve circuit diagrams
forwarded with each pack.
In response to
many requests we are now supplying a set of
components. aligned and matched to
each
other, for the construction of the HF. portion
of a superhet receiver at only 69/-; this
set comprises the 30 coil pack: 1 pair " MM
I.P. transformers, 2- gang condenser and the
new superb horizontal J.B. tuning assembly
with spin- wheel tuning and complete with
bronze escutcheon and three- colour glass scale
on black backing plate, a really magnificent
outfit!
Also in stock: Model 40 coil packssimilar to model 30 but with provision for H F.
stage, £2/2 only; IF. transformers at 10/pair, and a comprehensive range of radio
and te .evislon components st the .owe.st pr ces.
The Home Constructor's Handbook contains
details of all our products, many circuit diagrams, a complete catalogue. colrur codes,
technical information, and rad'd constructional
and repair information. This hand • ook. wh•ch
is normally priced at 2/6. we are now supplying at 1/- post free, or we will send a cony
entirley free with any order amounting to El
or more.
St7PACOILS,
98,
Greenway
Ave.,
London.
E.17.
[ 3114
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ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS
Resiitances. Special offer. Parcel containing 100
popular emceed values 1-watt type, 8/6 per 100,
kwatt tyre. 11/6 per 100. ( Trade enquiries invited.)
M/Coil Speakers.
Well-known mire.' punka, all
2/3 ohm. and P.M. 10in.. 23/6 ; Sin.. 17/- ( 15 ohm,
18/9i ; slat.. 16/6 ; bin., 10,11 and 124 (* ith
Trend., 18/6); Wa..13/9 :
Energieed
also available in all sixes.
Timing Pend. ( Twin Gang). . 0009 mid. ceramic, 7/6
(with 'Trun., 8/6) ; . 0003 mid, with Trim.. 8/6.
Midget . 0001 mid., 4/- .• Midget . 0005 mid., with
Trim., 10/6; Midget . 00035 mid., 14 xlIin.x 2in.
10/8. 4- Gang . 0005 mid., 5/9 : 3-gang . 0009 mfd..
Coils, T.R.F. Matched pair, M. a L. 6/9. Weymouth
ditto, 9/6 pair. 8/Het. matched, S.11. S L.. 8/9.
10/6 and 11 ,6 pair. AU Wearite " P " Coil.,
each, including R.N., B.P.O. and Al,.
Vibrator Trine 6V in, 290-0-2450 v. 100 m/s. out
(aim available in 12 v.). 9,6.
IF. Trend., 465 k/c. New well-known mfrs.' eurplus.
xfin. xliin. Perm. Tuned, 9/- each.
Potentiometers. Centralab. bK, 10K, 25K, 50K,
100K, I. I, 1and 2 Meg., lem Switch, 4/3. With
Switch, 6/, Midget with Switch, 4, Iand 1Meg.,
6/-. Special . 75 Meg., with Switch, 4/9.
Electrolytic.. B.E.C. Midget Can 8m/d 450 v.. 2/11
8.8 mid. 450 v. 1dia. xIj, 4/9; 8-16 told. 450 v.,
4/11. Dubiller 8 mid. 500 v. Card. Tub., 4/..,
T.M.C. 32 mid. 460 v., 4/9 ( and many other types).
Meter
m
e ra,te
•ye
e
n.; 0-W
1'38
ml
/17117Z
0.5
mis;
419 ;
Selenium Rectifiers. H.T., hiwave; 250 v. 50 mt..
5/9 ; suo V. too mla. 5/9 • 250 V. 100 mi.. 7/6;
250 v. 300 m/a, 13/9; Bridge Rect.• 6v. 14 amp.,
8/9; 12 v. 14 amp., 12/6; 12 v. "3amp.. 241- :
12 v. 6 a.. 37/6; 70 v. 14 a.. 37/6. Also L.T.
2/12 volte at I amp., 3/6.
Television Trend, E.H.T. 4,000 v. 3m/a, 2v. 11 amp.,
45/.; 500-0-500 v., 250 on/a. 4 it. 5a., 6.3 v. 8a..
75/- ; 350-0-850 v. 250 mt.. 0.3 v. 6 a.. 4v. 8a.,
4 y. 3 a., 6.3 v. (tapped 2 v.), 2 a., 72/6. 5K.V.
3 mia, 2 Volt lj ampo., 574 ( also available with
4v. (a 1amp.).
Charger Trans!. Each has input 230 v., output. 24 v.
(tapped 15.8 and 4v.), 3amps., 27/8 ; 30 v. ( tanned
15 and 9 v.), 3ampe., 25/6 ; 15 v. (tapped 9 v.)
3 ampo., 17/6.
Filament Tune
Input 200-250 v., output 6.3 v.,
li ampo., 9/-. Aleo with output 4v. 11 amps., 9/,
Fa-Govt. T.M.C. Reed-type Headphones. 70 ohm.,
1/9 each ( 3/6 pair with lead's. Single earphone..
76 ohm., with adjustable Headband, 1/8. Midget
Output Trane. 32-1, and Parafeed Tir., 4-1, both
1ln. lin. tin.,
each.
PIPull lntervalve
2.64 each half. Output Tir. 60-1, both II In. xléln.,
3/- each. Tannoy Traumas" Carbon Mike inset,
2/3. Midget Intervalve Trend,
5.1 or 104,
3/9 each. Multi-ratio Matching " ranch). 4winding.
(2 C.T.) over 10 ratio. betwa..3 10 and 100-1.
21n. x14in.
3/9. 12 volt D.O. motor suitable
for model.. 19/6. Moving Coll Mike with 8/E
Switch, 2/6.
M/Coil Headphone, 21-. Carbon
Hand Mike, with 0)10 Switch, 2/11. . 1 mid.
5,000 volt Mainebridge 9/9. . 25 mid 2.000 v.
ns1,ricige, 1/6.
Throat Mike., 3;6 .6 mid.
Maio„
2fr
2
t
Oezzard AC. 100/2.50 v. Orafil. Motor with Turntable
and Pick-up, Auto-stop, £5 18s. ed.
Plessey Auto Changer, AG. 200/290 v., 8 record.
mixed. Moi Pick-up. £18 es. 84.
Collazo Gram. Motor. Auto Stop, Turntable, A.C.
100 /250 v., £5 1.4s. 44.
L.F. Chokes. Midget 10 Hoy. 250 ohm 40 m/a, 3/8.
Standard 15/20 Hoy. 250 ohm 60 We, 6/6. 20 Hoy.
300 ohm 100 mi., 12/9 • 5 Huy. 60 ohms 250 m/a,
18/6; 20 Hoy. 250 ohm 120 m/a. 18/6.
Coil Packs. Osmor Midget 341n. xlin. o21i0. cover.
8.91-L Wave, Iron Duet Core Coils, 23/, Weymouth Standard, coven f1-91-1, leaves, 86/8.
Output Trend. Wharfedale Midget 30-60 or 90-1,
8/9,
Elston Multi ( over 12 Ratio. eome
6/7 watts, 8/-. Kingeway Multi Ratio, all C.T. Sor
p/Pull, suit PX4, 6L6, etc., handle 13 watts', 24/9
(oleo available in 30 watt type, 30/-).
Moving Iron A.O. Meter, 2iin. 0-300 volt. 12/9.
Rotary Trans!. New. Input. 230 v. AC., output,
12 V. D.O. 65 en/a. 22/8. Also input 490 y.
output 12 v. D.O. ( or 230 v. in, gives 6v. D.O. out),
19/6.
3-Watt Amplifier Kit. Consists of complete kit of
parta including 51/Coil Speaker, to construct small
Ameiller, ideal for home uee on gram., price 72/8 ;
(circuit supplied).
Similar complete kite, with
detailed hatructions, can be supplied for Amplifiers
with between 5to 30 watt output.
214. stamp for very full Stock Lista. When
74-ordering please cover puking and pontage.
STERN

é-2A0110

LTD.

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Telephone: CENtral 5814 and 2280.
eema
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T.F.T.s 465, 6/- pr.; 3 W.B. coil pack kit,
9/6; 8mfd, 450v. 2/-,• 100 PP/10Q PP, 2011
eyelets, etc.. 1/- gross; 0.3amO. 520011 m areY pers. 2/3; mains transformers, 16/6; 50 PF
trimmers 46. knobs 4d. B.C. adaptors 54; send
for cheapest list in
England.-Sussex
Electronics Ltd. ( C). Riley Rd., Brighton.
Tel.
4445.
13126
voR sale, any reasonable oftera considered,
J.
5,000 Dubilier Minicap 0.001mf, 350v working 9 000 Dubilier Minicap 0.01mf, 350v working 10,000 Dubilier Minicap 0.005, 350v working 6,000 T.C.C. type 543 0.001mf, 500v working 5,000 T.C.C. type 543, 0.001ml, 500v working -Apply Box No. A 2237, liaddons, Salisbury
Square. London, E.C.4.
13060
•VX-GOVT. buzzer repeaters, contain Ramp
12à Morse key, high resistance earpiece, miniature surface switch, brass S.B.C. , (amen /AMPho.der, wired up, ail mounted on heavy bakedte,
Admiralty pattern, all for 5/11; eight bank mirti
um- selector switches, used, perfect, 15/-,• 5ma
Instrument
2/-; transformers, 230 input, 2-0-2 output, 6/6,• electricians 10in screwdrivers,
three
for 2/- :-Passingham ( DeptW.W.), North St.. Kelghley. Tel. 3680.
l3168
ADIC) CLEARANOt:, Ltd., 27, Tottenham
Court ttd., London W.1.-dpecial clear
R
kuce corer: Receivers, R.1481; to gain space.

-

W6 oiler the remainder of our ataxic of toes*
wed-gnown recs., orand new, in transit cases.
compete with valves, tuning meter, =cult
diagram, etc., at £411916. carr. pax': re ceivers, R.u.19, 6- valve straight rec..
ith
3 XL,. stages, using piug-in coils, H11.R.O.
,ype, valvea 2-18s, 2- as, 1-1642, Deck crackle
cue. 15inx8inXdin, supplied compete with
valves and 6 coil packs. covering 101-305, 281455, 524-044, 1205-4135, 2960-4020, 5865-6255.
50/5-7180, 8750-1.58o0dC/3. £4/10. cam paid;
persona, receivers. B.C.728c, 7-viuve rec.. using
1.4v valves. with 4 push- buttons covering 2suppiled brand new. compete with
vaives. 2 and 12v violators. 2v A.O.C., telescopic A.1.;., etc.. £ 9/9 , carr. paid; mains
trans., ad primaries 200/250v 50c/s, sec. 2300-250v 100ma, 5v 2a, 6.3v 2e C.T.. 15/6; sec.
2/5-0-275V 120ma, 4v 2a, 4v 3a, 13/6; sec.
460v 200ma, 210v 15rna, 6.3v 5a, 16/6; stepdown trans., 200/250v to 110v, 60w rating.
enclosed, 19/6; smoothing choice. 5h 120ma.
1401/ 5/-, 512 200ma 9011 7/6. 15h 200ma 15011
96 ( 61
/ X 492X 31/
2
am)
20h 300ma 15011, weight
15lb ( size 7X5X5) 26d-; electro,ytic». 1314 170v
1/9, 8mf 350v 2/3.
mf 450v 2/6. 16mf 350v
3/-, 16m1 450v 3/6. 8+8 450v card 4/-, 8+24
350v 3/-, 16+16 350v (1/- 16+24 350v 4/6.16+
16+16 450v card 4/6 16416 500v can 5/-, 8+32
450v can 5/-, 16+32 450v can 5/-, 32+32 450v
card 5/-. 16+24-8 450v can 5/9, 24m1 350v
card 2/6, 500mf 12 or 15v 2/-,• all above except 13inf are 11
/ in dia., 100m13v 3d. 100mf
2
6v 84, 25m1 25v 1/6, 100m1 25v single bolt
fixing 1/6, 25m1 50v W/E 1/9, 32m1 450v
wire- ended 4/6; loudspeakers, P.M. 51n, less
trans,
13/6.
with
lb/11;
614,in less trans
15/_11, 10in with trans 32/6; type 27, 18/6;
R.F. units, used, in goodcondition, with
valves, type 24 8/6, type 25 10/6. postage 1/6
extra,- marker beacon receivers. BC357, with
2 valve» ( 1208, 128R7), chassis
x3x wen,
8/6; modulators, B.0.45613. with 3 valves,
1625,
12J5,
VH150/30.
new,
13/6:
output
trans.,
first-class Jobs, 2.000/211, 2,500/211,
2.750/21). 3.000/211 7,000/4a,_ 5/6,' 4.500/211
3/9; multi
ratio, 7,000/3.500/1.750/21/. 4/6;
heavy duty. 7,000/2(1, 4/6,• kit for superhet
constructors,
comprising
bg.W.
A.E.,
M.W.
Ose. L.W.A.E., LW. Ose. coils ( yen formersX
11
/ 1n), . 0005 2- gang condo. ( standard
2
Min
spindle ' Min long), 1 pr. 465kc/s. Iron-cored
I.F.s small size, 17/6. post 1/- extra; switches
small size, single bang, 2P 5w, 2P 6w, 3P
4w, 4P 31v, 2/-• switches, standard Yaxley
type 1. 2P 6w 113% 2/-•' 2P 4w 2B. 2/6; 4P 3w
28, 2/6; 2P 4w 3B, 2/9; oak type, IP 10w
2B, 2/9; all switches have long spindles; ceramic switches. 2P 3w 2/..„, 3P 3w 2/6; tr.mmers, ceramic 3-50 pl. 3 on a bar. 1/6; I15 pf singles 44, 3-30 pf air- spaced concentric.
64; air-spaced variables. Mmn spindles. 25 pt.
50 pt. ceramic bases. 1/-; 25 pf butterfly, 1/-;
50 ist differentials. 1/-; Mansbridge condensers,
4mf. 1,000v wkg., 2 in a packet, 7/6; car
radio power packs, with 12v 4-p n vibrator and
0.34 valve, on chassis 51
/ X3t5X1 1
2
/ . output
2
250v 65ma, brought out on 8ft screened lead,
17/6: meters. moving coil. metal- cased. 2in
circular 0/500 microamp, 7/6; 0/15-600v ( reQuires ext rea), 6/6; 0/20 or 0/40a ( with
shunts), 5/-; bakelite cased 2in square 0/500
microamp. 9/6; 0/1ms 7/6. 0/5ma
0/50ma
7/-, 0/150ma
6/-, 0-300v d.c. ( series res.
supplied). 7/-; bakelite cased 21/sin c.rcular
0/100 microam_p_ P.S.D. scaled megohms. 4-2-5inf. 18/6; 0/500 microamP 16/6, 0/30ma 7/-,
0/50 ma 8/6, 0/100ma 9/6, 0/200ma 9/6,
0/15v 7/-, 100-0-100v lma F.S.D. 7/-, O/lma.
desk ' type, 15/-; control units. with 2-2in
square meters. 0/5ma. 0/40v, toggle SW. 5and 7- pin sockets. 8/6,' Telesanic receivers,
with 4 Hivac midget 1.4v valves. 3XRH. an/
1XRP. 25/-: vibrator trans., 12v input. 250
65ma output. 5/-; 12v 4- pin vibrators. 3
vis indicators, crossover needle, with 2
microarnp movements. 5/-; type 3, wit
300 microamp movements and .2 low s"
neons. 3/6; S.M. dials, as on R.P.211
less cursor, 4/11; P.M. rotary trans.
units. 12 or 24v Input, outputs 250•
30v . 3a 6.5v 2.5e, 7/6; Master Our
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RYALL, " Utopia," Mayfield Rd.. Herne
say. Kent; mall order only; postage or carriage extra; c.o.d. £ 1 or over; special list for the
trade: U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended
GOVT. SURPLUS,
UNUSED
0.1m.f. 500v 7/6 dog., 350v 5/6 doz.; U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended 0.5m.f. 350 7/6 doz.:
Mansbridge lm.f. 500v wkg. 3-2/-; Mansbridge
4m.f. 400v wkg. 2/3 each; silver mica 10p.f..
200p.f., 300p.f., 400p.f.. 500p.I. 3/6 doz.;
mica 0.01m.f. 3-1/3; all condenser guaranteed;
Amphenol type British 5- pin chassis valve
holders, 3/6 doz.; international octal chassis
valve holders, paxolin. 4,- doz.; bar type 3gangs 5/-; bar type 4- gangs 5/-; resistors 3
/ watt
4
and 1,:evatt assorted 100 ohms to 2 meg. level
assortment 40-5/-; switches. SB. 2P 6w miniature
1/6, 3B, 2P 6w five poles total 2/3 each; SB.
We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE
9w 2/-, 2B SP 6v/ 1/6, SB. SP. 3w 1/-, 2B. 3P.
3w 2/, SB. 2P, 4w 1/3; twelve- way group boards
DELIVERY from very generous
with 9-1w and likw resistances, etc. 2/, all
new; twenty other types in stock; octal plugs,
stocks, awide range of ultra- high
cap and chassis socket, 3-3/-, with tags 3-3/6;
high resistances phones with sponge earcaps.
quality fixed paper Condensers,
with good class microphone, all wired into plug
type 1011,10991, 10/9 pair; metal boxes, black
from . 001 µF to 8ILF. Also STOCKS
finish with quarter Inch paxolin panel, fixing
of small, genuine MICA Condenlugs and corner sockets. size 81/
2 X7 1
,4X3 1/
2 deep.
6/9 .qich new; 10.000 ohm bakelite cased volume
controls medium spindle 1/6; metal cased minisers from . 00001 ( 10 pf) to . 01 uF
mum depth 3
/ meg vols., short spindle 1/6 each;
4
special list for trade.
(10,000 pf). Prices are exceedingly
U
EN1NE
bargains by post—Potentiometers
moderate.
G wire wound, 1K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 25K, 2/-;,
Selenium rectifiers, h/wave, 375v, 80m.a., 3/9;
tuning condensers. 0.0005 2- gang, 7/3; volume
Enquiries are invited for manufaccontrols with switch, 3
/ .3
4
/ .lmeg, 5/11; output
4
turers' requirements, wholesale
transformers, pentode, 4/6;
filament transformers, input 200-250v, output 6.3v 1.5a 7/6,
and
export
only
for
bulk
6.3v 3a 9/-. p.m. speakers, well-known nianf.,
5in with trans. l5/-, filti with trans. 17/6, 10in
quantities, and for scheduled deWith trans. 22/-; electrolytics: 16mfd 350v, all.
can. 2/3; 32mtd 350v, all. can, 2/3: 16-18mfd
liveries over aperiod, as required.
450,, all. can. 4/6; 25mfd 25v, a ll, can , 1/3;
8mfd 500v, card tub., 3/9; 2mfd 350v, card tub..
Most condensers are now avail1/3; special offer. 0.12 by 8K, 4/9; if, chokes:
20henries 360ohms 60 ma., 7/6; 10henries
able for immediate delivery.
100ohms
100m.a..
ex-Govt.,
4/-•
10henries
200ohms
150m.a.,
14/-:
5henries
50ohms
250m.a., 18/-• send 23
/ d. stamp for complete
4
Please request our 4 page bulletin CONSEVEN 01114
lists; mail order only; please cover cost of postage and packing, cash with order.—A.R.K., 4,
queen Sq., Brighton. Sx.
[ 3186
ESTECTORS. WX6 and W112. clean. unused. 9d each; switches. rotary. 2- bank
each. 3- pole 3- way. 2/3 each. 6 for 12/-; 2180 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
bank each. 1- pole 6-way, no stop, 1/11 each;
1- bank 1- pole 9-way. 2/- each; co-ax plugs
and sockets: B/L 7- pin chassis socket and plug.
and 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool 3, Lancs.
1/6 pr. 3 for 4/-: Systoflex lmm 13
/ Yd "% on
4
co-ax polythene. 75ohm. 9c1 yd; valve holders.
5- pin amphenol, 6d; int. oct., 6d; EF50 ceramic.
1/, diode cradle. 6d; BOA. 2/-•, speakers. Celestion. 3i/in, bargain, as new, high quality. guarTELEVISION
RECEIVERS
anteed, 15/6; Plessey 51n, less trans 16/6, with
trans. 19/- meters. San West lma. 2in rd. fl.
SCANNING and FOCUS COILS
m/c, 9/6; San West lma. 23
/ in rd., fl.
4
scaled 0-100, 18/-; Ferranti ha. 23
/ 1n rd.
4
TIME BASE COMPONENTS
m/c, 16/-; San West 5ma. 2in so, fi., m/c, 12/6;
San West 30ma. 211,in rd.. fl.. m/c. 10/6; San 7KV. EHT. RF.
UNITS and
West 100ma. 2in sq. 11., m/c, 12/6; Ferranti
0-300v 2in sq. fi. with resistor. 8/6; 1132A reTRANSFORMERS
ceivers. new in makers' cartons. £ 4/19/6, packing and carriage 10/-• also 3084A receivers, new.
Publications post free

CONDENSERS
of all types . . .

5

SOLON MODELS

SOLON electric »Waring mare have proved their weaver lor continuous service wider the mow examng
condmons. 5 models; 240 watt oval tapered bit: 125 wed
ore tapered and round pencil bits and 65 wee oval
tapered and round pencd bite. Each model complete
with S feet of Henley 3-core Recibir. Now »Wield.
from Mock. Wrste lor Folder Y.10.

Egly_L_E_y
SOLON „..
ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
W.

T.

HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51.53 Manua Gardm, London, C.C. I

TRANSFORMERS 8( COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.
MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND
Filter Colis + 1% a Speciality.

JOHN FACTOR LTD.

9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY,
'Phone: Torquay 2162

DEVON

HILL 8( CHURCHILL LTD.
BOOKSELLERS

SWANAGE,

DORSET

Available from stock
" Radio Handbook "—Smith—Ilth
Edition—U.S.A....

21/.

" Antenna Manual "—Smith—latest edt. 21/** Theory of Thermionic Tubes "—Chaffee 391" Principles

of

Radio

Engineering"—

" Television "—Zworykin & Morton ... 42/" Fields and Waves in Modern Radio "—
Ramo & Whinnery—U.S.A.
33/" Electric Circuits and Wave Filters "—
Starr— English
2.5/" R.F. Measurements by Bridge and
Resonance Methods "— Hartshorn4th Imp.
. 2I/-

Postage Extra.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.

W-1,Yacif
árpodiltia él;
s;sjé,
v

Partners, 49'.
Plymo .
uth. 'Tel. 2239.
rrELEVISION 1 snded components exact to
J.
E.E. designer's specifications, vision chassis
fitted valveholders. coil formers, 22/6; sound
ditto chassis. 18/6; time base ditto. 18/6; Power
ditto chassis. 25/-• set gantrys, clips. control
panel. 10/-; complete chassis assembly with
gantrys. etc.. £4/1319;
Aden deflector coil
assembly. 32/6: line transformer, 32/6 ; focus
coil. 32/6; set 8 coils, fully wound, with h.f.
chokes. 15/-: television aerials, Hunts 0.1mfd
tubular condenser with clip. 7,000v.w., 14.000v
test. 19/6; rubber 'mask for gin tube. 11/-; Magnavista screen enlarger. figns: co- axial cable.
1/3 per yard; e.b.t. transformer 4,000v, 2-0-2v,
60/-*. ditto. 5.000v. 2-0-2v. 65/-; E.E. M anua l,
A M odern Home Built Televisor, 2/9; s.m.l,
wave horizontal drive assembly complete with
escutcheon, size of glass dial 9InX4Yin, 24/-;
ditto flywheel tuning 25/-: glass s.m.l. dial.
6X8in.
4/6;
American
throat
microphones.
boxed, 3/- each: condensers, 8mfd 450v. 2 /6 :
16mfd 350v, 2/6; 13mfd 350v. 2/-• 8X16mfd
450v. 5/6; 16X16mfd 450v. 7/-: chqke. 150ma,
10hy. 14/-; walnut cabinet. complete with ornamental speaker, grill and escutcheon, size 153
/ In
4
wth.X18 3
/ in. ht.X10 3
4
/ 1n. 37/6: rotary trans. in
4
6-12v. out 200-480v 50ma. or as motor. d.c.
mains. 15/-; drive cord in 25-yd spools. 3/6
each; miniature 2- gang condensers, fitted trimmers with perspex cover, for personal receivers.
10/6 each,' butera, 2/- each; 4- pin vibrators, 6v.
6/-: switches. Yaxley type. 3- pole 2- way 2/-. 4Dole 3-way 3/- 4- pole 4-way 3/6. 6- Pole 4-way
4/6, 14- pole S-way 7/6; midget switches. 4POle 3- way 3/4-Dole 2- way 3/-, enamell ed
copper wire, various gauges, in v4ib reels; tinned
cooper wire. 18. 20 22. at 1/6 per 3
/ 1b reel:
4
transformers, heavy duty push-pull for 6L6.
ditto 6V6, 21/-•. filament transformers. 6.3v
1.5amD 8/-, 4v 3amp 12/6: t.r.f. coils, M/L wave.
with circuit. 7/6 per pair: M. wave ditto. 5/per pair; p.m. Speakers less trans. 3in 12/6 each.
Sin 12/6 each. 8in 17/6 each; with trans. 51n
17/6 each 8in 21/- each. 101n 27/6 each: full
list at 23
/d. postage all orders,—O. Greenbelt.
4
Ltd. 265, Whitechapel RC.. London, E.I. Bis.
507P.
13196

HAYNES RADIO LTD.
Queensway, Enfield.

A BRILLIANT NEW AMPLIFIER
" THE RD JUNIOR."
This outstanding addition to our range of
high fidelity products, announced lut month,
is now being demonstrated at our Hampstead
premises.
The amplifier may be heard working in
conjunction with the Decca pick-up, and
some of the leading high fidelity loudspeakers.
Do not let the price of this amplifier give
you the impression that the performance
is in any way inferior.
We feel confident
in stating that, in it's particular price class,
this is the finest amplifier available to-day,
with a performance usually only associated
with more expensive equipment.
An illustrated brochure describing the
RD Junior in full is available, and will be
forwarded on request.
Amplifier wired and tes'ted

£ 19 10

0

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
106, Heath Street, Hampstead, London,
N.W.3.
HAMpstead 6901.

April, 1949
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surplus bargains; all prices
carriage paid U.K.; Bendix radio compasses,
28. 150-1.500 kc/s, 28v d.c. input , as new ,
10; Phil«, receiver BC966A. IFF. contains
18v motor, 13 valves, also ABK1. ABK5, similar
with 10 valves, as new, £ 1/15; as new 1155A.
£12; test set 73. 230v a.c., 50 c/S, £ 5 : Power
unit 297, input 24v d.c.. contains motor and
voltage stabiliser. 15/-; frequency conversion kit.
crystal units MMC 509 invaluable for transmitter constructors, as brand new, lo makers'
cartons. £5; as new 1132M, in transit boxes,
£6; frequency meter BC 906D. with sig. generator and receiver BC 1066. £ 6/10; as new.
100 kc/s crystals; 10/-; 1 milliamp meter rectifiers, 2/6; condensers, 2mfd, 600v, 2/-; 4mfd,
800v. 3/-; 0.01mfd, 1,000v d.c.. 4/- per dos:
head sets, U.S.A. HS 30, 5/-; if there is something you require and cannot get, let us quote
you for it; your enquiries are invited.-Dept. B.
Buchanan Dunlop Se Co., Ltd.. 27, Denmark
St. London, W.C.2.
[ 2993
TROUBLED by noise from fridges. vacuums
1or electric blankets?
Fit a suppressor. 4sect, cast case, dust cores, 16 swg, 4 0.1 condo..
carry 10e. size 41/
2X4X2, 5/9; vit. resistors, 31,
4K, 5K, 7K, 50K, 80K, 30y. 350. 12+2K, 50K,
75K 75w, 1/6; 19. 36. 80, /../K. 20K, 25K, 100w;
125. 150. 430. 850, 7K, 10K, 12K, 20K, 25K,
40K, 75K, 200w. 1/9; 100 or 300ohm presets.
6d; selenium rectifiers, 2d per watt; 24v min.
viz. la 4/-, 0e 24/-, VA 200v 8/4. 75ma 500v
6/3; 20v buzzers, 2/-, junct. boxes, 8X3)(2,
1/-; 750v wkg. oil conds.. 104-8mf 3/9. 8m1
3/-. 0.1 bake. tube 6d; 0.5 lkv, 1 or 2m1 250v,
panel lamps. 4/- dos; 250v 5a switches. 6d,• enclosed holders, 2 10e fuses. 9d; 4-way. 1/6; block
connectors, 2-way 4d, 4- way 6d; scr. inst. cases.
11X7X8, 2/6; 18ft dipoles. 7/6; 24v 3w bulbs,
6d; 605 33 swg. 1/-•. terminals 1/3 doz: 2ba
ch. 2in 43 doz, 4ba % ch, Ve ch.. mixed 3d doz,
all with nuts; cut pieces, 18 swg wire and eleevtrig, approx. 12ft, 60; post free over 5/-; no
c.o.d.-69, Allerton Grange Way, Leeds, 7. Tel.
66146.
[ 2976
A MAZING radio surplus bargains!
Search1-2, light radar control receivers ( Elsie). 19
valves, mostly 6.3v I.P., llmc5s, broadband.
freq. 200mc/s, splendid cabinet, a beautiful
job for high gain TV or amateur conversion,
unused, in maker's packing, 60/-;
med um
wave conversion coils for BC453 and BC455,
stipulate type required, with instructions. 10/6;
genuine BC453 plug-on dynamotors, 14v or
28v. 12/6; new power relays. 230v a.c. operated, switch lkw. 17/6; television units, type
RP26. guaranteed, unused, maker's packing.
35/-; unused 3cm radar scanning units, parabolic, reflector, wavegif de, powerful motors.
25/-•,‘ guaranteed speakers by famous makers,
flin with transformer. 16/3; Sin with transformer, 7,000 ohms, high flux type, 14/3,
less transformer 12/3; receivers. type '76, 150505kc/s. 3-valves, unused, In fitted case, with
circuits, 30/-; new amplifiers, 16129, midget
906. ideal for deaf aid conversion. etc., 15/-:
receivers R1125, 2 valves, freq. approx. 30mc/s, ceramic valveholders, complete w.th circuits. 8/-: aerial tuning units, type 126, rotatable inductance, R.P. ammeter. rev counter,
7/-; Morse practice sets, quality key high note
buzzer,
new.
4/10;
unused,
perfectly new,
MOPA tuning units. CAY47155.1.5-3mc/s. precision dials, ceramic switches ( stud type), instrument cabinets, 17/6; absolutely perfect,
new, in leather cases. American Star identification instruments, with instructions. 3/-; Antenna tuning units. BC306. varlometer type.
S.M. dial, ceramic switch. 11/-• R.C.A. qualpush-pull
26eiggIlUé 'tell 230v ac..
unused, maker's case, complete, £ 16/5, de
luxe model. 25 watts, chromium fittings, £25;
American scope units. BC929,
tube 3BP1,
panel controls, for focus, shift, brilliance,
etc.. unused.
70/-;
unused
control
boxes
BC1366. Yaxley type, potentiometer. jacks. 3/-;
push-button units
BC602, 5 buttons. 5/6;
guaranteed electrolytics, 32/350v 2/6. 8+16/
450v or 16+16/450v. 6/6; all can type; transmitter receivers. RDF No. 1 13 valves, 145mc/s, 35/-; new, unused American box kites
for elevating antenna, alloy framework. 16/-:
terms
c.w.o.;
prices
include
carriage;
no
lists.-Lawrence's, 61, Byrom St., Liverpool. 3.
Cen. 4430.
[ 3200
WANTED, EXCHANGE. ETC
DTANTED. feeder unit for W.W.Q.A..-MnsVT c- ugh. 46. Elm Av., Upton. Wirral. [ 3087
ANTED. W.W. circuit for Colvern Ferrocart
coils.-Meggs. St. Barnabas Villas. S.W.8.
A MERICAN manuals, instruction bcoks. and
.t2, catalogues.-Harris. Strouds, Pangbourne,
Berks.
[3052
" WIRELESS World." Jan.. 1943. to Dec.,
VY 1948; offers.-73, Mill Rd., Burgess Hill,
Sussex.
[ 3009
ll/r ANUAL for reception set R.201: purchase
ILL or
loan.-Harris,
Strouds,
Pangbourne.
Berks.
[ 3050
Ill-rANTED, " W.W." for Feb.. March. June.
VT July, 1947; full price and postage paid.Box 4772.
[ 3090
WEtypes-University
Pay top prices for used
Radio,
testLtd..
equipment.
22. Lisle
all

W

London, W.C.2.
Tel. Ger. 444 7 and Ger.
f3992
ANTED, recording, playback and erasing
VV heads as used Magnetophone or similar
recordera.- Carter, 2. Laleham Rd.. Shepperton,
1eddleSIM.
15148
_ .

VALVES from 5/10 up.
All at 11.0.T. prices.
You can order C.O.D. any Yalse
-even II not listed-we may
have it.
Equivalents Charts, Including
Quick Reference Index, 1/8.
RECTIFIERS, Etc
BRIMAR.-10, 113, 5134E. 80,
5Y4G. 6230,1524G, 6V40, 1D5.
26240. 11)(1, fiX641, 35240.
COSSOR. - 506BU,
4421113.
431U, 451U, 40SUA. MARCONI
OSRA/L - 1310, 014, MU14,
018/20. 028, 052. 1731, 1370,
U74, 1176, U143.
MAZDA.1.1403,
0404,
17U6,
11118.
MULLARD.-DWS, DW4I350,
1W4/350, DW41500, IW4/500,
FW4/500,FW4/800, AZI, AZ31.
URIC.-1/Itne. EZ36, 0232.
, EVER READY.-811A, 1111D,
PEULLIPS.-1867, 1881, CY31.
BARRETTER TYPES.
161, 301, 302, DI?, 303, 304, 340, Cl, C1C, CY1, 328,
367, 68319 ( Ediswan).
A.C. TYPES.
BRIMAE.-9A1,
8.11,
PA1. COSSOR.-41•11A.
318T)!, 4IMPO, ( 5)MV8Pen(7), 11V8PenE, 5 & 7
pin,
DDL4. DDT, 4IMTL, 4191111, 41MP,
5 & 7 pin, 420T, PTIO, PT4l, 4XP, 21', 420TDD,
41bLX1'.
MARCONI
OSRAM.-11X40,
VMP4G,
M848, 6 & 7pin, ILT7.41. D41, 2.111124, M114, 51.1114,
MH41, MIA, s er 7 pin, KT41, PX4, PX25, DA30,
VMS4B, D041, 1130. MAZDA.-AC/TH1, ( 5)AC/
VP1(7), AC/VP2, AC/80, V914. ACP, AC2Pen,
AC6Pen, PP3/250, 222/ 400. ACI8GIVM, ACTP. II:141,
HL41DD, TH41, SP41, Pen45DD, VP41, P41, DD4I,
Pen45,
11142DD,
ME41.
MULLARD.-TH4B,
(5)VP4(7), (5)VP4A(7), VP4B, S & 7 pin, SP4B,
2D4A, TDD4„ Cor MET 164V, TT4, & 7pin, Pen 1.4,
PM34M, PM24A, Pen4DD, AC044, 0024, 1)030.
ALL DRY TYPES.
BRIMAR.- 11A 6, 1LN6, 11114, 11,05. 1090.
MULLARD.-01132,
DAC32,
13135., OBRADL214, 11.1)14, 014, 016.
LOCTALS.
BRIMAR.-705, ?Cs, 787, 7Y4, 707, 7117, I4A7112B7.
MIILLARD.-EBL21 , ECHal.
UBL21,
1301121.
OVIL, X148. OSEAM.-11143, / 143, DN143, W148,
AC/DC TYPES.
MARCONI OSEAM.-W145. X146, N145, DL145,
13145. MAZDA.-10P9,
1001,
10P13,
1OLD11,
U404, 10P14. MDLLARD.-UAF42 ,1101142, 171.41,
UY41.
CAR RADIO.
W81, D1181, XIII, KT81, 111.82, U82.
MINIATURE SERIES.
MARCONI OSEAM.-317, W17, X17, 2In7. D77,
277. BRIMAR COSSOR. 384, 1T4, IRS, 186, 184,
61.1,0, 81)3. )1AZDA.-1P10, 1F3, ICI, 1Fd9, 61)2,
6F1'2. MULLARD.-0L92, DF91, DK9S, DAP91,
EB91, E191, EF91,
AC/DC TYPES.
BRINIAR.-1901. 1502, 91)2, 8112, 101)1, 111)3,
111)6, 4111. 71)3, 7115, 71)6. COSSOR.-2028T 11 ,
302TH A, 13VPA, 13sPA,202DDT, 402PenA. MAZDA.
-VP1322, TH2321, VP133, TP2620, Pen 383. TH233,
Pen463DD.
111133D1).
ItULLARD.-T11210.
TH300, FC13C, FC13, VP130, ¡Wine, TDD130,
111130, VP13A, 111.13, SP13, Pen36C, CIA, Pen4ODD.
E. SERIES.
CBL1, CB131, 0133. CORM, DA3, DAF9I, DF51,
DF70, DF91, DK91, D171, DL72, 0192, 11150,
EAC91, 2E34, fEB41, EB91, 2E11, EBL21, EBL31,
EBC3, 213033, EC31, EC62, ECOS, EC91, EC031,
ECC32, Ecc34, Ecc35, E0091, ECII3, ECH21, E01135,
ECH4112, EF9, EF22, EF36. EF37, EF39, EF42,
EF60, EF54, EF91, EF92, EK2, EK32, EL2, 213,
EL31, EL32, EL33, EL35, EL37 E138, EIA2, EL60,
EL91, EMI, EM4, EM34, EY61, EY91, E235.
MISCELLANEOUS TYPES.
0314, 0446, 03110, LAIL 17201, RIO, 042, VPT4, 6pin,
2A3, 91)6, 332Pen, 142BT, 0101, X101, D11101, W101,
W42, 7K7, 7D8, 220P.
INTERNATIONAL MAUL
B1UMAR.-8A60, 8AB70, 6ACHG. 61.110. 8A80,
61170, BBB°, 6C6G, 6F6131 6F7G, 6FI10, 61160,
6.150, 6370, 5180, 6H6G, 6100, 61180, 6180, 61.7131,
8N70, 6070, 6070, 8870, 68a70, 68070, 681170,
68.77G, 601170. 68170, 68N70, 68Q70, 68870, 6T70,
61.15G, 61370, 6V610, 6X50, 7060, 7070, 7Y4G,
7870, 12A613, 12360, 12370, 12117G, 12E80, 12070,
128A70, 128C70, 128070. 128117G, 128170, 128070,
128070, 141.70. 25A60, 25160, 36160. 35230,
MARCONI OSRAIL-ICT61, 163, 1163,
50160.
KT63, Y63, 1363, 183, HTZ63, %TWO, X65, KT66,
Dan D163, KTW61, Y63, HTW63. U70. W76,
1)1176, KT32. 111'71, DL7411, X6IM, 11774, X7611,
11770. KT330, 8ENTERCEL.-813 2.
2 VOLT BATTERY TYPES.
COSSOR.-220TH, 4-7 pin, 910VPA, 210SPT(7),
210111.. 21011F, 210DDT, 2151% 220PA, 22OPT,
230XP, 240GP, 211580, 2101F. MARCONI ()SRAM4.7 pin, 222, 11MK. 13.1224, LPS, 11T2, X22, P2,
QP21. 823, HT24, 221, 11AZDA.-V2210, 82210,
HL21DD, P220.
STOP PRESS
VALVE DATA. 3/8.
104 oot sectional Rods, suitable as Television or other
aerbds, 5/-. Speaker Cabinets, plywood. ivory shade,
fawn fabric grill, 4X4 XSin., vary attractive. unrepeatable, W..
Please mention " W.W." when ordering.
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ANTED immediately, Cambridge instrument
dynamometer test set, must be In 0
ndition.-BOX 4784.
co ONO wave receiver, any type, from 151c to
100kc or more; please give details and price.
-Harris, Strouds, Pangbourne, Berks.
f3051
DTANTED surplus re.ays. with platinum conVY tacts, in any condition, large or small
iantities: highest prices paid.-Box 4304.
XCHANGE Rota 0.12 energised speaker and
12in B.T.H. energised speaker for good, small
camera.-Blake, 140, Broadway, Leigh-on- Sea.
ARRIER telephone and telegraph equipment
of all types in any condition wanted: also
teleprinter and teletypewriter apparatus.-Harris
Gillow, 93, Wardour St., W.I.
A VO Minor, d.c.. wanted; this instru[m"e3n6t
12- must be of the H.R. type having a resistance of 20.000ohms per volt.-Write. stating
condition and price required, to Bcx 4754. [ 3027
E buy for cash, new, used, radio, electrical
equipment, all types; especially wanted.
radios, radiograms, test equipment,
motors.
chargers. recording gear, etc.-If you want to
sell at the maximum price call, write or ' phone
to University Radio. Ltd., 22, Lisle St., Leicester
Sq.. W.C.2. Ger. 4447.

t
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M AINS
transformers rewound,
formers to any specification.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
new

trans-

MOTOR rewinds and compete overhauls; firstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co..
Ltd.. Potters BldgsWarser Gate, Nottingham, Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
EWINDS.-Vac, drill armatures, etc., 14/6;
repetition work a speciality. good deliveries,
work guaranteed.-Details Box 4928.
OUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American.
any
make,
moderate \ prices.-Simlair
Speakers, 12, Pembroke St., London, N.1. Terminus 4355.
[ 3308
EWINDS and conversions to mains and output transformers, from 4/6; PP equipment
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds, 4, Brecknock Rd..
N.7. Tel. Arnold 3390.
lIKAINS transformers rewound or constru
ree
cted
83
to any specification; prompt delivery.Bede Transformer Co., Ltd., Bedesway, Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow.
A REWIND service which duplicates or m
[3o
l
d
9i
8
ZS. lies as required: transformers, loudspeakers.
etc.: prompt returns.-Raidel Services, 49, Ir.
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. Cro. 6537.
LIVERY make of electrical measuring instruments
repaired
and
standardised.-The
Electrical Instrument Repair Service. 329, Kilburn Lane, London. W.9, Tel. Lad. 4168. [ 2527
ADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranteed
rewinds
and
repairs;
armatures;
F.H.P. motors vac. units, etc.; good deliveries.
-139. Goldhurst Terrace. N.W.6.
Mai. 6133.
ERVICE with a smile." - Repairers of all
types of British and American receivers:
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
-6F
5
7e.I.. Ltd.. 22. Howland St.. W.1.
Museum

R
L

R

R

"S

"
TIMMY "
rewinds,
mains transformers.
4.7 chokes
and
fields,
first-class
work.
prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.
-Sturdy Electric Co.. Ltd.. Dipton. Newcastleon-Tyne.
..
EWINDS.-Mains
transformers,
chirre3s0
fields. 0/P transformers. etc.; prompt deliveries
and
satisfaction
guaranteed.-Thomas
Bolton as Co., 20, Heath Terrace, Leamington
Spa, Tel. 18.
[ 2483
CCURATE coil winding; tuning coils, IF..
L.P. and mains transformers rewound and
wound to specifications; wave and progressive
wave winding.-Rynford. Ltd.. 17. Arwenack
St., Falmeuth.
[ 2497
EPA1RS to moving coil speakers, cones.
coils fitted, field rewound or altered; speaker
transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed
satisfaction, prompt service; we do not rewind
mains trans.-Closed Sat.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE. 49. Trinity Rd.. Upper
Tooting. London. S.W.17
Balham 2359.
A SECOND to none rewind service, reliable.
Li. clean, neat, return of post, new transformers. standard or to specification. EXT.
2W1', choke; stamp quotations- RE.?.. 137A,
Ashton Rd.. Oldham.
[ 2379
EWINDS, mains transformers, speaker field
coil, chokes, high-grade workmanship, 7day
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers' specification, singly or in quantities.Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021, PlnchleY
Rd., W.W.II. Speedwell 3000.
-HOUR service, 6 months' guarantee.e3a
7n
19
y
"
A
X transformer rewind, mains outputs and
1.f.s., etc.; all types of new transI. etc., = Peed to specification: business heading or service card for trade prices.-Malestic Winding
Co.. 180. Windham Rd., Bournemouth.
rewind service. all rewinds are layer
wound,
vacuum
impregnated pressure
L .T.P.
tested at 2.000 volts and guaranteed for three
months.
48- hour
service.-Enquiries
London
Transformer Products. Ltd., L.T.P. Works, Cobhold Estate. N.W.10.
Willesden 6486.
WATIONAL RADIO-SçRVICE Sz TELe..VISION
II Co.. radio and television development engineers; high quality receivers and amplifiers
built to specification and modernised, repairs to
all makes of receivers, transformers, coils, armatures rewound, loudspeaker cones renewed, television aerial installations, conversion, etc.-63,
High St.. St. John's Wood, N.W.8.
Prltren
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rg1RANSFORMERS and chokes to specification
1
single or quantities; finest quality work
and finish; all units fully tested and guaranteed.-Millett & Holden. Ltd.. Oxford Garage
Mews Nelson St. Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
EiVINDS and repairs, mains transformers.
_LL 0/P trans.. clock coils, field coils, pickups; vacuum and gram, motors; new transformers to any specification; guaranteed work:
competitive
prices:
delivery
2/3
days.-W.
Groves. Manufacturing Electrical Engineer, 154.
Ickneild Port Rd., B'ham, 16.
A .
W.F. TRADE SERVICE offers you speeds2•
ZS. loudspeaker
repairs,
loudspeaker
cone
NEW LOW PRICED AUDIO
assemblies, mains transformer rewinds from
15/-; new transformers at keenest trade prices:
transformers bullt to your own specifications;
SIGNAL GENERATOR
lists ld.-A.W.F. Radio Products. Ltd.. Borough
Mills. Bradford. Yorks. Tel. 22838. [ 1164
EWINDS.-Send your " burn outs" to be
WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE
rewound; no technical data wanted; post
40 CPS.- I
6000 CPS. WITH 3 transformer. etc. ' labelled with your name ,address , and marked " for rewind "•, our windings are double wound, interleaved and imWATTS OUTPUT SUITABLE
pregnated.-Southern
Trade
Services.
Ltd..
297-299. High St. . Croydon. Tel. 4870. [ 3110
FOR CHECKING.
WORK WANTED
UTE make wireless and radiogram cabinets for
* AUDIO AMPLIFIER
YV home and export; immediate deliveries.Radiac. Ltd.
26, Brondesbury Rd., London.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
N.W.6. Makin Vale 8792
ADIO mfrs. can undertake development and
assembly of radio or electronic equipment;
* RADIO RECEIVERS
TYPE 1148
winding shop with vacuum impregnation plant;
Radio-gram Chassis
ample space and labour available.-Box 685.
* MODULATORS
seyeloped tram the popular type 1047, this
A LL types of equipment, A.M., F.M. and T V.
cceiver will form the basis for a Radio- gram
▪
receivers, control and test gear designed
CAN ALSO BE USED FOR
and/or built to specification-Write for quota,t unsurpassed performance, and at great saving
lion
to J. Mort. B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E..
BCM/
n oost. Principal features include:
* LOUDSPEAKER BUZZ
HIFIDEL. London, W.C.1.
12 stage superbet circuit • 11 valves with magic
T / T us quote you on the foundation for your
TESTS AND PRODUCTION
ye indicator • 4 wavebands ( 11-2,000 metres)
..a.• new radio or amplifier. etc., chassis m
[29
ad
39
e
• R.F. Amplifies • 2 1.F. stages • 4 stages
to order ,precision machining, cellulose spraying
TESTING EMINENTLY SUIT'.VC • 10 watts push-pull output • Separate
complete units to your specification-P. G.
Fielding 81 Son, 71. Chassen Rd., Ffixton, Lancs.
reble and bass controls • Tropicalised comABLE FOR SERVICE ENGINVIRST-CLASS
transformers
and
chokes
ponents.
1
manufactured,
stock
lines
available,
also
EERS. RADIO HAMS. RADIO
Other Peerless equipment of interest to the enthusiast
special manufacturers' components made to
includes: x6-valve COMMIOSimittiMIS Receiver Type
specifications; armatures and fields wound and
AND
RELAY
ENGINEERS
[546 • RIF Feeder Unit (
comprising RIF portion
motors assembled.-Avis di Beggs, Ltd.. 140141.
Friar
St.,
Reading.
Berks.
[2
PRICE £9.9.0
715
5 if Type na8 Receiver)•AIF Unit and Power Pack
rype r.
All details on request.
• HAWING
11
electrical and
engineering.
tracing work
11g for
and radio
tool and
Write for tmrticulats
light engineering. photoprinting; full sets of
PEERLESS RADIO LIMITED
drawings undertaken to commercial or Ministry
standards- Drawing es Tracing. Ltd., 456a.
i/4 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON W.14
SOUTHGATE,
ELLAND
Ewell Rd., Tolworth. Surbiton. Elmbridge 7406.
Telephone: WEStern 1221
"MITE now have the capacity in our works to
YORKSHIRE,
ENGLAND
VV cope with the building of electronic gear
to your specification; we are specialists in rack
work, and are actual builders of test gear for
the G.P.O., quality workmanship guaranteed -For further information apply to Gem flt Radio
Service Co., 233. Cricklewood Broadway. London.
N.W.2. Tel Gladstone 6113.
[ 2741
MISCELLANEOUS
1.., Trade Mar,
room.-Ex-2BHOgear. must sell; sae.7. Tudor Drive. Watford.
Tel. '7323.
ENERAL printing. 7- day service.-Central
LA-London Press. la, Wood St.. E.C.2. Mon. 1779.
"
H.L.s" and " G.P.O." approved log books,
Ing samples free.-Atkinson Bros.. printers.
STOVE ENAMEL • ALL COLOURS
Elland.
( 3082
Stoving ovens and spray service at your disposal.
Designed for Wireless Assembly
ALE, " Wireless Engineer."
Sept.,
1945Prompt return after final inspection. Chassis,
and Maintenance.
August, 1946; good condition; best offer.
-Box 4904.
[ 3120
Panels, Cabinets, Photographic Equipment, etc.
Working temperature reached in
lit mins.
Ise E.," " Electronics." "
Black 11/.. Colours 1/3 per sq. ft. ( Flat surfaces, one
consumption 25 watts, weight 2 ou.
1
totalling 154 issues. E12.-For details
side). Carriage extra. Special quantity quotations.
Supplied in voltage ranges from 6 70. to 230/250v
ring Brixton 7276.
13099
We
make anything in metal to your requirements.
diam. Copper Bit (standard model) 22/6.
ONG range television with the Q5R9 aerial.
rsham. Copper Bit 2.5/v. •
folded dipole. two or multi- element; sn.e.Full particulars on request.
Emdo. Moor Lane. Staines. [2786
Replacement Unit Bit Elements available.'
WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets.
british and Foreign patents.
Buccleuch
Radio Manufacturers
TV manfs.' samp.es. few only; stamp details.Sole Manufacturers
Waters. 501. Hale End Rd. E. 4 .(1763
6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, 11
MARY beams for simateurs, 214 egg
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
1%. metres;
masts , lashings, rotators, (e
2t
7c
8.
7
;
Grams: ' Therm
Telephone 64596
Alliance House, Caxton Street, London S.W I
s.a.e.-Emdo, Moor Lane, Staines.
Write or Phone: WHi. 0030,
rTRADE transfers, gold and slack, your word1
trig, 7 days' delivery; also decorative transfers; list free.-W. W Axon. Jersey. C.I. [ 2160
hm
connœeirrie c
7a
/b
6le, 30fst
t lengths
aid
Elth
ectron
e
Works Department 92. East Ham. London. E.g.
YOUR METER DAMAGED ?
IREI.F.P.13 Engineer,"
1937-40.
1946-7.
"Proc. I.R.E.." 1936-40, for sale.Library. Marconi Instruments ,Ltd.. St. Albans,
Herts.
[ 3017
Leading
A few thousand only, genuine Paper
C113ASSIS, panels, racks and metal cabinets,
stock sizes or made to specification.- ReoElect rica
Tubular Bypass Condensers by
sound Engineering ez Electrical Go., Coleshill
Instrument
Rd., Sutton Coldfield.
[ 2901
well-known British Manufacturer.
IRCIIITS. BC- 453, 4. 5. - 946, - 1206A, B, C;
Repairers
454
ODIP
converter.
6SN7
Scope
twintracer,
Waxed cardboard tubes, wire ends.
to
the
CW46048D. 1/6; fluorescent starters, 4/..-Williams, 25, Glenmore Rd. ' Birkenhead. [ 3143
(DA µF. 450 Volts DC working.
Industry.
A LIIMINIUM chassis and panels, standard
sizes by return, any other sizes promptly
made, holes punched for valveholders, etc.:
Whilst available. 76 per dozen
Repairs by skilled craftsmen to all make., and type* of
cellulose and crackle finishing of our or your
panels, chassis, etc.; estimate free. - Electro - Voltmeters, Ammeters, taleroacanseters, MultIrange Test
(minimum) including postage.
meters. Electrical Thermometers, ktecordlag Instrumente,
Acoustic Dew., 18. Broad Rd., Lower WillingSynchronous
Clocks, etc.
14 days' Serylee-for epeedy
don. Sussex,
13112
estimate send defective inetrument by registered most to:
tons cable, 1to 15 core, connector, coupWIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED,
lings. Junction boxes, fuse boxes and
112
various wireless and electrical parts. new and
264-266, Old Christchurch Road,
unused ex M.o.8., trade enquiries in confidence;
all at hall list price, special quotations quantiSCIENTIFIC& ELECTRICAL INSTRUHENT REMMERS
BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.
ties: state your requirements-Robertson ( Edin341 CITY ROAD, E.C.I.
burgh), 43-50. Giles St.. Leith. Edinburgh, 6.
Tel. Terminus 2489
Leith 36132.
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BASS cheese head screws and nuts 4B.A.X
sin. 6/9 gross; 4B.A.)04in or %ln, steel
screws only. 3/6 gross; specials to drawings;
reduction for quantities.—Sambrook, 40. Regent
Rd.. Dudley. VJorcs.
( 2969
QPARKS' data sheets provide complete constructional details and full-size draughtsman-prepared prints showing drilling, assembly
and wiring plans of tested and guaranteed designs by L. Ormond Sparks.
LATEST release.—The Challenger portable, an
ac/dc 3-valve ( plus rect.) T.R.F. circuit having
an exceptional performance on med. and long
waves, the ideal set for radio in any room, no
aerial or earth: 6in Stentorian speaker gives
amazing power and quality; no complicated
switching or adjustments; data sheet 2/9.
COMPONENTS can now be supplied; send a
stamp for list giving full details of the 34 designs available.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS (W.), 9. Phoebeth Rd..
Brocklev S.E.4. Tel. Lee Green 0220.
ADIO supervisors and technicians should join
their appropriate trade union. the Association of Supervisory Staffs. Executives and Technicians—Write for free pamphlet to ASSET.
110. Park St., London, W.1. Tel. Mayfair 8541-2.
RITISH Short- Wave League ( founded 1935),
over 20 departments ( QSL Bureau; DX
Certificates;
Technical;
Translations,
etc.)
for membership details send s.a.e.—H.Q.(W).
145. Iiixendon Hill, Wembley Park. Middlesex.
LASTICS.—Small injection mouldings in
thermoplastics ( polystyrene.
polythene.
cellulose acetate. etc.) for electrical and instrument industry, high standards, reasonable price.
delivery promises kept.—Write " W.W..'• c/o
Dixons, 43, Great Marlborough St., London, W.I.
MILUORESCENT lighting, kit of parts, 40 watt
tapped choke. 200-250v a.C., p.f. cond., two
bi-pin holders. terminal block, bleeder res., g.ow
starter and holder, suppressor and circuit, but
less the 4ft tube; 31/9; buy your tube lccally.—
Malden Transformer Supplies, 203, Cambr.dge
Rd., Norbiton. Surrey.
[3172
OPPER wires enamelled. tinned, Litz, cotton.
silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
washers. soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full range available; list s.a.e.;
trade supplied.—Post Radio Supplies, 33. Bourne
Gardens London, E.4.
[ 1454
ADIO cabinets, good class walnut veneered.
French polished. undrilled 12X7 X714 ( internal), 32/6 each, including dial; also speaker
fabric, latest two colour inter-woven, cut from
the roll. 14in wide 2/6 per foot. 18in 3/6 per
foot; add accordingly; s..und absorbing felt.
521n wide, 10/- per yard; post paid.—Burmans.
64, Relghton Rd., Clayton, London. E.5. (2874
SITUATIONS VACANT
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons
or employments excepted from the provisions
of the Contrat of Engagements Order. 1947.
"BDI OVAL NAVY.—Short service commissions in
_Lb the electrical branch.
SHORT service commissions of five years are
offered in the Electrical Branch of the Royal
Navy to ex-R.N.V.R. officers under 35 years of
age on 1st January. 1949, who served in the
Torpedo. Special. Electrical or Air Branches and
were emp-oyed on technical duties connected with
radar, wireless, air radio, air electrical or ships'
electrical equipments. Candidates will be entered in the substantive rank held on release.
with seniority adjusted by the time out of the
Service. Promotion will be in accordance with
the regulations in force at the time for R.N.
officers ( e.g., a Lieutenant ( L) is at present
eligible for promotion to Lieutenant-Commander
(L) at eight years' seniority). Officers who complete the full period of five years on the Active
List will be eligible for a gratuity of £500 ( tax
free). Daily rates of pay are as follows: SubLieutenant ( L). 13/-; Lieutenant (L) on promotion. 17/, after two years 19/, after four
years £1/4, after six years £116; Lieut-Cdr.
(L) on promotion, £ 1/12. thence in biennial
increments of 2/- per day to a maximum of
£212. Marriage allowance of £337 Per annum
if aged 25 or over, or £146 if under 25. is payable. and accommodation and rations are provided free, or allowances in lieu.—Apply to the
Director. Naval Electrical Department, Admiralty. Queen Anne's Mansions. London, 13.W.1.
for fuller details and application forms. [2620
ADIO and television engineer required; full
particulars to: Seaford Radio, 39, High
St., Seaford. Sussex.
[3141
ADIO service engineer with knowledge of
television, able to drive, permanent position with progressive firm in Croydon.—Box
4765.
[3069
ji ATEFIXERS with experience of mass proIL
of light electrical and radio equipment—Write Box S.5715. A.K. Advg.. 2
1
2
126
a
7
.
Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2.7
ADIO service engineer, fully qualified, finely
equipped workshop, good working conditions.—State experience and salary to Gerry. 36.
Bank St., Newquay, Cornwall.
3167
[
‘TACANCY exists for scientifically minded perV son, preferably with experience, to undertake the processing of quartz crystals.— Write,
stating wages required, to Box 3516. ( 2626
ERVICE engineer, conversant all principle
makes receivers, television experience an advantage. man just released from Services might
suit; able to drive; single; East Anglia.—Box
4303.12994
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WHY

USE

A

SIGNAL

GENERATOR

WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE NEW
ALIGNED & SEALED 3 WAVEBAND

L.T. C. TUNING UNIT
48'6 (post free)

C

for only

This comprise; the now world
famous Model 30 Coil Pack, a matched two gang condenser, pair of
"MM" I.F. transformers and 3colour
Dial, the whole completely aligned
as a unit, also acopy of the new
"Home Constructor's Handbook."
This book, which is finding a place
on thousands of radio men's shelves,
contains full details of many magnificent Superhets., Amplifiers, Feeder
Units, ' etc., each complete with
circuit, data and components. It also
gives valuable hints, formula and
many other items of interest. Make
sure of your copy while we are
offering this famous 2,6d. handbook once again for I /- only.

Send NOW —this offer is limited

RODING
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LABORATORIES

(Electronics)

Postal orders to:

70, Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex.
Callers to: 694 Lea Bridge Road, Layton, E. I0

CRYSTALS
FOR

AIRCRAFT
MARINE
AND

AMATEUR
TRANSMITTERS
ALL LOW TEMP. CO-EFF. CUTS.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
10, STOCKWELL
GRE. 1828

ST., GREENWICH,
LONDON, S.E.I0.

R

R
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R1224 A.5 VALVE BATTERY SUPERHET.
Another purchase of these superb ex-R.A.F.
receivers enables us to re-offer them to all
who were disappointed two months ago.
Covers 1-10 mcs in 3 switched bands, and
circuit employs RF stage.
Has Muirhead
precision slow motion dial, aerial trimmer,
sensitivity control, reaction control, etc.,
etc. Operating voltages 120v. H.T., 9v. GB,
2v. LT.
Complete with valves in BRAND
NEW MAKERS PACKING. ONLY 99/6 (
carriage 7/6). Jack plug, if required, 2/6.
THE AC R.I155 RECEIVER. This famous
Bomber Command receiver can now be
supplied for use on A.C. mains, and complete
with speaker, for ONLY C181101-.
The
specification is too well known for us to repeat
here, but afully illustrated leaflet is available
on

request.

If METRE SUPERHET APW 4790. Contains 9 valves ; Ieach RL7. RLI6, EA50, and 6
of SP6I. Has 6 I. F.T.'s of 12 mcs with 4 mcs
bandwidth. Ideal for use as avision receiver.
These are BRAND NEW, but some have had
the coils removed for alteration by the makers,
and in this case are supplied with three II mm
formers for the coils to be wound to the range
required. ONLY 59/6. ( carriage etc. 5/-).
INDICATOR UNIT 62A. A fresh purchase
of these excellent units which contain so
many EF50 valves and the VCR97 short
persistance tube. The complete valve complement is as follows : 12 of EF 50, 2 EB 34, 4
SP 61, and 3 diodes EA 50. Saves pounds for
anyone constructing a superhet TV. ONLY
89/6 (carriage 10/-, plus I0/- deposit on packing
case).
TEST SET TYPE 74.
These are R.A.F.
scopes used on VHF equipment, and only
require modification to the time bases for
normal use.
Has built in power pack for
normal A.C. mains, and contains 3in. tube
VCR, 139, 3 valves SP 61, 16.15G, 16Q7, IE
1148, I 5Z4, 1 SU 2150A. Undoubtedly a
" buy " at I10/- ( carriage etc. as above).
BATTERY SUPERSEDERS. Vibratorpacks
operating from only 2 volt input, and delivering 90 volts and 180 volts at 35 mills. A complete fully smoothed unit originally made for
the Canadian Army by Electronic Laboratories
of America, for use on " Walkie Talkies."
Instruction book giving circuits is supplied
with each unit, enabling necessary adaptation
for use on normal commercial receivers to be
made.
Ilustrated leaflet sent on request.
ONLY 60/- ( postage 2/-), or with 2American
" Willard " accumulators in steel case 90/(carriage 5/-).
THE RADAR UNITS FOR TELEVISION
CONVERSION as advertised last month
are still available, although the demand is
increasing. The daca costs only 7/6 and this
amount will be credited if the two radar units
costing C6/10/- are purchased within 14 days.
Send for your copy NOW.
C.W.O. please.
S.A.E. for lists.

U.E.I.
THE

CORP.,

RADIO CORNER,

138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I.
(Telephone TERminus 7937)

LOCKWOOD

makers of

Fine Cabinets
and woodwork of every
description for the . . .
Radio and allied trades
LOCKWOOD & COMPANY
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middx.
Phone: BYRon 3704
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ROMINENT engineering firm in North-West
requires senior engineer having experience
in development of centrirnetric radio aerials and
waveguide technique— Reply Box 3515. ( 2623
"'TRANSFORMER manufacturer of repute ( Lon.'
don district) requires chief engineer; exp.
in design of audio and power transformers.—
Write, stating exp. and salary.—Box 4235. •
ALES manager required to take full charge
of the marketing of a range of domestic television equipment for a large manufacturing company having
world-wide connections.—Apply
Box 4032.
[ 2824
EPRESENTATIVE required with technical
it knowledge to call on radio manufacturers;
state full particulars of past experience, together with details of radio connections, salary
required, to: Box 4900.
sa
[3lO
ry
9
ETAILERS in West Central London require
11, manager and senior assistant; experience
of component and constructors' trade preferred; retail experience essential; wage and
commission.—App.y Box 4927.
[ 3135
XPERIENCED radio engineers required for
expand.ng retail firm.—Apply in the first
instance by letter, giving qualifications. experience and salary required. to Holt & Crompton.
6, Station Parade, Sutton. Surrey. [ 3018
1X7ANTED, engineer for recording stud:o, exVV perienced in if. amplifiers; recording experience prefgrred but not essentlal.—Please
write, Sound Recording Department, 8, Hinde
St.. Manchester Sq., London, W.1. [ 3070
XTALVE engineers required by a manufacturer
V
in S£. England.—Application should be
made giving full particulars of qualifications and
experience in the design and development of
valves. quoting Ref. 213, to Box 4773. [ 3
u1
ng
02
testing
marineradio
radio
to
tester,
equipment
accustomed
required for test
department; must be able to work on own and
take charge of small staff; only those with
experience need apply; S.W. area.—Box 4757.
K, COLE, Ltd., radio division, have vacan1:4 cIes for additional sales representatives;
knowledge of the industry desirable and experience of marketing assential.—Applications In
writing to Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
1L1 XPERIENCED radio and television service
_121 engineer required by old- established retailer; some sales ability and pleasant personality essential; preferably resident North London; state experience and wages required.—Box
4902.
[
3117
XPERIENCED
man
required
to
take
.124 charge of a coil winding shop attached to
factory in Cambridgeshire manufacturing scientific instruments;
excellent prospects;
send
details of experience
and wage required, to
Box 4906.
l'gRAUGHTSMAN required for transformer
LP division of well-known West of England
manufacturers. preferably with some experience of small transformers up to 50 kVA: interview and preliminary training in London
area.—Write Box 4036.
12836
LL grades of draughtsmen with experience
.C2. of light electrical products required by
large company in N.W. England for D.O. work
on switchgear, control boards, fusegear, small
transformers; please send particulars, quoting
ref. D.0.43 to—Box 4767.
[ 3075
PHYSICISTS required by manufacturers in
1
South-East England to carry out work on
semi- conductors,
phosphors,
etc.;
applicants
should
preferabl •
have
some
experience
of work on electronic equ pment.—Apply. quoting Ref. 192. to Box 4027.
2796
XPERIENCED final inspector require
for
radio type apparatus; good technical radio
background essential; 5- day week;
canteen;
East London district; please apply giving full
particulars and salary required.—Apply Box
A.2239, Haddons. Salisbury Sq., London, E.C.4.
ALES representative required for London
and the South; active men with previous
sales experience and technical knowledge of
electronic equipment are invited to apply for
this interesting vacancy; send full details and
salary required, quoting ref. 210 to—Box 4768
NTERMEDIATE and senior grade draughtsmen required by large radio manufacturing.
company in S£. England; draughtsmen witl?
experience of development ot Installation D.O.
work on telecommunication equipment are asked
4
to766send details quoting ref. D.0.42 to—Box

S

•

HIGH-POWER
AMPLIFIERS
from
2.5» to 1kW

W.

Bryan

Savage Ltd

WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W.9
Telephone: Cohndale 7131

Time Limit need under Town k
Country Planning Regulations I
Work has been started on the last
bald. of Domesde Reflector Type
Corner Horns to be made at this
addreee. Price in the white14740-0
ex- works.
Future outlook " an.
settled ", order immediately. Re
unite seo March review, page 103.
VOIGT PATENTS LTD.,
IS, SILVERDALE, S.E.26
Owing to Mr. Voigt's ill- health,
demonstrations only by special
arrangement.

E

ELECTRONICS

RD

ENGINEERS!

Whatever your age or excellence, you must read
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES". Full details of
the easiest way to pass
CITY Cs GUILDS, DIATRIO., etc, on
"NO PASS—NO FEE"
terms and detalle of
Cuerees in all branches
of Engineering—
gIG •
Mechanical, Electrical,
Civil, Auto., Aero.,
'Radio, cte., Building,
etc. If you're earning
leas than glOa week, tell
us what interests you
mid write for your copy
of
ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES "
today— FREE !

108 PAGES

B.I.E.T.

E

•

Igainuf itistrruTE or

LTD.

CRANMER AV. EALING.W 13.

EDDYSTONE
Orders now being booked in strict rotation.

Full range of components.
All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
Send for Catalogue, I'- post free.
SPECIAL OFFER
P.M. Speakers
Goodman's, Truvox, Rola ( as available).
5 inch I3/- ; 6 inch I4/- ; 8 inch 16/.
including packing and postage.

B .T. S .

THE Radio firm of the South.
63, London Road, Brighton 1, Sussex.
'Phone : Brighton 1555

PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
for

Talking Picture Apparatus.
Catalogue now available

RADIO- ELECTRONICS
St.

George's Works, South
London, S. E. 25.

WILLIAMSON

AMPLIFIER

COMPONENTS
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
TO

DESIGNERS'

Associated Equipment :—
IAN BAILEY
A

£4 7 6

MAINS TRANSFORMER £ 4 2 6
CHOKE, 20 HEN. 150 MA.

El 7 6

CHOKE, 35 HEN. 20 MA.

96

Send for details of above and full range
of standard transformers and chokes.
Manufacturers' enquiries , iwited
••••••---).

Tuner
fidelity

sensibly

flat

re-

sponse 30 - 10,000
c.p.s.on4switched
stations.

engineer, must possess qualifications
SALES
and experience of R.P. cables and ability
to act as technical representative active man
used to own initiative; part time also considered.—Write fullest details and salary to
B.B.J.. c!o Dimas, 43, Great Marlborough St..
London. W.1.
ORKS manager for London factory of [
l3
ea
0c1
37
Mg manufacturers of electrical and radio
components; position calls for energy, initiative
and drive; consideration will only be given to
applicants with experience in the manufacture
of electrical components.—Write, giving fullest
particulars, to Box 4755.
[ 3034
EQUIRED immediately, radio- radar technician as chief assistant in the Project
Department; interesting post for man with extensive experience on radio- radar equipment,
including design, manufacture and operational
use—Write IiiMnager, Plight Refuelling, Ltd.,
Tarrant Rushton Aerodrome,
Nr, Blandford.
Dorset
[ 3032

high

T.R.F. unit giving

ucn4

SPECIFICATION

LTD.,

Norwood,

IAN BAILEY REPRODUCER Series 2

I

PHONE EALING 5688

887. Shakespeare Ilse..
17-19, Stratford Place,
London, W.I.
f.fttMEER188 TECNitatOal

'640' .... £27 10s. 9d.
H.P. Terms available.

S

PILL

April, 1949

World

PRICE £7-10-O
Our new tone control feeder unit at

W

The

IAN

BAILEY

8-10 watt Ampli.
PRICE

£33

fier at £16-0-0

Send stamp for details.

ELMSLEIGH RADIO CO.
1102 London Rd., Leigh- on-Sea, Essex
Leigh- on- Sea 75169

Wireless World

April, 1949

YOU
can become
a first-class
RADIO
E NG IN EER

Advertisements
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UBUC address systems for business arms ,
representatives
fully
experienced,
both
technically
and
commercially,
by
national
organization; London. Birmingham. and Glas g- w areas. 11111st have good sales record in this
type of equipment; salary, commission, exG OviRfri &f ,
penses; own staff informed.-Box 4760. [ 3055
sURPlUs 84 e .°et
A VARIETY of positions vacant for expert.
coced senior and junior development, re1 13W4 /Ns
search engineers and draughtsmen, for mdio.
electronics, television, radar, speakers, preference
cuNNINceer)vihr
B.Sc., H.N.C., also inspectors, repairers, service
engineers, etc.-Technical Employment Agency.
179, Clapham Rd.. S.W.9 ( Brixton 3487 ). ( 2927
rrELEVISION assembly line foreman required
J.
by expanding manufacturer in North-West
London area: applicants must have ability to
crganise female labour and have extensive and
recent experience of quality mass production of
television receivers; a permanent post and good
lclerild kerturen,t1 iv-: ebrieor
salary for a man with the right qualifications.Box 4179.
( 2866
RAUGHTS1VIEN for development and design
EX-AM. RECEIVER TYPE R1132A. BRAND NEW
of radio communication equipment; drawAND UNUSED Ut ORIGINAL WOOD CRATES.
ing office experience in the production of
Specifications: 11 valve superhet, 100/124 Mc tà.
Large tuning scale with super alose motion drive.
electro -mechanical apparatus essential; applicants should be of National Certificate stan0.5 in/a moving coil tuning meter. RA,.and L.F.
dard.-Apply to the Secretary, Marconi's Wiregain control., lack sockets for line and monitor.
less Telegraph Co., Ltd., New St., Chelmsford,
VALVE LINE UP: ILF., amplifier VRO5; local
stating age, education, experience and salary
oscillator VE66
first I.F'., VR53; second 1.F.,
required.
[2818
VR53; third I.F., VR53; second detector and AVC.,
VR54; LP., amplifier VR57; L.F., amplifier 6J5;
'LI XPERIENCED draughtsman required for the
.Li design of electronic apparatus and light
BFO., VR53; voltage stabiliser VE470. The set it
totally enclosed In grey metal cabinet, front panel grey
electro -mechanical mechanisms for instrumentation laboratory of a West London seco engine
with all controls clearly marked plated handles.
manufacturer;
previous experience essential.Size 18in. wide, 10in, high, 11m, deep. Weight when
Write, giving full details, education , qualificapacked 54 lbs. Calibration chart and circuit diagram
tions. experience and salary required, to Box
supplied with each set.
A.C.434. c/o Central News, 17, Moorgate, LonLASKY'S PRICE 99 6. Carriage 10/- extra.
don. E.C.2.
[ 3039
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Containing 20 valves and
a6in, cathode ray tube type VCR97 ( short persistence.)
WANTED, ex-R.A.F. radar mechanics not
Valve line up : 16 SP61, 2 EA50, 2 EB34.
V below Senior N.C.O. rank, by the GovernDozens of useful components, condensers, resistances,
ment of India for service as civilian radar incoils, 117 Me/s. crystal, 16 pot/meters, etc. Totally enstructors in Royal Indian Air Force training
closed in metal case, else: lain. x 8in. x llin. Weight
schools, in India on a contract basis for 3
40 lb, Enamelled grey. with coloured control knobs.
years.-Apply Air Adviser's Department, Office
LASKY'S PRICE 59 6. Carriage 7/6 extra.
of the High Commiss):iner for India in the
All cathode ray tubes teàded before despatch.
United Kingdom, India House, Aldwych, LonTEE IDEAL INDICATOR UNIT AT THE LOWEST POSdon. W.C.2.
[ 2810
SIBLE PRICE FOR CONVERSION TO TELEVISION.
'PHYSICIST or electrical engineer required to
EX-AN. RECEIVERS TYPE 3084A. BRAND NEW
I_
take charge of circuit development of inAND UNUSED, IN RAKER'S ORIGINAL WOOD
dustrial electronic equipment, with well-known
TRANSIT CASE.
manufacturers in Midlands; preferably Honours
This radar receiver contains 14 brand new valves:
graduate. 30-35, with previous experience on
7 EF50, 2VR136, 1VR137. 1EA50, 1liV112, IRS,
this type of work; salary commensurate with
fV1507. A 5stage IF., strip, small motor. Dozens
qualifications and exper.ence; send full parof useful components, resistances, condenser'', switches,
ticulars and salary required, quoting ref. 214.
to: Box 4899.
[ 3107
plugs, etc.
Totally enclosed in meta/ case, size: 191n. O Ellin. X
LILECTRONIC development engineer wanted
7/lo. Weight when packed 40 iba,
.124 for the Australian Division of a large airEP111 ,-Y CONVFasTFD TO TELEVISION.
craft organisation, minimum qualifications are
LASKY'S. PRICE 751-. Carriage in wood transit
engineering or physics degree, with three years'
case 10/- extra. ( Case Included.)
research and development experience; single
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A.
Contains 21 valves,
men preferred due to accommodation difficulill Mc/s., crystal and gin. cathode ray tube type
ties in Australia; applications should give full
VCR97. Ola. (short persistence).
details of education, experience, and salary reValve line up 12 EF50, 2EB34, 4teal, 3EA50, elm
quired.-Box 4213.
[2890
condenser., resistances, switches, pot/meters, and hosts
ENIOR designer draughtsman required for
of other useful componente.
department producing prototype models of
Totally enclosed in metal cabinet, else 181n. X 81in.
electronic
measuring
equipment
mainly
for
x Ilin. Weight 40 lbs.
Government development contracts; applicants
LASKY'S PRICE 99/6. Carriage 7/6 extra.
must have ability to produce mechanics, designs
WHY NOT WAKE YOUR OWN TELEVISION AERIAL?
to electrical engineers' requirements and to act
AERIAL RODS. These are of the sectional type.
as liaison between laboratory and drawing office.
Each rod he 12in, long, and is made of steel, heavily
-Applications in writing, stating full details.
copper plated. Any number of rode can be fitted
to personnel Manager, The Plessey Co.. Ltd..
together.
Ilford.
[ 3020
LASKY'S PRICE 216. per dOsea. Post free.
ANGAMO WESTON. Ltd., have two vacancies
Bend lid, stamp for our current monthly bulletin,
in their instrument sales correspondence
giving full details of our Ex. Oovernment stocka.
section; applicants should have had a good
general technical training, with some specialisation in electrical measuring apparatus;
they
should be capable of expressing
themselves
370,
ARROW'
1
1!ADDINGTON,
clearly and concisely both in conversation and
correspondence.-Applications should be sent in
LONDON, W.9. (Opp. Paddington Hospital)
strict confidence to the Employment Manager,
Te lephone'
5979
Sangamo Weston. Ltd., Great Cambridge Rd..
çtoers. Mon.
1)Ca
l
j
.7:41"
.to °61.Arne Thor.. Hall-day.
Enfield, Middx.
[ 3054
A PPLICAT1ONS are invited by a comny
£1. situated within a 25 miles rad:us of London
for the position of senior engineer to take
charge of- a laboratory engaged upon design,
deve.opment and application of R.F. heating.
applicants should have an Honours degree in
OLDCHURCH LABORATORIES
engineering and previous experience of the work
upon which the laboratory is engaged; salary
£700 to £ 1,000 pa. according to quaiifications.The
LABCHURCH 1 " A.C. Superhet Design.
Applications should be addressed to Box 4753.
Three Circuit and Layout Blueprint. with Instruction
URPHY RADIO, Ltd., invite applications
Leaflet covering 3- waveband " short " euperhet chassis
.LY.L for the following vacancies in the electrical
design, incorporating Iron.cored Coils. This is aeound
design laboratory: ( 1) Senior radio engineer,
asid practical deeign of good performance without
with good honours degree in physics or electrical
unnecessary " frills." Complete Data Villa. Poet free.
engineering and several years' industrial experiTELEVISION AND OSCILLOSCOPE
ence in television or radio receiver development.
EXPERIMENTERS
(2) Radio engineer, with good academic qualiTransformer,37 6po'd free•
fications in physics or electrical engineering.
2,000v. at 3ma.
4v. C.T.-2a.
4v. C.T.-2a.
preferably with some industrial experience.A First.claas component which has passed the most
Apply to Personnel Dept.. Murphy Radio. Ltd..
stringent tests.
Welwyn Garden City. Herts.
[ 2618
rrECHNICAL representative for capacitor sales
SPECIAL OFFER
J.
department of well-known, long-established
215/0/0
G.E.C. Miniecope, secondhand, as new .
manufacturers of telephone and electrical equip" Advance Component." Signal Generator
ment and accessories, with factory 15 miles S.E.
018/0/0
Type BUS,, secondhand, perfect
of London; applicants must have sound knowJust Arrived
ledge of capacitor usage as applied to the elecThe one and only " /dulrhead " Drive, Ex•Govt. New
trical, telecommunications and allied trades. and
and Boxed, 10/6 each.
be prepared for extensive travel covering_ the
British Isles; ( minimum age 27 years) .-Write.
L. P. DISMORE,
stating age, experience and salary, to Box U1013,
52c, Oldchurch Road, Chinaford, E.4.
A.K. Advtg., 212a, Shaftesbury Ave.. London,
W.C.2.
[ 3042

J)

We are specialists in HomeStudy
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. 6g. C. RADIO COLLEGE
King

Edward Ave.,

Aylesbury,

Bucks.

(Post in unsealed envelope, W. stamp)
Please send me free details of your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses.
NAME
ADDRESS
w.w.82

LOUDSPEAKER
REPAIRS
AND

LASKYS

TRANSFORMER
REWINDS
To radio dealers and
service engineers.
Send id. for our latest
"Monthly Bulletin"

A.W.F. Radio Products Ltd.
Borough

Mills.

S

Bradford.

ADO
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PPL1CATIONS are Invited by a Government
Department in respect of vacancies in the
field of electronic development and research; the
F
&O E
RFFICIENT
'
Posts In question will carry a sa'ary ranging from
5400-E525 per annum, according to qualifications.-Write Box 4759.
[ 3053
QENIOR draughtsmen with e'ectro meclrin ca.
CASH or EASY TERMS
D.O. experienze or mechan cal D O. experience on automatic machinery, required for inGoodman's " Axiom Twelve" Speaker Unit teresting work on industrial electronic equipCash pri. e £ 8 8 0 ment; vacancies with reputable firm in MidGoodman's Standard 12" Speaker „ £ 6 15 0 lands are permanent and offer goal prospects.
-Send full details quoting Ref. D.0.45
to
Barkers Natural Loudspeaker „ £ 15 15 0 Box 4898.
[ à106
riaRAUGHTSMEN are required by the ReCa:lenders B.I. all- wave Antisearch Laboratories of the General Electric
interference aerial ...,, £ 6 18 0 Co.. Ltd., North Wembley, Middlesex, for work
Aye Model 7 Meter ... „ £ 19 10 0 In the field of radio or telecommunications:
vacancies exist for seniors with several years'
Avominor AC DC Meter „ £ 8 100
experience as well as for more junior candidates.
Ave New Wide Angle Signal
-App'y to the Director, stating age, academic
oualifications and experience.
13005
Generator ... • „ £ 25 0 0
liseEtKnRED as technical assistant to charAlm Valve Tester, Complete . „ £ 16 100
tered patent agent In Patent Department
of
the
General
Electric
Co.,
Ltd..
at
Research
Collar° Radiogram Units- various models.
Laboratories. Wembley. Middx., a young man
Stuart Centrifugal
Electric Pumps for all with an Honours degree or similar qualifications and preferably with some experience or
pumping purposes.
knowledge of radio engineering and electronics;
Specifications of all the above on request.
suitable opening for ex-R.A.F. S!gnals officer;
the assistant would receive training for qualifiPlease write for our EASY TERMS.
cation as a chartered patent agent.-App'y by
letter to the Director, stating age, academic
PERSONAL ATTENTION TO ALL ENQUIRIES qualifications and experience. [ 3004
LECTRICAL
engineers,
sound
electrice
knowledge to Degree standard; background
training
in process development,
including
welding technique, electrical measuring control devices, H.F. measurements and electrical
Est. 1925
measurements generally; wr:te age, details of
experience. etc.; also juniors. age 20 to 25 years.
BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
free from Military service, taking technical
course at day or night school, for position as
laboratory assistants; Enfield district. N. London.-Write Box 6360. Frost-Smith Advg., 64.
Finsbury Pa y.ment E.C.2
[2806
officers
required
for
Middle East service duty' candidates required to possess first-class PMO. Certificate
for seagoing duties, or equivalent, and be exrerienced in installation/maintenance; desirA large range of used and new Test
able age limit 35; salary ( incremental) from
£460. plus allowances £ 140-5450 ( dependent
Equipment, Converters, Recorders,
on size of family), plus free accommodation
and messing: married applicants required to
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc.
serve singly for first three years.-Write. quoting No. 289 to Box 2729, c/o Charles Barker
An R"ins Ltd. 31 Budge Row. London. E.C.4.
All guaranteed and at very attractive
IDDLESEX Hospital Medical School. London W.1.
Eiectronics technician wanted
prices.
by the Clinical Electrophystology Unit. Department of Physiology, to design, construct and
maintain equipment for clinical electro-enceph
We buy good modern used equipalograohy and electro -physiological research:
must have wide knowledge of audio and radio
ment of all types for spot cash.
frequency techniques, cathode ray oscillography
and photographic recording; workshon excifrience an advantage; salary in range £ 360-£435
according to experience; family allowance and
superannuation.-Apply in writing to the Secre22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
tary.
13033
RADUATE lecturer in mathematics required
Tel. : GER 4447 & 8582.
for E.M.I. electronics college; applicants
should possess a good degree in mathematics
with physics and knowledge of radio; duties
include !
ensuring to City & Guilds mathematics
for telecommunications V standard; commencing
salary, according to age, qualifications and experience, not less than the appropriate Burnham ( Technical) Scale for London district;
superannuation
benefits
in
addition.-Apply
¡living. [p
ile possible particulars
1111.112).
Professor

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED

PROMPT
SERVICE

The LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.

WE OFFER

FOR

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS
AND REWINDS

We specidise inAMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS ALL TYPES, CHO , ES,
PICK UP
COILS,
INSTRUMENT
COILS, Etc
LOUD

SPEAKER

SERVICE

Highest workmanship.

Good Delivery

RADIONIENDERS,

LTD.

123-5-7 Parehmore Road,
THORNTON

HEATH,

SURREY

LIV 2261. Trade enquiries invited. Est. 16 years

THE Q5R9 HIGH PERFORMANCE AERIAL
FOR BETTER TELEVISION.
Fiiided dipole, multielement design; executed
in high duty alloy, provides wide bandwidth,
high gain, low noise, and results in higher
definition and longer range.
* PDT 2 Element 5db gain, 711ba. weight.
* ED3R. Triple reflector, for low Interference.
* ED3E. 3Element long range, 71 db gala
Brochure from .EMDO LIMITED, ACE WORKS, STAINE1

COMMUNCATIONS

AUDIO FILTERS
Field - free,
Hi - Q,
Toroidal
Permalloy
Cores - Permanent
Low,

High,

Band - pass

or

Windings.
Accuracy.

Cross - over.

AD,USTABLE Whistle and Scratch Extractors,

M

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.

April, 1949

LYNCAR

LABORATORIES

Caruborne Road, Morden. Surrey.

LIB. 3 47

‘' PER INI ET" ELECTRODE
Soldering and Brazing Tool
Operates from 4or uYou Accumulator or Transformer
15s.
Post tree

G

FOR RADIO VALVES
SPEAKERS. P.M. Sin. 106 ; Clin. 12/- ; Sin. 14;6;
Sin. with tnineformer 18/- ; Sin. mains Essereux1
24/,
TOGGLE SWITCHES. B.P., B.T. 8 amp. 2/81 B.P.,
D.T. 3amp. bakellte, 94.; 13.P., D.T. Metal VP.
CONDENSERS. 32 mid. 850
/ ; 111z8 mid.
450 n. 4/6; 18 mid. 450 v. 2/3 ; 25 mfd. 25 v. 1/6 ;
4mid. 600 v. 0118/.; 2mid. 350 v.011 1/6; . 0mid.
350 v. 9d.; .
02 mid. 400 v. Ed. ;
mid. 1000 y.
4d.; .
001 mid. 1000 v. 4d.; 8 mid. 450 v. 1/8
1mid. 350 v. 1/.; 2mid. 150 v. 6d.; 50 mid. 12 v.
64.
YAXLET TYPE swntiags. 2 way 4 pole 2/4:
2 way 6pole 213 ; 3way 3pole 2bank 2/6 ; 3way
3pole 3bank 8/..
VALVE HOLDERS PAEOLIN. B.V.A. 4 pin 3d.;
pin 44. ; U.S.A. Octal 6d.; Amphenoi S.P.A.
4 pin 54. ; U.S.A. Octal Ed.: Mazda Octal 64.
SLEEPING. Dozen yarde 94.
VOLUME CONTROLO. 1meg. 75,000 and 3,000 ohms
.d1 1/- nit h

v. 4ji

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. 5,000 ohms 2/6; 8.00 0
ohms 2,6.
RADIO KNOBS. Assorted 213 dozen.
ENAMELLED WIRE.
4its. rolls, 24 snit. 1,10;
3.1 awn. 2 - ; 3, and 30 msg. 2 1 ; 32 and 34 ewe. 2113.
ygLygg. Mod types now available 10,000 stocked,
All new, at official B.O.T. price.. Valve Ilst available
Clearance Price List printed each month, fiend for our
data it will pay you.
84, BOND STREET. BRIGHTON.

M.Brit.I.R.E., E.M.I. Institutes.
Ltd.. 43, Grove Park Rd. London. W.4. [ 3065
ONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.- Required at
Norwood Technical College, Knight's Hill,
West Norwood, 8.E.27 to commence on September Lot, 1949, senior assistant teacher of
telecommunications engineering for the City and
Guilds final certificate and British Institution
of Radio Engineers graduateship examinations;
applicants should possess a degree or its equivalent in telecommunications engineering,
with
teaching and industrial experiences; salary £700
X525-2800. plus London allowance and graduate
and training additions as appropriate.-Application forms ( stamped addressed foolscap envelope necessary) from the principal at the College, returnable by April 20th. 1949. ( 202) (3049
A PPLICATIONS are invited for a vacancy in
.0E. the grade of senior experimental alai
(unestablished) in Ministry of Supply Headquarters. London; the duties include the coordination of thermionic valve requirements and
supervision of an information service on valves
for Government Departments and associated
organisations; candidates, who must be at least
35 years of age, should have, preferably, a degree
or equivalent qualification in physics or electrical engineering; a knowledge of thermionic
valves and their application to service uses is
desirable, and experience in the valve industry
would be an asset; some administrative experience is essential; salary, based on qualifications
and experience, is within the range £735 to £ 935
(men). £ 610 to £830 ( Women) - Application
forma obtainable from Technical and Scientific
Register ( K), York House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, quoting 13.69/49-A. Closing date 14 days
from date of publication [3041

TRANSFORMER.

1Heats,

455. Por tree.

H ° LRCM OVV at CO.,
71, Weymouth Bay Avenue, Weymouth.

SOUND VALUES
The best sound value is from
G. L.
Products' range of
EIGHTEEN
SOUND
AMPLIFIERS.

L

A selected few:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

G/I0 Home Gram. Reproducer ...
GP/I2G P.P. Concert 12w
GP/12Mc as above Mic. & Gram....
GP/15G P.P. 15w Concert Gram...
GP/I5Mc as above Mic. & Gram....
GP/25 General P.A. Mic.& Gram....

8}
11
12
14
16
18

gns.
gns.
gns.
ens.
gns.
ens

All in attractive cabinets.
Nos. 4, 5, 6 bass and treble lift and treble cut.
18 CA/I2 Dua1AC-6v. DC Mic. & Gram. 17 gns.
"Car Announcer" 9 /10w P.A. for
your car. Size 8 x7x 3' deep • • • • • IS Ens.
Speakers, mics, vibrators, etc. extra.
For details on the " Eighteen" and the
"SOUND MAGNET" Tope recorder. write:(Please enclose 2!cl stamp)

GENERAL LAMINATION PRODUCTS
LTD., DEPT. SR., 294, BROADWAY,
BEXLEYHEATH, KENT.

rIONTINUED expansion of the E.M.I. Electronics College has created further vacancies
for lecturers in radio communications; two lecturers whose duties will Include some technical
writing are required immediately; app.icants
shouid possess a good physics or electrical engineering degree and a.so experience in radio,
television, etc; age 22-28; ciimmencing salary,
according to age, qualifications and experience.
not less than appropriate Burnham Scale;
superannuation
benefits
in
addition.—Apply
giving fulmst possinie particulars to Professor
H. 0`. Trewman, MA. ( Cantab.), M.I.E.E.,
M.I.Mech.E.. M.Brit.I.R.E., E.M.I. Institutes,
Ltd.. 43, Grove Park Rd.. London, W.4. Tel.
Chiswick 4417/8.
[3066
.e.c. Invites applications for a post in the
Television Section of the Research Department at Kingswood, Surrey.
A9p.icants
must possess a University degree, or equivalent
qualification, in physics or electrical engineering, and should be acquainted with the basic
principles of tele -communication; practical experience and a knowledge of television technique will be an advantage.
The work will
include research on problems contributing to
the general appraisal of television systems, both
monochrome and colour. Ample scope for initiative.
The salary is in a grade with annual
increments of £ 30 and a maximum salary of
£680 per annum.—Applications, stating age.
qualifications and experience should reach the
Engineering Establishment Officer, Broadcasting House, London. W.1, within 7 days of the
appearance of this advertisement. [ 3068
4.5..m41102.12.LAND EDoCATION
COMMITTEE,
a.D.
. The Technical Conege. Principal, D. A.
W tangham,
M.Sc.,
Sen.Wh.Sch..
D.I.C.,
M.I.Mech.E., A.C.G.I. Amy-melons are invited
for the post of lecturer in eiectricai engineering.
Candidates shown have a degree in eiectricai
engineering; teaching and innustrial experience
would ne an additional recommendation; salary
in accordance with the Burnham Technical
Scale; the commencing salary will inc.ude an
allowance for approved industrial experience
after the age of 21 years; forms of application
and further particulars may be obtained from
the Registrar. The Technical Coliege, Sunderend, Co. Durham; aPpiications should be returned to the undersigned within two weeks
of the appearance of this advertisement. Canvassing will be a disqualification.—W, Thompson, Director of Education, Education Offices,
15 John St.. Sunderland, Co. Durham. [ 3067
YIINE RADIOCHEMICAL CENTRE.
Applica.1
tions are invited for the post of senior
physicist to take charge of department engaged
upon the following work: the standardization of
radioactive
materials,
control
of
radiation
hazards, instrument development, and general
nuciear physics; applicants should be men of
good professional standing, who have experience of applied nuclear physics and laboratory
administration, the successful candidate will
be required to develop the work of the department on his own initiative, and to collaborate
with other institutions; applicants should be
between the ages of 25 and 45. and they will
be required to pass a medical examination, a
substantial salary will be offered commensurate
with the candidate's experience and qualifications, a superannuation scheme is in force, and
housing accommodation is available at Amersham; the successful candidate will be appointed to the staff of Thorium Ltd. ( Managing
Agents to the Minister of Supply)
to whom
applications should be sent at the Radiochemical Centre. White Lion Road, Amersham.
Buckinghamshire.
[ 3072
HE DECCA NAVIGATOR Co., Ltd., are supp:ying a chain of radio stations for use by
a well-known oil company engaged in the Persian
Gulf; the following staff are required immediately for duty in this area on the basis of an
initial 2- year term of service:—Engineer- incharge. Salary £ 1.000 per annum. Applicant
must be well-qualified radio engineer with considerable experience in the erection and operation of radio stations in the field. He will be
responsible for the erection of the equipment in
the Persian Gulf and for its subsequent efficient
operation. Engineer Assistant. Salary £ 750 per
annum. He will be responsible to the Engineerin- Charge for operation of the chain, and will
be required to carry out specialised maintenance
work on the radio receivers uSed by the survey
units. He must be prepared to act as relief for
the Engineer- in- Charge when necessary, and to
take control of any of the radio stations. Station
Supervisors.
Salary £ 600 per annum.
Applicants must be well- qualified practical radio engineers with considerable experience in the operation of radio stations under field conditions.
These men will be required to operate in isolated
positions, and must be quite confident of maintaining the efficient operation of the stations
under these conditions. Selected applicants will
be required to pass a medical examination. Airconditioned accommodation, messing and medical
treatment will be provided free in the area of
duty.
Up to three months' initial specialised
training provided in this country; paid leave
with return passage to U.K. after two years'
oversees service.
This work calls for keen.
capable men who are prepared to work on their
own initiative.—Please write full details of your
past experience, age and qualifications, indicating which position you are applying for, to the
Decca Navigator Co., Ltd., 1-3, Brixton Rd.,
S.W.9.
[3058
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SMITH
&
SON
give special
attention to the requirements of
technical men and students.
Books not in stock, but obtainable
from publishers, are supplied within
a few days. Students' needs for
examinations are given priority.
W . H.

THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL
ESTD . 1940

Passing

Examinations

Becomes a
MATTER

of COURSE

when it's
A B.N.R. S.
City and

COURSE

Guilds,

A.M.I.E.E.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., P.M.G. ( Theory),
also

the

Course

most

comprehensive

available

RADAR

&

anywhere

Radio

Aids

on
to

NAVIGATION
Six

months'

trial

period

without

obligation to continue
Write for free booklet to

:—

STUDIES DI RECTOR
BRITISH
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*Use DEN» " MAXI Q"
High" g" with
miniature sue.
Them is one for all wavebands from 8.6 to 2,000 metree.
Wound with Litz on Polyetyrene. Formers with
adjustable Iron Dust Coree— Aerial. H.F., or Oscillator
types available, 465 K/C or 1.6 m/c.
Prima—Chassis 111g., 3/9 ( with React.. 4/9), or Pin
lia,se type, fits Octal Valve Holder, 4/- ( with React. BM.
DENCO Famous Tenet Tuning Units—Renowned for
EFFICIENCY and RELIABILITY.
TYPE C.T.6. Completely assembled, designed for
Superhet using Triode Hesode or sandier Mixer on
465 K/C's, and covers 5WAVEBANDS:10-50 Metres.
200-560 Metres.
25-75 „
750-2000 ..
75-200 „
and GRAM position,
Uee of Polystyrene Insulation, Plated Contacts and
High " Q " Coils, with adjustable Iron Dust Core.
and Close Tolerance Condensers, ensures very high
performance.
Price 61/19/8 (plus 21/3 PT.)
Includes 2- Gang Cond., Trimmers, Padders, etc. Has
attractive Glass Dial, 8m. mc 6fin., with five clear
vertical scale., showing Station Names and 8/Motion
Cord Drive Tuning. Circuit and full Instructions
Included.
TYPE C.T.7. Similar in appearance and construction
ea C.T.6, having same Dial and Calibration, but hae
important addition of an R.F. Stage, Flywheel Tuning
and a Double Pole Switch which isolates Radio
and .
viie versa.
Circuits wheprid.
ri
sewltchteilm
(plus
ChiriA3Mcre
pT
Includes circuit, and detailed Instructions.
Television Component,.
Efficiently Screened Line
Output Transi., 27/, Scanning Coil, Aesembly for
9in. /mei 121n. Tubes, 30/-. Focus Coils, Thumb Screw
Adjustment, suit Electronic circuit, 25/-. Line Time
Base Blocking Oecillator Unit, 25/,
I.F. Trans?. Litz Wound. Perm. Tuned, givee variation of ± 5% by adjustment of Core available for
465 K/C., 1.6, 3.5 or 10 MM, else l¡in. eq. x31n. Price
18/8 pr. (Also miniature type available, fin. oft.x
20...181- pr.).
The New DENCO 1949 COMPLETE KIT OF
PARTS to build 4 Valve ( plus Rect.) MIDGET
AC/DC SUPERSET covering Long and Medium
Waves, and using the new highly efficient
MULLARD TYPE B.8.A MIDGET VALVES.
Easy to follow building inetructione supplied.
Price 26/17/6 ( plus 29/5 P.T.)
B.F.O. Unit for 465 K/C or 1.6 M/e, 12/6.
.F. Filter. Iron Dust Core Adjustment, 2/0.
R.F. Chokes. Polystyrene Formers need. Frequency
overage 5to 150 Metres, 2/3; Sto 2,000 Metre., 3/6.
Feed Through Insulators. Polystyrene Insulated,
ices liin., 1/4 ;
1/8
M IL. 3/3 ;
8/9.
81.
4
ten
n.:1
1/0
186
1: ;
Insattors1
,1r1;ngBiPhi
ol.ys
. tur;
e
1
131
1:1
Mains INTERFERENCE FILTER. 4/8.
Other available Ilene., Products are listed in • most
comprehensive and detailed Catalogue. Fries 9d
EXPORT
and
TRADE
ENQUIRIES
INV TED

DENCO

DISTRIBUTORS

115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Tele
CENtral 5814 and 2280.

LTD.

RELAYS
for A.C. and D.0

•
2 VA Coil consumption from 2 to 600
volts and tested to
2,000 volts,
Aerial

Afultipfc Contact
Relay LF.

Change- over Relays,
Mercury
Relays.
Measuring Relays and
Time Delay Relays.

Ask for leaflets
RE;ww

LONDEX LTD.
Manufacturers of Relays
207 Anode), Road, London, S.E.20. SYDenham 6258
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BULLS RUISLIP DEPOT OFFER

'ilfrINISTRY of Civil Aviation.-Appointments
of Radio Mechanics. Grade II.
Applications are invited for appointments as radio
mechanics. Grade II, at civil aviation radio
stations in the United Kingdom. Cand:clates will
TELEVISION
AERIAL-tubular
alurnInium-dengned
also be liable for tours of duty overseas. Canfor fitting In the loft, bedroom, boxroom, etc., Ilfge post
didates must be at least 21 and under 40 years
free. Outdoor type 37/8.
of age at the time of application, and must
MASK white plaetic-deaigned to suit 6In. tube. Will
possess a knowledge of the fundamental prinput professional finish to your home-built telesleor, 7.8
ciples of radio and radar with a general knowpoet free.
ledge of one or more of the following radio aids
MAG‘IFIER-super quality-39e others very good
for navigation: Direction finding, loran, gas.
from 27/8.
radar beacons, A.C.R. or O.C.A. They should
also have had practical experience in the use
SPARES--electrolytles, 450-500 v. working; 8 mid.of tools, filing, drilling, hard and soft solder1(11, 16 mid..-2/8, 8mid. x 16 infel.-3/4. 16 mid, x 16
ing, cabling and wiring, and be experienced in
mfd.-3/9„; 350 v. working: 8mid.-1/9, 16 mfd.-1/11.
the use of electrical and radio measuring instru32 mfd.-1/11 ; 200 v. working: 25 mfd, plum 25 mid.ments including cathode ray oscilloscopes. The
311. 32 mfd.-1/9; Cathode bias types 50-12 v.-104.
25 v.-50 v.-1/5, 25 v.-23 v.-1/-, 10 v.-25 v.- 10d. possession of City and Guilds certificates in
radio communication and technical electricity
P.M. SPEAKERS.-beet makes Rola R. & A. Plessey, et c. :will be an advantage.
The pay will be 115/31e-11/9. 51n.-11/9, Sin, with 0.P.T.-1319. 63m.
per week, inclusive. rising by annual increments
with 0.P.T.-17/13. itln. with 0.P.T.-1713, 10In. with
of 3/- a week to a maximum of 130/- a week.Candidates should apply by postcard for a form
of application to the Ministry of Civil Aviation,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS--standard primaries. 6.3 V.
Establishment Divisicn ( 13) 10. Fleet St., Lona ampo, 5v. 2 amp., 250-0-250, 60-70 M., 13 9, Plu.
don, E.C.4, quoting reference EST/174. [ 3019
113 postage.
SITUATIONS WANTED
NOTE.-All the above parte are recently manufartured
litNGINEER, several years' experience, seeks
definitely not Government Surplus. Orders over £3 post
change. A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. C. and G. finals.
free, otherwise include extra 2/- for postage.
tech., elec, and radio comm., H.N.C.-Box 4770.
CO-AE CABLE 11012 EX. GOVT.-new and perfect 9d. yd.
ERVICE engineer, 16 years' practical radio
YOU SHOULD CALL at once during transmitting time.
and television, Assoc. Brit. I.R.E. and City
to see our latest " W.D. TELEVIAIR," it really gives super
and Guilds Radio Communication Grade 3
resulta. All parts are available from stock coat being
seeks situation London western suburbs.-Box
£18. If you can't call to- day then write to-day enclosing
4901.
[ 3116
76 for the constructional data and price list. Everything
Pleases the Eye as well as
A B.Sc. ( Hons.), M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., present
can be sent to you. H.P. terms available if required.
21 head of large radio development laborasatisfies the Ear
WE ARE OPEN UNTIL 5 P.M. ON SATURDAYS.
tory engaged on uh.f, and radar equipment development, would like a change to a progressive
ELECTRON HOUSE, WINDMILL HILL, firm with a future; 15 years' experience on teleWILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.
vision, radio mobile gear, radar, mathematical
Utility Works, Holyhead Rd.,
RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDLESEX.
analysis, antennae design, communication reHandsworth, Birmingham 21.
ceivers, marine, radio and domestic receivers.
marine radio and domestic receiver design.
American- trained in technical administration:
salary of less importance than opportunity.Box 4752.
13022
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY
ADIO and electrical lock- up. North Birmingit ham residential district, well established,
no opposition; £400. plus s.a.v. ( about £400);
Ideal for
vendors' house for sale with business or later.lugh and low
Box 4769.
[ 3081
voltage testing; 1/30.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
We can also offer you a
...
100/850 A.C. and D.C,
A DVERTISERS seek light engineering firm/
.L-S. persons, England or U.S.A., interested
made on old models.
formation television receiver mfg. concern, MidSend for interesting leaflet ( R.I4) on Electrical and
standard range of adjustable
lands.-Principals write Box 4751. [ 3014
Radio Testing, from an Dealers or Direct.
TECHNICAL TRAINING
iron dust cored coils
of
RUNBAKEN.MANCHESTER.I
.M.1.E.E., City and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee" terms: over 95% auccesses; for
exceptional efficiency and
full details of modern courses in all branches of
electrical technology send for our 112- page handstability, suitable for super_
book, free and post free.-B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 388A).
17. Stratford Place, London, W.1.
[ 6270
het and T.R.F. receivers.
TUITION
OFFER EX STOCK
THE British National Radio School
COPPER
INSTRUMENT
WIRE.
MONOCHORD RADIO
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
OFFERS you a career.
(Establnhid 1929)
WRITE to- day for free booklet describing our
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
wide range of training courses in radio. Radar,
I7, Streatham
Hill,
London, S.W.2.
Most gauges available.
Phone: Tulee 11111 1115L
telecommunications.
principles,
mathematics,
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
physics, and mechanics; correspondence and day
soldering
tags, eyelets and rivets.
cusses for the new series of C. da G. exajoinaEBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
tions; we specialise in turning " operator
into
" engineers.' and for this purpose our " Four
TUFNOL
ROD.
PAXOLIN
TYPE COIL
Year
Plan" ( leading
to
A.M.I.E.E.
and
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., with 9 C. it G. Certificates
Latest Radio Publications.
as interim rewards) la unsurpassed; our " guarantee has no strings attached.'-Studies DirecSend stamped addressed envelope for comtor. B.Sc..
M.Brit.I.R.E., 66, Addisprehensive
lists. Trade supplied.
combe Rd., Croydon, Surrey.
16811
NIVERSITY COLLEGE, Southampton-Dip.
036YAGIBAR
loma in Electronics.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
AN advanced course of Honours Degree Stan"EDDYSTONE 840." The popular priced British
dard covering the entire field of electronics
33,
Bourne
Gardens,
London,
E.4.
Communication receiver, for all Interested In longwith special emphasis on receiver design and
range Short- Wave reception. M Y many refinements,
'Phone : CLIssold 4688
line technique, will commence at the beginning
with Crystal Phoning. B.F.O. and Noise limiter.
of October. 1949. The course will be full-time
£27 10s. Very reasonable hire purchase terms availfor one academic year. The College will grant
able. Send P.O. for full details.
a Diploma by examination to students who suc"EDDYSTONE 870." Marine receiver. For export
cessfully complete the course. Entry qualificaG' IPe.d1E-E RING
only. either direct, or for use aboard a foreign-going
tion is normally a university degee or its equivaDeecriptive literature forwarded. KM 10s.
lent.-Further details may be obtained from the
OPPORTUNITIES'
CONDENSERS.
Govt. Surplus.
New. 0.15 plue
Academic Registrar.
F3003
0.15 mid., 7kv.. oll-Alled, 131-. 4plus 4 mid., 3kv..
fhis unique handbook
Vie ADIO training.-P.M.O. exams. and I.E.E.
251-. 4mfd.,21rv.. 12/6 Plus postage.
Diploma: prospectus free.-Technical Col,fiows
the easiest
way to
CHOKES. 10H 100 m/a 100 ohms, 7/6. 20 H 100
lege. Hull,
10611
;enure
A. M.1. Me ch. E.,
m'a 350 ohms, 10/6. 12
200 m/a super potted job,
A
A.M.I.E.E., City and Guilds,
20/-. 15-2011 800 m/a 80 ohm,, 25/-. Carriage extra.
A.M.I.E.E.,
etc., on " No Pass-No Fee" terms, over
H.T. WIT, Regulated 140-120 T. up to 60 m/a.
City and Guilds, etc.
95% successes; for details of exams, and courses
200/250 w. Input. Ideal for bias supply or battery
in all branches of enginering, building, etc.,
We Guaranteereceiver. 35/-. Plus 2/
6 carriage*
write for 108- page handbook-free.-B.I.E.T.
AIMITIKR. 25 WATTS OUTPUT.
T010, with
" NO PASS - NO FEE."
(Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place, London. W.I.
valve.: 2 61.6, 2 6N7, 26837, 504G, lese motor and
WSW
comprehensive
system
of
tuition.
Details are given of over ¡ so
P.E. cell. 110 y. AC. Input. 27/12/6. Auto- transMatric., Special Entrance.
First
Mid..
Home-study Diploma courses in
former, 21)- antra, plus 10/- carriage.
Common Preliminary. etc. Exams. of Institutes
all branches of Chill, 610els.,
TUBES. VOR138.• tube. This is • super tube for
of Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
scope work, complete with base, 301- each. plus 1/6
Elec.,
Motor,
Aero,
Radio,
Also electrical and telecommunications engineerpostage.
Television
and
Production
ing courses.-Write Dept. W.. Comprehensive
Agents for " Eddystone," " Deseo," " Lanese?" and
Correspondence Schools. Ltd., 411, Oxford St.
Engineering, Tracing, Building,
..Knymart." We guarantee satlefaction with all our
London. W.I.
(
306S
Govt,
Employment,
R.A.F.
equipment- Write to us for all your requirements.
101.1NDAMENTALf3 of television.-Conference,
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
'
Export Enquiries Invited.
J.
April 1st-2nd. Primrose Hill. Birmingham:
Safeguard your future; send
this course of lectures, given by leading research
ARTHUR H. RADFORD A.M.I.E.E.
engineers, will deal with latest developments in
for your copy at once- FREE,
28, BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL, 3.
television of special interest to physics graduB.I.E.T., 187, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE
TM.: 64314,
ates or specialists in industry.-Details from
17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.
Director Extra-Mural Studies. University. EdOpen Saturdays 9 f, ,”
mund St.. Birmingham. 3.
13038

•Itodiospore
goollito Ports

THE
SERVICE ENGINEER'S
FIRST CHOICE

S

THE COIL

PICK-UP

WAVE WINDINGS

TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATION

A

POST RADIO SUPPLIES

WESTERN GATEWAY HEADQUARTERS
for Radio Equipment and Components

U
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ENGINEERING careers and qualification/.

Electronics
yF.G. Spreadbury, A.M.Inst.B.E.,
Lecturer in Physics and Mathematics at the Working Men's College,
London.
This is the most up-todate, comprehensive and reliable
guide yet published to electronic
theory and its applications, and is
equally helpful to the student of
modern physics and to practical
workers in this field, including radio
and electrical engineers and technicians.
700 pages.
•• A

very

Illustrated.
useful

work

55/- net.
of

refer-

ence."-Journol of the Institution
of Electrical Engineers.

PITMAN
Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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THE ULTIMATE
in your quest for
REALISTIC REPRODUCTION

i3-6TH Government and industry have announced
and emphasised that young men with technical
knowledge and qualifications must receive every
chance to rise to the highest positions within
their capacity, in post-war engineering and
allied industry; write to- day for " The Engineer's
Guide to Success "-200 courses free-which
shows you how you can become A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.F.R.Ae.S., etc., and covers all
branches in radio, automobile, mechanical. electrical, production, aeronautical. etc.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain,
82, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.
11776
rilELEVISION postal course for radio trades
1
Examination Board's diploma, also postal
courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certificates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
-Apply British School of Telegraphy. Ltd.,
179, Clapham Rd., London, S.W.9. ( 40 years'
experience in coaching students in wireless
telegraphy and allied subjects.)
f2586
ADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL. Air Service
Training, Hamble. Southampton, provides
the best full-time training for responsible positions in industry or aviation; students coached
for C. Sz G. Inter. and Final Certs. in radioor tele -communications; Graduateship of Brit.
IRE.. M.C.A., radio engineer licence, and for
Geometricians tell us that the
air and marine radio officers' licences; full detaIls from the Commandant. ( 2260
distance between two points is
HE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
have available Home Study Courses in
a straight line
every phase of radio and television engineerYOURSELF
ing, specialising in the practical training of
apprentices in the retail trade; enrolments
•
•
limited, fees moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
LOWTHER
the Secretary, I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20,
HOUSE
Fairfield Road, Crouch End, London, N.8. [ 1614
REE booklet, Training for Electronics. in- Therefore,
pay us a visit,
hear,
eludes description of postal course on industrial electronics prepared by E.M.I. experts examine and judge for yourself our
(H.M.V., Marconiphone, Columbia, etc.). Course
complete
range
of
reproducing
describes circuit details, gives instruction on the
functioning of many industrial electronic devices
equipment.
and their aid to increased productivity. Booklet
also contains details of other postal and attendance courses.-Write to E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd.,
Daily demonstrations at
Dept. W.W., 43, Grove Park Rd., Chiswick, LODdon, W.4. Tel. Chiswick 4417-8. [ 3192
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
EBB'S 1948 radio map of world. new multicolour printing, with up-to-date call signs
Lowther House, St. Mark's Road,
and fresh information. on heavy art paper. 4/6.
BROMLEY, KENT.
post 6d; on linen on rollers. 11/6. post 9d.VVebb's Radio, 1-4. Soho St.. W.I. Gerrard 2089.
Ray. 5225,
OURS for the asking; grand new catalogue
of over 100 new publications dealing with
every aspect of radio, television and electrical
engineering; also 6- page ditto of exceptional bargain lines in radio and gram equipment, and the
pick of current Government releases; s.a.e.
please, to: Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Rd.,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, SCREENED,
Leyton. E.10.
[2251
FULLY
INTERLEAVED
AND
RAMS' " Radio Valve Vade -Mecu m ," 1948
IMPREGNATED.
edition ( two vols). 18/6, only one copy per
address; Brans' " Radtoschemas." five vols cots
and servicing data for Continental sets. some
H.S.63.
Input 200/250, Output
British and Americans included. Vol. 1 13/6, 2
250/0/250, 60 m/A, 6.3 v. at 3amp., I
15/6
17/6. 3 20/-, 4 14/-, 5 15/-; postage 108 per vol;
5 v. at 2 amp.
Half
set 5 vols £ 4. postage 2/e. only one copy each
H.S.40. Windings as above, 4v.
Shrouded
vol. per address; index available.- Peter Armstrong. 138, Bickenhall Mansions. London. W.I.
at 4 amp., 4v. at 2 amp.
Welbeck 4893.
[ 3006
F.S.1.
Input 200/250, Output

will be found at

"LOWTHER

HOUSE "

1

7

R

short-

est

T

F

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.

W

Y

SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
R.A.F. MK.14 BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Brand
new with Sperry gyro, 2.28 volt motors, rack and
worm gearing, barometric bellow., counters, etc. In
'shockproof mounting. 155/.., carriage 5/3.
BENDD/ COMMAND RECEIVERS. B6454 ( 3-8 mege.)
and BC-I55 ( 6.9.1 mega). 6 valves. 12SK7 (3),
128R7 ( 1), 17.,6 ( 1) and 12K8 ( I). Ideal for eon'
version to AO/DC or car receivers. Brand new. 35/-,
either set, post 1/6.

B

BOXES FOR 130453/C5. Three slow
motion dials and drives, three 50,000 ohme, volume
controts and six rotary switches. In makers cartons.
12/6 each, pont 1/-.
DRIVE CABLES FOR BC453/4/5. 14 feet long
813 each, poet 1/ .
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Smiths or Yowlers,
10 hour movement giving two Impulses per sec.
Thermostat control. Ideal for darkroom work. In
oak or paroline case. 10/-. Post 116.
R-2.8/ARC-5 RECEIVERS. 100-156 «legs. 10 valves.
717 ( 4), 1281170T (3), 12SL7GT (2), 12A60T (1).
Ideal for 2- metre converter. Complete with 1/60 h.p.
tuning motor. In makers sealed eases. 8.3/15/-,
carriage 5/.. Inclusive of circuit.
WESTKCTORS W.X.E and W.112. 6'. per doz.,
CONTROL

a well equipped engineering business,

m/A

H.S.2.

Windings

as

F.S.2, 801

producing high class recording equip-

H.S.3.
rn/A.

Windings

as

F.S.3,

ment.

Write in first instance to Box

ACCURATELY and QUICKLY
Chants, Prackets, Shroud; Condenser
and
Tranalonner
dipsTREPANNING Steel or Alumininn,
Five slzes-I2" to 36'

post id.

LUFHILA HOLE
Et, poet 6.1.
THROAT

4/8, lost Gd.
CUTTERS.

MICROPHONES.

Full partienhirs from

A. A. "TOOLS

Adjustable to 311n.
Low

Impedance,

197a, WHITEACRE ROAD.
AS HTON-UNDER-L YNE

3/8,

poet 4d.
BATTERIES. M.C.R.1. type, 90 v. H.T. and 7f v.L.T.
8/8 each, poet 9d.
EVER READY 1dINIMAX, 671 v., 5/6„ port 4d.
BEAM AERIAL MOTORS. 230 v. 50 c.p... Sync.
8.75 r.p.m. 100 lbs. torque. £4 each, carriage 5.-.

Type

AC/2

10

gns.

Type Al £4 16 O.
Particulars from SPENCER-WEST,
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

GERrard 6653

•

Filament Transformer, 200/250
Input, 4 v. at 2 amp. Output, at ...
F.6.
Filament Transformer, 200/250
Input, 6.3 v. at 2 amp. Output, at ...
FA4.
Filament Transformer, 200/250
Input, 4 v. at 4amp. Output, at ...
F.I2.
Filament Transformer, 200/250
Input, 12.6 v. tapped at 6.3 v. at 3amp.,
at
F.24.

Filament Transformer, 200/250
Input, 24 v. tapped at 12v. at 3amp., at

7/6
7/6
13/6

13/6
21/6

Multi- Ratio Output Transformer at
5/Midget Pentode Output Trans- •
former, at
per dozen
33/-

H. ASHWORTH

are improving results for many
viewers.

Southern Radio Supply Ltd.
46, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

17/6
Half
Shrouded

C.W.O. (
add 1/- in the [ for carriage) over £2.
Carriage said.
ALL THE ABOVE ARE NEW GOODS

SPENCER - WEST TELEVISION
PRE- AMPLIFIERS

SEND 214. POE PULL RADIO PUBLICATIONS LIST.

80

F.4.

4943 cio " Wireless World"

FOURTEEN FEET COPPER AERIALS in 7 inter-

locking stectlons.

250/0/2.50, 80 m/A
I
19/6
F.S.3. Input 200/250, Output
Fully
350/0/350, 6.3-4-0 v. at 4 amp. I Shrouded
5-4-0 v. at 2amp.

FOR SALE
AS A GOING CONCERN,

DRIVE ADAPTOR AND KNOB FOR BC453/4/15.
Gives slow motion drive. 2/6 each, post 3d.

e

676, GREAT HORTON RD.,
BRADFORD, YORKS.

so
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POTENTIOMETERS

RELIANCt
4.
Wire- wound and Composition types.
Single, Cared, Tandem Units.
Characteristics: linear, log., semi- log., non.
inductive, etc.
Full details on request.
RELIANCE >INFO. CO. (SOUTHWARK), LTD..
Sutherland Road, Higham Hill, Walthamstow, E.I7.
Telephone: Lr.rkswood 3245

Post Ra
Radio Supplies
Premier Radio Co.
Quartz Crystal Co.

Ltd.

Radford, A. H.
Radio- Electronics
Ltd.
Radioman ( Wham). Ltd.
Radiomenders, Ltd.
Radiospares, Ltd.
Ransom
11,
Record Electrical Co., Ltd., The
Reliance Mfg. Co. ( Southwark). Ltd.
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Conversion of D.0 to A.C. for use with television receivers and other apparatus requiring
maximum frequency stability means that the
converter used must be dependable under the
most adverse conditions. VALRADIO
VIBRATOR CONVERTERS are becoming increasingly used for this very reason.
MODEL 230 175 24

68

Taylor Electrical Instruments. Ltd.
13
Taylor Tunnicliff ( Refractories), Ltd.
57
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54
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64
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32
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Truvoz Eng. Co., Ltd.
19
T. & C. Radio College
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FREQUENCY STABILITY
IS ANOTHER GOOD FEATURE

D.C. input 24 volts, AC,
output-230v./175 watts,
SO or 7$ c.p.s. £16
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litter/Well&
euppreeios
call in the
Experts !
T.C.C.'s long experience in the application of suppression devices enables them
to offer a wide range of suppressors of
proved efficiency. In addition, T.C.C.'s
specialised
manufacturing
techniques
have produced extremely compact types
which are easily fitted to equipment and
i
ide effective suppression over an
exceedingly wide band of Radio frequencies. Where specialised applications, not

covered by standard types, are required,
T.C.C.'s Technical Department will be
glad to advise. The new Wireless Telegraphy Bill will bring you many suppressor
problems — T.C.C. can solve them for
you.
Write to-day for full details and
literature.
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factories

at

Hayes,

Ma,ter's Voice".

Ersin Multicore Solder is
supplied for factories in 5
alloys and 9 gauges on 7 lb.
reels. Bulk prices on request.

Middlesex,

Ersin Multicore Solder is used in the manufacture of television and
radio receivers and radio gramophones.

the extra speed of
Ersin Flux enables less
to be incorporated in
all
three
cores
than in the one core
of most single - core
solders.
Thus you
obtain more solder for.
a specific weight and
save money.

SINGLE CORE v. ERSIN
MULTICORE
A, soldered with single- core
rosin solder. Solder has adhered
only to the copper wire. A typical " dry loins." 8, soldered
with Ersin Multicore Solder has
spread evenly over tinned copper wire and oxidised nickel
tag. A sound mechanical and
electrical joint.

The easiest way In
which to see the three
cores
in
Ersin
Multicore
Solder
Is
to hold a length over
a flame, and, when
the solder is heated
slightly, pull sharply.

Th• apparatus illustrated h•re is used
in
Multicore
Research Laboratories
to pass A.C. and D.C.
currents
through
fine wires and soldered joints whilst
the yare subjected to
climatic conditions
equivalent to
th.
Arctic or thaTropics

Ersin Multicore
THREE
MULTICORE

CORE

SOLDERS

LTD..

MELLIER

SOLDER
HOUSE

• Above are seen soldered joints being made on
Automatic Telephone Exchange Equipment at
Siemens Brothers & Co. Ltd. Woolwich Works,
where, many millions of Ersin Multicore Solder,
joints are made per week.
Size ICartons are
Catal 4
ogue
e.•

available

T ¡
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the

following

Specifications:

.Aoprox. length List Price per
per carton
carton(subject)

C 16014

60,40

ti

32 feet

s.
6

d.
0

C16018

60/40

18

84 feet

6

9

C 14013

40'60

13

C 1401.6

40

20 feet
44 feet

ALBEMARLE STREET,

6º

LONDON,

16

W.I.

4 103
5

Tel. REGent 1411

